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EXPLANATION OF COURSE
This Radio Communl.cations course has been written
for the purpose of preparing you for the FCC Amateur examinations. The material contained in this course covers the
written e xamination requirements for the Novic e , Technician,
General and Conditional classes of licenses.
The course is divided into 3 sections. The first section consists of 3 lessons on basic DC and AC theory. Some
of the AC theory isn't required for the amateur exams, but
was given to provide you with a solid theoretical background
for further work in radio. Section 2 discusses vacuum tubes
and some of its uses. Section 3 takes up transmitters, receivers, antennas and the FCC rules and regulations.
After each section, there is a study guide that assists
you by pointing out the important information in e ach lesson.
You should read this study guide before and after each section.
There are a number of practice questions at the end of
each lesson. These will che ck your knowledge of the material
in the lesson. After each section there is an examination
that tests your knowledge of the important points of the section. The correct answers to all of these questions will be
found in Appendix 6.
There are 2 final examination s at the end of the course.
The first is for those preparing for any license, except the
Novice Clas s license. The second is strictly a Novice exam.
for tho se who wish t o take the Novice test. The correct answers to the final exams will be found in Appendix 6.
Most o f the qu estions in t his course are of the multiple
choice type be cause this type of question is used exclusively
by the FCC.
It is sugge sted that you study the entire course regardl ess of which exam you are preparing for. Thia will give you
an e xcellent background in radio communicati ons. However, if
you are strongly interest ed i n obtaining your Novice licen se
in a hurry, you can read only t hose parts that cover the necessary i n formation fo r the Novice exam. Appendix 5 lists the
paragraphs and que stions that the prospective Novice operator
must study.
Appendix 7 contains a series or questions and answers
that cover new technical information that has recently been
included in Novice, General, Techn1o1an and Conditional
Classes of FCC examinations.
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INTRODUCTION TO RADIO

Let us begin by defining communication as a means or
sy stem by which we exchange our thoughts, opinions, infor mation and intelligence with others . We a r e all familiar
with the various methods of communication in use today.
These methods may be simple and direct or highly developed technically. For example, p eople engaged in conversation either directly or by using a telephone illustrate
the most commo n a nd simple means of exchanging ideas. Or,
the system of communication may be more complex as in radio tran smission and reception between two r adi o amateur
operators, universally known as hams.
Before the discovery and development of Electricity
and Radio, people used simple and crude methods for t ran smitt ing intellig ence. The early Indians used smoke s i gnals and drum beats to convey messages from one tribe t o
a nothe r. Although these sound and sight systems of t ransmitting messages, were adequate for early man, they proved
to be more and more archa ic as man moved upward on the
l adder of civilization. As mankind progressed into modern
times, the invention of the telegraph and telephone became
milestones in the history of the p rogress of communi cation .
The telegraph and telephone were then radically di fferent
from any previous communicati on system in that they used
electrical devices for both the sender and the receiver,
and a wire or cable as the medium for the tra n smi ssi on.
It thus became possi ble to communicate between a ny two
points on the face of the earth which could be bridged by
a cable or wire.
The next s i gni ficant stage in the progress o f message
transmission was the development of a system of communication called the WIRELESS. The Wireless was superio r to
the Telegraph and Telephone since it used the air as a
transmission medium rather than a wire or cable. Today,
wireless transmission i s known as RADIO COMMUNICATIONS .
And you, the prospective Amateur Radio Operator will, in
this course, study all of the technical aspects of a basic
Radio Communications System so that you will be well
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equi pped to operat e you r own r e.dio transmitting station.
Let u s at thiE point con s i de r briefly a basic radio
communi cations system as illustrated i n block dis.gram form
in figure 1 . The basic operation of this system i s as f ollows; Someone speak s into the microphone which changes
sound energy into electrical energy . This electrica.l energy i s fed into the s ende r or TRANSMITTER, as it i s commonly cal led. The transmitter gene rates electrical vibr at i on s which, together wi t h the energy output of the microphone, are fed to the transmitting antenna. The t ransmitting antenna radiates the electrical vi brations out into
space in the form of electrical waves. These electrical
wave s travel outward f rom the antenna in a manner similiar
to the outwa r d moti on of ripple s from a central point of
disturbance in a pool of water.

HEADSET

//UlNSMtrr£P,

RECEIV/FR

/1tct?OPHON£

Fig. l. Block diagram o f basic radio communica.tions system.
At the r eceiving end of the radio communications system, the r eceiving a ntenna intercept s t h e r adio waves and
sends them into the r eceive r . The receiver convert s the
radio waves into elec t rical vi b r a ti ons which energize the
earphone s. The earphones then convert the electrical energy back into the original sound that was spoken into the
microphone attached to the transmitter. Thi s brief description gives you a ba sic, non-technical picture of how a
Radio Communicati ons System operates.
Your amateur radio course will first cons ider the basic
principles of electricity and r adio. After you have analyzed these principles, you will study the functions of the
numerous circuits which are basi c t o an understanding of
radio. The course will then wind up with a detailed study
of a complete r adio transmitter from beginning to end.
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Lesson 1

Section I

DIRECT CURRENT THEORY
1-1. Matter and Electricity
Matter is a gene ral term used to describe all the material things about us. Matter includes all man-made structures, woods, metals, gases, etc.; in other words, everything tangeable. All matter, rega rdless of its size, quality, or quantity can be broken dovm fundamentally into two
different types of pa rticles. These par ticles which are
too small to be seen under a powerful microscope are called ELECTRONS and PROTONS. Electri cally, we say tha t the
Electron is NEGATIVELY charged and the Proton i s POSITIVELY charged. Also, the Proton is about 1800 times as heavy
a s the Electron.
1-2. The Law of Ele c tric Charges
Any object, such as a piece of glass, normally has a
n eut r al or zero cha rge; that is, it contains as many electrons as protons . If this piece of glass can b e made t o
have an excess of elec tron s, it i s said to be negatively
cha rged. Conversely, if the piece of gl ass can somehow be
made to ha ve a deficiency of electrons, the protons will
predominate, and it is then said to be positively cha rged.
If a po sitively charged body is brought near a negatively cha rged body , the two objects will be drawn togethe r. On the other hand, if t wo positively charged bodies,
or tvlO negatively charged bodies a re brought near each
other they will try to move away from each other. This reaction i s the basis for our first law of electr1ci ty; the
LAW OF ELECTRIC CHARGES. The law states; like ch arges repel, unlike cha rge s attract. This law is illustrated by
fi g .1-lA and 1-lB. In 1-lA. a positively charge d ball of

A
/

COR K
BALLS

B. Like cha rge s r epel

A. Unlike charges at trac t

Fig.1-1. At t raction and Repulsion.
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cork is suspended by a piece of string near a negatively
cha r ged bal l of cork. The two bodies swing towards each
other since they attrac t each other. Figure 1-lB illustrates the two positively charged balls repelling each
other.
"
1- 3. Difference of Potential
If we were to co nnect a copper wire between the negative and the po sitive balls of cork, an electron flow
would result . The excess electrons from the negative ba.11
would flow onto the positive ball where there is an electron deficiency and therefore an attra.ction for the electrons . This flow continues until the deficiency and excess
of electrons has disappeared and the ba.lls become neutral
or uncharged. This flow of electron s between the two differently charged bodies is caused by the difference in
charge. A difference in charge between two objects will
always result in the development of an electrical pressure
between them. It is this electrical pressure that causes
a current flow between these two bodies when they are connected by a piece of coppe r wire. This electrical pressure is defined as a DIFFERENCE OF POTENTIAL.
1-4. Conductors and Insulators
Materials through which current can easily flow are
called CONDUCTORS. ~ost metals are good conduct ors.
Conductors incorporate a large nuraber of free electrons in
their atomic structure. These free electrons are not held
tightly, and will move freely through the conductor when
stimulated by external electrical pressure. Examples of
good conductors, in the order of their conductivity, are
silver, copper, al uminum, and zinc.
Those materials through which current flows with difficulty a re called I NSULATORS. The electrons are tightly
held in the atomic structure of an insulator, and, therefore, cannot move about as freely as in con ductors . Examples of insulators are wood, silk, glass, and bakeli te.
In radio work, a distinction is made between in sulators
which are good enough only for power frequencies, and those
which are good only for radio frequ encies. Examples of
good radio frequency insulators are: quartz, pyr ex, mycalex
and polystyrene. Wood, silk, glass and bak.el ite can be
used for powe r frequencies, but not for radio f r equencies.
We will further discuss the differences between powe r a nd
radio frequencies in a later section.
1-5. Resistance
The ability of a material to oppose the flow of
5

current ls called RESISTANCE. A.ll materials exhibit a certain amount of resistance to current flow. In order to
compare the resistances of various materials we require
some standard unit of resistance measurement. The unit of
re s i stance that was adapted for this purpose ls the OHl~ ,
and the Greek letter ...n.. is its symbol. (For a list of common radio abbrevi ations r efer to Appendix I.) One ohm is
defined as the amount of resistance inherent in 1000 feet
of #10 copper wire. For example, 5000 feet of #10 copper
wi re would have a resistance of 5 ohms, 10,000 feet of
#10 copper wi re would have 10 ohms, etc. Although the
ohm is the basic unit, the ;,:EGOffi.1, meaning 1,000,000 ohms,
is frequently used. The instrument used to measure resistance is the OHMMETER.
There are four factors which determine the resistance
of a conductor. They are:
1. Length - The resistance of a conductor ls directly
proportional to its length. The longer the conductor, the
greater is the resistance. The current has to flow through
more material in a longer conductor and, therefore, meets
more oppo si ti on .
2. Cross-sectional area - The resistance o f a conductor is inversely proportional to the cross-sectional
a rea. This means that the resistance becomes smaller as
the thickness or area becomes larger. For example, if we
double the cross- sectional area of a conductor of a given
length, the resistance wi ll be cut in half. If we triple
the area, the resistance wi ll be cut to one-third of its
original r esistance. The current will flo w through a conductor of larger cross-sectional area with greater ease
b ecause it has a wider path . If v:e decrease the crosssectional area of the conductor, less electrons can squeeze
through. Hence a greate r resistance.
3. Tempe rature - In practically all conductors, wit~
the exception of carbon, the resistance varies directly
with the temperature. As the temperature of a conductor
rises, its r esis t ance increases; as the temperature drops,
the resistance decrease s .
4. ~~aterial make-up - The resi s t ance of a conductor
depends upon the material of which it is made. Because of
their material structure, some conductors have more resistance tha~ others. For example, silver ha s a very low res i stance, whereas nichrome has a high resistance.
1-6. Resisto rs

~resistor is a common radio part with a bu ilt-in
specific amount of resistance. Resistors which are made
of mixtures of carbon and clay are called car bon resistors.
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Carbon resistors are used in low power circuits. Wire
wound resistors, which contain special resistance wire ,
are u sed in high power circuits. Fig.l-2 illustrates severa l types of f ixed r e sistors which a re u sed in radio c i rcui ts, together with the symbol which l s used to represent
them on circuit diagrams. When it becomes neces sa ry to
vary the amount of re si stance in a circui t, we use adjustable and VARIABLE RESI STORS. The adjustable re sisto r ls
usually wire-wound, and ha s a slid ing collar which may b e
moved along the resistance element t o select any de sired
re si s t ance value . It is then cl amped i n place. Fig. l-3,l
shows an ad justable r esis t or .

Ftx£o

Rt:SI STOH SYMBOL

.J\A/\/\/\r-

-6mr-

-~-i(JJJ)~wE>
~a..,-~

®

@

1. High wattage wire-wound.
2. Carbon resistors
3. Precision resistors.
Flg.1-2. Fixed resistors.
Variable resistors are used in a circuit when a resistance value must be changed frequently. Variable resistors are commonly called potentiometers or rheostats,
d epending on their use. The r esi stance ls varied by sliding a metal contact across the resi stance in such a way so
as to get different amounts of resistance. The volume control in a radio ls a typi cal e xample of a variable resistor . Flg . l-3, 2 shows a potentiometer used as a volume control for a radio receiver; Fig.l-3,3 shows a po tentiometer
wound of heavier wire for use in a power supply circuit.
7

1-? . Conductance
The reciprocal, or opposite of resistance ls called
CONDUCTANCE.
( 1-1) conductance _
1
resistance
Conductance ls the ability of an electrical circuit to
pass or conduct electricity.
VARIABLE' RESISTO/{ SYMBOL

~
@
1. Adjustable power resistor.
2. Potentiometer for volume control.
3. Potentiometer for power supply.
Fig.1-3. Variable resistors.

A circuit having a large conductance has a low resistance;
a circuit having a low conductance has a high resistance.
The unit of conductance ls the MHO. .A resistance of one
ohm has a conductance of one mho; a resistance of 10 ohms
has a conductance of .1 mho (~=0.1). In other words, to
dete rmine the conductance we divide the number l by the
amount of the resistance in ohms. We frequently use the
term MICROMHO, meaning one millionth of a mho.
1-8. Voltage and Current
Voltage ls another term for the difference of potential or electrical pressure which we spoke abou t in a preceedlng paragraph. It is the force which pushes or forces
electrons through a wire, Just as water pressure forces
water through a pipe. Some other terms used to denot e
voltage a re EMF (standing for electro-motive force),
8

IR DROP, and FALL OF POTENTIAL. The unit of voltage i s the
VOLT, and the instrument used to measure voltage is the
VOLY~2TER.
The KILOVOLT is equal to 1000 volts.
Current is the flow of electrons through a w1re as a
result of the application of a difference of potential.
If an 1ncreas1ng number of electrons flow past a g1 ven
point 1n a specified amount of time, we have a greater current flow. The unit of current is the AMPERE, and it is
equal to 6,300,000,000,000 ,000,000 electrons flowing past
a point in one second. MILLIA.iPERE and :.:ICROAi.'IPERE a re
terms used to denote one-thousandth and one-millionth of
an ampere re spectively. Current is measured by an AMMETER.
We have one more important term to define, and that
ls the COULOMB. The coulomb is the un1t of electrical
quant ity . The coulomb is the number of electrons contained in one ampere . One coulomb flowing past a point in one
second is equal to one ampere.
1-9. The Dry Cell
Several methods are used to produce current flow or
electricity. The method by which the d ry cell, used in an
ordinary flashlight,produces electric ity is familiar to
everyone. The dry cell contains several chemicals combined to cause a chemical reaction which p roduce s a voltage.
The voltage produced by all d ry cells, regardless of size,
is l i volts. A battery is composed of a number of cells.
Therefore, a battery may be 3 volts, 6 volts, 7t volts,
etc., dependit1g i.i.pon the nu1ober of cells it contains. The
fact that a cell is larger tc::i.n anothe r one indicates that
the larger cell is capable of deliveri ng current for a
longer period of time than the smaller one. Fig.1-4 illustrates a typical ll volt cell and a 45 volt battery.

©

®

1. li volt flashlight cell.

2. 45 volt
Fig . 1-4. The dry cell.
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B11 battery.

Every cell has a negative and a positive terminal. The
electrons leave the cell at the negative terminal, flow
through the circuit, and return to the cell at the positive terminal. This type of current flow is known as
DIRECT CURRENT (d-c). Direct current flows only in one
direction.
~1-10. Electrical Circuits
Fig.l-5A is a diagram of a complete electrical circuit. The arrows indicate the direction of the current

+

CoPP£1?-WtR G

CONDUCTORS

Fig.l-5A. Complete

Fig.l-5B. Schematic diagram.

electrical circuit.
flow. So long as we can trace the current from the negative point of the cell, all around the circuit, and back
to the positive point,we have a complete circuit. Theimportant thing to remember is that current will only flow
through a complete circuit.
The necessary parts for a complete circuit are:
1.- A source of voltage - the dry cell in Fig.l-5A.
2.- Connecting leads - the copper wire conductors
in Fig.l-5A
3.- A load - the bulb in Fig.l-5A.
If there were a break in the conducting leads, or in
the wire of the bulb, no current would flow and the bulb
would go out. We would then ha ve a n OPEN CIRCUIT.
Fig.l-6A illustrates the open circuit condition.
If we place a piece of wire directly across the t wo
cell terminals, no current will flow through the bulb.
Thi s co ndition is illu strated in Fig.1-?A. The current
by-passes the bulb and flow s through the path of least resistance , which is the piece of wire. This condition is
known as a SHORT CI RCUIT; it i s to be avoided because it
ce.uses a severe current drain which rapidly wears the
10

battery down.

DP.Y
CHl

OPEN·SwtTCH

Fig.l-6A. Open circuit.

Fig.l-6B. Schematic diagram.

Fig.l-7A Short circuit

Fig.l-7B. Schematic diagram.

1-11. Schematics
In drawing e.n electrical circuit on paper, we find
it imp ract ical to draw the actual battery or lamp as was
done in Figures l-5A, l-6A, and 1-?A. Instead, we use
s imple symbol s t o represent the va ri ous electrical parts.
For instance:
A cel l is shown as
-11A battery i s shown as

-iilil..._

A resi stor is shown as

--'\A/v-

You will find. a complete table of rad io symbo ls in Appendix II. Figures l - 5A, l-6A, and l-7A can now b e reuravm
in the manner as shown in fi gure s l- 5B, l - 6B, and 1-78 .
Note tha t we indicate the negative battery terminal by a
short line, and the posi tive termina l by a long line.
1-12 . Ohm 1 s Law
We ha ve di scussed the si gni f i cance of voltage , current, and resietance. Now we shall f urther study the important relation ships that exist between these three fact ors. If we were to increase the battery voltage of
11

f1g. l- 5A, more electrons would flow through the c1rcu1 t
becaus e of the greater el ectrical pressure exerted upon
them. If we wer e to decrease the voltage, the flow of
electrons woul d de crease. On the o t he r hand, 1f the resistance of the circuit were made larger, the current
would decrease be cause of greater oppos1 t1on to current
flow. If the res1ste.nc e were made smaller, the current
would incre ase by the same r easoning . These relationships
a re formulated into a la.w known as OHM'S LAW which is
stated as follow s : The current ls directly propo rtio nal
to the voltage and inversely proportional to the re sistance . Ohm 1 s law,ma.themati cally s t a ted , says that the
current, in amperes, ls equal t o the voltage, in volts,
divided by the resistance, in ohms.
The thre e formulas of Ohm's law a r e:
( 1-2) I-E

(1- 3)

-ir

E :: IR

(1-4 )

R

E

=-I-

11 11
I stands for the current in amper es, 11 E 11 l s the
vo lt age in volts, and 11 R11 l s the resistance in ohms . It
is obvious that it is quicker to use le t ters such as I,
E, and R, t han to actually write ou t the words. Also,
n ote that I R means I multiplie d by R. If two out of the
three f ac tors of Ohm ' s l aw a re known (ei t her E,I,or R),
the unknown third factor can be found by using one of the
above three equations . Several examp l es will cla rify the
use of Ohm 1 s law :

1)

Problem :

Give n:

Current i s . ?5 amperes
Resis t ance is 200 ohms

Find:

The vo ltage of the

batter~

Solution : Since we are interested in f 1nd1ng t he
voltage, we use formula 1 - 3 because i t tells u s what the
voltage is equal to . We then substitute the known values
.3.nd. solve the p roblem as follows:
zoo
x.7S
1) E =IR
E

3)

E=l50V

Problem:

,.,.0

/ 000
0

=. 75 X 200

2)

2)

1so.o o

Gi ven :

Battery voltage l s 75 vo lts
Resi stanc e of bulb is 250 Ohms

Find:

Current in circuit:
12

Solution:

Us e formula 1-2 to find the current.

I=~

1)

.3

.zso I 1s.o

R

75 0

2)

I - 75
- 250

3)

I=.3amp.

Problem: 3)

Given:

Current in circuit is 2 amp.
Battery voltage is 45 volts.

Find:

Resistance of circuit.

Solution: Use formula 1-4 , and substitute for E and
I to find R.

R=~

1)

I

2)

R- 45
- 2-

3)

R

=22. 5

ohms.

1-13. Resistances in Series

If two or more resi stances are connected end t o end
a s shovm in Fig.l-8A, a ny current flowing through one will
also flow through the others. The a rrow indi cates the
1?1

/?:z..

/(3

f?T

~-Ii +
£8

Fig.l-8A. Series circuit.
Fi g. l - 8B.
dir ection of cur rent flow. The above circuit is called a
SERI ES CI RCUIT. :ilnce the same current flows through each
re sistor, the CURitENT I S THE S.AUE AT EVERY POINT IN A
SERIES CIRCU I T. Si mila rly, the total cu rre n t i s the same
as the current i n any part of t he series circui t. To put
it mathematically:
(1- 5)

It is i mport ant to note that the current in Fi g.l-8A will
13

remain unchanged if the separate series resistors are replaced by a single resistor whose resistance value ls
equal to the sum of the three resistors . Fig.l-8B illustrates the equivalent circuit of Fig,1-BA.
THE TOTAL RESISTANCE IN A SERIES CIRCUIT IS E~UAL TO
THE SUM OF THE INDIVIDUAL RESISTANCES.
(l- 6 ) RT = R1+ ~ +R3, etc. where RT is total resistance
Whenever current flows through a resistance in a clrcui t, a part of the source voltage is used up in forcing
the current to flow through the particular resistance. The
voltage that is used up in this manner is known as the
VOLTAGE DROP or fall of potential across that particular
resistor. The voltage drop is equal to the current through
the part multiplied by the resistance of the part.
If we add up the voltage drops across all the parts
of a series circuit, the sum would be equal t o the source
or battery voltage.
EB= VR+ VR+ VR, etc.

(1-?)

i

I

3

where EE is the battery voltage
VR is the voltage across R1
I
VR is the voltage across ~, etc.
2

Pro bl em:
,f,

Find the resistance of R2 i n Fig.
l-8C;

7S.n.

Solution:

- , , ,__+_
o.s-,q

,..

.c=.11=100

__,
V

F1g.l-8C. Problem

(1)
Since we know the
total current and the battery vo ltage, we can use ohms law to find
the total resistance.

E

100

(2)

RT=-- = - - = 200 _n_
I
.5
Since the total resistance in this series clris 200..n_, and R1 =?5; then R2 =RT-Rl

(3)

R:2= 200 -?5

(4)

R = 125..n_
2
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1-14. Resistances 1n Parallel
The circuit 1n F1g.l-9A ls called a PARALLEL CIRCUI T.
R1 and Rz are 1n parallel with each other. The current in
Rr

1i:8 =1V
F1g.l-9B. Equivalent circuit.

Fig.1-91•• Parallel c1rcu1 t.

the c :rcui t now has two paths to flow through from the
negative end of the battery to the positive end. If we
r emove re sist or R1 or R2 from the circuit, the current has
only one path to flow tnrough fro m the ne gative to the positive end of the battery. Since it is easier for the current to flow through two paths instead of one, the total
r esistance of a parallel combination ls less than the resistance of either resistor in the circuit. The more resistors we add in parallel, the less becomes the total
resistance; because we increase the number of paths
through which the current can flow. An ana l ogy for this
would be to consider the number of people that can pass
through one doo r in a given time compared to the number of
people that can pass through several doors in the same
time.
I f each resistor in Fig. l -9A had a va lue of one ohm,
it would be twice as easy for t he current to pass t h r ough
the parallel combination than it would be for it to pass
through either one of the re s1 store alone . The total parallel re sistance would therefore be one-half of eithe r one
of the re sistors, or one-half ohm. F1g. l-9B shows the
equivalent circuit of Fig. l- 9A.
The total re sista nce of any TWO resistors in pa r allel
may be found by using the following formula.
(1-8)

~

-

~X R2
R1+ R2

(rn Fig.l- 9B , R i s the total resistance of R1 and ~
in parallel. The cdr rent flowing in the equivalent ci rcu it mu st be equal to the total line current of Fig.l-9A)
15

Rz

For exampl e , if R1 and
of Fig.l-9A were 3 and 6
or.J11s respect ively, the total resistance would be:

1)

2)

RT=

3X6

18
=_

3+ 6

9

2 ohms.

The total re sistance of ANY NUMBER of resistors in
paral lel may be found by applying the following formula.
(l-9)

R_
-"T

=

l

1

1

l

-+-+Rl R2 R3

etc.

For example, if three r esi stors of 5, 10, and 20 ohms
were co nnected in parallel, t he total re sistance woul d be;
1)

3)

RT=

~

1+ +1
Ill ii2 R3

l

4+-2+-l

20

1

2)

R.r = 1 ~

1

5+10+20

(least common denominato r is 20)

2 ~ ohms.
7

4)

- 7
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1-15.

Characteristi cs of a Parallel Circuit
1. The total resistance of several r esistors hooked in parallel i s less than the smalle st re s i sto r.
2 . Different amounts of current flow through the
d iffer ent branches of a parallel circuit . The amount of
curren t flowi ng through each branch depends upon the resistance of the individual branch. The to tal current dr awn
f r om the battery is equal t o the sum of the individual
branch currents.
3. The voltage across al l the branches of a parallel circu it is the same; in Fig . l-9A the voltage across
R1 is the same as the vo lt age across R2 .
An exampl e will i llust r ate the above principles .
Refer t o Fig.l- 9C.
Gi ven:

curre nt through R1 is
Rl = 50 ..IL
O.Z.A
R =200 .J"L
2

Fi nd:

1. Current throug h
2. Total current.
16

Rz·

I1-+_ _ __,
I
Fi g .l- 9C. Problem.
A3

_

£8

Solution: Since we know the resista nce of R1 and the
current througb R1 , we can find the voltage across R1 by
using ohms l a w.

Since R1 is in par allel with R , t he vol tage acr oss
R2 is t he same as t hat ac ros s Ri_. Ther efo re , E =lOV also .
R~
Knowing the re si stance of ~ (g iven) and the voltage
ac ross it, we can f ind the current through~
ER
10
IR= __i=-- = . 05 a.mp .
z
R2
200
current through ~
In a parallel circui t, the t otal current i s equal to
the sum of the individual bran ch current s; therefore:
1)

IT= I R+ I a
I

2)

J.

IT=· 2A +. 0 5A

=. 25

amp .
total cu rrent

1-16,

Series- parall el Circuits
Circuits A a nd B of Fig. 1- 10 are called SERIES- PARA LLEL circuits. I n circuit A, the 10 ohm re sistors a r e in
/?,

/ OJI..

A

15"4..

IS"J\..

B

I

- I+£
Fig. 1-10.

E8

8

- 1I +
Series-parallel circui t s.

paral lel with each other. But , this parallel combi nation
is in series Vli th the 20 ohm r esistor. The total resistance of circui t A i s computed as follows:
First find the r esistance of the two 10 ohm par allel
resistors u sing fo rmula 1-8.
17

Since the paral l el resistors are in seri es with the
20..!Lresis tor, then the total resistance of this combination i s:
5 + 20 or 25-"-

=

I n diagram B, the two 15 ohm resi sto rs a re in series
with each ot~er . This series combination is in parallel
with the 30 ohm re sistor. The total r esistance of seriesparallel c ircuit B i s compu t ed as follows:
The resi stance of the two 15 ohm resistors in series
is 1 5+ 15 or 30 ohms. Since thi s 30 ohms is in par allel
wi th t he 30 ohm r esisto r, the t otal resistance of the combi nation is:
~

= 30 >< 30
30+30 -

900

60

-

15..(L

1-1?.

Power
When ever current flows through a resista nce, there
is fri c tion between the moving electrons and the molecules
of the resi s t or.
This friction causes heat t o be generated, as does all friction. We could a l so say that e l ectrical energy i s changed to heat energy wheneve r current
flows through a r esistor. The unit of energy is the JOULE.
The r ate at which the heat energy i s g enerated is t he power
that the re sistor consumes. This power consumpti on in t he
form of heat represents a loss because we do not make use
of the heat generated in r adio circuits.

We should know how much heat power a resistor is
consuming or dissipating . This is important becau se a resistor will burn up if it cannot stand the heat that is
being gene r ated by current flow. Resistors are therefor e
rated, no t o nly in ohms, but in the amount of power that
they can dissipate without overheating . The unit of
elect ri cal power i s the WATT . A resistor rated at 5 watt s
is o ne which can safely dissipate up to 5 watts of power.
If thi s re sisto r i s made to dissipate 10 watts, by i ncreased current flo w, it wi ll bu rn up.
Exactly how much powe r i s dissipated in a par ticular circuit, and upon what fac t ors does the powe r dis18

sipation depend? Since the power is the result of friction between the flowing electrons and the resistance in
the circuit, the actual power dissipated depends upon the
cu~rent and the resistance.
The more current that flows,
the more electrons there are to collide with the molecules
of the resistance material. Also, the greater the resistance, the greate r is the resulting friction. The actual
power dissipated in a resistor can be found by the following formula:
(1- 10)
P = r2 x R
where:

p is the po\ver in watts

I is the current in amperes
R is the resistance in ohms.
(
means IX I. )

r2

Problem: Find the power dissipated in a 2000 ohm resistor with 50 milliamperes flowing thr ough it.
Solution: First change milliamper es to fu~peres. This
is done by moving the decimal three places to the left.
Thus 50 milliamperes = , 05 amperes. Then substitute the
values given in formula 1-10:
i) .05
.Z) .0025
2
1)

P=I xR

X . oJ"

=. 05 x . 05 x 2000

2)

p

3)

P= 5 watt

X ,2.ooo

.00;1.5·

S,,oooo

By using ohms law, and algebraically substituting in
formula 1-10, we can arrive at two mo re formulas for obtaining power dissipation.
( 1- 11)

(1-12)

P =EX I

E2
p= R

where: P is the power in watts, E is the voltage
in volts, I is the current in amperes and
R is the resistance in ohms.
Formula 1-11 states that the power is e qual to the
product of the voltage across the resistor and the current
through the resistor.
The Wattmeter is the instrument that is used to measure power. The Watt-hour meter is the in strument that is
used to measure energy .
19

PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON I
(For answers, refe r to ba ck of s tudy guide Section I
1-1.*

The unit o f power i s ;
c. the watt.

a . the ampere.
d. the joule.

lo~b.

1 - 2.*

1 - 3.

b . the cou-

The instrument used to measure r esis t a nce i s;
a. the wattmeter.
b. the ohmmet er.
c. the
me ter.
d. the voltme ter.

8.l!l-

The re s istance of t wo equal resi stors connected in
parallel i s;

a . the sum of the t wo resisto rs.
b . one-half of one of the resistors.
c. one-quarter of one o f the re s i stor s.
d. the ave r age value of the resi s tors .
1- 4~

The unit of elec t rica l quantity is the;
b . wa tt.
c . joule .
d. c oulomb.

1-5.

A kilovolt i s ;
a . 100 volts .
b. one-thousandth
of a vo lt .
c . 1000 volt b.
d . one- millionth of
a volt.

1- 6.

The total current i n a par allel circuit i s ;
a. the same in each b r a nch.
b. equal to the sum of the ind ividual branch cu rren ts.
c . equal t o th e current in each branch multip lied
b y two .
d. none of the above.

1- 7.

Whi ch of the f ol lowing fac t ors doe s not influence
the r esi stance of a conduc to r?
a. leng th·.
b . d i ame t er.
c . t emperature.
d. col o r .

1- 8~

Of the fol l owing formu las , pick out the inco rrect one.
(a) r_E
(b) E = RI
(c) R_I
(d) P=l2.n

-E

-~

1-9 .

a . ohm.

The total current in a series c ircuit is e qual to ;
a . the current in any par t of the circuit .
b . the surn of the current s in each part .
c . the total resistance divi ded by the voltage .
d. the sum of the I R dr ops .
20

1- 10.

A short c1rcu1 t;
a. ls found 1n every good electrical circuit.
b . causes a heavy current to be d rained from the
elect rical source.
c . prevents current fro~ f lowi ng.
d. decreases the conductance of the c1rcu1t.

1-11.

Find the power dissipated by a 2500 ohm re s istor
that l s ca rrying ?5 milliamperes.

1-12'!"

Find the source voltage of the fol l owi ng circuit;

1-13.

A 20 ohm re s i s t o r , a 1 5 ohm r esistor, and a 30 ohm
resistor a re a ll hooked i n par a llel. What ls t!'leir"
total re s i stance?

1- 14~

What l s the to te.l current i n the following c ircuit;

30..tl..

1-1 5~

What l s the voltage across the 50.n. re s istor 1n
que sti on 1- 147

1 - 16.*

The unit of ene r gy i s ;
a. watt.
c, c oulomb.
d . electron.

b. Jo ule .

The instrument used to measure power ls the;
a . ohmme ter.
b . powe r meter. c . wattm eter.
d . wavemeter.
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SECTION I

LESSON 2

MAGNETISM
--- 2-1.

Th e ;r.agne t
We a r e all famil i a r wi th t h e effects o f magne tism.
A horseshoe magnet wi l l att r act a nd pu ll t o it i ron fili ngs. A po•.s·e r ful c r ane e lect r omagn et will p i ck u p heavy
pieces of iron . A co mpass needle wi l l po int t o the north
po le. A magne t, the r e f o r e , i s a ny ob je c t which has the
a bi lity of attracting to i tself magn e ti c mat eri als s uch
as i ron or steel.
Fi g . 2- 1 shows a. ho r sesh oe magn e t a ttract in~ part i cles of iron fil ings.

Fig . 2-1. Magnet 1 s a ttra ctive power.
When a mae;netize<i bar of iro n is suspended from a
stri ng t ied a round its ce nte r so that i t ls fre e t o r otate, i t wi ll come to r est wi th one end poi nti n g a l mos t
The end that po i nts nor th i s call ed t h e
d i rectly no r th.
NOrtTH POLE , a nd the oppo si te end of t he magne ti zed ba r of
iron i s call ed. the SOUTH POLE.
Law of ~agn e ti c Po le s
I f t~e north po le end of on e magn et i s b r ought ne ar
the no r th po l e end of a nother magnet , t h e magnets wi l l r eThe same re a cti on of r epu lsion will occur
p el ea.ch other.
if two sou th ;ol e e nds are brought clo se to e ach othe r .
If , ho weve r, a nor th pole end a nd south pole end a r e brou ght
close t o e a ch othe r, the magnets wil l attract each othe r.
'l'h e reason tha t t he no r th po l e of a su spended mag ne t po i nts
to the earth ' s nort h geographi ca l pol e i s tha t the earth
i t s el f i s a mag net . Th e ea r th 1 s sou t h magne t ic po l e i s
loca t ed ne a r the nor t h geo~raphi cal po le.
The r esul ts of
experiments i n magnetic att r action a n d r epulsion were formu l a ted i n to the law of poles which sta t es tha t OPPOSITE
?OLES ATTRACT EACH OTHER, ViHE:tEAS Lil\.~ POLES nEPEL EACH
OTHLR. Fi g . 2- 2 i l l ust r ate s this pri ncip l e .
2- 2 .

22

ATIRACTION

s

Fig.2-2. Attraction and r epulsion
2-3.

~a gnetic Lines of Force
We cannot see the forces of repulei on or attraction
which exi s t between the pole pieces of t wo magnets. We
must assume that the north pole of one magnet sends out
some kind of invisible force which has the ability to act
th rough a ir and pull the south po le of the other magnet t o
it. If we had uniaue vi si on we would be able t o see certain lines leaving.t he north pole of one magnet and crossing over to the south pole of the other magnet. These
lines a re known as magnetic lines of force, and as a group
a re called a MAGNETIC FIELD or FLUX. Fig. 2- 3 illu strs.tes
the magnetic fiel d as it exists a round a bar magnet .
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Fig. 2-3. Magne t ic line s of force.
Notice that the lines of force lea.ve t h e magnet at the
north pole and r eturn to the magnet at the south pol e .
Note,also, that the magnetic field continu e s flowing inside
the ma.gnet from the south to the n orth pole . The complete
pa th of the magne tic f lux i s called the magnetic circuit.
Fig.2-4 shows the lines of force p roduced by a bar magn et
as shown by the a rra ngement of iro n filings.
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Fi g. 2-4.
Fig.2- 5 ill ustrates the mag netic fiel d of attraction as
it exis t s between the north and the south po l e of two separate magnets. Notice that the magnetic field appears to
be ac tually pulling the two pole ends tog ether .
-- - --------··--------- -- ~

.

~:~'ff:ji{~~:.1~;~
-- ---- - ----

Fi g.2- 5. Unl i ke magnetic
pol es attr act.
Fig. 2- 6. illu stra t es the magnetic f i eld of repul s i on between t wo like poles. Notice that the magnetic fie l ds are
actually pushing each othe r away .

;'{~~,,~~,~~!;;~~
-- -------

Fig. 2- 6 . Like magnetic
po l es r epel.
2- 3. The Ma.gnetic Circuit
Lla gnetic flux flowing in a magnetic circuit is analogous to elect ric current flowing i n an electrical circuit .
The magnetic flux has a direction of flow as wel l as a
given s trength or amplitude. J u s t as a current will flow
only when the electrical circuit i s complete, similarly, a
mag neti c flux can exist only if there exi s ts a complete
magnetic pa th.
24

2-4.

Sh1eld1ng
If a non- magnetized object, suc h as a tennis ball,
were placed in the pa th of a magnetic field, as shown in
Flg. 2-7, the lines of force would pass right through the
ba ll just as light shines through a piece of glass. However, if the tennis ball ls covered up with a thick layer
of soft 1ron,the lines of force will take the path of
least magnetic resi s tance, as illustrated in Fig.2-8 .

shielding.
Notice that the area. in the center of the ball ie now free
of magnetic flux. The above example illustrates the principle of magnetic shielding which ls so extensively used
in electronic circuits.
People who work near strong magnetic fields usually
encase their wat ches 1n soft iron
through which the magnetic field will not penetrate. The delicate watch movement is therefore protected from being adversely affected
by the magnetic field.
2- 5.

Temporary and Permanent Magne ts
Soft 1ron can be magnetized easily by placing it in
a magnetic field, However, as soon a s the iron ls removed
from the magnetic field, it loses 1ts magnetism. Such a
magnet is cal l ed a TEMPORARY MAGNET. Steel or hard iron,
on the other hand, which i s diff icult to magnetize, retains
1ts magnetism after it has been removed from the magnetic
field. A magnet of this type is called a PERMANENT MAGNET.
Permanent magnets are usually made in the shape of a bar or
a horse- shoe. The horse -shoe type has the stronger magnetic field because the magnetic poles are closer to each
other. Horse- shoe magnets are used in the construction of
headphones and loudspeakers.
2-6.

Resi dual Magnetism
We stated above that a tempo r ary ~a gnet loses its
magnetism when it is removed from a magnet i c field. This
25

is not entirel y t rue because a smal l amount of ffiagnetlsm
does remain. This small amount is calle d the RESIDUAL
::.AGNETISM. Its i mport a nce will become apparent when we
study the subject of gene r ators.
2-7.

Electro magneti~~

The same type of magnetic fie l d that we have been
discuss ing, exists around all wires carrying current.
Thi s can be proven by placi ~g a compass next to a currentcarrying conductor. It will be found that the compass
needle will t urn unt i l it is at right a ngles to the conductor . Since a compass needle lines up i n the direction
of the magnetic f ield, the field must exist i n a plane a t
right angles t o the co nductor. Fig.2- 9 illus t rates a curr ent- carrying condu ctor with it s associated magne ti c field;
t he current flows from le f t to right and the magneti c f ield
i s in a counter-clockwise direction. In Fig.2-10, the cu rrent flows from right to left and the magnetic field is in
a clock-wi se directi on.

Thi s ma6netic fi eld , of which only a num~er of cross- sections are sho wn , encircles the wir e a ll along its length
like a cyl inder. Notice that the direction of the magne tic f ield, as indicated by the ar r ows, depends upon the
directlon of current f l ow in the wire .
2-8.

The Coil
If the Sfu~e conducto r is wound in the form of a coil ,
the tota l magnetic field about the coil will be greatly increased; since the magnetic fields of each turn add up to
make one re sultant magnetic field. See Flg.2-11. The coi l
ls called a SOLEHOID or ELECTR0~1AGNET . The elec t romagnet
has a north and south pole Just like a permanent magnet.
The ~~l e for determi ning which end i s the north pole and
which end ls t he south pole states as follows: I f we g rasp
the coil with the l eft hand so that the finger t ips po int
in the direction of the current, the thumb will auto matically po int to the no rth pole of the electromag net. Thus,
we see that the po l arity of an electr omagnet depends upon
both the way in which the turns are wound and the di rectio n
of the curren t flow. If we reverse either the d irection of
the cu rren t flow or the direction of the windings, the
nor t h pole will become the s outh po l e; a nd t he south pole
26

Fig.2-11. Magnetic field produced by current
flowing through coil of wire or solenoid.
will become the north pole.
A compass placed within a coil carrying an electric
current, will point to the north pole of the coll. The
needle itself would be at right angles to the wire. The
reason for this ls that the compass needle lines itself
up in t he direction of the magnetic lines of force . You
will recall that inside a magnet, the direction of the
field ls from the south po le to the north pole. This is
also true in an electromagnet a s illustrated in Fig.2-11.
There are various factors which influence the strength of an electromagnet. They a re:
1. The number of turns. - An increase in the number
of turns in a coil increases the magnetic strength of the
co il,
2. The amount of current.- If we increase the amount
of current in a coil, the magnetic streng th increases.
3. Permeability of the core.The core of the coll
is the material within the coll. It may be ai r, gl ass ,
wood or metal. If we wind the coil on an iron core, we
find that t he strength of the electromagnet is increased
by several hundred times over what it is with an air core .
The iron is said to ha ve more permeability than air; PERMEABILITY i s the ability of a substance t o co nduct magnetic lines of force easily . Permeability ls to a magnetic
circuit as conductRnce i s to an electrical ci rcuit, If we
have a core with a high permeabi l ity, we will have a large
number of magnetic lines of force.
This will result in a
stronger magnetic field. Iron and permalloy are examples
of materials having high permeability. Air ls arbitrarily
g iven a p ermeabi lity of 11 on e 11 • The pe rmeabil ity of air is
the basis for comparing the permeability of other materials.
Iron and steel , for example, have a permeability of several
hundred depending upon the exact material.
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2-9.

Reluctance
Magnetic reluctance is similar to elec trical resist a nce . Magnetic r el uctance is the opposition that a substance offers to magnetic lines of force . It is the property of a ma terial tha t opposes the creation of a magnetic flux within itself. The unit of r eluctance is the
REL or the OERSTED .
Magn e tomo tive Force
The magnetomotlve force of a magnetic circuit ls
similar to the electr omotive force of an electrical circuit.
The magn~tomotive force i s the force which p roduces the magnetic line s of force of flux. The unit of magnetomotive
force is the GILBERT, The number of gilbe rts in a circuit
is equal t o l.26X NXI, where N is the number of turns in
the coil, I i s the number of amperes. N XI, alone, is also
known by the term ~PERE-TURNS. It is the numbe r of turns
multiplied by the number of amperes flowing in the circuit.
2-10.

Electromagnets are used in t he manufacture o f earphones, microphones, mo t ors, etc .
Induced Voltage
If a coil of wire ls made to cut a magnetic field,
a voltage i s induced in t he coil of wire. The same reaction will occur if the magnetic f ield cuts the coil of wire.
In other words, as l ong as there is r elative moti on between
a conductor and a magneti c field, a voltage will be generate d in the conducto r . An induced voltage ls sometimes
calle d an induced e-m-f; e-m-f s tands for electromotive
fo rce.
2-11.

Fig . 2-1 2A shows a n iron bar magnet being thrust into
a coi l of wire. The dotted line s about the magnet r epresent magnetic lines o f force. The rel ative moveme n t between the coil and magnet will result in the turns of wire
of the co il cutting the lines of fo r c e of the mag netic
fie l d. The net result of this action will be an i nduced
voltage gene r ated in the turns of the coil. This i nduced
voltage wi ll in turn cause a current t o flow in the coil.
A galvanome ter (an instrument used t o d etect t he p r esence
of smal l currents ) will deflect to the right indicating a
current flow a s a result of the induced e-m-f. Fig.2-12B
shows t he magnet being pul led out of the coil. The galvanometer needle wi l l now deflect to the left indicating that
the current is now in the oppos i t e directi on. Reversing
the direction of the motion of the magnet in relation t o
the co il reverses the direction of the induced cu rrent as
indicated by the position of t he gal vanome ter needle and
28
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A. Magnet moving into coil.
B. Magnet moving out of coil
Fig. 2-12. Inducing a voltage in a coil of wire.
the polarity of the current flow.
This method of electromagnetic induction is used in
the generators which supply us with our electricity. If
we wish to increase the strength of the induced e-m-f, we
can do the following:
1. Use a stronger magnet.
2. Use more turns on the coil.
3. Move the magnet or the coil back and forth a t a
faster rate.
4. Have the coil cut the lines of force at right
angles if it is not already doing so. In other words, the
more lines of force cut per second, the stronger is the resultant, induced e-m-f.
In order to determine the direction in which t he induced current will flow, we use LENZ'S LAW. Lenz 's law
st ate s that: when a moving magnetic field induce s a n
e-m-f i n a coil, a current will fl ow in such a directi on
as to form a magneti c f ield within the coil which wi ll oppose the motion of the original magnetic field.
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 2

(For answers, refer to back of study guide section I

2-1~

The unit of magnetomotlve force ls;
b. gilbert.
c. ohm .
d. rel.

2-2 .

Permeability ls;
a. another name for
b. the ability of a
another coll.
c. the ability of a
lines of force.
d. the ability of a

A. joule.

magnetomotlve force.
coll to induce a voltage into
material to conduct magnetic
magnet to retain its magne tism.

2-3.

If we placed a compass inside a coil carrying direct current, the north pole of the compass would;
a. p oint to the south po le of the coil.
b. point to the north pole of the coil.
c. point t o the center of the coil.
d. shift back and forth until the current was shut
off.

2-4.

The opposition to the magnetic lines of force in a.
magnetic circuit ls known as;
a. ampere-turns.
b. reluctance.
c. resistance.
d. reactance.

2-5.

The magnetism remaining in a material after the
magnetizing force has been removed is known as;
a. residual magnetism.
b. permeability.
c. conductance .
d. residual permeability.

2-6.

Ampere-turns may be defined as;
a. the square r oot of the number of turns multiplied
by the current.
b . the number of turns multiplied by the square root
of the current.
c. the number of turns multiplied by the current.
d . one-half the number of turns multiplied by the
current.

2-7 .

The unit of reluctance is;
a. the mho.
b . the
gilbert.
c . the ampere turns.
d . the oersted.
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2-8.

Inside of a bar
force is;
a.
b.
c.
d.

2-9.

2-10 .

magne~

the path of the lines bf

from the north pole t o the south pole.
from the south pole to the north pole.
either way depending on the type of magnet.
there are no lines of force inside a magnet .

Shielding is accomplished by;
a. inserting the object to be shielded
magnetic container.
b . inserting the ob ject to be shielded
containe r.
c. inserting the object to shielded in
wire.
d. inserting the object to be shielded
iron container.

in a nonin a lead
a coil of
in a soft

The strength of an electromagnet will NOT be increased if;
a.
b.
c.
d.

we increase the number of turns.
increase the permeability of the core.
change the iron core to an air core.
increase the current flow through the coil.
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Section I

Lesson 3

ALTERNATING CURRENT THEORY
3-1.

Introduction
Up to this point we have been studying DIRECT CURRENT
which flows in one direction only. (The abbreviation for
direct current ls d-c.) We are now going to study a current
which periodically reverses its direction of flow. This
type ls known as ALTERNATING CURRENT. A battery will g enerate a direct current, and an alternating current generator will generate an alternating current. The abbreviation
for alternating current ls a-c . For a list of radio abbreviations refer to Append1X""1'.
3-2.

Development of the Alternating Current Wave
Flg.3-1 illustrates a loop of wire which can be rotated between the poles of a magnet. The me€netic field

ZERO Pos1T10N

45°

POSITION

*i

80° Pos1T10N:#'2,

180" PoslTION •3

2 70° Pos1110N # 4 360° ZERO Pos1T1ol'I
Fig.3-1. Generating the alternating current sine wave.

which exists in the space between the north and south pole
is not shown in the diagram. If the loop of wire is rotated through the magnetic field, an e-m-f (electromotive
force) will be induced in the wires of the loop. This
e-m-f will cause a current to flow in the circuit of the
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loop of wire. The milliammeter in series with the loop
will indicate the current flow. From our previous study
o f magnetism (refer to lesson 2 paragraph 11)
we know
that an e-m-f will be induced in a conductor when it cute
through a magnetic field. One of the factors influencing
the strength of the induced e-m-f is the relative cutting
position of the loop as compared t o the direction of the
magnetic field. When the conductors of the loop cut perpendicular to the magnetic field, a maximum induced voltage will be generated. When the conductors of the loop
a re moving parallel t o the magnetic field, no lines of
force will be cut, and therefore no voltage will be generated. If tha l oop ie rotated at a constant speed in a
counter-clockwise direction, a current will flow whose
strength and direction will vary with different positions
o f the loop. The strength and direction o f the current
for different l oop positions is indicated in fig.3-1 . The
resulting curve obt ained is illustrated in fig.3-2. At
112
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Fig.3-2. The sine wave.

zero degrees, the l oop begins its rotation with the ammeter indicating zero current. (The conductors of the loop
are moving parallel to the magnetic lines; there fo r e no
induced e-m-f will be gene rated . ) When the loop has reached position
(45 degrees) the current flow is indica ted to be i n a dire cti on which we shall arbitrarily call
positive; when the loop has reached position #2, ( 90 degrees)
the current is at a maximum since the conductors are cutting into the magnetic fi eld at right angles. The current
flow is still in a positive direction. From position #2
to position #3, the current decrea ses in value and is still
positive. At position #3,(180 degrees) the current is zero
once again, as it was at the start. This is because the
conductor is moving parallel with the magnetic field but
is not actually cutting it. From position #3 , through #4
and back to the start·ing po sition, the current goes through

*l,
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the same amplitude c~ges as it had gone through from starting position (zero degrees) to position 13 (180 degrees).
However, -rrom position 13 back to position zero, the direction of the current HAS REVERSED ITSELF and ls now considered negative. The oppoe1te to positive, or negative
direction, is shown on the graph by drawing the curve below the horizontal line. The curve of flg.3-2 representing a varying current through the loop, ls a waveform
known as an ALTERNATING CURRENT wave. The mathematical
name for a fundamental alternating current wave ls a SINE
WAVE.

To summarize: Alternating curren~ as opposed to direct current, continuously varies in strength and periodically reverses its direction of flow.
3-3.

Characteristics of the Sine Wave
A sine wave has the following important character1 stic s:
1. The complete wave as sho~n in fig.3-3 ls known as
a CYCLE. The wave ls generated in one complete revolution
of the armature from 0 to 360 (degrees).

Flg.3-3. The sine wave.
2. An alternation is one-half cycle, from o' to 180°
or from 180° to 360:
3. The frequency of a sine wave ls the number of complete cycles which appear in one second. In flg.3-3 we
have completed one cycle per second. If 60 such cycles
were completed in one second, the frequency would be 60
cycles per second. The time taken for one cycle would be
l/60th of a second. This time in seconds ls known as the
1

PERIOD OF THE WAVE.

4. The height of the wave at any point
AMPLITUDE. The highest point of the wave is
imum or PEAK AMPLI'lUDE, which in our example
In a sine wave, the pea.ks always occur at 90
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is known as its
called the maxls one volt.
degrees and

270 degrees; the zero points always occur at 0, 180, and
360 degrees.
3-4.

Freguency
The unit of frequency is cycles per second or simply
cycles. The abbreviation for cycles per second ls .21?.!!·
The frequency of the a-c power that ls supplied to
moat homes in the country today ls 60 cycles per second.
This ls known as the POWER FREQUENCY. Radio waves transml tted by radio stations have a frequency much higher than
the 60 cps. power frequency; radio waves have a frequency
usually above 400,000 cps. An electrical frequency higher
than 400,000 cps. is known as a radio frequency (r-f).
Fig. 3--4 illustrates a low frequency of 60 cps and a high
frequency of 1,000,000 cps.
Frequency 60N

+
0 >---+--+--+--4--+--+---io---1-----+-~-

Timt Period

I

1oSK.--!

i + - --

- - - fssecond -

---+<

Frequency 1,000,000N

!\. ___ ____
+
Ql-l-l--l-+l-H-l-l-l-l-++-l-l-l~l-l-l-l-++-l-+l~l----4+H-+-l-+l,-I--

Time~

I

T

Time Period

'~· 1.oc:!..DOO Sec.

-----,.Jo~oooSK.----:

Fig.3-4. Low and high frequency wave.
Sound waves which can be heard by the human ear are
called audible sounds or audio sounds. The frequency of
the audio sounds lie in the range from 16 to 16000 cps .
When a sound wave frequency is converted into an electrical
frequency it ls known as an audio frequency (a-f). For example, when our voice ls amplified by a public address system, the sound wave from our throats strikes the microphone
and ls converted into an electrical frequency, or an audio
frequency.
When a frequen cy la given as a large number of cps,
it can be converted into smaller units of kilocycles per
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second or megacycles per second; Just ae pennies can be
converted into dollars.
For example:
a. 1000 cycles per second
1 kilocycle.
The abbreviation for kilocycle is kc. (The prefix kilo always means 1000) . Therefore, in order to convert cycles
per second i nto kilocycles per second, we divide the number of cycles pe r second by 1000 .
1,000, 000
1000 kc
1 , 000 , 000 c p s = - - - - 1000

=

b. 1,000,000 cps =l megacycle per second.
The abbreviation for megacycle is me. Therefore, in order
to convert cps into megacycles , we---ciivide the number of
cps by 1,000,000.
1,000,000
1 , 000 , 000 cps = ----1 me
1, 000 ,000
Radio men very often shorten the term cycles per second to cycles. Instead of talking about a 5000 cycle per
second wave, they talk about a 5000 cycle wave.
3-5. The Meaning of Phase Relationship
Two alternating current generators are connected in
parallel across a load. If their armatures are started
rotating together from exactly the same point, two e-m-f 's
(electro- motive forces) will be produced in the wire connecting the generators to the l oad . Assume that the peak
output of generator #1 is ? volts, and the peak output of
generator #2 i s 5 volts. Since both a rmatu res start from
the same position , at the same time, a nd at the same speed,
they will both produce the maximum and minimum voltages at
the same instant. This is illustrated in fig.3-5 .

Fig. 3-5.
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phase.

The output of these genera tors are then said to be IN PHASE
WITH EACH OTHER.
I!', on the othe·r hand, a rmature #2 i s started a n eighth
of a revolution (45 degrees) after armature #1 has started,
the output of the two gene rators will r each maximum and minimum points at different times. They will now be OUT OF
PHASE as shown in fig.3-6 . It should be observed that the

Fig.3-6. Out of phase.
same voltages are be ing considered here as in fig.3-5, but
that the 5 volt wave LAGS 45°behind the 7 volt wave. These
waves a re said to be out of phase by 45: If the 5 volt
wave had started 90°later than the other, the 5 volt wave
would be lagging the 7 vol t wave by 90~ The angle by which
one wave leads or lags another wave is known as the PHASE
ANGLE.
3-6. Effective Value of a n a-c Wave.
Let u s consider a d- c voltage of 100 volts, and an a-c
wa ve who se peak is 100 volts.(see fi g. 3-7)
We can see that
the d-c voltage is real l y peak vol tage at a l l times; that
is, i t remains constant. The a-c wa ve reache s its peak value only fo r a fraction of each cycle. If we connect a
lamp firs t to the d-c voltage and then to the a-c, the
lamp wil l light up mo r e brilliantly when connected to the
d- c . This is becau se the d-c voltage remains at 100 volts
continuously, whe r eas t he a-c voltage reache s a 100 volt
peak only at two points du ring t h e cyc l e. In order for the
lamp t o light with e qual brilliance on a-c as well as on
d-c, we must raise the a- c voltage t o 141 peak volts. .§1fectively then, 141 peak volts of a- c will light u p a lamp
as brillia n tly as does 100 volts of d-c. The EF!ECTIVE
value of the 141 peak a- c wave i s therefo r e 100 volts.
See fig. 3-8.
The ef fect ive value of a n a-c wave (either voltage or
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Fig.3-7. D.C. wave equals Fig. 3-8. Effective value
peak of A.C. wave.
of a sine wave.
current) is 0.707 times as great as its peak value. For
example, the effective value of the above a-c wave is
0.707 x 141 volts or 100 volts, which is also the value of
the d-c wave. The magnitude of an a-c wave is usually given by its effective value from which the peak value can be
calculated to be 1.41 x the effective value. The effective voltage or current is frequently referred to as the
rms (root-mean-square) value.
3-7. Calculation of Peak and Ef fective Value
The peak value of an a-c wave can be calculated from
its effective value by using the following formula:
3-1)

Epeak

=

1 . 41 x Eeff

The effective value of an a-c wave can be calculated
from the peak value by using the foll owing formula:
3-2)

Eeff =0.70? x Epeak

Formulas 3-1 and 3-2 apply for all sine
voltage or current . The value ~iven to an
always be the effective value, un ess stated
A-c voltmete rs and ammeters will always read
value of the a-c wave unless it i s indicated

waves whether
a-c wave will
otherwise.
the effective
otherwise.

3-8. Inductance
In paragraph 2-8 we l earned that a current-carrying
coil of many turns behaves just like a magnet. The current
will cause a magnetic field to surround the coil. If the
current flowing through the coil is alternating, the magnetic field surrounding the coil will also be alternating.
In fig.3-9 we have a coil which has an alternating current
f lowing through it. rnis alternating current produces an
alternating magnetic field around the coil which expands
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and collapses ln phase with the alternating

When

r---.,,...,...-----.-~-.

Fig. 3-10.
Current wave
and
magnetic field
'-------11'\J t-----in phase.
Fig. 3-9, Coll with a-c flowing
through 1 t.
the current is zero, the magnetic field is zero; and when
the current reaches its peak at 90, the magnetic field has
reached its maximum value. This is shown in fig. 3-10.
Evidently, since the field starts from zero and builds up
to a maximum, lt ls an expanding field; this expanding
field must cut through the conductors o~ the coil itself.
According to Lenz's law, the cutting action induces an e-m-f
in the coil which opposes the original current. The process
wherein an induced e-m-f is generated in a coil which opposes the original current f low is called SELF-INDUCTION.
The coil of wire is known as the INDUCTANCE. The unit of
inductance ls the HENRY; and the abbreviation of henry is £.
The symbol for inductance is L. Smaller and more practical
units of inductance are the mTlllhenry (mh) and the microhenry (,µ h).
Ac GEtvcRATOR),

1

1 m1111henry

IOoO

of a henry

1 microhenry -

1
- l-,-o-o_o_,
_o_o.. ,.o

3-9.

Factors Affecting Inductance of a Coi l
1. Number of turns - The inductance of a coil varies
as the square of the number of turns. For example, if we
have two coils of the same length and diameter, and coil #1
has four turns while coil #2 has eight turns, the inductance
of coil #2 will be four times the inductance of coil #1
L.t. _f 8)2. _

r, -\4 -

64

16

4

=r;

L:i.=+xL.

2. Core material - The inductance of a coil varies
with the core ma terial. An iron-core coil wil l have a
higher inductance than an air-core coil. Since the ironcore has a high permeability as compared t o air there will
be a stronger magnetic field around the iron-core coll which
results in a high inductance.
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3. Length of coil - As the length of a coil increases,
the number of turns remaining constRnt, the inductance of
the coil decreases. This is because the resistance of the
magnetic circuit increases due to the increased coil length
which results in a weakening of the magnetic field.
4. Diameter of coil - The inductance of a coil varies
directly as the square of the diameter. For example, if
we double the diameter of a coil, the inductance will increase four times.

3-10. Inductive Reactance
An inductance resists a change of current flow due
to the counter-electromotive force of self-induction. This
resistance or holding-back effect is measured in ohms. Instead of being called a resistance, however, it is called
a reactance; an INDUCTIVE REACTANCE. The abbreviation for
inductive·· reactance is XL·
The formula for computing inductive reactance is:
3-3)

XL=

ohms

27TfL

where:

the symbol 7T= 3.14
f frequency of the applied
voltage in cps.
L= inductance of the coil
in henries.
(If the inductance is given in mh or~h, it must first be
converted into henries before lt can be used in formula
3-3)

=

Problem: Find the inductive reactance of a 10 millihenry coll at a frequency of 60 cycles per second.
Solution: First convert 10 mh to h; then use formula
3-3.
l)

10 mh _ ~ h - 2-h
- 1000
- 100
27TfL

3)

2 x 3.14 x 60 x

3-11.

ohms
1

-

100 -

3. 768 ohms

Phase Angle in an Inductive Circuit
A pure inductive circuit has no resistance. In a
pure inductive circuit, the current lags the impressed
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·voltage by go• as shown in fig,.,_~~.
The waveform E
starts go ahead of the waveform I as shown in the diagram
of figure 3-11.
We say that the phase angle bet0

Flg.3-12. Induct1veFlg.3-11. Pure inductive
res1st1ve circuit.
circuit.
ween the voltage and current is go: Since in actual practice a coil or inductance will always have some resistance
(the resistance of the wire), the phase angle between the
impressed e-m-f and the current becomes less than go: The
greater the proportion of resistance, the smaller will be
the phase angle. Fig,3-12 illustrates the current lagging
the impressed voltage by 45°in a circuit containing equal
amounts of resistance and inductive reactance. When there
ls all resistance and no inductance, the phase angle becomes 0 degrees. The current and voltage are then in phase.
This le to be expected since it is the counter e-m-f of the
inductance which causes the cur~nt to lag.
3-12. Impedance of an Inductive Circuit
In f1g.3-13A the total resistance which opposes the
flow of current ls R1 +~. The total resistance to current
flow in a series circuit is the sum total of the individual
resistances. If the circuit consists of resistance and inXL
R

F1g.3-13A. Resistive circuit.

F1g.3-13B. inductiveresistive circuit.
duct1ve reac'tance, as shown in fig.3-l3B, the total resistance to the flow of current is called the IMPEDANCE. The
symbol for impedance is~· The unit of impedance is the ohm.
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Unlike a resistive circuit, the impedance of an inductive
circuit ls NOT equal to the simple sum of the resistance
plus the inductive reactance.
The impedance of an inductive circuit can be calculated by using the following formula:
3-4)

z=VR2 +~ 2

ohms

where: Z is the total impedance in ohms
XL is the i nductive reactan ce in ohms
R is the series resistance in ohms
Problem: If a circuit contains a coil and resistor i n
serie s , and if the coil has a reactance of 12 ohms and the
resistance is 5JLwhat ls the(l) total impedance, and(2)
what is the current? The source voltage is 130 volts.
Solution: Note that the impedance IS NOT simply the
impedance in an INDUCTIVE
sum of R+xL or l? ohms.
CIRCUIT must be calculated by u sing formula 3-4.

The

1)

Z=VR2

+ xL2

2) \}52+122
3)

= \)25 +144 =\}169

Z =13 ohms

The current i n the circuit ls simply the
total voltage divided by the i mpedance according to ohms
law.
10 amperes
I-!-~
-z-13
3-13. The Condenser
We have thus far studied two radi o parts which exert
a holding-back effect u pon. current; l) resistors, 2) coils
or inductors which exert a holding-back effect upon a-c
current only. We shall now investigate another holdingback device which has a tremendous application in radio;
the CONDENSER or CAPACITOR.
A condenser ls a device having in it s simplest fo rm,
two conducting plates separated from each other by an insulating material called a DIELECTRIC. The dielectric may
be air, mica, oil, paraffined paper, etc . Fi g.3-15 illustrates a two plate condenser connected across a battery.
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Fig.3-15. Charging
Fig.3-15.
Condenser
discharge
the condenser.
Note: -U- is the symbol for a condenser. When the
switch is closed, a certain number of free electrons on
plate A will be attracted to the positive aide of the battery. Plate A is left with a positive charge; at the same,
time, plate B will have the same nu ~ber of electrons
pushed on to it by the negative side of the battery. This
electron flow continue s until a charge is built up on the
condenser plat es which develops a voltage equal to the
battery voltage. The pl ates of the condenser are now said
to be electrically cha rged. The charge on the condenser
plates depends upon the size of the plates (the capacity),
and the force of the battery (the e-m-f). Notic e that the
accumulated electrons on plate B ca nnot cross to t he o ther
plate because of the insulator dielectric in between.

When the condenser has become fully charged, the voltag e across the condenser is equal to the battery voltage.
If we disconnect the battery from the condenser, the condenser will continue t o hold its charge. If a l amp is now
connected across the charged condenser (see fig . 3-16) , the
el ectrons on plate B will flow through the lamp a nd onto
positive plate A; because electrons are attrac ted to a positively charged body. During the brief duration of the
electron flow, the lamp will light for an instant indicat~
ing that a current has passed through it. The electrons
will continue to flow until plate B no l onger has a au~
plus of electrons. Pla te B is then said t o have a zero
charge. Pla te B is now neutra~ and of course plate A will
have r egaine d its electrons so that it is also neutral.
The condenser is now said to be DISCHARGED. A condenser,
then, is a de vi ce in which electricity may be stored for a
period of time until it is ready for use.
A condenser i s a s torage tank for electricity Just as
a gallon Jug, for e xample, is a storage pl ace for water.
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If we force water into the jug under pressure, the amount
of wate r that will go into the jug will be de termined by
the capaci t y of the jug and , also, the pressure or force
that the pump exerts on t he water. Similarly, the amount
of electricity that a condenser will hold depends upon the
same f acto r s as apply to the water jug , namely, electrical
p re ssure and capacity. The greater the capacity, and the
greater the p r essure (voltage) , the more electrons the condenser will store up on it s plates.
3-14. Capacitance
The capacitance of a condenser is determined by the
size, shape , number and spacing of plates and the dielectric material. The symbol for capacitance is C. The unit
of capacitance is the FARAD; t he a bbreviation-for farad
i s fd. Since the farad is an extremely l a r ge unit of capacit anc e, it is very r a r ely used. The mor e common smaller
units of capacitance are the microfarad a nd the~
microfarad. The symbol for microfarad is,,µ fJ;the symbol
for micr omic r ofarad is _,P,;<fd.
1 mi crofarad ______
1 __~ of a farad

- l,Q00, 000

l micromicrofarad

1

i,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo

of a
farad

The rang e of capacitance used in radio work may vary
all the wa y from 5 ,-'Aflfd.up to 100 .flfd. (refer to appendix I
for a discus s ion of radio symbols) .

3-15 . The Diele ct ric
The dielectric i s nothing more than the name for the
i nsul ating material between the plates of a condenser. Exampl es of dielectrics used in condensers are mica, ceramic ,
glass , oil, waxpaper, e tc. Condensers with di f ferent diele ctric materials will have different capacities. For example, a condenser with a mica di electric will have a large r capacity than an air di elec tric condenser. The dielec t ri c dete r mines the ability of a condenser to hold more
or le as charge .
3-1 6. The Variable Condenser
Fig.3-17 shows the schemati c symbol of a condenser
whose capac ity can be varied. The condenser ls known as
a variable condens er, and ls used wherever the capacitance
in a circuit must be continuously vari able as , f or exampl e ,
tuning controls in all radio r eceiv ers and transmitters.
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/ioroR

Fig.3-1?. Variable capacitor symbol .
Moat variable capacitors are of the air dielectric type .
A single variable capacitor consists of two sets of metal
plates insulated from each other and so arranged that one
set of plates can be moved in relation to the other set.
The stationary plates a re the stator; the movable plates,
the rotor. As the rotor la turned so that its plates mesh
with the stator plates, the capacity increases . If several variable condensers are connected on a common shaft
so that all may be controlled at the same time, the result
is known as a ganged condenser. Fig. 3-19 illustrates the
rotor position of a variable condenser for minimum, in t ermediate, a nd maximum capacity.

A. Minimum. B. Intermediate. C. Maximum .
Fig.3-19 . Variable condenser settings.
3-1? . Voltage Rating
Condensers a re r a ted not only in capacity, but also
i n the maximum voltage they will stand before breaking
down. If the voltage acr oss a condenser is too high, the
electrical pressure will force electrons to jump from the
negative plate to the positive plate . This will puncture
the d i electric and, in most cases, will ruin t h e condenser.
A typical condenser would be rated as follows:
Capacity - 8 _},( fd
d- c working voltage - 450 v
d-c working voltage" indicates that the condenser
may be used in any circuit as l ong a s the d-c voltage or
the a- c peak voltage acro ss it does not exceed 450 v.
11
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3-18. Condensers Connected in Series Combination
When two or more condensers are connected in series
combination, the plate of one condenser is connected to
the plate of another condenser, as shown in fig .3- 20.
c,

c:: :J

c,

c,

c.

:~~~~
.002

.0015

.()03

.0005

E.M.r.

+

+

Fig.3-21. Problem.
Fig.3-20. Condenser in series.
Plate A of one condenser is connected to B of another, and
so on. The polarity at the plates of each respective condenser is shown . It indicates that when one plate of one
condens er is charged negatively, the plate of an adjoining
condenser is charge d positively. The e-m-f 1 s or voltages
impressed across the condensers in a series circuit a re not
the same unless their capacities are equal. The voltage
drop is inversely proportional to the capacity of individual condensers. Therefore, although condensers may be of
similar voltage rating, a lower capacity in a series combina tion will be subject to a higher potential.
The effect of connecting condensers in series is to
decrease the total capacity of the circuit, Just as the
total resistance of a cir cuit is decreased when resistors
are connected in parallel.
The total capacity of conde ns ers connected in series
is equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals
of the capacities of the individual condensers. The total
capacity can b e computed by using the following formula:
3-5)

1

etc.
Problem: If four condensers with capacities as shown
in fig.3-21 are connected in series, what is the total
capacity?
Solution: Substitute in formula 3-5 the capacity values of the four c ondensers shown in fig.3-21.
CT -

l

-1-------------+ 1 + :"OlY3
l +
1
. 002 :-rn
.0005

Divi oi N& .ooz i NTO 1, WE C:.E'T 500,ETc..
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2)

CT

=

+

500
3)

CT

=-13500

l
66?

+

333

+ 2000

=.00029 _,L< fd.

From the above example it should be clear that in a
series arrangement of condensers the total capacity of t he
series combination (bank) is always less than the capacity
of any individual condenser in the bank.
3-19. Condensers Connected in Parallel Combination
When two or more condensers are connected in a parallel arrangement, plates A and A of one set are connected
together , and plates B and B of the opposite set are connected together as shown in flg.3-22. Connecting condensers in parallel have the effect of greatly increasing the
effective plate area. Since the effective plate area le increased, the
c,
effective capacity le also increased,
as shown in fig. 3-22.

~l~j

When condensers are connected
in parallel, the resulting capacity
is equal to the sum of the individual
capacities. The total capacity can
be computed by using the following
formula:

Shows how the
Pa11llef ConMCtion
of lhf Three

Condensers
is ( Quivalent
to fncrusinR the:
Etttct1ve PL11te Arte.

3-6)

mid ,
Applied
E.M.F.

+

Flg.3-22. Condensers
in parallel

Problem:
If three condensers of
. 002_µ fd, • 003_µ fJ, and • 005.)t fd. are
connected in parallel, what is the
total capacity?
Solution:

+ c2 +-

1)

CT=C1

2)

CT=.002 t- .003

Use formula 3-6.

c3

+

.005 = .Olfa' fd..

3-20. The Condenser in an Alternating Current Circuit
If a condenser is placed across an a-c generator in
series with an a-c ammeter, the following act ion occurs.
When the left side of the generator is negative,(fig.3-23A)
4?

A B

A 8+

++
+

+
+
+

+

.,
'' •'

'd
(\)

_1+\
rv

+

+
Positi ve

A. Negative al ternation .
B.
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Fi g.3-23. Condenser across a-c generator.
electrons f l ow from the negati ve terminal of the gene r ator
to condenser pl ate A. At the same time, electrons flow
off plate B and through the ammeter to the right side of
the generator. When the polarity of the a- c generator r everses, the electrons r ever se in dir ecti on and flow from
the left pl ate through t h e gene r ato r and ammeter on to t he
r ight plate. (see f i g. 3- 23B) This reversal of curren t
f l ow occurs many t i mes in one second, depending upon t he
frequency of the generator. The ammeter registers a reversal of cur rent flow since electron s f l ow through i t
f i rst i n one dir ection and then i n the othe r.
In other
words, although an el ect r ic cur re n t does no t flow through
the condenser itsel f, i t does flow in and out of the plates
of the condenser , and therefore f l ows back and forth thr ough
all the components connected in ser ies with the condens er.
When it is said that a-c curren t f l ows through a condenser,
what i s actually meant i s t ha t the current i s flowing in
a nd out of t he plates of the conden ser.
3-21 . Capaci tive Reactance
Fi g.3-23A shows a condenser connected across an a-c
generator. At the instant shown {lef t side of generator is
negative, right side is positive~ electrons rush from the
left side of t he generator to the left pl ate of the condenser. At first, only a few electrons will have reached the
condenser plate A. However, these few electr ons will attempt to repel the electrons that are approaching this condenser plate. This same action occu rs on the plate B when
the polarity of the generator reverses itself. {see fig . 3- 23B)
The first few el ectrons to reach the right plate of the condenser will oppose the electrons that are approaching this
plate. Every time the polarity of the generator reverses,
the first few electrons that pile up on the condenser will
repel the remaining electrons. Thus we see that a condenser offers a certain amount of opposition to alternating
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current, This opposition is actually a COUNTER-E-M-F,
since the original charge on the condenser plates represents an opposition voltage to the generator voltege.
This counter-e-m-f will vary inversely with the capacity
of the condenser and the frequency of the a-c generator.
The higher the frequency of the generator, the less time
there will be for electrons to charge the condenser. The
condenser counter-e-m-f, therefore, decreases with increase in generator frequency. As the capacity of the
condenser increases, the charge will be distributed over
an effectively larger plate area, decreasing the countere-m-f. The counter-e-m-f, therefore, decreases with an
increase in condenser capacity,
The opposition or resistance that the condenser offers
to a-c ls cal.led CAPACITIVE REACTANCE. The symbol for capacitive reactance is Xe, and its unit is the OHM.
In order to compute the capacitive reactance of a condenser in an a- c circuit, the following formulas are used:
1.- when the capacity is given in farads;
3-7)

where:

Xe =-1-~
27TfC

=

Xc capac1 tive reactance in ohms
27r=6. 28
f =frequency of a-c in cycles
c =capacity in farads

2.- when the capacity ls given in microfarads;
3-8)

where:

Xe=

1,000,000

2"1Tfc

xc

=capacitive reactance 1n ohms
27T=6.28
f =frequency of a-c in cycles
c =capacity in microfarads

Problem: Find the capacitive reactance of a 15.,<dd
condenser in an a-c circuit where the frequency of the generator is 1 kilocycle.
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Solution:

Use formula 3-8.
1) Xe 1,000,000
27Tfc
2)

x0 =1 1 000 1 000

3)

x0 = 1, 000, 000 -

6. 28 x 1000 xJ.5
10. 6-'L

94,200

In an a-c circuit, a condenser acte opposite to that
of an inductance. Whereas an inductance tends to prevent
current changes by means of a self-induced e-m-f, a condenser tends to prevent a voltage change by bucking the
flow of current into lt.
3-22. The Phase Angle
In an inductive circuit we found that the current
lags the impressed voltage. In a capacitive circuit the
opposite ls true; THE CURRENT LEADS THE IMPRESSED VOLTAGE.
This can be analyzed as follows: When a voltage or battery ls first placed across a condenser, there cannot be
any back e-m-f a.crows the condenser because lta plates are
1n1t1ally uncharged. A condenser can only have a voltage
across 1 te plates provided there le a charge on 1 ts platec.
If the charge ls initially zero, then the voltage must be
initially zero. Since the condenser offers no 1n1t1al
back e-m-f, the lnltlal current into lt ls a maximum.
Therefore, the current ls at a maximum when the voltage 1s
still zero; or, the current leads the voltage. When the
current falls to zero, the voltage just reaches its maximum value.
The current leads the source voltage by 9r:f ln a pure
capacitive circuit (see fig.3-24). If we introduce some

Curnnt leadl Volt... 90"

Flg.3-24. Pure capacitive circuit.
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resistance into the circuit, the current will
voltage by less than 90: When the resistance
acitive reactance are equal, the current will
voltage by 45: The g reater the resistance in
the smaller the phase angle.

lead the
and caplead the
the circuit,

3-23. Impedance of Serles Circuits
In paragraph 3-12 we discussed the impedance of a
series circuit containing resistance and inductive reactance . We learned that the total impedance of the circuit
was not the simple sum of the resistance and the inductive
reactance. The same ls true for the impedance of a circuit
containing resistance and capacitive reactance (see fig.
3-25). The formula that ls used to determine the impedance

Xe

Fig.3-25. R- C circuit.
Flg.3- 26. R-L-C circuit.
of an inductive circuit ls; Z:.i/R2+xL2 . To determine
the impe dance of a capacitive circuit, we use the same
formula except that we aubstitute X0 for XL. The formula
now becomes:

where:

X0

R=series resistance ln ohms
X<Fcapacitive reactance in ohms

If 1n a reslstlve- capacltive circuit
=4Problem:
ohms, and R=3 ohms, what is the total impedance?
Solution:

Use formula 3-9.

2)

z =JR2+xc2
z =v32+42

3)

Z=lf25=5 ohms

1)

3-24. Impedance of Series R-L-C Ci rcuits
Observe the series circuit of flg.3- 26.
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Notice that

this circuit contains resistance, inductance and capacitance. What is the reletionship of XL to X0 , and how can
we figure out the impedance of such a circuit?
The effect of X and X0 on the current in a series a-c circuit
can be u~derstood by considering the game 11 Tug-of-war 11 •
The rope rep resents the current, and the men pulling on
the rope in opposite directions represent the action of
XL and X0 on the current. XL and X0 act on the current in
opposition . If XL and X0 are equal, they will have no effect on t he current since their effects will cancel. If
XL is larger than X , it will be the difference between
XL and X0 which wil! effect the current. Conversely, if
X0 is larger than X , it will also be the difference between X0 and XL whifsh will affect the current. Before we
can determine the impedance of the circuit we must calculate the total reactance. The total reactance of the circuit is the difference between the two reactances, XL and
X0 . This difference is then added to the resistance in a
man ner similar to that of formula 3-9.
The following formula ls used to find the i mpedance
of a circuit containing Resistance, Inductance and Capaci ta.nee.
3-10)

z=VR2 + (XL -X

where: Z is
R is
X1.. is
Xe is

the
the
the
the

2
0 )

impedance in ohms
resistance in ohms
inductive reactance in ohms
capacitive reactance in ohm s

Problem: Find the impedance of a circuit which contains a resistance of 5 ohms, an inductive reactance of
22 ohms, and a capacitive reactance of 10 ohms. (fig.3-26)
Solution:

Use formula 3-10 .
1)

z=VR2+ (XL- xc)2

2)

z =Vff+ <22

3)

Z = J25 +144

-10 )z

= J25 + <12):1.

= Vl69 =

13 ohms

3-25. Series Resonance
In paragraph 3-24 we studied a series a-c circuit
containing resistance, inductance and capacitance. In order to find the impedance of such a circuit we had to use
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formula 3-10.
Let us assume that the values of L and c, and the
frequency
of the a-c generator are so chosen that XL
and X0 are equal. In this case the quantity, (X1 - X0 )
in formula 3-10 would be equal to zero. The two reactances are equal and cancel each other. (recall the analogy of the game of tu g-of-war) The only opposition that
remains in the circuit i s the resistance, R. Therefore,
the impe danc e in a circuit containing equal amounts of
inductive and capacitive reactance, is equal to the resistance in the circuit. At this point, the current flowing
in the circuit reaches its max1.lllum value; and the impedance of the circuit is at its minimum value. The condition where the inductive reactance is equal to the capacitive reactance in a circuit is known as RESONANCE. Since
the components of this circuit are in series, the circuit
is known as a SERIES RESONANT CIRCUIT. The frequency of
the generator at r eso nance is called RESONANT FREQUENCY.
If the frequency of the a-c generator is increased,
the induc t ive reactance will go up, and the capacitive
reactance will go down. The difference between the reactances is a number larger than zero. Our circuit is
therefore no longer resonant. The impedance of the circuit
has increased since the resistance is no longer the sole
opposition to current flow. The impedance of the circuit
is now determined by formula 3-10. Since the circuit impedance has increased, the current will now decrease below
its resonance value.
If the generato r frequency is decreased, the inductive reactance goes down, and the capacitive reactance go es
up. The reasoning in the preceding paragraph applies here
as well. In this case, the current al so dec rease s below
its re sonance value. We can the refore conclude that the
current i s a maximum at resonance, and decreas es either
side of the resonant frequency.
3-26. The Resonance Curve
If we wer e to draw a curve of the variations of current with changes in generator frequency, we would obtain
a curve known as a RESONANCE CURVE as illustrated in fig.
3-27. The vertical direction stands for the amount of current flowing in , the circuit for diff--erent frequencies.
The horizontal idirection stands for the different generator
frequ encies. ~s the frequency of the generator is varied
above and below; . the r esonant frequency, the current will
vary in the manner indicated. Notice that the current
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Fig.3-27. The resonance curve.
reaches a peak only at resonance, and decreases in value
at either side of resonance.
3-27. Resonant Frequency of a Series Circuit
For every value of inductance and capacitance in a
series circuit, there is ONE frequency at which the induc tive reactance equals the capacitive reactance. This
frequency is referred to as the resonant frequency. The
resonant frequency can be calculated by using the following formula:
3-11)

where:

fRis the resonant frequency in cycles
27T is 6. 28

L is the inductance in henries
c is the capacitance in farads
In order to find the resonant frequency, when L and c
are given in more common units such as microhenries and
microfarads, the above formula is modified as follows:
3-llA)

f - 1,000,000

R-27T~

where:

~is

the resonant frequency in cycles

2 ?ris 6 . 28

L is the inductance in microhenries
c is the capacitance in microfarads
It is important to rem ember that the resonant frequency of a circuit goes up when either the inductance or capacitance goes down. This becomes apparent if we inspect
the above formula.
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3-28. Parallel Resonance
Fig . 3- 28 illustrates a coil and condenser connected
in parallel across an a- c generator. Note t hat RL represents the d-c resista nce of the coil. If the frequency of
the generato r is adju st ed so that XL is equal to Xe, we
would have a condition of r esonan ce known as PARALLEL RESONANCE. Notice that the conditions for resonance are t he
same here as i n a s erie s resonant circuit. The circuit in
f i g . 3- 28 i s called a PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT. In a paral lel re sonan t circuit, there are two different currents
flowing; first, there ls the line current ( I L•NE ) whi ch
flows from the gene r a tor through the resona nt circuit, and
back to the generator. At resonance the line current is
very low in value. The line current increases in value
above and bel ow re sonance. At re sonance, the line current
supplies jus t enough energy to t he parallel ci rcuit to
overcome the losses in the res i stance of the coil. Secondly, there l s the current whi ch flows back a nd forth between
the coil a nd condenser. This current, Ic, i s called the
INTERNAL CIRCULATING CURHENT. At resonance, t he internal
circulating current is very high compared to the l ine current. Since the reactances of the coll and condenser are
equal and cancel each other, the only oppositi on t o the internal circulating current at r esonance is the resistance
of the coil 11 R~.
L

RL

'---~~~~rvi--~~~~

• LEAK

Fig.3- 29. Water tank.

Fig.3-28. Parallel r eso na nce.

To unde r stand the operati on of the paral l el re sonant
cir cui t more clearly, we can compar e it to a water tank
with a small leak in its bottom, as illustra ted in f i g.3- 29.
The small leak rep r esent s the resistance of the coil. The
tank r epr esent s t he circuit of the coil and condenser in
parallel. ( The paral lel combination of a co il a nd co ndenser
is actually given the name TANK CIRCU IT ). The wa ter in t he
tank represents the ene r gy pr esent in the tank circuit due
to the internal circula ting current flowing between the
coll a nd cond enser. The f aucet r ep re sent s the g enerator,
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and the water flowing from the faucet 1nto the tank represents the line current.
If there were no leak, the water tank would not lose
any water, and there would be no need to add water fro m
the faucet. Simila rly, if the electronic circuit had no
resistance, no energy would be dissipated as the internal
circulating current flows back and forth between the coil
and condenser. (Energy can only be dissipa ted in a re sistor according to the I x R factor.) Therefore, the generator would not have to supply any energy since none would
be lost in the circuit. Consequently, the line current
will be zero. Practically speaking, there w111 always be
some resistance present in the tank circuit. Energy will
necessarily be dissipated in the tank circuit since the
internal circulating current must flow through the resistance. In order to replenish this lost energy, the generator will have to supply energy by way of the line current
flowing into the tank circuit.
3-29. Impedance of the Parallel Circuit
The average tank circuit encountered 1n rad1o has a
very low coll r e sistance. The energ y dissipa ted will therefore be very low, and the line current will also b e very
low. Since the line current is small, the impedance (opposi t1on to the line current) of a tank circuit at the resonant frequency must be very high. Compare this with the
low impedance of a series re sona nt circuit. We will also
find that the impedance of t he tank circuit decreases as
the frequency of the energy that is injected into the tank
circuit varie s above and below the resonant frequency.
Thus, the impedance is a maximum at resonance.
3-30. Summary of Characteristics of Re sonant Circuits
We will now summarize the characteristics of parallel
and series re sona nt circuits. See the following page for
a comparison chart.
3-31. A-C Power
In paragraph 1-1?, we le a rned that the power loss in
a d-c circuit is determined by u sing the following f ormulas :

i)P= EI

z)P= IZR

E2

3) P=-

R

where :

R is the total resistance in
the circuit.
This power is dissipated in t h e form of heat, which a s f a r
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as electrical devi ces is concerned , is wasted energy.
The powe r loss in a pure resisti ve a- c circuit is similarly determi ned using the same fo r mulas wher e E and I
are i n effective values .
3- 12)

P

P=Eeff. x Ieff. watts

2
=Ieff.

x R watts

2

Eeff.
p__
__
R

In an a- c circuit containing either inductance or capacitance, the voltage and current are out of phase . (They
a r e not acting together a t the same instant.) Therefor e,
the above formulas cannot be used to determine the TRUE
POWER loss in a reactive circuit. The product of Ee_ff and
Ieff would in this case be known as the APPARENT POWER loss.
This power is actual ly larger than the true power consumed
in the circuit. The true power is the heat d i ssipated in
the circuit. The electri c company charges you for the true
power consumed over a pe r iod of time. Powe r can only be
dissipated or used up in a resistive element. Power cannot
be d i ssipated in a capacitive or pure inductive circuit.
The appar ent power can be determi ned from the readings
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of a voltmeter and ammeter placed in the circuit as illustrated in fig .3-30. The product of these readings, volte
times amperes or VOLT-AMPERES, is the apparent power. The

Fig.3-30. Determining apparent power.
true power dissipated will always be indicated by an instrument called a wattmeter.
The one formula which can be used to determine the
true power consumed in both d-c and a-c circuit is:
P
Where:

== I2R

I is either the d-c current or the
effective a-c current, and R is the
resistance in circuit.

3-32. The Transformer
The voltage supplied to most communities in the
United States is the standard 110 volts,a-c. Many home
radios require a voltage higher than 110 volte, a-c, in
order to operate satisfactorily. To fill this need, a device is incorporated in those radio s to step-up the line
voltage of 110 volt s to a higher voltage . The device which
can increase or decre as e the value of an a-c voltage is
known as a TRANSFOID.:ER.
3-33. Principle of the Transformer
You will r ecall from our early discussion of a-c
voltage, that an e-m-f will be induced in a loop of wire
which cuts into a ma.g ne tic fiel d. So l ong as there is relative motion between the loop and the magnetic field, a
voltage will be gene rated. If the loop is kept stationary
and the magnetic field cuts ac ross the loop of wire, the
result obtained will be the same as if the loop were in
motion instead of the magnetic f i eld. In either case, a
voltage will be induced in the conductors of the loop.
The transformer operati on is based upon a varying magne tic
field inducing a voltage in a stationary coil of wire.
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3-34. Operation of the Transformer
Every time current flows through a conductor, a magnetic field builds up around the conductor. The magnetic
field is in phase with the current at all times. Therefore, if an alternating current flows through a coil of
wire, an alternating magnetic field will exist about this
coil. This al terna t.ing magnetic field expands ou twardly
away from the coil and collapses back into the co il periodically. If a second coil vii th a. lamp across it is placed
in the vicinity of coil #1, as illustrated in fig.3-31, the
alternating magnetic field will cut a c ross coil #2 and induce an a-c voltage in it; this will cause the la.mp to
light. Notice that no electrical connection exists between

Fig.3-31. Magnetic coupling.
the coils. Energy is transferred from coil #1 to coil #2
by means of the varying magnetic field. We say that the
coils are MAGNETICALLY COUPLED. This method of transferring energy from one coil to another is known as TRANSFORMER ACTION. The entire device consisting of two coils magnetically coupled is known as a TRANSFORI.:ER. Coil 'ffl which
is connected to the voltage source is called the PRIMARY.
Coil #2, in which the induced voltage is develope d, is
called the SECONDARY.
Fig.3-32 shows the schematic symbols of typical transfo rmers used in r adio circuits.
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Fig.3- 32. Typical transformers.
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3-35. The Power Transformer
The trans former in fi g.3-33B is known as an air-core
tra nsformer. Its use is confined to radio frequencies and
it will be considered later on. A transformer which is
u sed t o t ran sfer a-c power at t he powe r frequency of 60
cycle s per second i s known as a POWER TRANSFORMER.

A

8

Fig.3-33. Iron-core and Air-core trahs formers.
In order for a power transformer to operate efficiently,
the primary and secondary are wound on an iron core as 111u strated in f i g.3-33A.
Power transformers can only be used on a-c because an
alterna ting magnetic f ield is required to induce an e-m-f
in t he secondary. It is dangerous t o appl y d- c to the power
transformer prima ry. The prima ry has a low d-c re sistance
a nd, therefore, a high d-c current will flow through lt.
This high cur ren t will eithe r blow a line fuse or damage
the transformer beyond repair.
3-36. Voltage a nd Turns Ratio
One of the mo s t commo n use s of a transforme r ls to
step-up the 110 volts a-c that is supplied to the a verage
home , All a-c radi os and televi sion sets require several
hundred volts to operate. They mu s t therefore i ncorporate
a transfo rmer which will step- up t he 110 vo lts . A fundamental principle of transformer a ction sta.tes tba t the voltage ratio between the secondary a nd the prima ry varies
directly as the turns r a tio, An example will cla rify this
point. If t he re are three time s as ma ny turns on the secondary as on the pri ma.ry, t he voltage of the secondary will
be three times the vol tage that i s applied t o the primary.
Fig . 3-34 illu s trates a t r ansforme r whose seco ndary has three
times as many turns as the p rima ry. I f the prima ry voltage ls 110 volts, t he seconda ry voltage whi ch l s appl ied
to the load will be 330 volts . If the re are t en times as
many t urns on the secondary as on the primary, the seconda ry voltage will be t en times as g re a t as the primary voltage.
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Fig. 3-34. l to 3 step-up transformer.
A transformer whose secondary voltage ls greater than the
primary voltage ls kno~n as a STEP-UP TRANSFORMER.
Flg.3-35 shows a transformer where the turns on the
secondary are less than the turns on the primary. In this
case the voltage will be stepped down from p rimary to secondary. Thia transformer la known as a STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER.

Flg.3-35. 2 to 1 step-down transformer.
3-37. Transformer Losses
There are three types of losses whi ch are encountered in the operation of a transformer. They are:
1.- EDDY CURRENTS

2.- HYSTERESIS LOSSES
3. - COPPER LOSSES

EDDY CURRENTS are wasted currents induced in the
iron core of the tran sformer by the va.rying magnetic field.
These currents take a circular path through t he core material as shown in f1g.3-36A. Sinc e the resistance in their
path in a solid core ma terial is low, the eddy currents
will be large. Eddy currents serve only to heat up the
iron core and therefore represent a power loss. Eddy current los ses can be reduced by having the core made up of
LAMINATIONS ( t hin i nsulated iron shee ts ) i nstead of solid
iron. See fig.3-36B. The lamination s limit eddy currents
by increasing the resistance in their path of flow.
HYSTERESIS LOSSES r ep re sent t he en ergy that is used
up in forcing the iron core to reverse the direction of
its magnetic field every time the current reverses its
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Fig.3-36A. High eddy-current flow in solid core.
Fig.3-36B. Low eddy-current flow in laminated core.
direction. Hysteresis losses can be minimized by using
cores made of special materials. Hysteresis losses together with eddy current losse s are known as IRON-CORE
LOSSES.
The third type of loss encountered in transformers
is COPPER LOSSES. Copper losses are caused by the resistance of the wire which makes up the turns of the windings.
Current flowing through the resistance of the winding develops an r2R power loss in the form of wasteful heat. Copper losses can be minimized by using a heavier wire for the
windings; a thicker wire will have a lower resistance, and
therefore, a lower r2R loss.
3-38. Maximum Power Transfer
In order that there be a maximum transfer of energy
from a generator to a load, the impedance of the load
should equal the internal impedance of the generator. This
law applies to all circuits in radio and electricity.
Sometime~ a load such as a speaker voice coil may
have a very low impedance as compared to the very h igh internal impedance of the vacuum tube which is to energize
the speaker. In order that there be maximum energy transfer between the vacuum tube (generator} and the speaker
(load}, a matching transformer (output transformer} is interposed between the two. The transformer steps up the impedance. We say that the transformer MATCHES the lead to
the generator, effecting maximum power transfer.
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 3
(For answers , refer to back of study guide section I )
3-1 .

Alternating current;
a. flows only in one direction

b. reverses its direction of flow periodi cally
c. flows more in one direction t han in the other
d. none of the above

3- 2~

3-3.

The frequency of a sine wave ls;
a. the time in seconds for one cycle
b. the amplitude of the wave
c. the number of cyc le s per second
d. the angle of rotation
The peak ampll tude of a sine we.ve occurs a t;
b. 270°

c. 360°

a. 45°

d. 180°

3-4.

One compl ete cycl e has;
a. one positive a lternation
b. one negative alternation
c. two negative alternations
d. a positive and negative alternation

3-5.

One kilocycle equals;
a. nrao of a cycle.
cycles.
c. 1000 cycle s .
d. 1 cycle.

3-6.

The phase angle is;
a. always l arge
b. the angle by which current leads resistance
c. the angle by which one wave leads or lags another
d. the angle be t ween 0° and 90~

3-7.

If the effective value of the wave le 100 volts, t he
peak value is;
a. 78 volte.
b. 70.? volts.
c. 141 volts.
d . 250 volts.

3-8.

If the peak value is 155 volts, the effective value
ls;
a. 185.
b. 220.
c. 155.
d. 110.

3-9.

The inductance of a coil varies;
a. inversely with the number of turns
b. directly as the square of the number of turns
c. dire ctly with the number of turns
d . di r ectl y as the square-root of the number of turns

I
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b. 25

3-10.

Inductive reactance is;
a. t he oppo sition a coil offers to a-c current flow
b. the a-c current flowing through the coil
c. the d-c resistance of the coil
d. the coil inductance

3-11.

In
a.
b.
c.
d,

3-12.

A condenser is;
a. two conducting plates connected by a wire
b. a resistanc e
c. two in sulated plat es separated by air
d. two conduc ting plat es separated by a dielectric

3- 13.

A condenser is;
a. a short-circuit for d-c
b, an open-circuit for d-c
c. of fe rs little opposition to d-c current flow
d. is a ~ d-c generator

3-14.

A-C flows;
a. in and out of a condenser
b. t hrough a condenser
c. around the pla tes of a condenser
d, can't flow through a c ondenser

3-15.

The reactance of a condenser;
a. remains constant
b. increases with increase in frequency
c. decreases with an increase in frequency
d.. is very high

3-1 6 .

Cond ensers i n series;
a. add like resist ors in series
b. add like resistors in parallel
c. are equa l to the smaller condenser
d. are equa l to the large r condenser

3-17.

At resonance;
a. the resista nce is equa l to the voltage
b. the current is zero

an inductive circuit;
the current leads the voltage
the current lags the voltage
the voltage lag s the current
the current and voltage are in phase
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c. XI:; X 0
d. the voltage varies

3-18.

In
a.
b.
c.
d.

a serie s re sonan t circuit;
the impedance is a minimum
the impedance is a rnaxl murn
the current lags the voltage
the current leads the volt age

3-19.

In a parallel resonant circuit;
a. the line current equals the circulating current
b. the line current is much smaller than the
circulating current
c . the line current is larg er than the circulating
current.
d. the line current ls co nstan t

3-20.

In
a.
b.
c.

3-21.*

Short- circuiting a turn of a co ll in a tuned
circu1 t will;

a t r ansformer, t he secondary voltage ;
always equals the primary voltage
l s less than the primary voltage
equals the p rimary voltage times the turns
ratio
d. ls high

a.
o.
c.
d,

i ncrease the resonant frequency
h ave no effect on the resonant frequency
dec rease the re son ant frequency
incre ase the "Q"
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STUDY GUIDE
Section 1

Your Amateur Communications Course has been written
wi th two purposes in mi nd:
1. To a i d you to succe ssfully pass the written part
of t he Federal Communi cations Commi ssi on examinations for the Amateur licenses.
2. To give you, the prospective radio amateur, a
compl ete understanding of radio theo ry so that
you c a n p roperly operate a radio runateur receiving and transmitting s t a tion.
At the present time , t he government is issuing five
types of Ama teur licenses. They are: the Novice Cl ass ,
the Technician Class, the General Class, the Conditional
Class and the Amateur Extra Class.
In order to qualify for any of these licenses, you
must pass a written teat as well a s an examination in
the sending a nd rec eiving of Int e rnational Morse Code .
The written test for the Novice Class license consists of 20 questions. The written test f or the Amateur
Extra Class license has 100 questions. The writ t en tests
f or all the other classes of amateur licenses have 50
questions. Moat of the questions are of the multiple
c hoi ce typ e . Some of the remaining questions are problems; the rest ask for diagram s. The written part of the
Novice Ola.es examination contain s only mul t1ple choice
question s.
Before the prospective amat eur c an t ake the written
examination, he must pass the code test. The code speed
for the Novice Class and Technician Clas s licenses is 5
words per minute. It ls 13 words per minute for the Gene r al Clas s a nd Conditional Class licenses. The Amateur
Extra Claes license requires 20 words pe r minute.
If your code speed is not up r.o the FCC r equirements,
write to the America n Electronics Co. for informati on regarding code courses that prepare one for t he FCC code
e xaminations.
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This radio theory course comes to you in three sections. Each section contains a number of lessons and a
study guide such as this one. The study guide assists you
by calling special attention to the material that you
will be questioned about on the FCC examinations. At the
end of each lesson you will find a series of questions
that will review the important information in the lesson.
The questions with an asterik are similar to questions
that are asked on the government examination . Kno w them
thoroughly! The answers to the study questions at the end
of each lesson will be found in the study gui de.
After you have thoroughly studied the lessons and
practice questions in a section, you will be ready to
take an 11 FCC-type" examination that te sts your knowl edge
of t he most important ma.teri al contained in the section.
This examination is found a. t the back of each study guide.
Bear in mind that these questi on s are not the actual questions that are asked in the government license examina ti on.
They are, however, similar. Aleo, the practice questions
contain the sA.IDe information that you will be responsi ble
for on t he examinatio n given by the FCC. For example, our
practice question may ask for t he third harmonic of a
given fundamental frequency. The government examination
question may state t he third harmonic and ask for the
fundamental frequency. Thus you can see where an understanding of the practice questions will enable you to c orrectly
answer the actual FCC question.
When taking a practice FCC-type examination , do not
refer back to the text material to obtain the correct answers. You will not be a.llowed t o use any refe rence material
when t aking the actual licen se e xamination . Answer all the
questions as best as you can. When you a r e fini sh ed with
all the questions of a particula r test, check t hem against
the correct answers. If you have wr ong answers, look up the
ma terial in the text t o learn why your Rnswer is incorrect.
Make sure tha t you know and understand the correct answer
before you go on.
While most of the questions on t he examination are of
the multiple choi ce type, some will involve the drawing o f
circuit diagr ams , while others will involve the solution
of simple problems in arithmetic.
The multiple choice que st i on consists of a statement
and four answers, labeled a , b , c and d. Only one of t hese
answers correc tly flni shee the sta t ement .
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For example: 1. The United States ls a:
a. democracy
b. kingdom
c. colony
d. dictatorship
The only correct answer to the question 1 s

11

a 11 •

The same question can be worded in a negative way.
For example: 2. The United States is not a:
a. democracy
b. union of states
c. kingdom
d. land of many religions
The only correct answer to the question is

11

c 11 •

The first three lessons of section l are:
1. I>- c theory

2. Magnetism
3. A-c theory
These three lessons are extremely important because they
contain fundamental material that ls basic to an understanding of the lessons that follow.Therefore, you should study
Section l thoroughly and completely.
The following outline is a guide to the material in Section
1 that you will most likely be questioned about on the FCC
license examinations .
Lesson #1

Direct Current Theory

1. You must know the basic units of electrical resistance, current, electromotive force, power, energy, and
electrical g.uan ti ty.
(refer to practice questions 1,2,4,16,17)
2. You must know the names of the instruments used
to measure current, potential difference, power, and resistance.
3. You should be thoroughly familiar with the application of Ohm's law.
(refer to practise question 8,12,14,15)
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Leeson #2 Magnetism
1. You must know the unit of magnetornotive force
(refer to p r actice question 1)
Lesson #3 A-C Theory
1 . You must know the unit of fre quency
(refer to question 2)
2. You should know that the instrument used to measure fre quency is called a frequency- meter.
3. You should be fam iliar with the theory of tuned
cir cuits. (refer to question 21 )
4. You must be able to understand the theory of the
transformer, and be able to wo r k out problems on transformer action.
(refer to question 20)
ANSWERS TO PRACTICE QUESTION S
Lesson #1
1.- c
2.- b
3. - b
4. - d
5. - c

6. - b
7, - d
8 .- c
9.- a
10.- b

14.06

11. 12. 13.14.15. -

wat ~ s

lOOV
6 . ?-1\..

.50A
25V

Lesson #2
1. - b
2.- c
3.- b

7.-

4. - b
5. - a
6. - c

a.

10. - c

8.- b
9. - d

Lesson #3
1. - b
2. - c
3. - b
4.- d
5. - c

6.- c

11.12. 13. 14.15.-

7.- c
8.- d
9. - b

10 . - a

b
d

b

a

c

16.- b
l?. - c
18.- a
19.- b
20 .- c

21.- a
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16. - b
17 . - c

"FCC-TYPE EXAMINATIONu

SECTION I

After each question you will find a series of four
answers labeled a ,b,c,and d. Only one of these is the
correct answer to the question. Choose the answer which
you believe to be corre c t a.nd print its corresponding letter on the line provided on the answer sheet.
Example: An electron is;
c. negative
d. white

a. positi ve

b . green

The correct a.newer is negative; therefore, on t he line
adjacent to number l on the answer sheet you would. print
the letter c.

When working on the examination , first answer the
questions you know and leave the doubtful ones for later.
You may find that the wording of the easy questions will
give you a clue as to the correct answer for the doubtful
ones.
1.

b. volt
2.

b.

volt

The unit of electr1ca+ resistance is;
c. ohm
d. joule
The unit of electrical current is;
c. watt
d . farad

a. ampere
a. ampere

3. The unit of electromotive force or potential
difference is;
a. ampere
b. volt
c. watt
d. coulomb
The unit of power is ;
d . coulomb

a. ampere

b. volt

5.

The unit of ene r gy is;
d . henry

a. wa tt

b. ampere

6.

The unit of el ectri cal quantity i s ;
c. coulomb
d. wa tt

4.

c. watt
c. joule
b. volt

a . ampere

7. The instrument used t o measure ele c tric currents
c. voltmeter d. ohm1s;
a. wattmeter
b . ammeter
meter.

8. The instrument used to mea sure pot entia l difference is;
a. wa ttmeter
b. ammeter
c. vol t meter
d. ohmmeter
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9. The instrument used to measure power is;
a. wattmeter
b. ammeter
c. voltmeter
d, ohmmeter
10. The instrument used to measure resistanc e is;
a. wattmeter
b. ammeter
c . vo ltme ter
d. ohmmete r
11 . The unit of magnetOmotive force is;
b . coulomb
c. farad
d. gilbert
12.

The u ni t of capacitance is;
c . fa r ad
d . gilbert

13.

The unit of inductance is;
c . farad
d. gilbert

l omb
lomb
14.

a. henry
a. henry

a. henry
b. coub . cou-

The line current in a parallel circuit is equal

to;
a . t he sum of the branch currents divided by 2
b . the source voltag e divided by the smallest
resistor.
c, the sum of the individual branch currents
d. a very small value
15.

Ohms law states that;
a. the current is equal to
resistance
b. the re si a t anc e is equal
by the current
c. the voltage is equal t o
the resistance
d , the current i s equ al to
by the voltage

the voltage times t he
to the voltage divided
the current divided by
the resista n ce divided

16. The voltage drop in a 300JL resistor th rough which
5 ma flow i s;
a . 1500 volte
b. 60 volts
c . . 017 volte
d. 1. 5 vol ts
17. The voltage drop in a resistor is 13 volte when
4 ma flow thr ough it. The resistor is;
a . 3250JL
b . 52
c. 3 . 25 ..(\_
d. 308 JL
J\_

18. If the p rimary of a 60 cycle power transformer
were connec t ed directly t o the mains carrying d- c current ;
a. the primary winding would burn out due to a n
excessive current flow
b. nothing would happen
c . the secondary winding would burn up due to an
excessive current f l ow
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19.

The unit of frequency is;
a . kil ometers per second
b. meters per second
c. cycles per second
d. degrees per second

20 . The instrument used t o measure frequency is;
a. wattmeter
b . frequency meter
c . wavemeter
d , ohmmeter
21.

b.

Eeff

1,410

The peak value of an a- c wave is;
Eeff
d. Eeff x 1.41
c.
1. 41

a. 0. 707 x Eeff

22 .

The inductive reactance of a coil is ;
a. the re sistance to d- c current flow
b, the induced voltage in vol ts
c. the opposit ion 1n ohms that a coil builds
up t o a- c current f l ow
d . always constant

23.

In
a.
b.
c.
d.

24 .

a pure c e.pacitive
the volt age leads
the current leads
the voltage leads
the current lea.de

circuit;
the current
the voltage
the current
the voltage

by
by
by
by

45•
45•
go•
90°

Capacitive reactance is;
a. the opposition in ohms that a condenser
builds up to a- c current flow
b . t he voltag e charge on a condenser
c. the re sistance t o d-c current f low
d . always c onsta nt

25. In a circuit c ontaining equal amounts of resistance and inductive r eactance;
a . the volta.ge leads the current by 45:
b. the current leads the voltage by 90
c. the volt age lags t he current by 45 °
d. the current is in phase with the voltage
26. If the two pla tes of a condenser touch,the condenser i s said to be;
a . open
b. good
c. shorted
d . a variab l e condenser
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27.

A condenser
a. pass d-c
b. pass d- c
c . pass a- c
d, generate

le used to;
and block a- c
only
and block d- c
an a - c volt age

28. In a power transformer the secondary to primary turns ratio is 6 to 1. If 110 volts are applied to
the primary, a vo l tmeter across the secondary will measure;
a.
660 volts
b. 330 volts
c. 18 . 5 volts
d. 9000 volts
29.

30 .

In a series resonant circuit;
a . the current ls a minimum and
a minimum
b. the current is a maximum and
a minimum
c. the current i s a maximum and
a maximum
d. the cur rent is a minimum and
a maximum
In a parallel re sonant circuit;
a. the current is a minimum and
a minimum
b. the current ls a maximum a nd
a minimum
c. the current ls a maximum and
a maximum
d. the current is a minimum and
a maximum
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the impedance is
the impedance is
the impedance is
the the impedance

the impedance is
the impedance ls
t he imped.ance is
the impedance l s

AMATEUR RADIO COURSE
SECTION II

LESSON 4

THE VACUUM TUBE
4-1. The Development of the Vacuum Tube
Thomae A. Edison was one of the great pioneers in the
development of the vacuum tube. Edison invented the incandescent light bulb whose basic principles were later
put to use by men, such as Fleming and DeForest, in the
development of the modern vacuum tube.
Edison's incandescent electric lamp which was the
forerunner of the modern electric bulb, consisted of a resistance wire called a filament enclosed within a glass
envelope. The air within the glass envelope had been removed to create a vacuum. The ends of the resistance wire
protruded through the glass as illustrated in fig.4-1. If
a current passes through the resistance wire ·it will heat
up and glow. We ca.n then say that the filament wire has
been heated to INCANDESCENCE. While working with his electric light, Edison discovered that the incandescent wire
emitted, or boiled off, electrons. These electrons remained around the wire in the form of an electron cloud or
SPACE CHARGE. This phenomenon of electron emission is
known as the EDISON EFFECT, and is the basis of operation
of all vacuum tubes.
4-2. Electron Emission
Many metallic substances will emit electrons when
heated to incandescence. For instance, the resistance wire
in the light bulb emits electrons. These emitted electrons
are wasted since they serve no useful purpose.
The vacuum tube is similar to the light bulb in that
it also contains a resistance wire which emits electrons
when heated. The vacuum tube, however, is designed to
make use of the emitted electrons. In addition to the resistance wire, the vacuum tube has a positively charged
collector of electrons called THE PLATE. The positive
plate attracta the emitted electrons as illustrated in fig.
4-2.
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VAcuu/11
SPACE CHARGE

Fig.4-2. Positive plate
attracting electrons .

Fig.4-1. The electric lamp.

The purpose of the battery in fig.4-2 is to force current
through the filament, thereby heating it.
4- 3·. The Cathode
The element in the vacuum tube which supplie s the electrons for the tube operation is known as the CATHODE.
The cathode, as does the resistance wire, emits or boils
off electrons when energy in the form of he a t is supplied
to it. There are two different types of cathodes used in
vacuum tubes. They are the directly heated and the indirectly heated types. We will now discuss these two types
in detail.
1.- The di r ectly heated cathode. This typ e is also
known by the name FILAMEN T-CATHODE . .An example of filamentament- cathode is i l l ustrat ed in fi g .4-3. The heating current ls passed di rectly through the
cathode wire which la made of tungsten.
The current heats up the c a thode wire
which then emits ele ctrons from its
Ft.. ow
surface . Directly heated filamentcathodes usually require very little
heating power. They are therefo re
used in tubes desi gned for portable
battery ope ration becau se it is necess·ary to impose as smal l a drain as
possible on these batteries.
Fig. 4-3. Directly
heated cathode.
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Exampl es of battery-operated filament-cathode tubes a re
the 1A7, the 1R5, and t he 1U4
All vacuum tubes are classified by tube numbers. If
you desire t o know the purpose and characteristics of a
particular tube, you simply look up its tube number in
any tube manual for the information wanted.
2.- The indirectl,-heated cathode. This tyo e i s also
known as the HEATER-CA HODE and is illus trated in fig. 4-4A.
'A"'

tNSV LATl!O

~HEATE:R 01('
CA7"HOb£"

Fn AMENT

"8"

l<'i g . 4-4. The indirectly heated ca tho de.
A. diagram. B. Schematic symbol.

A

Part A is a thin metal sleeve or cylinder coated with electron-emitting material; this sleeve is the cathode .
Part B ls a heater wi re which is in sulated f r om the sleeve.
The heater is usually made of a tungsten material. Its
sole purpose is t o h ea t up the cathode sleeve t o a high
enough temperatu re so that the emitting material will boll
of f electrons. Note that the heater it self does not give
off the ele ct r ons. The heater wire is known a s the filamen t. Fig. 4-48 shows the schematic symbol for the heatercathode.
Almost all present day receiving tubes designed for
a-c operation are of the indirectly-heated cathode type ..
We will always refer to the electron emit t ing surface as
the ~athode, and the hea ter as the filament.
4-4. Filament Operating Vo ltage
The first numbe r in a tube designHtlon usually lndlca tes the proper filamen t operating voltage. For example,
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a 6H6 tube should have i ts filament operated at 6.3 volts.
All filaments should be operated at their designated operating vol tage s which i s d et ermined by the manufacturer .
If the filament is ope r ated above its r a ted voltage, t he
excessive current will shorten the filament life. Operating the filament below its rated voltage will decrease electron emission and lowe r the tube operating efficiency.
4-5 . The Di ode
Le t us see how electrons emitted from the cathode can
be collected and made to do useful work. Electrons are
negatively charged and will be attracted by a positively
charged object. Therefore, if a positively charged object
called a PLATE i s put into t h e va cuum tube, it will serve
as a collector of el ec trons. A vacuum tube which contains
a p l a te and a cathode is known as a DIODE. The schematic
symbol for the diode i s shown in fig . 4-5. Bis a directly
heated diode and A is an i ndirectly-he a ted diode.

A
Fig.4-5A. Indirectly heated

Fig.4-5B. Directly heated

The plate and the cat hode are known as the ELEME NTS of the
vacuum tube. The di ode is therefore a two element tube.
The he a ter of the i ndirect ly-heated tube is not counted as
a separate element.
4- 5 . The Di ode as a Conduc to r
Fig.4-6 illustra tes a simpl ified schematic of a di od e
with the plate connected to the positi ve t e rminal of a battery; the cathode is connected throu gh a switch t o the negative terminal. The instant the switch is closed, the a.m~e ter i n the circuit will r egis te r a current flow indicating that electrons are flowing fro m t he cathode t o the
pl ate. The di ode is said t o be CONDUCTING. The diode conducts be cause the p la te is positive with respect t o the

??

+

Et.ECT/{ON
CL OU[)

1111
.Fit.AMENT"

l".t.ArE

BATTEN~

8ArrERY

Fig.4-6. Electron flow
plate is positive.

Fig.4-7. Diode action when
plate ls negative.

cathode. The plate therefore attracts to it the negatively charged electrons emitted by the cathode. The electrons
flow from the plate to the positive terminal of the battery. They then flow through the battery a·nd back to the
cathode, where they once more can be emitted to the plate.
If the battery voltage is increased, the plate will become
more positive and will therefore attract more electrons.
The ammeter will consequently register a larger current
flow. Conversely, if the battery voltage is decreased,
the plate will attract less electrons, and the ammeter will
register a smaller current flow.
When the diode conducts, it represents a very low resistance path between the cathode and plate. To all practical purposes, we can consider a conducting diode as a
closed switch (short circuit) between the cathode and plate.
4-7. The Diode as a Non-conductor
If we reverse the battery connections as shown in fig.
4-7., the plate becomes negative and the cathode positive.
Since the negative plate will not attract electrons, the
diode will NOT CONDUCT. The diode, therefore, acts like
an open switch (open-circuit) and permits no current flow.
The ammeter will consequently read zero amperes. The emitted negatively-charged electrons are repelled by the negative plate and remain close to the cathode where they form
an ELECTRON CLOUD. The cloud of electrons around the cathode is known as a SPACE CHARGE. The space charge, by virtue of its large negative charge, prevents the plate from
receiving any more electrons. When the plate becomes positive once again, the space charge is rapidly dispelled
since it is attracted to the plate. The cathode is free
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once again t o emit electrons.
Let us now summarize the operation of the d iode :
1) elect r ons flow in one direction only,- from
cathod e to plate.
2) Electron flow to the pla te will take place only
when t he p late is positive with r espect to the cathode .
3) The cu rrent flow will va ry with t he pl ate to ca thode voltage.
4 ) The diode acts as a conductor (short circuit)
when the plate is positive;
5) The diode acts as a non-c onductor (open circuit)
when the plate is negative.
4-8. The Diode Characteristic Curve
Fig.4-8 illu strates a diode connec ted to a source of
variable voltage . The heater circuit has be en omitted for

"s"

Ep Ip
22,1 1.0
-15' l.:S'
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3.0

90 6.0

Fig.4-8. Diode with variable
plate voltage supply.
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Fig .4- 9. plot of plate cur rent
agai nst plate voltage
1

the purpo se of simplicity , ''A is a milliammeter connected
in series with the tube. The voltage applied to the plate
of the diode can be varied by changing the position of the
p late tap from po si ti on #1 to po si ti on #3 . As the tap is
moved fro m position #1 to pos it ion #8, the plate to cathode voltage increases . For every value of plate voltage
there wi ll be a diffe rent value of diode plate current as
measured by the milli amme ter. The table in fig . 4- 9 i s a
tabulation of plate current r eadi ngs fo r va rious values of
p l ate voltag e . If we p lot these reading s on the graph in
f i g,4-9 , and then draw a line through the differe nt poin ts,
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we obtain a curve known as the DIODE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE.
Ip is the electronic symbol for plate current; Ep is the
electronic symbol for plate to cathode voltage, or simply
plate voltage. The plate-current, plate-voltage curve
shows the amount of current that a particular diode will
con'duc-:; for a given plate voltage. The curve indicates
that the plate current increases as the plate voltage increases up to point "S". Beyond point "S" the curve becomes practically horizontal. In other words, as the
plate voltage increases beyond point 11 S 11 , the plate current remains essentially constant. This point 11 S" is known
as the saturation point. It is the point at which the
plate is collecting all of the electrons that the cathode
is capable of emitting.
The characteristic curve is important because it tells
us at a glance what the plate current w~ll be for any particular plate voltage. This information is useful if we are
designing a diode circuit for a certain application. Characteristic curves for diodes as well as all other tubes,
may be found in tube manuals.
4-9. Summary of Filaments and Diode Tubes
1) The emmission of electrons from a filament is the
principle upon which all electron tubes are based.
2) Electrons are negatively charged particles which
are attracted to a positively charged object, such as a
plate.
3) A diode consists of an emitting surface called th~
cathode (whether it ls directly or indirectly heated), and
a receiver of electrons called the plate. These elements
are placed within an evacuated (vacuum) glass or metal
bulb to prevent the hot filament from burning up, and to
provide a clear path from the cathode to the plate for the
fast-moving electrons,
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 4
(For answers, refer to back of Study Gulde Section II)
a. one element
4-1~ The diode tube has;
c. three elements
d. four elements

b. two elements

4-2. Ele c tron emission;
a. ls undesirable in vacuum tubes
b. is necessary to the operation of a light bulb
c. can only take place when the filament is cold
d. is the giving off of electrons by a metal when
heated to incandescence.
4-3. The plate ls;
a. a positively charged collector of electrons
b. a positively charged emitter of electrons
c. not necessary to the operation of a diode
d. connected directly to the cathode
4-4. The cathode;
a. ls not necessary to the operation of a diode
b, ls a positively charged collector of electrons
c. repels electrons
d. emits electrons for tube operation
4-5 . The directly-heated cathode type tube;
a. has the heating current pass directly through
the cathode
b. has a separate filament and cathode
c. does not re~uire heater current
d, 1s the same as the indirectly-heated cathode
type tube
4- 6. The diode acts as an open-circuit;
a. when the tube conducts
b. when the plate ls negative with respect to the
cathode
c. when the plate emits electrons
d. when the cathode is negative with re spect to the
plate
4-7. A diode tube allows current t o flow;
a . only f rom cathode to plate
b. only from cathode to heaters
c. in either direction
d. strai ght up
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4-8.

The indirectly-heated cathode type t ube;
a. bas the heating current pass directly through
the cathode
b. has a separate filament a nd cathode
c. does no t requi re heater cu rre nt
d. ha s no cathode

4-9.

When the plate of a diode is positive, relative
t o t he cathode;
a. current will flow from plate to cathod e
b. the cathode stops emitting
c. the tube conducts
d, an electron cloud forms

4-10. When the plate of a diode is negative, relative
to the cathode;
a . the cathode stops emitting
b . the tube conduc ts
c. current will flow fro m cathode to pl at e
d. the tube acts as an open-circuit
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SECTION II

LESSON 5

RECTIFICATION, FILTERING
5-1. Rectification
Vacuum tubes in receivers and transmitters will only
operate when connected to a direct current source of power.
Portable radios, for example, are energized by batteries
which are in themselves a source of direct current. As
previously noted, the electrlca.l power that ls delivered
to most homes throughout the country today ls alternating
current. If we were to connect the tubes in our radios
directly to the a-c wall outlet, the radio would not ope!'ate because a radio tube needs a source of d-c power. We
all know that our radios do operate when we plug them into
the a-c socket. Obviousl~ there must be something in the
radio which converts the alternating current into direct
current. The device in a radio which converts the alternating current into direct current ls known as a RECTIFIER.
The process of conversion is known as RECTIFICATION.
5-2. The Diode as a Half-wave Rectifier
The ability of the diode to pass current in only one
direction makes it possible to convert alternating current
into direct current. Let us see how this takes place.
Fig.5-1 illustrates a simple diode rectifier circuit.
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l"lg. 5-1. Diode used as
half-wave rectifier.

Flg.5-2 . Half-wave rectifier
wave- forms.
When terminal 11 B11 of the a-c generator ls positive with
respect to terminal 11 A11 , the diode plate becomes positive
with respect to its cathode. The diode therefore conducts
current in the direction indicated by the a rrow. The d-c
milllammeter will deflect to the value of the current flow.
On the next half of the alternating current cycle,
the polarity of the generator will be reversed, making the
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plate nega tive with respect to the cathode. The diode becomes a non-conductor, and t he current will stop flowing.
As the milliammeter needle returns to zero, t he polarity
of 11 A11 and 11 8 11 i s again revers ed; the diode conducts, and
once again current flows. Examination of fig. 5-2 shows
what is really happening. Fig.5- 2A is the sine wave which
is geners.ted across the terminals of the a-c generator.
Fig . 5-28 is the wave which i s obtained a.cross the lo ad resistor RL. Alternations 1 and 2 are the posi t ive halves
of the cycle when t he plat e of the diode is positive with
respect to the cathode. At that time, the diode conducts
and acts as a short circuit. The positive voltage cycles
a.re therefore impressed directly across the resistor R1.
During the negative half of each a.-c cycle, the tube does
not conduct and is an open circuit. During these times
there is no voltage developed a.cros s the resistor since
there is no current flow. The current through the resistor
is therefore a pulsating direct current, and the voltage
across the resistor is a pulsating direct voltage. Even
though the current flo ws in spurts or pulses through the
resistor, the current is still d-c because it flows only
in ONE direction. This action of the diode in passing only
one-half of the a-c input wave to the load resistor is
known as HALF-WAVE RECTIFICATION.
The ends of the load resistance have been marked with
a po larity, because electrons are entering and emerging
from this resistance. The end they enter becomes more negative than the end from which they emerge. The pulsating
direct-voltage, if properly filtered, can be utilized to
operate a radio receiver.
A transformer can be considered as an a-c generator.
We can, therefore, replace the a-c genere.tor of fig. 5-1
with a transformer as shown in fig.5-3, without altering
the operation of the circuit.
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Fig.5-3. Diode used as halfwave rectifier.
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5-3. The Diode as a Full-wave Rectifier
In half-wave rectification, only the positive half of
the a-c input is used. The negative alternations are completely cut off and wasted. If we could somehow uti lize
the negative as well as the positive alternation, we would
be operating our rectifying system mor e efficiently. '!his
is accomplished in full-wave rectification.
We can modify the half-wave rectifier circuit of fig.
5-3 by adding another diode and center-tapping the transformer secondary. The resulting circuit is illustrated in
fig .5-4. The cathodes of the diodes are connected together,
and the circuit is known as a FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER.

A

8
A. input wave-form.
B. Output wave-form.
Fig.5-5. Full-wave rectifier
wave-forms.
The operation of a full-wave rectifier is as follows;
When an a-c voltage is impr ess ed across the primary of the
transformer, an a- c voltag e will be induced acr oss the secondary. Vihen point 11 A11 i s positive with r espect to point
11
8 11 , the plate of d.i ode #1 i s positive and the tube co nducts. The electrons flow through the transformer, from
A to C, out of C into the lo ad resistance RL, and back to
the cathode of diode #1. During all this time, the plate
of diode #2 is negative and does not conduct . On the next
half of the a-c cycle, the bottom of the transformer, po int
"B", goes positive whi le the top, po in t 11 A", goes negative.
The plate of diode #2 is nov: pos itive and the plate of diode #1 is negative; now, diode #2 conducts, and diode #1
does not . The electrons flow through the transformer from
B to C, into the lo ad resistor RL, and back to the cathode
of diode #2. Notice tha t the current flows through the
load resistor in the same direction as it did previously.
Notice, also, that the current flows t h rough the resi stor
in the same di r e ction during both the pos.itive and negative
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halves of the input cycle. We have very definitely used
both halves of the a-c input cycle, and have accomplished
full-wave rectification. Fig.5-5A shows the a-c across
the transformer secondary. Fig. 5-5B shows the pulsating
d-c flowing through the load. Compare this output with
the rectified wave picture of fig.5-2B
5-4. Voltage of Half-wave and Full-wave Rectifiers
In the half-wave rectifier, the entire transformer
secondary delivers voltage to the tube. In the full-wave
rectifier, only one half of the transformer secondary delivers voltage to a conducting tube at any one time. A
full-wave rectifier delivers one half of the total transformer secondary voltage to the load as compared to a halfwave rectifier (provided the same transformer is used for
both rectifiers).
For example; If the full transformer secondary voltage (A to B) is 400 volts (see fi gures 5-3 and 5-4), the
full 400 volts will appear across the load of the halfwave rec tifier; whereas only 200 volts will appear across
the load in the full-wave rectifier.
5-5. Summary of Rectification
1) A single diode may be used as a half-wave rectifier for converting a-c to d-c. Only half of
the input a-c wave is used, and the full voltage
of the secondary of the power transformer is obtained as useful d-c output.
2) A double diode may be used as a full-wave rectifier. Both halves of the a-c wa.ve are used, and
the output voltage is only half of the total t ransformer secondary voltage.
5- 6. Filtering
Fig. 5-6 illustrates the output voltage waveform of a
battery. Notice tha t the voltage output r emains constant. It does not vary
with time. The output voltage of the
battery is pure d-c. Remember, this is
the type of voltage that the vacuum
VoL !AGE
tubes of a r adi o requ ire in order to opOVTPVI
erate p rop erly . Now, look back to figs.
5-2 and 5-5 which show the output wave
0
_.V
w.=M=..£_
_ ,._
shapes of a half-wave and full - wave
Fig. 5- 6 . Pure d-c rectifier system. Compare these wave
shapes to that of t he battery output
wave shape.
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It is evident that the output of the rectifier systems is
far from being pure d-c.
The output is actually a pulsating d-c, or a d-c with a superimposed a-c wave called a
ripple. If we could somehow remove, or filter out, the
a-c component from the pulsating d-c, we would end up with
a straight line or pure d-c. Since we are striving to get
a. pure d-c output from our rectifier systems, it is obvious that we are going to have t o remove the ripple from
the output waveform. The method of removing the ripple
from the d-c output is known as FILTERING, The device
which does the filtering is known as the FILTER.
The output waveform o f the rectifier is actually a
combination of d-c plus a ri pple. The d-c and the ripple
are called the COMPONENTS of the pulsating wave shape.
The ripple is known as the a-c component.
5-7. Ripple Frequency
The ripple has a very definite fundamental frequency.
Examination of fig.5-2 should indicate to you that the ripple frequency for a half-wave rectifier is the same as the
line frequency or 60 CYCLES.per second. Recall the definition of frequency which is the number of times a wave
shape repeats itself in one second. Examination of fig.
5-5 should also indicate to you that the ripple frequency
for a full-wave rectifier is twice the line frequency or

120 CYCLES PER SECOND.
5-8. The Filtering System
Filtering ou t the ripple component i s accomplished by
connecting a filter system to the output of the recti fier
tube . A f ilter system is a circuit consisting of condensers and inductors. The condensers a r e known as filter condensers, and the inductors a re known as filter chokes. A
rectifier system in combination with a filt e r system which
provides a source of pure d-c voltage is known as a POWER

SUPPLY.

5- 9. Condenser Input Filter
Fig.5-7 shows a condenser input filter system co nnected to the output of a f ull-wave rectifier. The filter i s
enclosed within the dotted line. The filter is recognized
as a condenser input b e cause the fi lter component neare st
to the rectifier is a condense r 01 • The complete filter
is given the name "1T filter. -rr is a greek l et ter pronounced pi. The Tr filter is the one most commonly found in
r a dio receivers today. Notice that the filaments of the
rectifier tubes are h e a ted by means of a low voltage
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Fig.5-7. Full-wave rectifier circuit.
(usually 5 or 6 volts) filament winding on the transformer
secondary.
The
filter operates to remove the a- c component in
the following manner. Point Bin fig.5-8 illustrates the
rectified wave shape at the input to
the filter. Remember, that this wave
is a combination of a d- c voltage and
an a- c ripple component. Now, C, is a
very high capacity condenser of about
20,.u f.
A 20 ;.i f condenser has a very
low reactance to a 120 cps . ripple component. It will, therefore , short-circu1 t , or by-pass most of the ripple
Fig. 5-8. filtering component. The d-c voltage , on the
other hand, ls not affected by the presence of condenser c,. Remember that a condenser acts like
an open-circuit t o a d-c voltage. We say that a condenser
block s d- c. Point C shows the re sult ing wave shape after
1 t ls acted upon by condenser C1• Notice that some of the
ripple still remains superimposed on the d-c wave. The
choke, L 1 , has a very l ow d-c resis tance. The d-c will,
therefore, pass right through L 1 without any opposition.
The choke Will, however, generate a very st rong counter
e-m-f to oppose the a-c ripple. The result is that prac ti cally all of the remaining ripple will be prevented from
passing •through the choke . The wave shape appearing on
the other side of the choke i s shown a t po int D. The wave
shape is practic a lly pure d- c with Jus t a very sl i ght ripple remaining . Condenser C~ acts in exactly the same manner as 01 •
It will short circuit the remaining ripple
l eaving Just the pure d- c as i l lu strated at point E. 'Ihe
pure d- c voltage can now be satisfactorily applied to the
vacuum tubes for their proper operation. The d- c voltage
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which is applied to the vacuum tubes is known as the B+
VOLTAGE.
5-10 . Voltage Regulation
The load current is the current that is drawn from
the power supply by the vacuum tubes of the receiver or
transmitter. If the load current varies, the B+ voltage
will also vary. The B+ voltage is at a maximum when the
load current is zero. As the load on the power supply inc re ases, the B+ voltage drops . At full load current, the
B+ voltage is at a minimum.
A good power supply i s one
whose B+ voltage varies very little under varying load conditions. We say that such a power supply has good VOLTAGE
REGULATI ON . A power supply with poor voltage regulation
is one whose B+ voltag e varies considerably with changes
in load conditions.
The vacuum tubes in a r adio receiver draw a constant
load current from t he power supply. A receiver power supply is therefore not required to have good voltage regulation characteristics. A transmitter, on the other hand,
presents a varying load to the power supply. The transmitter power supply should therefore have good voltage
regulation characteristics.
In order to improve the voltage regulation of a
power supply, a resistor is often b ridged across the output condenser Cz as shown i n fi g. 5-7. This resistor is
known as a BLEEDER RESISTOR. A bleede r re sisto r improves
the voltage regulation by acting as a minimum load for the
power supply. It also serves to discharge the filter condensers when the power is turned off.
The bleede r resistor may also be used as a voltage
divider t o supply different voltages for use in the receiver or transmitter.
5-11. Advantages of Full-wave Over Half-wave Recti fier
A filter system will do a better job of filtering
for a full-wave r ectifier system than for a half-wave
rectifier. Condensers ~ and Cz in the " f ilter are more
effective for filtering i f their rea ctances are as l ow as
possible. Recall the formula for capacitive reactance:
X 1
, as given in section 3-21
c - 2 7ffc
Frcm this formula we s e e t hat the higher the frequency, the lower the condenser reactance. The ripple frequency for a fu ll-wave recti fie r of lao cps. is twice that
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of a half- wave rectifier of 60 cps. The reacta nce s of C1
and Oz will be one-half as much at 120 cps. as compared to
what they would be at 60 cps. Xe, and Xc.i. will therefore
more effectively by-pass a 120 cps. riypl e than a 60 cps.
ripple .
Also not e that the counter e-m- f, or opposition of
the choke will be twice as great a t 120 cps. as compa red
to its opposition at 60 cps. This is because the reactance of an inductance is directly proportional to the fre27rfL ) .
quency: (X1

=

5-12. The Bridge Connected , Full- wave ilectifier
The main disadvantage of full-~ave r ect ification as
compared to half- wave rectificatio:-i, is thn t onl y half of
the transformer secondary voltage is converted into useful d-c voltage.
For example: If a center- tapped transformer has a
full seconda ry voltage of 500 volts, the output volt age of
a half-wave rectifier connected a cross the entire transformer would be 500 vol ts ; whereas the output of a fullwa ve rectifier would be only 2 50 volts . We woul d l ike to
be able to use the full-wave rect ifi er principle e nd still
be able to co nvert the full tran s former seconda ry voltag e
into useful d-c output. How then can we modify t he fullwave rectifier circuit in fig.5-7 to accompli sh t his?
Fig.5- 9 shows how this can be done . The circuit is known
8

c

Fig . 5- 9. Bri dge connected full-wave rectifi er.
as a BRIDGE CONNECTED FULL- WAVE RECTIFI ER. The sy s tem uses
four rectif ier tubes. The plate of v, e.nd the cathode of
V3 are connected to the top of the transformer secondary
(point B) . The plat e of Vi. and the cathode of V-r a r e connected to the bottom o f the transformer secondary (point A)
Notice that the center-tap connectio n, point C, is NOT used.
The bridge type of rectification opers.tes as follows:
When the top of the transformer secondary is positive, the
plate of ~ and the cathode of V3 a re positive; whereas,
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the plate of Vz, and the cathode of V4- a re negative . V3
a nd V2 will be cut off a nd V1 and V+ will conduct. The
current flows from the bottom of the transformer , through
V~ , i nto the loed re sisto r RL through v, and back to the
top of the tra nsfo rmer. Thus the full secondc.ry vol tage
iE i mpr essed across the loa d re sistor. When the polarity
of the a-c voltage reverses, the bottom of the transformer now become s positive. V1 and V4 , a re now cut off, and
V1 and Vz conduc t. The current flows from the top of the
transformer thr ough V3 , into the load resistor R~, through
Vz and back to the bottom of the transformer. Again the
full secondary voltage is impre ss ed across the load. Notice that the current flows in the same direction through
the load resistor during both halves of the a- c cycle.
A bridge type full-wave r ectifier combines the advantages of a full-wave and a half-wave r ec tifier as indicated below:
1 ) the ripple frequency :s 120 cps., and, therefore,
is easy to filter out.
2) the d-c output voltage is the same as the output
of a half-wave rectifier (as suming we use the same transformer).
a.- therefore, if a full-wave r ectifier is converted to a bridge rectifier (using the same transformer),
fi lter condensers of twice the working voltage rating would
be r equired .
5-13. The Electrolytic Condenser
The average value of filter condenser for a receiver
lies in the range between 4 and 50,,<Jfd. At these hi gh values of capacity, the ordinary paper or mica condenser
would be too large for practical use. A special type of
condenser called an ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER, was designed
t o have a l arge value of capacity in a small size container. The electrolytic condenser depends on a chemical action to produce a very thin film of oxide which forms the
di electric.
All electrolytic condensers a r e polarize d; that la,
they have a positive and negative t erminal. The positive
terminal must always be connected to the positive d-c voltage po int in the circuit, and the negative must similarly
be connected to a negative d-c point. If these rules are
not observed, the condenser will short-circuit under oper~tion and will have t o be replaced.
The short-c ircuit may
al so damag e the rectifier tube .
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The principle disadvantage of the electrolytic condenser is its comparatively short life a nd its high leakage current. A condenser is said to have leakage when a
small value of d-c current flows through its dielectric .
In other words, the dielectric is not an absolutely peI'fect insulator. A goo_d electrolytic condenser will have a
low value of leakage current never exceeding 3 or 4 ma at
its rated working voltage. Electrolytic condensers are
used chiefly in power supplies where leakage current is
not important.
The working voltage of an electrolytic condenser
should never be exceeded under actual operation as the conuenser may break down and short-circuit.
5-14. The filter Condenser in Transmitter Power Supply

The filter condensers in a transmitter power supply
require a higher working voltage than those used in a receiver power supply. For example, a lOOOvolt transmitter
power supply requires a filter condenser with a working
voltage higher than 1000 volts. It ls impractical to design an electrolytic condenser with a working voltage much
above 600 volts. Therefore, the only condenser that can
be used in the above example would have to be e ither of a
paper, oil-filled, or pyranol dielectric type. Filter
condensers used in transmitter power supplies are geneI'ally between 2 and 4jLfd.
5-15. Filter Condensers Connected in Series
Filter condensers are often connected in series to
double their total vo lt age r ating. For example, flg.5-11

Fig.5-11. Half-wave rectifier
illustrates a half-wavepower supply with two 400 volt filter condensers i n series. ~ne two condensers in series
can stand a total voltage of 800 volts. Since the two condensers are in series, their total capacity is 2,µfd(see
lesson 3-18). The resistors which are connected across
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the condensers a re called balancing or EQUALIZING re sistors. Their purpose is to equalize the d-c voltage d rop
across the different condensers. If the equaliz ing resist o rs are r emoved, unequal voltage drops may r esult across
t he series condensers due t o either un equal capac itie s or
unequal leakage resistances . This may result i n too g reat
a voltage stress acr oss one of the seri es condensers causing it to break down. Fo r e xample, i f the equalizing resistors are remove d , condenser C, may have 500 volts across
its pla tes, and therefore c ondenser C2 will have 300 volts
acro s s its plates. Sinc e 500 volts exceeds the wo rking
voltage of condenser 0 1 , it will break down. In serting
equalizing resistors into the ci rcu it will i nsure t hat
onl y 400 vol ts will build up across each condenser. The
equalizing re sisto rs also serve to discharge the f i lter
condensers when power is removed from the set .
5-16. The Short-circuited Fil te r Condenser
If conden ser C1 of fi g . 5-? sho rts, the rectifier
tube will c onduct excess ive current. As a r esult , the
safety fuse in series with the primary of the power transformer will blow, The fuse acts as a protective d evice
for the component s in the r ect i fier circuit against damage due to the large current flow. I f the re i s no fuse,
t he pla tes of the vacuum type rectifier tube wi ll become
r ed hot due to the bombardment of t he plate by the large
electron flow. The tube wil l become damaged and wi ll have
t o be replaced. The pri mary or secondar y windings of the
tra nsformer may a l so burn ou t due to the excessive cur r en t .
If conden ser C2 in fi g .5-? were to short, the recti f i e r tube will conduct very h eavily through the choke
coil. The choke coil may therefore burn out in addition
to the above menti oned components.
If el ther C, or C2 shorts, there obvi ously will be
no B+ voltage, and the radi o or transmit ter will not functio n.
5-1?. The Filter Choke
Filter choke s in a receiver power supply run from
10 to 30 henries. Chokes are designed to have as low a
d-c resistance as possible. As a consequence, the d-c
voltage drop across the choke will be low; and, the r efo re,
the re maini ng B+ voltage will be as h i gh as possible.
5-18. The Swinging Choke
The ordinary filter choke, j u.st de scribed , is suitable for receiver power supplies which supply a constant
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load current. Transmitter power supplies, however, supply
a varying load current to the transmitter tubes.
If an
ordinary choke ls used in a transmitter power supply, the
B+ voltage will be found to vary as the load current varies.
This results in poor voltage regulation which is
highly undesirable. We must use a special choke which will
operate to improve the voltage regulation of the transmitter power supply. This special choke is called a SWINGING
CHOKE. A swinging choke has a very small air gap cut into
the core material. The air gap causes the inductance of
the choke to vary with the load current. As the load current increases,the inductance decreases; and, as the load
current decreases, the inductance increases. This variable
inductance characteristic improves the voltage regulation
of the power supply by keeping the B+ voltage constant.
Swinging chokes are used only where large load current
changes take place - such as in transmitters.
5-19. The Choke Input Filter
Fig.5-12A illustrates a
filter in series with an
additional choke. Since the choke is now the first filter
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Fig.5-12A. Choke input

Fig.5-12B. Condenser input

component connected to the rectifier tube, the filter is
called a CHOKE INPUT FILTER.
A choke input filter (fig.5-12A) has the following
characteristics as compared to a condenser input filter
(fi g . 5-128)
1) The output voltage is less than that of the condenser input filter system.
2) The regulation is much improved over condenser
input.
a. For well-regulated transmitter power supplies,
the input filter choke, L 1 , should be a swinging choke.
The second choke would be a regular type choke.
5-20. Summary of Filtering Action
1) Filtering smooths ou t the ripple in a rectified
d-c wave.
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2) A condenser input filter is used when a high output voltage is desired, and where regulation is not too
important. Receiver power supplies almost always use condenser input filters.
3) A choke input filter is used where regulation is
of first importance - as in a transmitter power supply.
4) Improvement in regulation can be obtained by connecting a resistor across the filter output terminals.
(see fig.5-7) This resistor is known as a bleeder because
it discharges, or 11 bleeds 11 the charged filter condensers
after the power is shut off. The bleeder may also be used
as a voltage divider to obtain various voltages for different applications in the receiver.
5) The output ripple frequency of a half-wave system
is equal to the line frequency of 60 cps. The ripple frequency for the full-wave rectifier is double the line frequency, or 120 cps. For equal filtering action, the filter
condensers in a'half-wave power supply should have a higher capacity than the filter condensers in full-wave power
supply.
5-21. The Mercury Vapor Rectifier
In previous discussions, (lesson 4, paragraph 6) the
rectifier tube was considered a short circuit when conducting. Actually this is not the case. When a high vacuum rectifier tube conducts, it has a fairly constant internal resistance of 100 ohms or so. This internal resistance remains constant; it does not change with fluctuations in load current. The voltage drop across the tube,
however,
does change. As the load current increases, the
1
voltage drop across the tube increases. As the load current decreases, the voltage drop across the tube decreases .
This varying tube voltage drop will in turn cause the B+
voltage to vary. The result is that a high vacuum rectifier system under varying load conditions will have poor
r egulation. It is, therefore, desirable to use a rectifier tube with a constant voltage drop, regardless of
fluctuations in load current. A MERCURY VAPOR RECTIFIER
TUBE fulfills this requirement. It differs from a high
vacuum rectifier tube in that it has mercury gas enclosed
in the glass env el ope.
The theory of conduction in a mercury va.por tube is
as follows: The space between the cathode and plate is
filled with mercury vapor atoms. An electron traveling at
high speed from the cathode to the positive plate will hit
a mercury atom with great force. The tremendous impact
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will cause a.n electron to be knocked out of the structu re
of the mercury a t om. This electron will be a ttracted to
the pos itive p late just as lf it had been emitted by the
cathode . The result is that f or every emi t te d electron
tha t crashe s into a mercury a t om , two el ectrons will end
up at t h e pl at e. As the load current incr eases , the cathode current of the mercury vapor tube increases . The increased ca thode current will pro duc e many more electrons
b y atom bombar dment of the mercury gas . The resulting
large increase in t he number of el ec tro ns f l owing to the
plate causes the internal resistance of the tube to drop.
We say that the CONDUCT IVITY of the tube has increas ed.
The final result i s,tha t as t he load current increases,
the i nt ernal r esi stance of the tube decreases. The product of an increasing curr ent and a decreasing resistance
is a constant voltage d rop across the tube. This will p r oduce a constant B+ voltage regardle ss of load current
chang e s. The vo lt age dro p across most mercury vapor tube s
i s a co nstan t 15 volts. This constant voltage char a c teri stic of t he mercury vapo r rectifi er tube greatly imp r ove s
the r egulation of the rectifier system.
When a mercury atom l os es an e le ctron by bombardment
it becomes I ON IZED. The atom is now called a POSITIVE ION.
IONIZATION is cause d by the bombardment of me rcu ry atoms
by hi gh velocity electrons. Ionization is accompanied by
a characteristic bright blue glow of the mercury vapo r gas .
The filaments of a mercury vapor t ube must be heated
for at least one minut e before the plat e voltage is t urn ed
on. This allows any liquid me rcury that may have condensed on the walls and on the fila.mente to vaporize. If the
filament and plat e volt age s are turned on a t the same time,
the he avy positive mercury ions will bombard and possibly
ruin the cathode. If the fil ament is turned on before the
plate voltage, there will be a sufficient number of e lectron s to neutralize the ions, and elimina te the po ssibility
of damage to the cathod e by i on bombardment .
It is import ant to maintain proper filament operating temperature. A hi gh filament vol tage increases ionization and reduces tube life, while a low voltage produces
overloading. The mercury vapor tube i s u sed i n transmitter power supplies because of its high current load capabilities and -excellent voltage regul a tion.
5-22 . Inverse Peak Voltage
A rectifier doe s not conduct duri ng one-half of the
inpu t a-c cycle. 'l\he plate i s then negative with re sp ect
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to the cathode. During this non-conducting time there will
be a high negative voltage on the plate. Fig.5-13 illustrates a half-wa.ve condenser input rectifier during the
half cycle when lt is not conducting. The voltage across
the transformer secondary is
300 volts peak, and the input
c ondenser ls charged up to
300 vo lts. Notice that the
two voltages are in series
and in phase a cro ss the rectifier tube. The maximum volFig. 5-13. Inver se-peak voltage tage between plate and ca.thode
during non-conduction is 600 volts. This voltage is called the I NVEnSE FEAX VOLTAGE . I f this inverse voltage exceeds the rating given by the ma.nufacturer, there is a
great danger of an arc- back occuring between the two ele~ents .
A tube can be ruined in tels fashion. High vacuum
tubes have a higher peak inverse volta,ge re.ting than mercury vapor types. This is an advantage which allows them
to be used at hi gher relative volt ag es as compa red to the
mercury vapor type. Due to the low peak inverse voltage
rating for mercury vapor tubes, choke input filter systems
are necessar y . The input choke clips the peak of the a-c
wave and thus prevents the inverse peak voltage from rising to o high. The input choke also limits the initial current surge, thus preventing damage to the filaments.
5-23. Radio Frequency Interference
Gaseous rectifier tubes tend to produce radio frequency interference. This radio frequency i nte rference is
called HASH. Hash can be minimized by enclosing the rectifier tube ln a grounded shield can, and connecting a radio
frequency choke in aeries with the rectifier plate lead at
the tube socket. Hash condensers can also be connected across the transformer secondary. Their purpose is to bypass the r-f interference to ground. (See fig. 5-14 )
5- 24 . Typical Me rcury Vapor Rectifier Power Supply
Fig. 5-14 lllustra tes a full-we.Ve, single-phase
mercury vapor rec ti fie r power supply with a choke input
filter for best r egula tion. The filter components are
giv en values ·suitable for el ther ama.teur radio telephone
or radio telegraph operat ion . Notice that there are sepa r ate on- cff av:i tches for the filament and plate circuits.
The fi l ~m ent on-off s witch ls always switched on first to
a llow the filaments a chance to warm up. C1 and C:z. are
the hash suppressor condensers. The bleeder resistor ls
tapped to provide two output voltages. The input choke is
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a swinging choke for increased voltage rggulation.
and L~ are the hash suppressor chokes.

L1

5-25. Comparison of iidercury Vapor Tube and High Vacuum
Rectifier Tube
Below is a comparison of the merits of the mercury
vapor and high vacuum rectifiers.
High Vacuum
1. Poor regulation
2. Filament and plate voltage can be turned on
at same time.
3. A high peak inverse voltage rating.
Mercury Vapor
1. Excellent regulation
2. Filaments must be turned on at least 60 seconds before the plate voltage.
3. A lower peak inverse voltage rating.

115\T

kC

Fig.5-14. High voltage power supply for transmitter.
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS -

LESSON 5

(For answers, refer to back of Study Guide Section II)
5-1.*

If the high voltage secondary of a transformer was
changed from a full-wave,center-tapped connection
to a bridge rectifier connection, the output voltage
rating would;
a. remain the same
b, be doubled
c. be halved
d. be tripled

5-2~

A swinging choke;
a. is used in a power supply which supplies a fixed
load.
b. is used mostly in receiver power supplies
c. tends to keep the output voltage constant with
varying load
d. has a high capacity

5-3~

The ripple frequency of a full-wave rectifier system
is;
a. the same as that of a half-wave rectifier system
b. is twice that of a half-wave rectifier system
c. one-half that of a half-wave rectifier system
d, 60 cycles per second

5-4.*

A mercury vapor rectifier;

a. has a constant internal voltage drop
b, has a very high internal voltage drop
c. has a higher internal voltage drop than a high
vacuum rectifier
d. has no internal voltage drop
5-5*.

A mercury vapor recti fl er ha s a;

a.
b.
c.
d.
5-6*.

constant current rating
high inverse peak voltage rating
high internal voltage drop
relatively high current rating

A mercury vapor rectifier;

a.
b.
c.
d.

ls always connected to a condenser input filter
does not require a filter
should be connected to a choke input filter
none of the above
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5-?*.

The purpose o f a filter in a plate power supply
system is;
a. to provide a-c voltage
b. smooth out the a-c ripple component in the output
c . limit the peak inverse voltage
d . filter out the d-c component

5-8~

A shorted filter condenser in a n unfused power supp ly would;
a. increase the d-c voltage
b. half the ripple frequency
c. increase the output current
d . probably burn out the r ectifier tube

~~

A bleeder resistor;
a. improves the vo ltage regulation
b. snould be replaced
c. i s very critical
d. improves the ripple frequency

5-10~ If the primary of a 60 cycle power transformer were

connected to d-c mains;
a. the output would be pure d-c
b . the primary winding would most probably burn out
c. the d- c output would decrease
d , the ripple frequency would increase

5-11~ A choke input filter as compared to a condenser input filter will;
a. provide a higher output voltage
b . cause a higher ripple frequency
c. limi t the d- c voltag e
d. provide the best voltage regulation
5-12~ The purpose of equalizing resistors i s to;
a . improve the voltage regulation
b. equalize the d-c drop across the different fi l ter
condensers connec ted in serie s .
c . limit the r ipple voltage
d. prevent a n arc- back
5-1 3*. In a mercury vapo r r ec tifi e r sys t em;
a . the filament and plate voltages may be applied silllul taneously
b. the pl ate voltage mu s t always be tu rned on first
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c. the filrunent voltage must always be turned on
first
d. the filament voltage ls turned on 10 seconds
after the plate voltag e
5-14~

A filter choke with a low d-c resistance is desirable 1n a power supply because;
a. t he ripple frequency ls decreased
b. the voltag e regulation ls made worse
c . the output volta ge ls increased
d. the peak inverse voltage is increased

5-15~

The visible operating characteristic of mercury
vapor rectifiers is ;
a. a bluish-g reen glow
b. red plates
c, green cathod e
d. hot anode

5-16~

Draw a schematic diagram o f a fUll-wave,single-phase
power supply using a center-tapped high voltage secondary with a filter circuit for best regulation,
showing a bleeder resistor providing two different
output voltag es and a method of suppressing "hash 11
interference from the mercury vapor rectifier tubes.
Give the names of the component parts and approximate valu es of filt er components suitable for amateur operation.

5-17~

Draw a simple schematic diagram of a half-wave rectifier with a filter which will furnish pure d-c at
highest voltage output, showing filter condensers
of unequal capacitance connected in series, with
provision fo r equalizing the d-c drop across the
different condensers.
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SECTION II

LESSON 6

TRIODE, TETRODE.1..
PENTODE
6-1. Introduction
In lesson 3, we studied the construction and purpose
of a diode vacuum tube. We studied the action of the diode vacuum tube as a rectifier in cha nging alternating
current to direct current. We will now go into the details
of the operation of the vacuum tube when used as an amplifier. An amplifier makes larger, or amplifies, the small
voltages that are present in the radio receiver. The vacuwn tubes that are used for amplification purposes are
three, four, and five element tubes . The three element
tube is called a TRIODE; four and five element tubes are
called TETRODES AND PENTODES respectively. We shall now
proceed to study each one of these tubes in detail.
6-2. The Triode
The TRIODE is different from the diode in that it contains one more element. This new element is called the
CONTROL GRID. The control grid is a thin piece of wire
wound in the form of a spiral mesh which surrounds the cathode. Electrons emitted by the cathode can pass easily
through the grid structure and onto the plate. Fig.6-lA
shows the actual physical arrangement of the cathode, grid,
and plate structure in a typical triode. Notice that the
grid is placed much closer to the cathode than to the plate .

PLAT(

C LASS
CNVELOPC
~1t--r-- CATM00(

B. Schematic symbol
A. Cut away section of a triode.
Fig. 6-1. The triode.
Fig. 6-lB illustrates the schematic representation of the
triode. The grid i s shown by means of a dotted line between the cathode and plate.
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6-3. Operation of a triode
Fig.6-2 shows a triode circuit which is used to study
the effect of grid voltage variations upon the plate current. The symbol for the plate voltage is En. The plate
voltage is measured between the plate and cathode. The
symbol for plate current is Ip, Plate current is measured
by placing an ammeter in series with the plate circuit. Eg
is the symbol for control grid voltage measured between the
control grid and the cathode. All tube voltage measurements

s ____.

--1±:3

j_Z_

.1

c-=-c-=..._____._+__._____.___---l 1111

8
Fig.6-2. Effect of grid voltage on plate current flow.
are taken with the cathode as a reference point.
Refer to the letters A,B, and C beneath the battery
symbols in the diagram (fig.6-2). These letters indicate
the voltages applied to the different elements in the tube.
The 11 A11 voltage is applied to the heater, or filament.
The 11 B11 voltage is applied to the plate; the 11 C11 voltage
11 S 11 is a three-position switch in
is applied to the grid,
the control g rid circuit. With t he switch in position #1,
the control grid is connected directly to t he cathode.
With the switch in position # 2, the control grid is connected to the negative terminal of a battery. With the
switch in position #3, the control grid is connected to
the positive terminal of a battery. Let us see how changes
in the control grid voltag e a ffect the operation of the
triode, With the switch in position #1, and the plate positive, electrons will flow from the cathode through the
grid structure to the plate. Sinc e the grid ls connected
directly to the cathode, it will not affect the flow of
plate current. Therefore, all the emitted electrons will
pass through the grid and onto the plate.
If the switch is thrown to posi tlon #2, the grid becomes negative with respect to the cathode. The negatively charg ed grid will repel many of the negatively charged
electrons back into the area surrounding the cathode.
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Hence, the number of electrons which are able to reach the
plate is reduced. This effect is illustrated in fig.6-3 .
CATHODE

G-R.//)

B

_lilt+
Fig.6-3. Effect of negative grid on plate current flow.
The milliammeter in the plate circuit will show a reduction in plate current when the grid voltage is changed from
a zero voltage to a negative voltage.
If the switch is thrown to position #3, the grid becomes positive with respect to the cathode. The plate current will increase since the positive control grid attracts
the negative electrons and allows many more electrons to be
drawn to the plate than it did in switch position #1 and
12. A positive grid actually pulls electrons from the cathode to the plate. Thus, we see how the control grid
acts as a control valve for plate current flow. As we vary
the voltage on the grid, the plate current varies.
The
control grid, therefore, controls the flow of electrons to
the plate.
6-4. Plate Current - Grid Voltage Curve
In order to further study the relationship between the
plate current and the grid voltage, let us take m·e asurements to see exactly hov the plate current varies with
changes in the grid voltage. Fig.6-4 illustrates a schematic of a triode whose grid voltage can be varied by means
of a potentiometer placed across the 11 C11 battery. Let us
plot on a graph the milliammeter plate current readings for
different values of grid voltage. Fig.6-5 illustrates the
resulting graph. The horizontal line represents the grid
voltage in volts, and the vertical line represents the
plate current in milliamperes. The plate current measurements are taken with the plate voltage kept constant at
150 volts. If we draw a line through the points that represent the various plate current readings, we obtain a
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curve known as the Eg- Ip characteristic curve. Notice
that if the grid is made sufficiently negative (minus 10
volts), the plate current drops to zero. At this point,
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Fig.6-4. Obtaining data
for EG-Jp curve.
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the highly negative grid repels all electrons back to tne
cathode area. As the grid voltage is made less negative,
the electrons begin to flow to the plate. If we continue
to make the grid voltage less negative (more positive),
t he plate current will continue to increase. When we make
the grid voltage positive, the plate current keeps on incrsasing.As the grid voltage is made more positive, the
plate current continues to rise. A point is soon reached
where the plate current can no longer increase regardless
of further increases in positive g rid voltage. This point
is called the SATURATION POINT. The voltage that is applied
to the grid is called GRID BIAS VOLTAGE, or simply BIAS.
The BIAS that cuts the plate current to zero is called the
CUT-OFF BIAS. In fi g . 6-5, the cut-off bias is -10 volts.
Whenever the voltage on the grid prevents current from
flowing, we say that we have a BLOCKED GRID.
The curve of fig.6-5 was obtained with the plate ..
voltage held constant. Suppose we take data of grid volt105

age and plate current readings for different values of
plate volt age. The result of plotting all these points
is a series of curves called a FAMILY OF CURVES. This is
illustrated in f1g.6-6. Each curve is plotted with the
grid voltage varied while the plate voltage is kept constant. Notice that for a given grid voltage, the plate
current increases with increase in plate voltage. This
is to be expected since an increase in plate voltage
should result in an increase in plate current.

t--+--+--+---+--++--+->M

N~

+

-~

-

Fig. 6-6. Family of EG- Ip curves.
6- 5. -The--P
F~ - I
p Characteristic Curve for the Triode
In fig.6-5, the plate voltage was kept constant and
plate current readings were plotted as we varied the grid
voltage . Another popular characteristic curve is the Ep Ip curvesof fig.6-7 . Here, the grid voltage is kept cons~ant and plate current readings are plotted as we vary
the plate voltage. Notice that the plate current rises as
the plate voltage increases. The Ep- Ip curves are the
ones that are usually illustrated in tube manuals.
6- 6. The Triode as an Amplifier
In paragraph 6-1, it was stated that multi-element
tubes are used to amplify weak signals . We will now proceed to study in exactly what manner a triode amplifies a
signal voltage tha t is applied to its grid.
The control grid is physically much closer to the cathode than
the plate is.
The grid voltage will
therefore have a greater effect on the plate current than
will the plate voltage. A small change in grid voltage
will cause a large change in pla te current; whereas, a
small change in plate voltage causes a small change in
current. Let us see, graphically, how a changing voltage
such as an a-c signal on the grid of a triode causes the
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Fig. 6- 7. Family of Ep - Ip curves.
plate curren t to vary. Fig.6- 8 illustrates a triode whose
pla t e is connected to a fixed B+ voltage . The grid is in
series with an a- c gene rator a nd a fixed bias voltage .
The total voltage between the grid a nd cathode will always
be the sum of the signal voltage and the bias voltage .
Let us see what happens on the positive half- cycle of
the a-c signal. Since the signal voltag e of + l volt and
the -3 volts of bias are in series, the resultant voltage
between grid and cathode will be - 2 vo lts. (the sum of+ 1
and -3 =- 2) On the negative half of the a- c cyc le, -4
volt s will be applied between the g rid and cathode of the
tube . (the sum of - 1 volt a nd - 3 volts-= - 4 vo lts) From the
I p - Eg curve of fig. 6- 9, l t can be se en that when there ls
no a-c si gnal applied to the grid, the pl ate current will
be f ixed at 8 mill i amperes because of the three volt s of
bias supplied by the bias batte r y. The value of 8 m1111!ampe res is obtained fro m the curve by working vertical ly
from the - 3 volt point on the grid voltage l ine until the
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curve is reached. From this poi nt we go strai ght across
until we hit the vertical plate current line. In this case
we r each the vertical line a t 8 milliamperes. On the peak
of the po sitive half of the a- c signal, ( when there a.re - 2
volts on the grid), the pl ate current ri s es t o 10 milli ampe r es. On the negative half of the incoming signal,( when
there a.re -4 volts on the gri d) , the plate current decreases to 6 milli ampere s. Note that the wavefor m of t he plate
current vari at ion is an exact r ep r oduction of the a- c signal applied to the g rid of the tube. A 2 mlll lempere varia tion i s caused in the plat e current by applying a one
volt si gnal t o the grid .
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Thus far we have converted grid vol tage variatio ns into pl ate current variations. In order t o make use of these
plate current variations, some device must be place d in the
plate circui t t o act as a load across which the varying
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plate current will de velop a varying voltage. The plate
load may be a resistor, an inductor, or a tuned circuit.
Fig.6-10 shows a re si stor used as a plate load in a triode
amplifier circuit. Except for the plate load resistor,
1;his circuit is the same as that in fig.6-8.
As we explained before, the l volt s ignal will cause a total plate

fl.Ar£
lo-4D

R

-=- 3V
,_+_ __._----1-1111I1 I• +
Fig.6-10 . Triode using a resistor as a pl ate load.
current varia t i o11 of 4 mil liampe res (from 6 to 10 ma. ) .
This 4 ma variation will cause a total voltage variation of
40 volts to be produced across the 10,000 ohm resistor.
This can easily be proven by Ohm's law. One form of Ohm ' s
law s tates that:
E =IxR
E = . 004 x 10 , 000
E=40 V
Thus it can be seen tha t a 2 volt a-c signal (2 volts peak
to p e ak) can produce a 40 volt variation in the plate circui t . In other words, the original signal or variation
that was applied to the g rid has been A.\:PLIFIED twenty
times.
( ~o =ZO)
tion
also
cui t
tion

From fig. 6-9 it can be seen that the voltage varia.in the pla te circuit is not only an amplified, but
a f ai thful reproducti on of the grid signa l. The cirin fig. 6-10 is therefore t he bas is for a ll amplificacircuits in radio and television.

6-7. Vacuum Tube Chara cteri s tics
Since many d if fere nt types of vacuum tubes are used
in radio and televi s ion ci rcuits, it is important to classify tubes accor d ing t o the performance which may be exp ected of them. The three mo s t important f a ctors by whlch
tubes are cla ssified are the AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, the
TRANSCONDUCTANCE, e.nd the PLATE RESISTANCE.
1 . Amtlification Factor - The Ail.PLIFICATI ON FACTOR of
a. tube ishe ma.xlmum voltage amp lifica ti on which can be
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expected from the tube. It is a theoretical value never
reached in actual circuit use. Stated mathematically, it
is the ratio of the change in plate voltage to the change
in grid voltage; both voltages to cause the same change
in plate current. For example, Let us assume that a certain tube is operating with a plate voltage of 250 volts,
a grid voltage of -10 volts, and a plate current of 18 ma.
If we should change the plate voltage to 280 volts and
leave the grid voltage constant, the plate current would
go up to 23 ma. This means that a pl8te voltage change of
30 volts results in a plate current change of 5 ma.
Suppose that a grid voltage change from -10 volts to -13 volts
returns the plate current from 23 ma back to 18 ma. We can
say that a grid vol ta,ge change of 3 vol ts has the same effect on the plate current as a plate voltage change of 30
volts. The amplification factor would therefore be the
plate voltage change (30 volts) divided by the grid voltage
change (3 volts) or 1.Q.
The amplification factor is commonly designated by the
Greek letter,µ . The formula for the,µ , or mu, of a tube
is:
E
6-1) Amplification factor (,,a)=~
6 Eg
The terms A En and A E mean a small change in plate
voltage and a small chang~ in grid voltage respectively.

2. Transconductance - The TRANSCONDUCTANCE, or MUTUAL
CONDUCTANCE, of a tube is what is known as the figure of
merit of the tub e . It tells us how much of a plate current
variation we can get for a certain amount of grid voltage
variation. Transconductance i s defined as the ratio of a
small change in plat e curre nt to the cha nge ln grid voltage that produced it.
The formula f o r transconductance i s :
6-2) Transconductance ( Gm) -

where:

~IP
~E

g

IP i s a change in plate current
i s the change in grid voltag e that caused
A Ip•
Gm is the symbol for transconductance
The basic unit of the tran sconduc t a nce of a tube is the
ti.HO .
The mho was previously mentioned in le sson 1, paragreph 7 a.s the unit of conductance. Since the transconductance of a tube ls equal to current divided by voltage
l1

LI. Eg
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(see formula 6-2) which is the opposite or reciprocal of
resistance, then the mho is the unit to be used for the Gm
of a tube. The transconductance ie the most desirable tube
factor in the choice of a va.cuum tube to be used as a voltage amplifier.
3. Plate Resistance - The PLATE RESISTANCE of a tube
is the internal resistance between the cathode and plate
to the flow of varying plate current. Mathem atic ally speaking, it is the r a.tio of a small change in plate voltage to
the change in plate current that this voltage change produces. Expressed as an equation:
6-3)

Plate Resistance (Rp) =A Ep
Alp

A tube may be conside red to be a variable resistor in its

operation as an amplifier. I f the g rid is made pos itive,
the current flow from cathode to plate is i ncreased. This
means that the resistance from t he cathode to the plate has
gone down. On the other hand, if the grid is made more negative, the plate current will go down. This means, of course, that the plate resistance has gone up.
6-8. Efficiency of Vacuum Tubes
We often use the term EFFICIENCY when we speak about
the performance of a c ertain device or machine. Efficiency refers to how much power can be gott en out of a device
as compared to how much power is put into it. For instance, if 100 watts of electrical power a.re used up in a light
bulb and only 2 wat ts of equi vs.lent light power are produced, we can sa.y that the electric bulb is a low efficiency device. The bulb generate s into light only 2% of the
power that is put into it.(the other 98 watts a re dissipated inside the bulb in the form of heat.) On the other hand,
an electric motor may draw 100 watts of electric power and
produce 7 5 watts of equivalent mechanical powe r. Vie c an
say that the motor is a high efficiency device.
The motor
produces ,in the fo:cm of useful work, ?5~ of the power pu t
into it.
In radio, we classify v acuum tubes accore.ing to their
efficiency in delivering ueeful powe r to a load.
The plate efficiency of a vacuum tube is defined as
the ra.tio of the a-c plate power outpu t to the d-c plate
powe r 1npu t. It is given in a percentage, and its mathematical formula i s :
6-4) Pla.te Efficiency- a-c output power x 100
- d-c input power
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For example, if the a-c power output of a vacuum tube ls
150 watts, and the d- c po we r input ls 200 watts, the efficiency ls 150 divided by 200 or ?5%.

The a-c power output of a tube is the power in watts
that the tube delivers to it s load. The load may be the
loudsp eaker or the gri d of a following tube. The d- c power
input, on the other hand, ls the product of the d- c plate
voltage applied to the stage and the d- c plate current.
For instance, if the plate voltage ls ?50 vol ts , and the
plate current ls 150 milliamperes, then the power input is
112. 5 watts .
The powe r input is derl ved in the following
manner:
Power input in watts= EP x I p
P input = ?50 x .15
P = 1 12. 5 watts
Note that the 150 milliamperes were changed to amperes
by moving the decimal three p l aces t o the left .
6- 9.

~aximum

Plate Dissipation
In the above problem concerning the plate efficiency
of a vacuum tube, it is apparent that only a certain percentage of the appli ed power (input power) appears as output power. What happ ened to the remainder of the input
power? The remainder of the input power is wasted in the
form of heat within the tube, exactly as in a light bulb.
Remember t hat the tube represents a resistance between the
cathode and plate. Power loss applies to the resistance
of a tube as wel l as any ordinary res istor. The pl a te current in flowin g through the plate resistance diss ipates
he a t. The powe r diss ip ated on the plate in the f o rm of
heat is equal to I~~. Where IP is the plate current and
Hp i s t h e pl a te resi stance .
There ls a l imit to the amount of power i n wat ts that
a tube can dis sipate in the form of heat in its plate without damaging the tube . This limit i s known as the MAXIhlU:.-;
PLATE DISSIPATIO~. This can be found in any tube ma nual for
a particular tube.
6- 10. Limitati ons of a Triode

In the early days of r adio, triodes were used exclusiv ely in radi o r eceivers and transmitters. Later on the
tetrodes and pentodes made their appearance and rep laced
the t riode in many applications. The re aso n for this change
was that the triode ha d certain cha racteristics which limited its application in radio work. Before we discuss the
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tetrode and pentode, we shall fi r st examine l n detail the
11mitat1ons of the triode.
I n le sson 3, pa ragraph 13 , we l ea rned tha t two conducting surfaces separated by an insulator form a condenser. Since the pla t e and grid of a tube are two conducting surfa.ces separated by a vacuum dielectric, there exists
a capa.ci tance between the plate and grid . By t!.1e same reasoning, a capacitor is form ed between the grid and cathode,
and between the p l ate a nd cathode. These internal tube
capa citances are called I NTErtELECTRODE CAPACITANCES. The
interelectrode capacitance b e tween the plate and the grid
exerts a detrime n tal effect upon the actio n of a triode
amplifier. This capacitance give s rise t o a co ndition
known as OSCILLATION which is extremely unde sirable. Oscillations come about in the following manner: A varying
grid voltage causes a varying plate voltage which i s then
passed on to the next stage. However, because of the undesirable grid to plate capacitance, the voltage variations
from t he plate circuit are FED BACK t o the grid circuit and
are reamplified until osci llatio ns or ho•!ll ing takes place.
This is especially true at radio frequencies. Later on, we
will discuss thls condition of oscillation i n g reate r detail.
Another defect of t he triode results from the fact
that the plate current depends not only upon the grid voltage bu t also upon the plate vo ltage. Because of this, the
gain of a tri ode, used as an ampl ifier, i s kept down. For
example, a positive grid signal will cause the plate current to go up; the increasing Ip will increase the voltage
ac r oss the load resistor . The vol t age across the lo ad resistor and t he voltage between plate a nd cathode are in
series and therefore must always add up t o the fixed B+
voltage value. If the voltage across the load resistor
goes up, the plate voltage must go down . The decreased
p l ate voltage ,in turn, will cause the plate current to decrease some what, counteracting the effect of t he signal on
the pl ate current, Thus the ampli fication ls kept down.
The way to circumvent this defect would be to mak e the plate
current independent of the plate voltage. Variations in
plate voltag e would then ha ve no effect on the plate cu~
rent. This is achieved i n the tetrode and pentode.
6-11. The Tetrode
In an effort to reduce the g ri d- plate capacitance
within the tube, a fourth element was added to the conventional triode. This fourth e lem ent i s cal.led a SCREEN
GRID; the screen gri d i s placed between the control grid
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and the p l a te. The top view of a tetrode ls shown in Fi g.
6 - llA·
the schematic symbol of a tetrode l s shown in Fig.
6-llB'. The screen ls wound in the form of a spiral grid ,
si milar to the control grid . The screen grid shields the

CA THO/)£
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B
Fig.6-llB. Schematic symbol
for a tetrode.

A

Flg.6-llA. Top view of a tetrode .
control gri d from the plate and thereby reduces the gridpla te cape.cl ta.ne e.

In order for the scree n grid to act as an effective
shield, it must be grounded for a- c. But, as we shall soon
see, the screen grid mus t at the same ti me be kept at a
high positive d- c pot ential. Refer to the schematic circuit of a tetrod e in fig.6-12. The sc r een is grounded for
a-c through condenser C. Thus, we can use a tetrode as an
r-f amplifier without incurring oscillations.
A typical sc reen grid, or tetrode (four elements) tube
connected in a circuit ls shown ln fig.6-12. The screen

G

OurPvr
LOAD

- 1111 +
1-+-----'
Fi g.6-12. Tet rode amplifi er circuit.
grid is operated at a d- c pot entia l somewhat lower than
that of the plate. The positive screen grid ac ts like the
plate of a t riode in attractin8 electrons emitted by the
cathode. A few of the el ectrons will hit the screen grid
resulting i n screen current flow. The screen current flows
through resistor R1 • R1 i s called the screen dropping
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resistor. The screen current in flowing
through R,
caus es a voltage drop across it. The screen g rid voltage
is therefore the B+ voltage minus the voltage drop across
the resistor R1 • The screen voltage is measured from the
screen grid to the cathode.
Since the screen grid is similar t o the control grid
in con struction, most of the e lec trons wil l pass through
the screen and reach the p la te. Since the pl ate is a solid
element and more pos itive than the screen grid, it will receive most of the electr ons emitted by the cathode in the
form of plate current.
6-12. Increased Amplification of Tetrode
Because the screen grid i s closer to the cathode than
the pl a te, the screen g rid has practically complete control
over t he plate current . The plate current is therefore not
influenced by pl a te voltage variations. Since the screen
is at a-c ground potential , there will be no variation in
the screen voltage when an a-0 signal ls being applied to
the grid, The screen grid therefore exerts a constant pull
on the electron s that make up the plat e current. The only
element in the tetrode that causes the plate current to
vary is the control g rid. The control grid, however, no
longer shares its control over the plate current with the
p late, as it did in the triode. Small variations of voltage on the control g rid will cause the plate current t o
vary without any interference from a varying p l a te voltage.
The plate resistance and the ampli ficati on factor of the
tetrode are,as a result, greatly increased,
6-13. The Pentode
The introduction of t he screen grid in the tetrode
successfully r educed the plate-grid capacit ance and increased the amplification fac tor. The tetrode, however,
suffers fro~ one important defect. This defect is known
as SECONDARY EMISSION. The Pentode (five element tube) was
developed to overcome the bad effects of secondary emission.
Secondary emission is a condition which arises when
high velocity electrons strike a metal object such as a
pla te. The force of the impact will cause a.ddi tional
electrons to be knocked out of the atomic structure of the
plate. For every electron that strikes the plate, two or
three electrons will be knocked out of the plate. In a
triode, these secondary emission ele ctrons normally find
their way back to the highly positive plate and cause no
ill-effect in the operation of the tube. In the tetrode,
as long as t he p l ate is more positive than the screen, the
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secondary emission electrons fall back to the plate, and
tube operation will be normal. However, if the screen is
operated at a high voltage, and a large signal voltage is
applied to the control grid, the plate voltage may drop below the sc ree n voltage at the positive peak of the input
signal. The result of this lowered plate voltage ls to
cause the secondary emission el ectrons to flow to the positive screen g rid instead of returning to the plate . Thus,
the number of electrons reaching the plate drops, while
at the same time, the screen current ls increased. This
results in a reducti on in the amplification of the t ubs and
distortion in its output.
In the pentode, a third grid is placed between the
screen grid and the plate. (see fig.6-13) The third g rid
is similar in physical construction to the sc re en grid and

Fig. 6-13. Schematic symbol
Jill~-------< 1 1
for pentode.
+
- 1 11 1 1--+-~
Fig.6-14. Pentode amplifier circuit.
the control grid. This third grid ls connected to the cathode so that it will be highly negative with respect to
the plate and will force the secondary emission electrons
back to the plate, Because it suppresses secondary emission, the third grid is called the SUPPRESSOR GRID. The
ne g ative suppressor grid will not interfere with the f low
of electrons fro m the cathode to the plate even though it
does suppress the secondary electrons coming from the plate .
The reason for this is that the electrons from the cathode
are traveling at such a high velocity when they reach the
vicinity o f the suppressor grid , that they go right on
th r ough to the highly positive plate . On the other hand,
the secondary electrons coming from the plate are moving at
a rather low veloc i ty and are easily pushed back to the
plate . Fig.6-14 illustrates a pentode hooked up as an amplifier. Note that the only difference between this circuit and the te trod e amplifier circuit of flg.6-12 is the
addition of the suppressor grid.
6-14. The Beam Power Tube
A beam power tube is a pentode with special construct11 6

ion features. A beam power tube has greater power handling
ability than the ordinary tetrode or pentode . With very
small grid voltage s, a beam power tube can develop l arge
amounts of power in its plate circuit. The tube is therefore said to have high power sensitivity.
The beam power tube is constructed so that the individual wire turns of the control grid and the screen
grid line up with each other horizontally. This means that
every turn of the screen grid mesh ls directly behind a
turn of the control grid mesh. Thus, electrons flowing
from the cathode travel through the control g rid and onto
the plate without striking the screen grid. The screen grid
current i s therefore very low and, since the plate gets the
electrons which would normally have go ne to the screen g rid,
the pl ate power output is increa sed. Because of the physical alignment of the control grid and the screen g rid, the

...........·

PLATE

Flg.6-15. The beam power tube (c ourt esy RCA)
electrons flow to the plate in she et s , or beams. Flg. 6-1 5
illustrates this condition. To further concentrate and
form the heavy beams of pla te current, deflecting plate s
are incorporated into t he tube structure . The se de flecting
plates are placed between the screen g rid and t he pla te, and
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extend partway around the tube, as shown in fig. 6-15.
These beam forming deflecting plates are internally connected to the cathode and therefore acquire a negative
chRrge with respect to the plate. As a result, the deflecting plates repel the electrons into concentrated,
heavy beams of plate current. No actual suppressor grid is
necessary because secondary emission from the plate is suppressed by the space charge which forms between the plate
and screen grid. The space charge has been indicated by the
dashes in fig.6-15.
The space charge of the electron beam
is caused by the slowing up of electrons in the area between the screen grid and the plate. By operating the plate
of the beam power tube at a lower potential than the screen
grid, the plate is made negative with respect to the screen.
The electrons are therefore slowed down when they pass
through the screen on their way to the plate. Stray secondary emission electrons cannot return to the screen grid
outside of the beam area because of the beam forming plates.
Some beam power tubes use an actual suppressor grid in place
of the space charge effect,
The beam power tube has:
1. high power sensitivity
2. high power output
3. hi gh plate efficiency
6-15. Thyratrons
A THYRATRON ls a gas-filled triode or tetrode tube.
The thyratron is used to control large amounts of power
flow by means of control grid action. When the grid of a
thyratron is sufficiently negative, no plate current flows.
However, if the bias is lowered to the point where plate
current begins, the gas in the tube immediately ionizes and
a heavy plate current flows. At this point the control
grid loses control over the plate current. Varying the
bias voltage after plate current starts will have no effect on the plate current. The only way to stop the flow of
plate current ls to remove the plate voltage, or lower it
below the ionization potential of the gas. The thyratron
grid, therefore, acts as a trigger to turn on relatively
large currentsin the plate circuit.
Thyratrons also function as high voltage rectifiers, such as the 884 and 885
triodes, or the 2D21 tetrode.
6-16. Gas in a Vacuum Tube
The thyratron and the mercury va.por rectifier are
special type tubes with gas-filled envelopes. The ordinary
vacuum type tube is supposed to be free of any gas or air.
If a va.cuum tube does contain gas which was not excluded
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during the manufacturing process, it is known as a SOFT
tube. The visible indication of a soft tube is a blue or
purple haze, sometimes accompanied by a reddened plate.
The plate current of a soft tube is excessively high. A
soft tube is often erratic in its ope r ation and should be
replaced.
Most vacuum tubes contain a GETTER. A getter is a
small piece of metal made of barium or some si milar chemical. This che ~ ical r emoves or de s troys stray gases that
remain in the va cuum tube after the evacuation process.
PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 6
(For answers, refer to back of Study Guide,Se ction II)
6-1.

Inc r easing the negative voltage on the control grid
will;
a.
b.
c.
d,

dec r ease the plate voltage
increase the plate current
decrea.se the plate current
have no effect on the plate current

6-2.

The grid voltage of an ind irectly heated tube is the
volt age between the;
a. grid and cathode
b. grid and pla te
c. grid and filament
d. grid and B+

6- 3.

A tube l s said to have a blocked grid when;
a. the grid is negative enough to cut off plate current.
b. the grid i s posit i ve enough to saturate the pl at e
c . the gr i d cute off grid current
d . the gri d cuts off filament current

6-4.

The tube tha t cannot amplify is the;
a . pentode
b. tetrode
c. t riode

6- 5 .

d. diode

The ampli f i cati on factor of a tube is;
a , the cha nge in plate current over the cha nge in
grid voltag e that cause s the pla te current change
b. the change in plate volt age over the cha nge in
gri d volta,ge, both of which cause the same chang e
in plate current.
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c. the change 1n the plate resistance over the change
1n plate current
d. the change in plate voltage ove r the change 1n
plate current chased by the change 1n plate
voltage.
6-6.

An
a.
b.
c.
d.

6-7~

The d-c plate power input to a tube having a plate
voltage of 800 volte and a plate current of 85 ma ls;

increase 1n pos1t1ve
the plate current to
the p late re sistance
the plate resistance
the plate voltage to

a. 6,800W

grid voltage causes;
decrease
to decrease
to increase
increase

b. 68,000W

c. 680W

d. 68W

6-8~

The d-c plate power input to a tube having a plate
voltage of 550 volts and a plate current of 120 ma ls;
a. 66,000W
b. 670W
c. 66W
d. 660W

6-9~

The d- c plate power input to a tube having a plate
voltage of 750 volts and a plate current of 150 ma is;
a. 112.5W
b. lOW
c . l OOW d. 112,500W

6-10~

The d- c plate power input to a tube having a plate
voltage of 650 volts and a plate current of 110 ma is;
a. 40W
b. 71,500W
c. 3,000W
d . 71. 5W

6-11. The screen grid;
a. reduces the plate-grid capacitance
b. increases the plate-grid capacitance
c. increases t he space charge surrounding the cathode
d. shields the filament from the cathode
6- 12. The supp ressor grid;
a. is found in a tetrode
b. is positively charg ed with respect to the cathode
c. repels electrons back to the plate
d. repels electrons back to the screen
6-13.* An important advantage of a tetrode over a triode is;
a . reduced poss1b111ty of osc1llat1on 1n a tetrode
r-f amplifier
b. repulsion of secondar-y emission electrons
c. increased cathode emission
d. reduced possibility of rect1ficat1on
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6-14.

A soft tube ls one with;
a. very high voltages on its elements
b. very low voltages on its elements
c . a shield surrounding its p l ate
d. unwanted gas in it

6- 15~

A triode has;
c . two grids

6-16~

A pentode has ;
c. two grids

6-17~

The maximum safe heat radiation capabi l ity of the
pl ate of a t ube is indicated by the following rating;
a. transconductance expressed i n mhos.
b. maximum plate dissipati on expressed in watts
c. plate resista nce expressed in ohms .
d. grid bias expressed in volts

6- 18~

A tetrode r-f amplifier will not oscillate because;
a . there are no space charges in a tetrode
b. the plate of a tetrode is much larger than the
plates of other tubes
c. it i s i mpossible for any r- f amplifier to oscillate
d. the screen g rid reduces the pl ate-grid inter-electrode capacity

6-19.*

Answer the following questions concerning flg.6- 16;

b. one grid
a. no grids
d. three g rids
a. no grids
b. one grid
d. three grids

a . what is the d- c gr id bias?
b. what ls t he d- c plate voltage?
c . what ls the B supply voltage?

~

1

2.0 Mil

:<,500.n...

Problem.
6 - 20~

Concerning
a. what l s
b. what la
1lige7
c . what is

flg. 6- 17;
the d-c grid bias?
the d- c plate volthe B supply volt age?
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Flg . 6- 17. Problem,

SECTION I I

LESSON 7

AUDIO Al!LPLIFIERS
7-1. Introduction
At this point, we understand that when a small amplitude signal is applied to the grid of a triode or pentode,
it will be amplified and will appear many times larger in
the plate circuit. This property of grid-controlled vacuum tubes makes possible their use as .Au:PLIFIERS. An amplifier may be defined as a device which transforms a small
input signal into a large output signal.
7-2. Amplifier Application
Amplifiers find many practical applications. For example, the signal t hat is developed in the crystal pickup of a record player is much too weak to be applied directly to a loud speaker. This weak signal must first be
amplified (made larger) before it can properly drive a
loud speaker. A lecturer addressing an audience in a large
auditorium must have his voice amplified in order for him
to be heard by everyone in the hall. The amplifier that
accomplishes this is called a PUBLIC ADDRESS BYSTE~. Amplifiers are also extensively used in fields such as motion
pictures, electrical recording, and photo-electronics.
Since amplifiers find such a wide application, it is important that we thoroughly understand their operation.
7-3. A Typical Amplifier
Fig.7-1 illustrates a simple resistance-coupled amplifier. This amplifier consists of the following basic
components:
1. a vacuum tube such as a triode or pentode
2. a power source for the filament of the va.cuum tube
which is called an 11 A11 supply.
3. a source of d-c power (B+) for the plate circuit
of the va.cuum tube which is called a 11 8 11 supply,
4, a bias voltage supply called a 11 C11 supply.
5. a means of coupling the signal to be amplified to
the grid circuit of the amplifier.
6. a means of coupling the amplified signal from the
plate circuit to the load. In fig.7-1, ~he t~ans
former couples the signal from the plate to the
speaker.
When an amplifier consists of one vacuum tube it is
called a one-stage amplifier. If additional amplifica-A;ion
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Fig.7-1. Simple one-stage amplifier circuit.

of the signal l s required, a second vacuum tube ls connected i n series with the first tube. The amplifier is then
a two-stage amplifier; the vacuum tubes are said to be
connected in CASCADE.
?-4. Amplifiers Used in Radio Receivers
The mode r n radio receiver uses two types of amplifier s
in its operation; they a re:
1.- The Radio-frequency (~f) amplifier: This amplifier amplifies the weak radio-frequency signals p i cked up
by the aerial of the receiver. A radio frequency signal
is a high frequency r adio wave (usually above 400 kilocycles (kc) ) which is sent out into space by the radio
transmitter.
2. - The AuQio-frequency (a-f ) Amplifier: This amplifier amplifies the sound frequencies or auai o frequencies
which are applied to the loud speaker. Audio frequencies
are in the range between 16 and 16,000 cps.
?- 5. Classification of Amplifiers
Ampl ifiers are classified according to the wo rk they
are intended t o perform and the manner in which they are
operated. The classification i s det ermi ned by the grid
bias of the amplifier which in turn determines t he portion
of the cycle during which plate current flows. Amplifiers
are classified into three general categorie s, class A,
class B, and class C. The audio amplifier i s i nvariably
operated either class A or class B. (we will disc us s ~f
amplifiers in a l ater lesson)
?- 6. Chara.cteristics of a Class A Amplifier
Characteristic s of a Class A ampli f ier are a s fol lows:
1.- Plate current flows for the entire cycle of the
input signal. In other words, the tube conducts current
continuously. The average plate current, as measured by
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a d-c milliammeter, remains con stan t with or without the
application of a signal on the grid.
2.- The grid is never driven so far negative that the
tube is cut off.
3.- The signal never drives the grid positive with
respect t o the cathode. A positive grid would result in
grid current flow which would cause the amplified signal
to become di stort ed.
4.- A class A amplifier operates with poo r efficiency
because plate dissipation occurs throughout t he entire cycle of the input signal. Poor efficiency results in low
power output from medium-sized tubes.
7-7. Linear Amolification
A class A amplifier rep roduces a £ignal a lmo st exactly. In other wo rds, the amplified output signal is an exact reproduction of the input signal. Linear class A cperation is illustrated in fig.?-2. This figure shows the
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Fig.7-2. Class A operation.
plate current-grid voltage (Eg- Ip) characteristic curve of
a class A amplifier. For class A operation, the bias voltag e or operating point is chosen to be at the mid-point of
the 11 linear", or straight line, portion of the characteI'i stic curve. The grid signal swings the grid voltage over
the linear portion of the curve. The plate current variation is therefore an exact reproduction of the grid signal.
7-8. The Bias Voltage Supply
All amplifiers operate with a certain bias voltage
whose value depends upon the class of operat ion. The two
methods of obtaining bias voltage for an a-f amplifier are:
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1. - fixed bias

2.- self-bias, or cathode bias

Flg.7-1 illustrates an amplifier with fixed bias. The
fixed bias can be obtained from a source called a "C" battery whose terminals a re connected as shown in this diagram.
The fixed bias voltage can also be obtained from a negative d-c voltage point in the power supply. The bias voltage le of constant value and cannot be changed. The only
way to change the bias ls to insert another "C" battery of
different voltage. The disadvantage to fixed bias operation is that an external means of biasing is required.
Fig.7-3 illustrates an amplifier with cathode bias.
The biasing circu it consists of a resistor,R, and condenser,C, connected from cathode t o ground. The bias voltage
l s developed b y the d- c plate current
flowing from g round through the resist o r t o the cathode. Since the current flows into the resistor from
ground, this side of the resistor ls
negative with respect to the cathode
side. The purpose of the condenser,
C, ls to by-pass the a- c component of
~------..... 11!1
plate current around the resistor.
Fig 7 _ 3 TC thod -bl
If the a-c component of current were
·
• a
e
as. allowed to flow through the biasing
resistor, a varying bias voltage would be developed. Under
normal amplifier operation t h is ls not desirable. The a-c
component of plate current therefore flows through the bypass condense r, C, while the d-c component of plate current
flows through the biasing r eslstor,R, establishing a source
of fixed bias voltage. The advantage of cathode bias ls
that it eliminates the need for a separate source of bias
voltage. Mo s t receiver circuits use this self-biasing principle.
It may sometimes be necessa ry to compute the value of
the biasing resistor, R. For example: Suppose we wish to
operate a certain tube as a class A amplifier. The tube
manual states that for class A operation, the bias for that
tube ls -3 volts and the plate current will be 10 ma.(.OlA)
Since we know the voltage across the resistor and the current through it, we can easily find the value of the resistor by using ohm's law:
Rk _ ~ _ _3_
300 ohms
- I - . 01
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7-9. Coupling Systems in AmDlifiers
Audio amplifiers are usually classified according to
the method of coupling the signal from one stage to another.
There are two common types of a-f coupling used in receivers and transmitters. One is transformer coupling and the
other is resista nce-capacity coupling .
7-10. Trans .'.'ormer Coupled Amplifier
A simple transformer coupled audio-amplifier is shown
in fig . 7-4. V1 and Vi are the voltage amplifiers . T1 is
is a speci a l type of matching tra nsformer (refer to paragraph 38 in lesson 3) known as an audio interstage transform er. For maximum power transfer from the plate of V1

RI

M
B+

Fig.7-4. Two~stage transformer-coupled amplifier.
to the grid of V2 , the transformer is so designed that its
primary impedance approximately matches the plate circuit
impedance, and its secondary impedance matches the grid
circuit impedance. The turns ratio for this type of transformer is usually 1 to 3 step up from plate to grid. The
secondary therefore has about three times as many turns as
the primary.
The coupling operates as follows: The signal is
coupled from the plate of the first stag e to the grid of
the second stage by means of the audio interstage transformer, Tr. The varying plate current of V1 generates a
varying magnetic field about the primary of transformer Tr
This varying magnetic field ln turn induces a voltage in
the secondary of T1 which is applied as a signal voltage to
the grid of v,_ • This signal is then ampli fled by V2 and
applied to the headphones.
Let us now discuss the functions of the parts indicated on the diagram: 11 M11 is the microphone which supplies
the input signal to the grid of V1 • 11 R 111 le the grid load
resistor which serves two purposes:
a) Microphone current flowing through the resistor
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establishes a necessary alternating current voltage drop
between the gri d and cathode. This voltage drop is the
signal which is to be amplified.
b) Electrons which collect on the grid can leak off
to ground through the resistor. These electrons might
otherwise accumulate sufficiently on the grid to cause the
tube to cut-off. This condition is known as a blocked grid.
11
R2 11 ls the cathode biasing resistor chosen to provide the
correct tube bias for class A operation. 11 C1 11 1 s the cathode by-pass condenser. It provides a very low-impedance
path around the bias resistor for the audio currents. 11 T1 11
ls the interstage audio transformer. 11 R3 11 is the bias resistor. 11 C2, II 18 the by-pass Condenser.
7-11. Advantages of Transformer Coupling
The advantages of transformer coupling are:
1) High gain due to step-up ratio of transformer
2) Low d-c resistance of transformer primary permits
the use of a low B+ voltage. With the B+ voltage low, we
are as sured that the plate voltage will not be too low.
7-12. Disadvantages of Transformer Coupling
The disadvantages of transformer coupling are:
1) Distortion of the signal due to the transformer
characteristics.- An amplifier which reproduces faithfully
and amplifies equally the band of audio frequencies which
ls applied to its input is said to have low distortion or
HIGH FIDELITY. The average transformers us ed in a transformer-coupled amplifier introduce some distortion into the
signal. As a result, the amplifier is said to have POOR
FIDELITY. High fidelity transformer-coupled amplifiers are
very difficult to design and therefore are quite expensive.
2) The transformers are too large and expensive.
3) The transformers must be magnetically shielded to
prevent pick-up of hum.
4) Transformer coupling is usually limited to triode
amplifiers with the result that high gain of pentodesis not
realized.
7-13. Resistance- Capacity Coupled Amplifier
The disadvantages of the transformer-coupled amplifier are overcome in the design of a resistance-capacity
coupled amplifier. The major difference between the two
amplifiers is that the interstage coupling transformer is
replaced with a resistance-capacity coupling network in the
R-C amplifier. The elimination of the transformer allows
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for the use of pentode amplifiers with a consequent increase
in the overall gain of the amplifier. The elimination of
the audio-coupling transformer also does away with the distortion associated with its use. Generally speaking, the
R-C amplifier is the superior of the two ampl1 fie rs considered because of its simplicity, compactness , cheaper cost,
and higher fidelity output.
Fig. ?-5 illustrates a three-stage, resistance-coupled
(R-C) amplifier. V1 and Vi, are voltage amplifiers. V3 is a
pentode power amplifier with an output coupling transformer.

,

K

1b rj

Fig.7-5. Three-stage resistance-coupled
The coupling network between the plate of V, and the grid of
V'J.,conslsts of a resistance-capacity network. The condenser
11
03 11 ls known as a COUPLING or BLOCKING condenser.
Its
function ls to pass the audio current from the plate of V,
to the grid of V2while, at the same time, to block the positive plate voltage of V1 from being applied to the grid of
V'J., . If the coupling condenser becomes shorted, the d-c
plate voltage of~ would be applied directly to the grid of
V,, • The po s1 ti ve voltage on the grid of V'J., would result in
excessive grid and plate current flow, and would cause the
audio signal to become distorted . The capacity of C3 1s determined by the reactance it should have for the lowest
audio frequency that 1t is to pass on to the grid of Vz.
This reactance should be very low for the lowest audio frequency that ls to be passed on. The a-c signal for the
grid of V2 is developed across the resistance, Ro , by the
audio currents which flow through the coupling condenser,
through R ~ to ground, and back to the cathode of V1 •
The following is a summary of the functions of the
components in fig.?-5.
Parts
Function
R,
Volume control, grid load resistor
Cathode by-pass condenser
c, '04
R;z,, Rb
Cathode bias resistor
Screen dropping resistor
R3
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Screen by-pass condenser
Plate load re sistor; high impedance
for audio
Coupling and blocking condenser;
transfers the audio voltage to grid
of Vz.; does not allow the d-c voltage from the plate of V, to reach
grid of Vz.
Grid resistor. Connects g rid to
d-c ground potential, but does not
by-pass audio to ground
Cathode by-pass condenser for a-c
Cathode bias resistor
Output matching transformer (stepdown) matches the high plate impedance of V3 to the low voice coil
impedance of the speaker
?-14. Power Ou tput Measurements
You may sometimes want to determine how much power
you are feeding into your speaker voice coll. The procedure l s quite simple and is illustrated in flg.7-6.
A·F AMMET£/f
-------.

A·F

AvDtO

VOLTMET£R

AltlPt..l~IER

Power out-put measurements.
Disconnect the speaker voice coil a.nd replace 1 t with an
equivalen~ resistance of the proper power rating.
Then connect an audio frequency si gnal generator to the input of the
amplifier, and an a-c ammeter and voltmeter to the output
as indicated. An audio-frequency signal generator ls an
electronic device which can generate audio-frequency voltages. With the amplifier volume control set at maximum, adjust the output of the signal generator at 5000 cps for maximum power output. The point of maxi mum power output can
be determined by observing the output waveform by means of
an o scilloscope. Maximum dlstortlonless power output ls the
po int just before distortion l s observed in the waveform.
At this point, take readings of the voltmeter and ammeter.
The produc t of the voltmeter and ammeter r eadings will be
equal to the electrical powe r output of the amplifier in
watts.
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?-15. Frequency Response
An amplifier is said to have a FLAT FREQUENCY RESPONSE when it amplifies equally all frequencies applied to the
input grid . A frequency response curve is a graph which
plots the amplifier voltage output in either volts or decibels over a frequency range. Flg.?-7 illustrates the response curve for a typical transformer-coupled amplifier and
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Fig.7-7. Frequency response curve .
a resistance-coupled amplifier. The R-C amplifier has the
flatter curve and has, therefore, a flatter frequency response. A flatter response means better fidelity.
?-16. Distortion in Clase A Amplifier
Fig.7-8A illustrates a pure sine wave of a certain
frequency. A pure sine wave is an a-c wave which is free
/\A

v

Original signal.

/\8

/\.C

distorted.
undistorted.V ~
Fig.?-8. Distortion in class A amplifier.
of distortion. The ideal audio amplifier ls one which will
amplify a sine wave, not changing its waveshape or distorting it. The amplified plate signal must therefore be an
exact duplicate of the grid signal. Fig.?-8B illustrates
an amplified version of· the sine wave of fig.7-BA. Fig.7-8B
has the same waveshape as fig.7-8A and therefore is still
considered a pure sine wave {undistorted) even though it ls
amplified.
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Fig.7-BC is no longer a pure sine wave.
sine wave.

It is a distorted

7-17. Causes of Distortion in Class A Amplifiers
Fig. 7-9 illu str ates the Eg- Ip curve for a properly
operated class A amplifier. The bias point, 11 A", is at the
mid-point of the linear portion of the curve. The input
signal is of the correct ampli t ude so that the plate signal is an amplified and undistorted version of t h e input
signal. A d-c ammeter in the plate circuit will indicate
the same plate current reading when the signal is applied
to the grid and when it is removed. This is because the
average plate current remains the same.
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Fig.7-9. Proper
Distorti on
class A operation.
due to excessive signal voltage.
The cau ses of distortion in a Class A amplifier are
as follows:
1) too strong a signal on the grid (signal overloading):- Excessive excitation voltage will drive the grid
positive with respect to the cathode on the positive peaks
of the signal. A positive g rid draws grid current which
results in distortion of the signal . The negative p eaks
of t h e signal may drive the grid so negative that the tube
will cut-off. Cut-off condition results in distortion to
the signal as shown in fig .7-10.
2) improper grid bias:- The result of operating the
amplifier with too little grid bias is shown in fi g.7-11.
The positive peaks of the signal voltage drive the g rid into the positive grid voltage region of grid current . The
resulting distortion is a flatte ning or clipping of the
po sitive peaks of the plate current output signal. The d-c
ammeter will now read a decreased plate current when a signal is applied, as compared t o a no-signal reading. The
clipping of the positive peaks of the plate current signal
causes the average value of plate current to decreas e below
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the no-signal level (see fig.7-11)

Distortion in class A operation
caused by too little bias.
The result of operat ing the amplifier with an excess1 ve negative grid bias ls shown in flg.7-12. The negative
pea.ks of the signal d rive the tube into cut-off. The resulting distortion ls a clipping of the negative peak of
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Flg.7-12. Distortion in Class A operation
caused by excessive bias.

I
the plate current output signal. The d-c ammeter will read
an increase in plate current when a signal is applied, as
compared to a no-signal reading. The clipping of the negative pea.ks of the plate current signal causes the average
value of the plate current to i ncrease.
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 7
(For answers, refer to back of Study Guide, Section II)
7-1~

Draw a diagram of a two stage, resistance-coupled
amplifier.

?-2~

In a class A amplifier, the grid bias is adjusted
for operation over;
a. the non-linear portion of the Eg- Ip curve
b. the bottom of the Eg- Ip curve
c. all over the Eg- Ip curve
d. over the linear portion of the Eg- I p curve

?-3~

In
a.
b.
c.
d.

?-4!

In a class A amplifier;
a. plate current flows continuously
b. plate current ls cut-off during the negative half
of the input signal
c. plate current is cut-off during the positive half
of the input signal
d. the tube is always cut-off

7-5!

In a class A amplifier;
a. the grid is driven positive during the positive
peaks of the input signal
b. the grid draws current during the positive peaks
of the input signal
c. the signal never drives the grid positive with
respect to the cathode
d. the grid bias is below cut-off

7-6~

In a class A amplifier;
a. the average plate current
ation of a signal
b . the average plate current
ation of a signal
c. the average plate current
application of a signal
d, the average plate current
of a signal

a class A amplifier,the output signal;
is similar to a sine wave
is a faithful reproduction of the input signal
ls smaller than the input signal
is twice the frequency of the input signal.
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decreases with applicincreases with applicremains constant with
varies with application

7-7~

In a class A amplifier;
a. the grid is never driven into cut-off
b. the grid is driven into cut-off during the negative signal swing
c. the grid is driven into cut-off during the positive signal swing
d. the grid bias is at cut-off

7-8~

The plate efficiency of a class A amplifier is;
a. quite high
b. relatively low
c, the best of all the amplifiers
d . is 100,%

7-9~

Draw a schematic diagram of a pentode audio power
amplifier stage with an output coupling transformer
and load resistor, showing suitable instruments connected in the secondary for measurement of the audiofrequency voltage and current; and name each component part

7-10~ If Rz. of fig. 7-5 is 1500..{L , and the plate current of
V1 is 15 ma, the bias voltage for V1 ls;
A. 2. 25 V
b. 0.35V
c. 30V
d. 22.5V

7-11!' An upward fluct.u ation of class A amplifier current
when signal voltage is applied to the grid indicates;
a. insufficient negative grid bias
b. excessive negative grid bias
c. positive grid bias
d . proper operation
7-12~

A downward fluctuation of the class A amplifier plate
current when signal voltage ls applied to the grid
indicates;
a. insufficient negative grid bias
b. excessive negative grid bias
c. positive grid bias
d. proper operation

•

7-13. Improper class A bias results in;
a. distortion of the output waveform
b . decrease in amplification
c. phase distortion
d . improved operation
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SECTION II

LESSON 8

MICROPHONES, REPRODUCERS
POWER AMPLIFIERS
8-1. Sound
A class A audio amplifier is used to amplify the small
signal output of a microphone. The action of a microphone
depends upon certain characteristics of a sound wave. We
have therefore reached a point in our discussion of ampll-_
fiers where a brief resume of the nature of sound becomes
necessary.
SOUND is defined as a disturbance in a material medium caused by the vibration of any body at a certain definite frequency. A sound wave travels through a material
medium such as air or steel in the form of a compressional
wave. This compressional wave travels out from a region of
disturbance in exactly the same manner as ripples do when
a pebble is dropped into a pool of water. Vibrating objects, such as your voce.l cords, cause regions of compressed air followed by rarefied air to move outward and away
from them in the form of concentric spheres. These vibrations or disturbances reach the ear and cause the eardrum
to move inward and outward according to the pressure exerted by compressions and rarefactions. The human ear is
capable of hearing such disturbances only if they occur
within the range from 16 to 16,000 cycles per second. The
FREQUENCY RESPONSE of the ear is therefore said to be from
16 to 16,000 cps. This range of frequencies ls designated
by the term AUDIO FREQUENCIES. Although a frequency vibratlon of 30,000 cps will cause the dlaghragm in the ear to
vlbrate, the nerves in the ear are incapable of detecting
the vibration,
8-2. The Microphone
An amplifier can only amplify an electrical frequency.
Therefore, a sound frequency such as music or voice must
fir s t be converted into an equivalent electrical frequency
in order that it may be amplified.
A microphone is a device which t ranslates or converts
sound impul ses into changing electrical potentials called
the signal. The signal which is now of an electrical nature can be impressed between the grid and cathode of the
first amplifier tube for purposes of amplification. There
are many types of microphones in use today; we shall discuss a few of the common ones.
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8-3. The Single Button Carbon Microphone
Construction:The active element consists of a hollow button filled with packed carbon granules. (see fig.8-1)
A 6 volt battery is connected in series with the button,
so that any current flowing in the battery circuit must
flow through the carbon granules.
DIAPHRAfiM
(

CARSON GRANULES

~111

Fig.8-1. Single-button carbon microphone.
Operation:The resistance of the single button,
carbon microphone changes with mechanical pressure. This
is because a change in mechanical pressure causes the packing of the carbon granules inside the button to vary. If
The packing varies, the resistance of the carbon button 1
will vary. When the sound input strikes the diaphragm of
the microphone, it viprates at the frequency of the sound.
This vibration causes the resistance of the carbon inside
the diaphragm to vary at the same frequency, The varying
resistance will cause the current in the series circuit to
vary in the same manner. The result is that an audio current with the same frequency as the sound flows through the
primary of the microphone transformer.
Connection:The impedance of the button is about
A microphone transformer is used to match this
low impedance to the high grid impedance of the first stage.

100 ohms.

Frequency response:The single button carbon microphone responds well to audio frequencies between 250 to
2700 cps.
Since many of the tone~ of musical instruments
lie above 2700 cps, the carbon microphone is suitable only
for voice pick-up. The general range of voice frequencies
is below 2700 cps.
Other Characterlstics:1. The carbon microphone is the most sensitive of all
microphones in use at the present time. For a given level
of sound input, this microphone will generate a higher signal voltage than any other microphone.
2. The carbon microphone is not directional; it picks
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up sound impulses equally well from all directions ,
3. Constant current through the granules gives rise
to an annoying background hies.
4. Excessive current should not be passed through the
carbon granules, or the carbon button jarred while the current is on, because packing of the carbon granules will result, The microphone then becomes inoperative.
Advantages:The main advantage of the single button
carbon microphone is that it doesn 1 t require the careful
adjustment of button balance necessary in the double button
type. Other advantages are its relatively low coat, very
high output, and low current consumption.
8-4. The Ribbon or Velocity Microphone
Construction:This microphone is activated by moving air particles . A thin, corrigated, metallic ribbon is
suspended between the poles of a strong permanent magnet.
Operation:Sound energy strikes the ribbon which
vibrates back and forth cutting the magnetic field. The
cutting action induces an e-m-f in the ribbon; this e-m-f
is the audio signal. The e-m-f frequency is determined by
the frequency of the sound wave which strikes the ribbon.
The impedance of the short piece of ribbon may be as low
as 0.5 ohms. A matching transformer is employed to match
the low output impedance of the ribbon microphone to the
high grid input impedance.
Frequency Response:The frequency response is from
30 to 12,000 cps. This wide frequency range is satisfactory for the transmission of music as well as sound,
Comments:- To prevent booming effect, the microphone
should be placed at lea st 14 inches away from the source
of sound. This microphone is bi-directional; maximum
p i ck-up occurs at the front and back of the head. It is
desirable as a broadcast microphone because it has a flat
frequency response.
8-5. The Crystal Microphone
Construction:The active element in a crystal microphone is a crystalline material, usually Rochelle salts.
Other crystals that may be used a re quartz and t ourmaline.
There a re two types of crystal microphones:
1) diaphragm type in which a thin diaphragm is rigidly fixed to one of the major faces of the crystal.
2 ) sound cell type in which a series of crystals are
l~

excited by sound pressure directly, without the use of a
diaphragm. We shall exB4I1ine the sound cell t ype of c r ys tal
microphone as it is the most commonly used of the two types
of crystal microphones.
Operation:- Certain crystals, like Rochelle salts,
develop a potential difference between two surfaces when a
mechanical pressure is applied to their opposite surfaces.
Sound pressure applied to a crystal surface will develop a
varying electric potential across the opposite surfaces at
the frequency of the sound wave. In this manner sound energy is converted into electrical energy. The varying potential that is developed is applied to the g rid circuit of
an amplifier for further amplifica tion.
Connection:- The crystal microphone is the simplest
of all the types discussed. It requires no battery, since
it generates its own potential. The crystal microphone requires no transformer, since it has a high impedance of
over one megohm; it is therefore a perfec t match to the
high impedance of the g rid circuit.
Frequency Response:- The frequency re sponse of the
crystal microphone is from 50 to 8000 cps. This is satisfactory for speech reproduction but not quite satisfactory
for music.
Comments:- A crystal microphone should be handled
with care because any shock is .liable to impair its operation. It should not be exposed to excessive temperature
and humidity changes. It is used in portable, mobile, and
police fixed station equipment. A single sound cell is not
directional. Multiple cell types can be designed for directional use.
8-6. The Reproducer
The process of amplification consists of three individual steps:
1) conversion of sound energy to electrical energy by
the microphone
2) amplification of the converted electrical energy
3) conversion of the amplified electrical energy back
into sound energy through the rep roducer.
Of the ma ny types of reproducers in use today, we will
study the headphones, the electromagnetic dynamic loudspeaker, and the pe rmanent magnetic dyn amic loudspeaker.
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8-?. The Radio Headphone
The radi o headphone or telephone receive r ls the sim~
plest type of reproducer. (See fig.8-2) Its const ruction
i s as follows: The leads a r e connected to a pair of electromagnets insid e the case. Separated from the magnets by
a fe w tho usandths of an inch> is an i ron diaphragm which
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Flg . 8-3 . The electrodynamic speaker.
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Fig. 8-2. Simplified diagram of headphone.
is made t o vibrat e. Audio currents sent through the field
of the electromagn e t alternately weaken and strengthen its
magnetic field; this, in turn> causes the diaphragm to vibrate. This vibrati on sets the surrounding air into motion,
The air transmits these sound vib rati ons to the e a r of the
listene r.
The impedance of the electromagnetic headphones ls
abou t 2000 ohms. This value i s high enough for the headphones to be used directly as a plate load for a vo ltage
amplifier tri ode wl t hout the need of a matching transformer.
8-8. The Electro- Dynamic Loud Speaker
The major parts o f the el ectro-dynamic loud speaker
are: (see flg.8- 3)
l) The Field Coil: The field coil is a powerful electromagnet which mus t be energized from a pure d-c source .
The d-c is usually obtained from the same power supply that
supp lies power to the amplifie r or radio,
2) The Voice Coil: Thia coil i s one of few turns; it
has an imp edance of from 2 to 20 ohms . The coil ls wound
around a small car dboard cylinder which fits closely a round
the pole pie c e o f t he field magnet. The voice co il is the
only part of the s ystem which is free t o vibrate .
3) The Spi der : The voice c oi l ls suspended around the
pole piece by a very flexible s upport called the 11 spider 11 •
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4) The Cone: The cone of the speaker is firmly attached to the voice coil. The outer edges of the cone are
secured to the metal frame of the speaker housing.
8-9. Operation of the Electro-Dynamic Loud Speaker
Since the voice coil impedance is low, the coil must
be connected to the output tube through a matching transformer. (refer back to fig . 7-5) The operation of the speaker is similar to the operation of the headphones. Audio
currents flow through the voice coil and set up a varying
ma gnetic field around the voice coil. The magnetic reaction between the voice coil and the field coil causes the
voice coil, together with the cone, to vibrate at the audio
frequency. The vibrating cone transmits its energy to the
air in the form of sound waves.
8-10. Permanent Magnetic Dynamic Speakers
With the development of powerful magnetic alloys,
such as Alnico steel, the permanent magnet began to replace
the electromagnetic field coil. The resulting speakers are
called permanent magnetic dynamic speakers, or simply P.M.
dynamic speakers. Except for the fact that a permanent
magnet has replaced the electromagnetic field coil, the P.
M. speaker operates in exactly the same manner as the electromagnetic speaker.
8-11. The Class A Power Amplifier
A class A voltage amplifier serves only to amplify
weak voltage va.riations. A voltage amplifier is not required to supply a large power output. The average plate
current of a voltage amplifier is therefore comparatively
low in val ue. (a representative value would be about 5 ma)
A loudspeaker, however, needs a comparatively large current
variation through its voice coil in order to operate successfully. The tube which is to drive the loudspeaker must
be capable of handling a large plate current swing. Such
a tube is known as a POWER AMPLIFIER. The plate current of
a receiver power amplifier tube may be about 50 ma.
The characteristics of a power amplifier tube are as
follows:
1) A low plate resistance:- Since a power tube must
be able to supply large power output, it must be capable of
conducting a large plate current. An amplifier tube acts
like a resistor. A low plate resistance will enable a large
plate current to flow. For example: The plate resistance
of the 6SJ7 voltage amplifier is 700,000 ohms, and the plate
current is 3.0 ma; whereas the plate resistance of the 6F6
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power amplifier is 78,000 ohms, and the plate current is
about 35 ma.
2) l a rge signal handling ability: A large signal on
the gri d me ans a large pl a te current variation. The tube
mu s t be capabl e of handling a large signal without go ing
into cu t -off o r drawing g rid current. This means that the
grid will normally operate with a comparatively large bias
voltage. The bias voltage for the 6F6 power amplifier is
-16 volts, as compared to -3 volts for the 6SJ7 voltage
amplifier.
3) A low amplifica tio n factor: The amplifica tion
factor is directly related to the plate resistance. If the
plate resi stance is low, the amplifica tion factor will be
low. The 2A3 triode power amplifier has an amplification
factor of only 4.2.
4) Large cathode structure: The cathode structure
must be large in order to be able to supply the large plate
current requirements.
5) Large plate surface structure: The plate surface
must be large to enable it to radiate the heat g enerated by
the le.rge plate current flow.
8-12 . The Class B Power Amplifier
A power amplifier operated class A has a comparatively poor opera.ting efficiency. The rearo n for this is that
the tube conducts for the entire cycle of the input signal;
this results in a continuous dissipation of heat by the
plate. Consequently, the maximum power output possibilities of the class A amplifier are never fully realized.
The modulator stages of r adio- t elephone transmitters
require power audio amplifiers capa ble of delivering large
power output. Class A power amplif i ers would not be pra ctical for such an application because of their poor opere_ting efficiency. The class B power amplifier is therefore
used because of its high operating efficiency. A class B
amplifier is biased to cu t -off so that plate current is
practically zero. Fig. 8-4 illustrates class B operation
on the Eg - Ip curve .
8-13. The Cha racteristics of the Class B Amplifier
The cha racteristics of the class B amplifier are as
follows:
1) Plate current flows only during the positive half
of the signal period. The negs.ti ve half of the signal cuts
off the tube. (see fig .8-4) The amplifier operates in a
manner similar to that of a rectifier in tha t it conducts
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Fig.8-4. Class B operation.
only when the signal is positive.
2) The amplifier ls operated over the entire length
of its characteri stic curve so that larg e plate current
swings can be obtained, The large plate current swing is
necessary if large power output is to be realized.
3) The efficiency for class B operation ls much higher than that for class A for two reasons:
a. Plate current flows for half a cycle, so that
the power wasted in heating the pla te is very
much reduced.
b. Efficiency of operation increases when a greater portion of the length of the characteristic
curve is utilized . The class B amplifier uses
a greater portion of its characteristic curve
as compa red to a class A amplifier.
8-14. Clase B Push-Pull Power Amplifier
A class B amplifier tube, when used alone, will distort the signal because only one half of the input cycle
ls amplified. Two tubes are therefo re necessary to amplify both halves of the input cycle . The plate output of
each tube is combined with the other to form one continuou s wave. This system of amplification is known as pushpull amplification.
Let us study fig.8-5 to visualize the operation of a
Class B push-pull amplifie r :
T1 ls the input transformer.
During the positive half of the input signal , let us say
that the grid of V1 ( point #1) goes positive, and the grid
of V2 (point #2) goes negative with respect to the center142
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Fi g.8- 5. Class B push- pull amplifi er.
tap of the transformer secondary. V1 conducts while V2 cutsoff. V, will therefore amplify the positive half of the signal. Du ri ng the negative half of the input signal, the
grid of ~goes negative while the grid of Vi goes positive.
Now V, cuts-off and V~ conaucts. V~ , therefore, amplifi e s
the negative half of the input signal. The negative plate
signal of Vi and positive plate signal of V1 combine in the
output to form a complete amplifi ed cycle which i s illustrated in fig.8-6.
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Fig. 8- 6 . Output of a cl ass B push- pull amplifier
Push- pull operation has enabled us to utilize the
high efficiency of a class B amplifier while at the ssJlle
time elimin a ting the distortion inherent in class B operation .
8-15. Second Harmonic Distortion
Any distorted waveform may be analyzed a nd found to
con sist of a fundamental frequency plus a number of harmonics. Harmonic frequenc i es are multiples of the fundamental
frequency. For example; Let us suppose the orig inal undistorted signal i s a 1000 cycle wave. This signal upon
being amplified becomes distorted due to the addition of
harmonic trequencies to the original waveform during the
process of ampli fication . In our example, the amplified
distorted waveform would be found to consist of the original fundamental frequency of 1000 cycles, a second harmonic
component of 2000 cycles, a third harmonic component of
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3000 cycle s, e tc. The fundamental and the h<trmonics all
add t oge t her to give us the re sulting di sto r ted wa veshape.
The second harmon ic i s usually t he mos t p r edominant of all
the harmonics p r esent . Fig . 8- 7 i.llus trat e s a d i s t or ted
wave a s t he point by poi nt sum of a f undamental plus e s econd harmonic coffipo nent.
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Fig .8-7. Second harmonic distortion .
In an audi o amplifier, the d istorted s i gnal frequency
is converted by the speaker into a d istorted sound f requency which so unds unple asant to the ear. If we could remove
t his second harmonic from the amp lified s i gnal before it
reaches the spe ake r , we would end up with the origina l undistorted wave form.
Pu sh- pull operation eliminat es second harmonic distortion. Fi g .8-8 illustrates t he distorted output of two
class A amplifiers connected in push- pull. A clas s "p;: pushpul l amplifier differs from a class "B'' push- pul l amplifier
in tha t both tubes in the class 'A' push- ~ull amplifier conduct current continuously . Bo t h tube s c ombine their output during bo th the posit ive as well as the negative cycl es
to give us the resulting wave shape . Notice the.t the two
curves combine together, point by po int, to p roduce the resultant undistorted output curve. The second harmonics of
V1 and Vr;., a re out of ohase w1 th e a ch othe r a cross the transformer p rimary,and consequently cancel each other o~t. By
eliminating even (2nd , 4 t h , 6th, etc. ) harmonic distor t i on,
push- pul l operation i mp rove s the f idelity of reproducti on
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F1g . 8- 8 . Push- pull operation elim1nat1ng second ha rmonic.
considerably over that obtainabl e f r om one tube (singleended) operati on .
8-16. Types of Di sto rtion in Amplifie rs
Distorti on may take ma ny fo r ms in audi o ampl ifie rs
a.nd may ari se from many s ou r ces . We will discuss the mo re
impo r tant types of disto r tio n.
1.- Harmonic Dist orti on: Thi s type of distortion was
d iscussed under push- pull amplifier systems . It i s so metime s r efe rred t o as non- l inea r distortion . Non-linear distortion ari s es when an electron tube is ooerated on the
non- linear portion of its characteristic curve.
2. - Frequency Dis tortio n: Fr equency d i storti on i s the
result of the inability of an amp lifie r to amplify all signal frequencies by the same amoun t. For a clearer p i cture
of thi s type of di sto rtion, refe r back t o lesson 7 , pare.g raph 15 . Frequency dis tortion is due to the char ac teristics of tubes and coupl ing sys tems which cause a decrease
1n gain at t he high and low frequencies with in the audio
range.
3. - Phase Distortio n: In passing through a n ampl ification system, signals always encount er a certain runount of
delay. If the delay time is differen t for the dif fe r ent
fre quencies which go to make up a musical tone , the r esul t
will be an al t erati on of the wave form. The harmoni cs in
the output wa ve wi l l appea r at di fferent phas e angles with
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respect to the fundamental. As a. result, the amplified
v:nve , which is the sum of the fundamental and
harmon~cs 1has s different waveshape than the input waveform.
This distorti on l s hardly discernible by ear, but it takes
on great importance in televisi on .
8-1?. Inverse Feedback
Flg.8-~ shows a circuit i n which pa,rt of the output
s i g na l on the plate of the power tube i s fed back to the
grid through a resistor p_nci condenser. Si nce the plate and

Bf

Fig.8- 9. Negative feedback.
grid voltages are out of phase, the feedback signal Will be
out of phase wit h the grid s i gnal . If the a~ount of feedback i s correctly adjusted, the ha rmonics causing distortion may be partially cancelled out. Si nc e a portio n of
the original signal is also being fed back out of phase ,
the overall gain of the system is redu ced. This disadvantage can be overcome by using either high mu tubes or anothe r stage of amplification . As a result of inverse feedback, the distortion is reduced to a g reat extent .
Inverse feedback is a lso known as negative feedback
and degenerative feedback.
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.PM CTICE Q.U ZSTION S - LESSON 8

( Fo r ans we rs, refer t o back o f 3t u dy Guide , Section II )
8- 1~ One of t he advantages of pu sh- pu ll operatio n is that;

a . t wo tu bes are required r a t he r than one
b, it el i mi na tes second harmonic di s torti on
c. i t e limi nates the fundament 2.l fre quency from the
out put
d . t he amplificati ::m is decre a sed
8- 2~ Ha rmonic distort i on is cau sed by;

a . opera ting on t he non-linear s ec t ion o f the
char a cteristic curve
b. u s ing pentode tu be s
c . cla ss A opera t ion
d. push- pull ope rati on
8- 3~ The seco nd ha r monic of 500 cp s i s;

b . 1 500 cps .

c. l OOJ cp s .

t~ be

a . 500 cp s.

d . 250 cps .

"3- 4~ The fi f th ha rmonic is a fr equency which is ;
a. one-fifth of the fundamenta l
b. 10 ti mes the fundamental
c. 20 ti:ne s the fundamental
d. 5 t i me s the fundamental
8- 5~ The third ha rmonic of 350 cps i s ;
a . 117 cps .
b , 250 c p s .
c. 700 cp s.
d . 1050 cp s .
8- 6~ One o f t he ad vantages of a cl ass B ampl ifi e r ov er a
class A a,~p lifier is;

a.
b.
c.
d.

l ow effi ciency
high gain
high er operat i ng eff icie ncy
low pl a t e vol tage .

8- 7~ One of t he advantages o f a cl ass B ampl i fi e r ov er a

class A ampl i f i er i s ;
a . l ess p l a te dis s ipa t i on
b . l ow p l a t e re s i stance
c . lo w 3 volt age
d. doe s not re quire feedback
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8-8~

One of the advantages of class B amplification over
class A amplification is;
a. higher power output can be realized
b. high transconductance
c. low interelectrode capacity
d. low plate resistance

8 -9*.

A mi croph one;

a.
b,
c.
d,

amplifies a sound
converts electricity
converts sound energy into electrical energy
amplifies electrical frequencies

8-10~ Frequency distortion is;

a.
b.
c,
d.

delay of harmonic fre~uencies during amplification
harmonic distortion
non-linear distortion
un equal amplification of the signal frequencies
present at the input
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STUDY GUIDE

SECTI ON II

You shoul d use the f ol l owi ng ou tl1ne as a guide to the
le sson ma terial in Section II that you most lik ely will b e
questioned about on the gove r nment l i cense examinati on.

A. Les son 4 - The Diode
Be sure to understand thoroughly the theory of the
diode tube befo r e proceeding to lesson 5 (rectification)
which is based upon the operation of the diode. (refe r to
p r acti c e question 1)

B. Lesson 5 - Rectificati on and Filtering
1 . Les son 5 is one of the most i mport ant in the
c ou rse, as a l a rge number of qu e sti ons on the license examinatio n will be based u pon the ma terial it contains. You
should therefore study this lesson t horoughly from be6inning to end . Be sure t hat you can answer every one of the
p r a ctice que s tion s. (refer to practice questions 1 through
15)
2. You should be able t o dr aw the followine s chema tic diagram :
a .- fu ll- wave, mercury- vapor rectifier system.
Know the names of the component parts a nd app r oxi mate values of the filter components (refer to parag r aph 24 and fig.
14.

C. Lesson 6 - Triode, Tetrode , Pen tode
1. You should know how to cal cu late the d- c p l at e
power i nput to a tube wh en given the d- c plate vo lt age and
d- c plate current. (refer to par ag r aph 6- 8 ) (refer t o p ractice questions 7,8 ,9 ,10)
2. You should know the number of elements which
make up the triode, tetrode and pentode.
(refer to p r ac tice
questi ons 4,1 5 ,16)
3. You should know the advantages o f a te trode over
a triode (paragraph 6-11) (re fer to p ractice questions 13,
18)
4 . Understand what ls me an t by the term "maxi mum
plat e dissipat1on 11 in refere nce to a tu'::>e (paragraph 6- 9)
( r efer to que sti on 17).
5. Be able t o wo r k out p ro blems simil ar to p r a ctice
p r oblems 19 and 20.
a. Here are some hints to assist you in working
out problem 19 (refer to fig. 6-16). Notice that the only
current which flows through R ,1 s the total supp ly current
1
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=

of 35 ma.. Therefore E
I 8 R1 .
Notice also that the
current flowing throug~ the bleeder resistor, ~. is the
difference between the supply current and the plate current
( I B - Ip ) •
By Ohms 1 aw Eb
I B - Ip ) x Rz.
The
supply voltage is simply the sum of the voltage drop across
the two resistors, R1 a.nd ~ ; Ebb= Eg+Eb

=(

J

D. Lesson 7 - Audio Amplifiers
1. You must thoroughly unders tand the operation of
a class A amplifier. You must be familiar with the resulting distortion caused by improper bias operation . Review
carefully paragraphs 7-6,7-7,7-16,and ?-17. Be sure that
you can answer practice questions 2,3,4,5,6,7,ll,12,13,14.
2 . a.- You should be able to draw a circuit diagram
of a two stage,resietance-coupled amplifier ( some of the
questions on the government examination may involve the
drawing of a circuit diagram) (refer to fig.7-5)
b.- You should be able to draw the schematic diagram asked for in practice question 9.
3. You should know that the plate efficiency of a
class A amplifier is relatively low. (parag raph 7-16)
(refer to practice question 8)
4. You should be able to calculate the bias voltage
of a cathode biased amplifier (paragraph 7-8) (refer to
practice question 10)
E. Lesson 8 - Microphones, Reproducers, Power Amplifiers
1. You must thoro u ghl~ understand the operation of
the class B amplifier (paragr aph 8-12, 8-13) . You should
know all the a dvantages that a class B amplifier has over a
class A amplifier. (refer to practice questions 6,7,8 )
2. You should be familiar with the theory of the
push-pull a.mplifier (paragraph 8-14 )
3, You should know what ls meant by second harmonic
distortion (paragraph 8-15) Be able to answer questions
similar to practice questions 2 , 3,4,5,
4, You should know that a push-pull amplifier cancels out the second harmonic i n the ~late circuit (paragraph
8-15) (refer to p ractice question 1)
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ANSWERS TO PRACTICE QUESTIONS
Lesson 4

6. - b
7.- a
8.- b

1.- b
2.- d
3.- a
4.- d

9.- c

5.- a

10.- d

Lesson 5

1.- b
2.- c
3.- b
4.- a
5.- d

6.- c
7.- b
8.- d
9.- a
10.- b

11.12.13.14.15. -

6.7.8.9.10.-

b

11.- a

d

12.13.14.15.-

d
b
c
c

16. Refer
Fig. 5-14

l 7. Refer

Fig. 5-11

a

Lesson 6

1.- c
2.- a
3.- a
4.- d
5.- b

c
a
d

c
a
d
b

16.17.18.19,-

d
b
d
a) 7.0
b) 100.0V
c) 107 .o

v

v

20.- a) 75V
b) 150 v
c) 225V
Lesson 7

1.- see fig.
7-5
2.- d
3.- b
4.- a
5.- c

6.- c
7.- a

8.- b
9.- see fig.
7-5, 7-6
10.- d

Leeson 8

1.- b
2.- a
3.- c

6.- c
7.- a
8.- a

4.- d

9.- c
10.- d

5.- d
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11.- b
12.- a
13.- a

"FCC-TYPE EXAMINATION"

SECTION II

Mark in the space next to the number of the question
on the answer sheet, the letter of the answer you think is
correct.
1.- One of the advantages of a cla s s B amplifier over a
class A amplifier is;
a,
b.
c,
d.

a higher transconductance
lower interele ctrode capacity
a higher power output can be realized
low plate resistance

2. - The second harmonic of 350 cp s is;
c. 700
d, 1 050

a. 11?

b . 250

3. - One of the advantag es of a class B amplifier over a
class A amplifier is;
a. high gain
low power output
c, low plate current
d, higher operating efficiency

b,

4 . - Push-pull operation;

a. doubles t he second harmonic in the grid circuit
b, improves the signal strength
c , cancels out the second harmonic in the pl ate circuit
d, cancels the third harmonic in the plate circuit
5.- Refer to fig. 6-16 of lesson 6 (oractise questions 19)
Let:
Rz:::: 1 5,000.tL" ,
I p :::: 10 ma
R 1 300JL,

=

Is= 15 ma
Find:

a) Eg

6. - Maximum plate dissipation re fers to;
a . maximum safe heat radiation capability of the plate
in watts
b. transconductance expressed i n watts
c. power gain of an ampli f ier
d . power sensitivity of a tetrode
?,-

A pentode has;
a. 6 g rids.
c. 3 grids
d . 8 grids
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b. 4

gr~.ds

8.-

A tetrode ls superior to a triode as a radio-frequency
amplifier because of its;
a . suppressor grid
b. increased cathode emis sion
c. high p l ate resista nce
d. reduced possibility of oscillations

9. -

The d-c power input to the plate of a tube having a
plate voltage of 800 volts and a plate current of 85
ma ls;
a. 68W,
b. 680W.
c, 6.8W.
d. 68,000W.

10.- A mercury vapor tube in operation exhibits;
a. red ple..te
b, white spot o n the cathode
c . drops of mercury on the plate
d. a bluish-green glow
11. - A choke input filter;
a. increases the output voltage
b. lowers the ripple frequency
c. provides the best voltage regulation
d , doubles the ri pple frequency
12.- The filament is always allowed to warm up before applying plate voltage with a;
a. mercury vapor tube
b. high vacuum rectifier
c. cold-cathode, gas-filled recti fie r
d, beam power pentodes
13.- I f
a.
b.
c.
d,

a filter condenser shorts;
the ripple frequency is increac ed
the rectifier tube will probably burn out
the output current will vary
a+ voltage will tend to increa s e

14.- A bleeder re sistor;
a . improves the voltage regulation
b . lilliits the output voltage
c. does not help the voltage regulation
d, does no t help discharge filter condensers
15.- Connecting the primary of a power transformer to the
d-c line ;
a. burn s out the primary winding
b. burns out the secondary winding
1 53

c. burns out the rectifier tube
d, blows the filter condensers
16. - A mercury-vapor rectifier does not have;
a. low internal resistance
b. high current rating
c. high inverse peak voltage rs.ting
d. constant internal voltage drop
l?.- A filter circuit in a power supply does not;
a. use electrolytic condensers
b, filter out the d-c
c. filter out the a-c
d. provide a d-c voltage
18.- A full-wave, bridge rectifier system using the same
power transformer as a full-wave rectifier system
would have;
a. one-half the output voltage
b. double the output voltage
c. triple the output voltage
d, the same output voltage
19.- The ripple frequency of a half-wave r ectifier system
is;
a. the same as that of a full-wave rectifier
b. twice that of a full-wave rectifier
c. one-half that of a full-wave re ctifier
d. 120 cycles per second
20.- The approxima.te values of the filter condensers in a
transmitter power supply are between;
a . 20 to 40 mfd
b. 100 to 200 mfd
c. 2 to 4 mfd
d . 200 to 400 mfd
21.- In a class A amplifier, the grid bias is adjusted for
operation over;
a. the linear range of the characteristic curve
b. the bottom range of the characteristic curve
c. the top range of the chs.ra.cteristic curve
d, the entire range of the characteristic curve
22.- In a class A amplifier, plate current;
s.. is cut.-off during the negative half of the input
signal
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b. is cut- off during the positive half of the input
signal
c. is continuously cut-off
d . flows during the entire cycle of the input signal
23. - In a class A amplifier;
a. the signal never drives the g rid into cut-off or
into gri d current
b. the grid draws cu rrent
c. the grid operates at cut-off
d. grid operates at a positive bias

24.- In
a.
b.
c.
d.

a class A amplifi er, the average plate current;
increases with signal application
decreases with signal application
drops tc zero with signal application
remains constant with signal application

25. - The plate efficiency of a class A amplifie r is;
a. quite high
b. relatively low
c. the best of all the amplifiers
d . 100%

26.- Improper class A bias re su lts in;
a. decrease in amplification
b , phase disto rti on
c. distortion of the output waveform
d, improved oper ation
27. - A decrease in the class A average plate current reading with signal application indicates;
a. excessive grid bia s
b. positive grid bias
c . insufficient negative grid bias
d. proper operation
28.- An increase in the class A average plate current reading with signal application indicates;
a. excessive grid bias
b. positive grid bias
c. insuf f icient negative grid bias
d. proper operation
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AMATEUR RADIO COURSE
SECTION III

LESSON 9

OSCILLATORS
INTRODUCTION TO TRANSiiiI.SSION AND RECEPTION.

The first eight lessons of this course were devoted
to a study of vacuum tubes, fundamental radio theory, and
basic circuits. These lessons contain the background material for our discussion of transmitters and receivers.
Ho\':ever, before we go into a detailed study of actual trans~1 tter circuits, we will take a bird 1 s eye view of a complete communications system. Instead of drawing out the
individual circuits for you, we will draw a series of boxes,
each box representing a stage. (A stage is a tube with its
associated parts) The function of each stage will be printed inside the box. Such a diagram is known as a block
diagram.
Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a radio-telephone transmitter . Let us see briefly what the function is
of each stage outlined in the block diagram. The heart of

,"'t...;
osc

[)ET.EC

POWER

AMP

MOD

TRANSMITTER

RECEIVER

MIKE

Flg.l Radio transmitter and receiver.
the transmitter ls the oscillator. Its sole purpose is to
generate a high frequency alternating current. This high
frequency a.- c is called radio frequency or r-f. The output
of the oscillator is fed to the radio frequency amplifier
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which simply amplifies the r-f output from the oscillator.
The output of the r-f amplif ier ls then fed to the r-f
power amplifier. The r-f power amplifier amplifies t he r-f
in terms of power. The power amplifier then supplies the
antenna with the r-f power that is to be radiated into
space. Up to this point we have only discussed the generation and tre.nsm1ss1on of a radio frequency wave which by
itself contains no intelligence. The intelligence that we
desire t o transmit is the audio in the form of voice o r
music. Let us see how the audio is radiate d into space.
The microphone has already been taken up in detail.
Its function is to convert sound energy into electrical energy. The output of the microphone is applied to the modulator which is simply an audio ampl ifier. The modulator
serves two functions: 1) I t amplifies the weak audio output of the micro phone. 2) It superimposes the audio on to
the radi o frequency energy that ls present at the power
amplifier stage by a process called modula.tion. The audio
i s combined with the r-f wave because an audio wave by itself is not capable of travelling through space. High frequency such as r-f, however, i s capable of travelling
through space. The r-f therefore acts as the "carrier" for
the audio; the r-f carries the audio from the transmitter
to the receiver. The combined auQio-r-f output of the
power amplifier is fed to the antenna where i t is radiated
out into space in the form of electromagnetic waves.
At the receiving end of the communications system,
the electromagnetic waves induce small voltages into the
receiving antenna. These signal voltages are quite weak
because the electromagnetic waves have travelled some distance before s triking the receiving antenna. The s i gnal
voltages must therefore be amplified; this ls the f unction
of the first stage in the receiver called the r-f amplifier.
The output of this stage is applied to the detector . Just
as the oscillator is the hear t of the transmitter, the detector i s the heart of the receiver.
The detector stage
separates the audio from the r-f carrier. The carrier has
served its purpose in bringing the audio to the receiver.
Now, all we are int ere sted in i s the audio. The audio output of the detector l s then fed to an audio amplifier s t age
to be ampl ified. The ampl ifi ed audio i s applied to a
speak er which converts the audio electrical variations back
into the ori ginal sound that energized the microphone of
t he transmitter.
Thus, we h ave briefly describe d the overall picture
of a communic ati ons system. The remai ning lessons will go
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into the details of ea.ch st age of a communications system.
We will first consider the oscillator of the transmitter.
9-1 . I ntroduction t o Oscillators
Simply sp eaking, a vacuum tu b e oscillator ls an electronic alternat ing current gene rator. It is a de vice used
to generate an alte rnating current of any desired frequency.
All transmitters, and practically all receivers, make use
of a vacuum ti..: b e oscillator. Vacuum tube oscillators are
alRo employed in various types of instruments used fo r testing and adjust i ng radio equipment. Because oscillators find
so many applications, various types o f oscillator circuits
have been developed. The operation, however, of the different types of oscillators ls fundamentally the same.
9- 2. The Oscillating Tuned Circuit
The heart of an oscillator is a TUNED CIRCUIT whlcr.
cons ists of a coil and condenser in para llel. In order to
understand how a complete oscillator works, it is first
necessary to see how a simple tuned circuit can p r oduce alternating current oscillations. An elementary oscillatory
clrcui t is shown in fig. 9-1 . When the sv;i tch is throVln to
the left, the condenser 11 C11 is placeci across the battery .

Fig.9-1. An elementary oscillatory circuit,
The coil 11 L11 ls out of the circuit. 11 c 11 will immediately
charge up to the voltage of the battery. The upper plate
of "C" will become positive, and the lower plat e will become
negative. A certain amount of electrical energy ls therefore stored up on the plates of the condenser b y the charging process. If tre switch is then thrown to the right, the
condenser will discharge through the coll 11 L11 • The electrons will flow from the lower plate of 11 C11 , through the coil
and back to the upper plat e of 11 C11 • The flow of electrons
wi ll build up a magnetic fieJ.d around 11 L 11 • The energy which
was stored in the condenser has been transferred over to the
magnetic field surrounding the coil. When 11 C11 is discharged
completely, the flow of electrons through 11 L11 tends to cease,
causing the magne tic field to start collapsing. The collapsing magnetic field induces a voltag e of such a po larity across 11 L'', that it maintains the flow of electrons to the
upper plat e of the condenser. This occurs because the magnetic field acts to prevent a change in the flow of current
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(Lenz. 1s Law). For a review of Lenz 1 s law and the action of
an i nductance refer to paragraph 3- 8. The flow of electrons to the upper plate continues until it is negative with
respect to the bottom plate. When the magnetic field has
completely collapsed, the energy which was in the magnetic
field has been transf erred over t o the condenser in the
form of a stored charge . The condenser is now charged in
the opposite polarity to its ori ginal charge. The condenser a gain discharges through 11 L 11 , and t he entire action as
outli ned abo ve repeats itself. Thus we can see that the
current OSCILLATES back and fourth between the coil and the
condenser, alternat ely charging 11 C11 fir st in one directio n
and then in the other . This a lternating current will produce an alternating voltage across the tuned circuit. The
frequency of this a- c voltage is det ermined by the values
of 11 L11 and 11 c 11 •
9-3 . The Damped and Undamped Wave
If there were no resistance in either the coil or the
condenser, the re would b e no ene r gy l ·o ss in the form of
heat. The oscillations would therefore continue forever at
a constant amplitude. A graph, illustrating this condition
is shown in fig. 9- 2A. The wave is called a n UNDAMPED WAVE
(continuous oscillatio ns) . However, such a situati on is

A. Undamped wave.
B. Damped wave.
Fig .9-2. Oscillatio ns .
impossible in actual practise. Some resistRnce is always
present i n radio component s , especially in a coil. This
re s i s tanc e causes some of the ener gy which oscil l ates back
and forth in the tuned circu it t o be transformed into heat.
The heat, of course, is a los s of energy. Therefore, with
each succeedine cycle, the ampli tude of the oscillating
voltage decrease s until a ll of the energy has been dissipa ted in the form of heat. Fig . 9-2E illu st r a te s the diminishing oscillations which are called a DA:iiPED i"iAVE.
9- 4 . Conditi on for Osci l lation
In r adio , it is necessary that the tuned c ircuit oscillations continue at a constant amplitude. (Just like the
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unda;nped wHve of fig. 9- 2A, ) If we want the oscillations
to continue, we must make up for the resistance losses
which occur in the L-C circuit. We must somehow inject
electrical enere;y back into the L-C circuit to sustain the
oscillations . Where is this energy to come from, and how
do we inject it properly into the L-C circuit? To clarify
this question in our mind we can compare the oscillations
of energy in the tuned circuit to a child on a swing. In
order that the child keep swinging at a constant height,
it is necessary that someone give the swing a little push
each time the child reaches the top of his swing. In other
words, energy must be added to the swing at the right time
and of the right amount to overco:ne the friction in the
hinges. Ot::-terwise the swing will gradually come to rest
just like the damped wave oscillations. In radio, the answer to the question of how to maintain oscillations lies in
the use of the amplifying ability of the electron tube.
When a vacuum tube is hooked up to a power supply, the a-c
energy developed in the plate circuit is much greater than
that applied to the grid circuit; this is due to the tube
amplification. If the oscillating circuit of fig.9-1 were
to be connected to the grid circuit of a vacuum tube, an
amplified version of the oscillating voltage would appear
in the plate circuit. If we could somehow continuously
feed back some energy from the plate circuit to the grid
circuit to compensate for the resistance losses in the L-C
grid circuit, oscillations could continue like the undamped wave of fig.9-2A. A simple method of doing this is
shown in fig.9- 3. L 1 and C1 represent the tuned circuit,

Fig. 9- 3. Tickler-coil oscillator or Armstrong oscillator,
sometimes called the 'l'ANK Cfr,CUIT. v, is the triode amplifier tube. LP is a coil of wire wound on the same form and
next to L 1 • Since Lp is in the plate circuit, it is easy
to see that some of the amplified energy from the plate circuit is fed back to the grid circ~it through the magnetic
coupling between the two coils. If this energy can overcome
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the los s es in the tan/.: circuit, oscillati ons will be :naintai ned.
T:r'le entire circui t of fig. 9- 3 i s called a vacuum t ube
osc i ll a tor. This particula r oscillator has found wide
p r a ctic al us e , especially in mode r!1 receivers. It is known
oy the names of t he ·ru;~ED G-RID OSCILLATOR, TICKLER COIL OSC.i: i..J,_AT011., o r the Art:.'.STH.ONG 0:3C:i:LLA1'0R. Vie sho.11 now discu ss in C.etail the opera ti on of th.is vacuum tube osci ll a tor.
9- 5. Oeei:ati on of a Vac~um Tube Os cil l~to r
As soon a s t :ie switch 11 .3 11 is turned on , a su rge of
pla te current fl ows t:irough the p late coil, Lp . This surgin5 current bu ilds up an expanding magnetic f i eld around
Lp. The e xpa nding field cuts through L1and induces an em- f in it . The induced e- m-f across the coil will now
char;e the condenser of the tuned circui t. The condenser
the n dischR r g e s through L1 and the oscillatory action, previ ous l y C.eecri'::> ed , has now begun . The losses in t he tank
circu it a re ov ercome by a feed- back o f ene r gy from the plate
ci rcu it to the g ri d circu i t by means of magnetic coupling
between Lp and L1 indicated by the letter M. I n this manner
the oscill a ti o ns of the tuned circui t a re maintained at a
cons t a nt amplituC.e.
Lp , called the TICKLER COIL, must be wound in such a
dire c tion EO that an expand i ng field abou t it induces a
voltage in 1 1 so that the grid goes positive. A positive
g rid will cause the plate current and the field around Lp
to further i ncrease, and induce energy back into L 1• The
p roces s of transferring ene r gy from Lp of t he pl a te circuit
to L1 of the grid circuit is called INDUC TIVE FEEDBACK o r
ILAGtfaTIC FEE:D3ACK. Since the energy fed back t o the tuned
circuit i s suffi cient t o make u p for the energy l ost i n the
resi stance of the tank circuit, the oscillations will continue and will no t die down. If the t i ckl er coil is wound
in such a directi on so as t o make the g rid negative, the
oscillator will NOT start oscillating at all.
Fro:n the above explanation we realize that the vacuum
tube it self does not oscil late . The oscillati ons actually
take ple.ce in the tuned c i rcuit. The vacuu;n tube s i mply
fu nc ti ons as an electrical valve which automatically controls the release of ene r gy back i nto t he tuned c ircuit .
The feed- baclc energy overcomes losses a nd maintains oscillations. The above explanation of the ope r atio n of an oscillator is basic t o all oscillator circuits that will be
covered in thi s lesson.
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9- 6. Feed- back
Let us continue further wi th the explana ti on of how
the oscillator works. We will now discuss the auestion of
how much feed-back is nec essary to sustain osciilations.
I s it necessa r y to feed back energy continuou sly from the
p l a te circuit t o the g ri d circuit during the entire cycle
of oscillation? Becau se the g rid tank c i rcuit has el ectrical inerti a , thi s become s unnecessary. (a swing has mechanical inertia; things set in motion tend to continue in motion by their own momentum) The t a nk circui t wil l oscillate p rope r ly i f i t rece i ves energy during only a sm all port i on of t he a- c cycle; just as e. ma.n pushing a swi ng need
only gi ve the swing a push when it comes to hi m. The swing
continues oscillating back and forth so l ong as it r eceive s
one push during its entire cycl e.
Since it is not necessary t o feed back ener gy f r om
the pla te t o the grid c i rcui t f o r an entire cycle, plat e
current need not flow f o r an ent ire cycle. All tha t is required i s pulses of pl a te cur r ent which wi l l f eed back pulses of e ner gy t o the tank c ircuit. If plate current were
to flow for the entire cycle , there would be t oo much feedback to the g rid c ircuit ; and the efficiency of t he oscillator wo uld thereby be reduc ed because an unnece ssary
flow of plate current rep resents a was te of power. In a
properly desi gned oscillator, the pl a te cu rrent fl ows fo r
about ~ of a cycle (9a4 ) . The pl ate current must t he refo re
be cut- off during the remaind er of the cycle ( 270° ) .
Fi g.9-4 shows the operating char a ct e ristics of a n oscillator . Notice that only the peak s of the oscillations
bring the tube out of cut- off and cause current t o flow.

Fi g . 9-4. Class "C" operati on.
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A tube that is bi ased beyond the cut-off po int is sai d to
have CLASS C bi as .
9- 7. Grid-leak Bias
There a re sever al ways of obtai ning high negative bias ,
ns r equ ired fo r cla s s C operation . One way is by means of
a batt ery; anothe r is by means of a negative voltage power
supply. However, in t he case of a n oscill ator, t he only
p r ac tical way o f obtain ing thi s hi gh negative bias is by
me ans o f a resi sto r a nd condense r (R C~ ) connected in the
g rid circuit, as shown in fi g . 9- 3. Thi s type of b i as is
k nown as GctID-LEAK BIAS. Grid-leak bias is used in all osc ill a tors and in man y class C, r-f ampl ifiers. A s imple
e xplana tion of g rid-leak bias i s as follows:
\'fnen the peaks of the o scillati ons in the tank c ircuit
d rive the g rid positive with re spect to t he cathode, gr id
curren t, IG , flows in the g rid circuit. A posit ive g rid
a ttracts electrons as does a posit i ve p late . The grid current flow cha r ges up condenser CG i n the manner shown in
fig.9-5A. During the remaind er of the cycle, the grid does
not conduct and the condenser discharges through R as shown
i n fig .9-53. Current flowing through R produces a voltage
such that the t op or g rid side of R becom e s nege tive with

8

A

Fig.9-5. Grid-le ad bias .
re sp ect to the bottom or cathode s i de . Thi s volt age i s the
gri d-leak bias vol t age which make s the control g r id negati ve
wi th re spect to t he cathode. Becau se of the heavy gr i dl eak bias, pl ate curren t flow s in pul ses during the p os itive
peaks of t he oscillations . Since the plate current flo ws
for only a small part of a cycle , the average po wer wasted
inside the tube is reduced, a nd the efficiency of the oscillator is inc r eas ed . The f ac t t hat the pla te current
does not flow continuous ly does not hinde r osci ll ati o ns because i t is only necessary to f eed back small pulses of energy in every cycle t o sus tai n the osc illatio ns .
9- 8 . Fre que ncy of Oscill ati o n
The larger the va lue of the induc t ance in t he tuned
circuit, the l onger it will t ake for the conden se r to
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discharge through the inductance. Likewise, the larger the
capacitance, the longer it will take the condenser to charge or dische,r g e. Since the time of a cycle of oscillations
d epends upon the charge and discharge time, it can be seen
that the frequency of the oscillator goes down as the inductance or c apacitance is increased. On the other hand,
the frequency goes up if the inducta nce or ca.pacitance is
made smaller. The formula for the frequency of an oscilla. tor is:
9-1)

where :

F

1

----27'i '{LC

F is the frequency in cycles
L is the tank inductance in henries
C is the tank capacitance in farads

In order to vary the frequency of the oscillator, it
is necessary to vary the value of the inductance or the capacitance. In most receivers and tran smitters a variable
condenser is used in the tank circuit to vary the frequency
of the oscillator.
9-9. Series-fed and. Pare.llel-fed Oscillators
Fig .9-3 is a schemat ic of a series-fed armstrong oscillator. It is called a SERIES-FED OSCILLATOR because the
d-c plate current flows through the plate coil, Lp. In
some cas es it is desirable to arrange the circuit so that
the d-c compo nent of the pla te current does not flow through
the plate coil. This is shown in fig. 9-6. In this circuit
the high plate voltage is blocked from the tickler or plate
coil by condenser Cz . Only the a-c component of the plate
current flows through condenser C~,and the plate coil,and
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~
Fig.9-6. Shunt-fed Armstrong oscillator.
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genere.tes the magnetic field which is needed for feedback
purposes.
The oscillator of fig. 9- 6 is known as a PA.HALLELFE1 or SHUNT- FED OSCILLATOR.
The coil la·oeled RFC (L;0) is
known e.s a re.die frequency choke .
It is designed to have
a high impedance to r - f.
The purpose of the re.dio frequency choke is to :i::;revent the r-f currents from flowing to B+.
because the r-f currents are blocked by coil Lz , they flow
through the d- c blockint;- condenser Cz and throuc;h the tickler feed- back coil to ground.
To summarize:
If the d-c component of the plate current flows through t~e plate coil, the oscillator is seriesfed .
If the plate current does not flow throut;h the plate
coil , the oscillator is shunt- fed.
9- 10. The Hartley Oscillator
A popular oscillator that is frequently used in electronic circuits is the Ei:.RTLEY OSCILLATOR.
Its principle
of operation is very similar to that of the Armstrong Oscillator.
Instead of he.ving two separe.te plate and grid
coils, the H.srtley oscillator has a single coil v1hich is
tapped . The Hartley oscillator ce.n always be reco gnized
by its tapped coil. (see fig . 9- 7 a.no. 9-8) One part o"!: the
~

c

c,,
Flg.9- 7. Series-fed Hartley

Fig . 9-8. Shunt-fed Hartley

coil, (Lp),is in the plate circuit and the other pa.rt, (L~),
is in the gri d circuit . Capacitor, C, is across the en tire
coil.
The resonant fre quencr of thi s oscillator is deterr.:ined by C
and
LG-and Lr 1n series.
You will r ecall
that in the Armstrong oscillator energy is fed back by inductive coupling between the tickler coil and the grid coil.
The feedback in the Hartley oscillator is also due to ind uctive coupling (between Lp and LG ).
The tickler coil
may be represented by Lp .
The amount of feedback can be
controlled by varying the posi tio n of th e t~ p on the coil.
The theory of operation of t ~e Hartley oscillator i s exac~
ly the same as the Armstrong oscillator.
Fig . 9- 7 shov:s a
series-fed Hartley oscilla tor and fig . 9-8 shows a shunt-fed
Hartley oscillator. As previously mentioned, the pu r pQ§e
of the r-f choke in fl g.9- 8 is to keep the r-f out of the
power supply.
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9-11 . The Colpit ts Oscillator
Fig,9-9 illustra tes a shun t -f ed COLPITTS OSCILLATOR.
The only difference between the co loitt s oscillator and the
Hartley oscil l e.tor i s that the Colpitts oscill a tor has a
split t ank condenser whereas the Hartl ey oscillator has a
split tank coil. Condenser C2 is in the plate circuit and
C1 is in the gri d circuit. Energy i s fed back from the
pla te circuit t o the gri d circuit by means of capacity
coupline; between condensers C:2.anQ C1
This type of feed-

'.~~''
~1 1W
E8

Fig. 9-10. Tuned-plate,
Fig.9-9, Colpitts oscillator.
tuned-grid oscillator.
oack i s called CAPACITIVE FE£DBACK. 1he amount of feed-back
is controlled by va rying the ratio between the two capacitors. The frequency of this os cillator c a n be varied by
either va rying the capa cities of the condensers or the inductance of the coil. If the condensers are me.de variable,
they are usually ganged.
1

9-1 2. Tuned PlEJ.te - 'i'uned Grid Oscillato r
Fig . 9- 10 represents a series-fed, TU N ~D PLAT E-TUNED
GRI D OSCI LLATOR with the plete and g r id circuits tuned separately. Th e plate cell, Lp , a nd the g rid coil, L"1, a re
not mHgnetically c oupled t o each other. Physically, ttey
may be quite some distance from each o t her. How then, is
ene r e.;Y transferred fror:i the plate circuit back to the g ri d
circuit to sustain o Gcillations? The ans»:er is to be found
in the internal grid t o plate capacitance of the t riode.
Since the plate and g rid in effect are t wo conductor s separated by an in sulat or (dielectric), we ha ve a c apacity
effect existing between the gri d and plate. This capaci ty
is known as the grid to ~la te interelectr od e capac ity; the
sy;nbo l f or which is CG-P • The feed-back energy i s fed back
f rom t he plate circuit to t h e g rid circuit through this interelec trode capacitance. As a resul t , oscillations a re
sustai ned . no th the plate and gri d circuits a re t uned app roxima tel y to the same frequency.
9-13. Frequency Stability of Osc illators
If an osci l lato r remain s in operation continuously,
i t will be found that the frequency of the oscillator drifts
with time. For example, when an osci ll ator i s first turned
on it may start to oscillate at a frequency of 1000 kc.
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After t he o scilla tor warms up, the frequency may drif t
el ther above or below 1000 kc by as muc h as 10 kc. Fr equency d rift is highly unde sirabl e l n a b roadcas t t r an smi tt er s inc e i t would cau s e fading of t he sig nal at t he receiver end. Simi l a rly, oscillators i n t e s t equi pment must
have a minimum of freq ue ncy drift if t he equipm ent is t o
se rve any useful pu r pos e. The cause s of oscill a tor d rift
e.na its pre vent i on are subjects of irr;po rta nc e to a ll radio
men, especially amateu r radio operators .
Oscille.to r frequency drif t may be caused b y the fol lowing facto rs:
1. - improper des ign of the oscil lator circuit
a . choosing the wrong combination of L ant C for
the tanL circuit
2.- poor voltag e regulatio n of the oscillator power
supply
a. change s i n B+ voltage will c&u se volt age variation s a t the screen a nd plate whi ch wi l l
vary t h e g&in of t he tu be. Ct-anges in gain
will vary the osc! llat or f r e quency. A well
r egu le.t e d. oscillato r pov1er su pply is therefore
n ece sse.r y fo r good fre quency stabil1 ty .
3. - changes i n ple,te reEis te>.nce and 1nte r electrode
capaci t a nc e of a tube will cause the fre quency
t o va ry .
4. - changes in temperature will cause the inductance
and c apacitance of the tanY. circuit to vary . A
physice.l change in either L or C wi ll chci nge the
os c i llating frequency.
a. negat ive-t emperature coefficient c ondensers
a re used in the t uned circuit t o compensat e
for chang es i n inductance or capacitance with
temperllture .
5.- chang e s in loading of the oscillato r
a . if the out put of t he o s ci llator l s fe d directl y into a varying l oad., the fre qu enc y of the
osci llato r will be affected . The osc il lator
must be 1 so l a. t e d fro m t h e vary ing l oad in ord er to maintain good f r equency stability.
This is a ccomp lishe d i n t h e electron- coupled
oscil la tor which we will now study .
9-14 . The Electron- coupled Os cillator
Fi ~ . 9-11 ls a s chematic diag ra~ of a ser ies- fed LLECTRU N- COUFLED OSC ILLATOR. The t anR circuits, in the piate
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and in the gri d, are tuned t o t he same frequency. If you
e xam ine the circuit carefully, you will see that the ca.tho de , control grid, and screen g rid circuits by themselves
form a Hartley oscillator; the screen grid acts as the

Fi g. 9- 11. Electron-coupl ed oscillator.
plate of the oscillato r. The pl ate of the tube serves only
t o c ouple energy froo the oscillator to the load in the
p l at e circuit. It simply collects the electrons from the
cathode and transfer s them to the load in the pls.t e. The
electrons flowing from the cathode to the plate are acted
upon by the a-c voltage which appea rs at the grid of the
oscillator. Thus, the electron s tream in flowing to the
real plate is caused to very at the frequency of the Hartley oscillator. The plate current in flowing thro u ~h the
tuned plate circuit, (Lp, Cp ), injects ene r gy into it and
causes it to oscill a te at the same frequ ency a s the grid
tuned circuit (L1 1 c, ). The oscillations in the pl a te tank
circuit are sustained by pulses of ene rgy which are coupled
to the plate from the oscillator secti on via the electron
stream of the tube. This is how this type of oscillator
came to be cal led an 11 electron- coupl ed oscillator" (E. C. 0)
The frequency of the E.C.O. is determined by the tuned circu it in the control grid section . Load va riations in
the pl ate section will not reflec t bac~ to the g rid c ircuit
to va ry the oscill a tor fre quency becau s e the only means of
coupling betwe en the tv10 parts of the osci l lator i s throug h
the elect ron s tream which flows onl y from cathode to plate.
There is no interelectrode capacitive coupling between the
plate and c ontrol g rid because c~ J. ectrostatic shielding is
offered by the screen grid . The screen grid ac ts as an
elec trostatic shield because condenser Cs pl aces it at
g r ound po tentia l with respect to r-f. Thus we see that the
tuned circuit in the g rid section is well isola ted from
l oad va ri a ti ons, and therefore can maintain a constant f requen cy.
The frequency s tability of the el e c tron-coupled osc i ll a tor i s not a ffected by volt age vari a tions occuring in
the power supply . An increase in the screen voltage causes
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the oscillator 1 s frequency to shift in one direction; while
at the sctme time, c:n incree.se in the plate voltage causes
the frequency to shift in the OI)posi te direction, Since
the screen grid anc plate receive their voltages from the
same power supply , any frequency shift due to a varying
pl ate voltage w111 be cane el 1 cd out by an op posit e f r equ ency shift which is due to the varying screen voltage. Thus,
the freQuency of the electron-coupled oscillator will be
maintained fairly c~nstant in spite of Et voltage fluctuations. The screen grid voltage is adjusted by means of the
tap on resistor R for maximum frequency stability.
Because of its excellent stabil ity, the electroncoupled oscillator is used extensively in instruments and
devices which require a stable oscillator,
9-15. Crystal-controlled Oscillators

The most stable of all oscillators is the CRYST.4..LOSCILLATOR. The most imuortan t difference between the oscillators studied to date and the crystal oscillator is that the oscillator tuned circuit consisting
of L and C is replaced by a crystal substance. This crystal
is usually made out of quartz, a mineral found in the earth.
The quartz crystal has the following peculiar property. If
a mechanical vibration is applied to the qua rtz crystal, an
electrical voltage will be developed across its surfaces.
On the other hand, if we apply an alte rnating voltage to
the surfaces of the quartz crystal, i t will vibrate mecha.nically at the frequency of the a.-c voltage. This property
of the quartz is known as the PIEZO-ELECTRIC EFFZCT.
COi~TROLLED

If \'8 momentarily apply an a-c volt ag e to two parallel surfaces of the crystal, it v1ill start to vibrate
mechanically; this mechanical vibration will i n turn generate an a- c volt age . This a- c voltage will again cause
the crystal to vibrate , e tc., etc .. This pro cess will continue until all of t he energy which wa s injected into the
crystal i s used up. The crystal, from an electrical viewpoi nt, ac ts in the same manner as a tuned ci!"cui t . If Elne r gy is injected into a crystal, an electrical oscillation
is gene rat ed across the crystal surface which continues until all of the energy has been used up . Si!1ce the vibrating crystal is similar to a tuned circuit, it can be
pl aced in the grid circuit of the tuned plate-tuned grid
oscillator in place of the ac tual tuned grid circuit. A
schematic of A triode crystal osc illator is shown in fig.
9- 12.
Energy from the plat e tuned circuit i s fed back to
the g rid circuit through th~ grid- plate capacitance of the
tub e , The ener"'Y tha t is f'e d ba ck t o the g rid circuit
keeps the crJS\;af oscillating. The oscillations occur at
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the resonant fre quency of the crystal, and t he pl ate circuit i s tuneQ a ppr oxi mately to this f r equency. The re sonan t fre quency of a c r ystal i s dete r mi ne d by its physi ce l
dime n sion s.
~

li'F

ovrPur

Fig. 9-12. Crystal-controlled oscillato r
During oscillati ons , the crystal vi brates at i ts resonant fr equency. The s trength of these vibrat ions depends
upon the volts.ge being f ed back to the crystal. If the
fe e d-back i s too gre at , the vibrations may become strong
enough t o crack or shatter the crystal. The use of a tetrode or pen tode ( s ee fig.9-13 ) overcomes t hi s diff i culty,
because t he s creen g ri n reduce s t he g rid- plate capacitance.
This, of course, reduces the feed- back. However, the little
energy thR.t does g et beck is suffi cient to sustain t he
crystal's oscillati ons. Tetrode s and pentodes are also
more sensitive than triodes and r equire less grid voltage
for satis fac to ry oscillator operatio n. I f the interelect~
rod e capacity feed- back from pl ate t o g ri d i s insu ff i cient
to sustain t he oscillations of the crystal, a small condenser may be placed between the grid and plate to increa se the
amount of feed-back. The purpose of the ~ f choke in fig.
9-1 2 is to nake sure that the feed-back energy ge ts to the
crys tal and is not by-p ass ed t o g r ound through R1.
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Fi g . 9-13. Tetrode Crystal Oscillator
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Fi g . 9-14. Crystal cuts.

9-1 6. Resonant Frequency of Cry s tal
The frequency at which the crysta l vibrates and generates an alternating voltage i s known as the crystal 1 s
RESONANT FREQUENCY.
This r esonant freque ncy is determined
p rima rily by the THICKNE SS of the crystal. The thinner the
crystal t he h i gher i s i ts resonant frequency; the thicker
the crystal, the lo wer is its re sonant frequency.
1?0

~uci.rtz cryste.ls, used in o s cil l ator circuits, must be
cut and ground to extremely accurate dimensions. For example, the 6.imensicns of a crysta l resonant to 1000 kc would
be between ~ inch and 1 inch sque.re. The thickness would
be 0.1125 inch. Electrical con tact with the quartz. crystal
1 s obtained b y means o:: a specici.l crygtal holder which has
two metal ple. tes. The crysta l is pl aced between these two
metal plates and a sp ring device exerts mechanical pressure
agaiDst the metal p l ates.

9- 1 ?. Crystal_ Cuts
The frequency of a crystal is affected by the temperature of the air surrounding it . Diffe r ent types of crystals
show different re ac tions to temperature changes . Crystals
are classified accordir.g to the manner in which they are cut
f ro ~ the origina l r aw crystal rock.
The different crystal
cuts from the r aw crystal rock are shown in fig. 9-14. Note
that an X cut crystal ls one that is cut perpendicular to
the X axiP.; a Y cut crystal is one that is cut perpendicular
to the Y axis; and an AT cut crystal ls one that is cut at
a 35 angle to the Y cut crystal .
The X cut crystal has a NEGATIVB Tlili:P~rtATURE COEFFICIENT. This means that the natural resonant fre c!uency of
the crystal goes down as the temperature goes up; and its
natural re sonant fre quency goes up as the tempera ture goes
down . In actual practice, the temperature coefflc!.ent of
an X cut crystal varies from 10 to 25 cycles per megacycle
for each degree centigre.de change. For example, if the tempera ture of a 4 me crysta l we re to change from 35 centigrade
to 45 centigrade, the actual cha nge ln frequency would be
found by multiplying the number of degrees change of temperature by the crystal frequency. This result of this multiplication is then in turn multiplied by the actual tempera ture coefficient as g iven by the manufacturer. The X cut
crystal has a g re ater thickne s s for a given fre quency than
either the Y or AT cut crystals.
Y cut crystals have a POSITIVE T~PERATUHE COEFFICIENT. The fre Quency of vibration goes up as the temperat ure goes up; and the f r equency goes down as the tempe r ature goes down. The Y cut cry stal has some undesira.ble operating characteristics however.
1 .- The Y crys tal has a tendency to vibrate simultaneously at two diffe r ent frequencies which may be fairly
clos e to each other.
2. - A slight load or temperature variat i on may cause
the c r ystal to Jump from one frequency to another.
This
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makes the oscillator extremely unstable .
3.- I nstability due to a relatively l a rg e temperatu re
coefficient whi ch may be as high as 100 cycles per megacycle per deg ree centigrade. The frequency of the Y cut
cry st al does not va ry smoothly with changes in temperature.
A slight change in t empe r a ture may cause a sudden large
f re qu ency shift .
All t h ree f a ctors would result in uns table oscillator
ope r a tion.
Bo th t he X cut and t he Y cut crystals have been superceded by cryst a ls having a LOW TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT.
This type of crysta l is called the AT cut crystal (sometimes called A cut). A l ow temperature coeff icient means
that the fr equ en cy of vibration varies very l ittle with
temp erature changes . The frequen cy d rift of an AT cut
crystal oscillator is therefore very small. An AT cut
c rystal osci llator is also c apable of a c omparatively high
outpu t. The AT cut cry sta l is used extensi vely i n the frequen cy range from t me to 10 me.
9-18 . Care of Crystals
The care and tre a tment of quartz crystal s i s very impor tan t for t h eir efficient ope r ation in oscill ator circuit s . It sho uld be pointed out at this time t hat a crysta.l
ls thin and fragi le and should normally ne ver be removed
from the crystal holder. If the crystal is dirty and fails
t o operate, it ls necessary to remove it from its holder
and clean it. An excell ent cleaning agent for qua.r tz
crystal s l s carbo n tetrachloride. Soap a nd water or alcohol can also be used. After cleaning , the crystal should
be washed with wate r and then dried with a clean lint-free
cloth. The fingers should not co me in c ontact with the
fac es of the cry s t al , since oil or dirt getting on to the
crystal sur face may prevent it fro m oscilla ting , The crystal
shoul d be handled by grasping the edges, never t he f a ces.
Care mu st be taken not to al l ow a d- c voltag e to be
placed across a c r ystal. If a d- c potential is applied to
a crystal , the crystal will b e physi cally strained. If the
applieC. d- c potential i e s trong enough, 1 t might actually
crack t~e crys t a l.
9-19 . Adjustment of a Crystal Controlled Oscillator
The most accurate way of adjusting a cry s t al controlled osc illato r fo r stable operation l s t o use a d-c mllliammeter placed in the p late circuit. When the pla te tank
circuit ls tuned to the r esonant fre quency of the crystal,
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the plate current will d rop t o a lo w value. Eowever, as
we vary the tuning condenser e ithe r side of the r esonance
point, the rise in plate current on bo th sid es of the resonan ce point will not be uniform. If you will examine fig.
9- 15, you will not ice that, as the tu~ing capacit a nce (hi gh
f requency t o a l ow frequency) increas es, t he plat e current
slowly decreases to point C, then su~de nl y jumps up to some
high value ; at whi ch time oscilla ti o ns ceas e. Between
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Fig .9-15. Crystal-oscillator, pla te current tuning curve.
po int s A and C the circuit is oscillati ng. Before po int A
and beyond po int C, the circuit stops oscillating. At point
C, the plate circuit is tuned to the re son2.n t fre qu ency of
t he crystel, a nc. t he efficiency a nd output of the pl a te tank
c ircuit are a t a maximum . However, the oscillator is unstable because any sl i ght change in the loading condition s ,
o r any sl i ght incree.se i n t he t uning capacitance mi ght move
the ope rating point beyon~ point C,and caus e the oscillat or
to d rop out of oscilla ti ons. The osci l l ato r i s usuall y operated in the r egi on between A and B. In t h is re gion, t he
os cil lator will con tinue t o function properly, even with
slight che.nges in load conditions .
9- 19. Pr oblems Relating t o Crystal Frequencie s
In order to oper a te a transmi t t e r properly, it is impo r tant t o know the exc>.ct frequency of the c r ys t al oscilla t or. Si nc e temperature changes affect the fre que ncy of the
crystal, we must b e able to f i gure out the ne w crystal frequency for a given temperature change . The followi ng p roolems will i llustrate how this i s done:
Prcblem 1) A Y cut crystal tha t is marked 1000 kc ha s a
posit ive tempe r atu r e coefficient of 75 cycles per degree
centigrade , and i s started i n opera tion at 50 deg rees centig rade. I f the temperature- frequency cha.racte ristic is linear, what will the ne w crystal f requen cy be at 30 centigrade?
Solu t i on: A linear temperature-freque ncy chare cteristic mean s that the 75 cycle s change in crystal frequency
will .remain constant fo r e a.ch degr ee change in t emperature.
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The temperature change 1 s 20 degrees ( 50• - 30°
20° ).
Since the temperature coefficient ls 75 cycles per degree
centigrade, the crystal frequency shift is 1500 cycles
(20 x 75) or 1.5 kc. The new crystal frequency will therefo re be the original freguency minus the freguency drift,
(1000 kc - 1.5 kc) or 998.5 kc.
Problem 2) A 3000 kc low drift crystal has a negative
temperature coefficient of 4 cycles per megacycle per deg r ee centig rade. The crystal is started in operation at
40°C. If the temperature-frequency che.racterist1c ls linear,
what will be the frequency at 50" centigrade;'
Solution: A 3000 kc crystal is the same as a 3 megacycle crystal, since l me equals 1000 kc. To convert the
temperature coefficient (4 cycles pe r megacycle per degree
centigrade) into cycles change per degree centigrade, we
multiply the temperature coefficient by the c ry stal frequency in megacycles. The product is a 12 cycle change per
degree centigrade ( 4 x 3 = 12). The change in temperature
is l0°C. (50° - 40°=10°)
The fr equency change is therefore
l0°Cx 12 cycles per degree= 120 cycles or 0.12 kc. To
convert cycles into kilocycles, we divide the number of
cycles by 1000. Therefore: 120 cycles - 120 kc= 0.12 kc.
-1000
Since the temperature went up, the frequency of this negative tempe rature coefficient crystal will go down. The
new frequency will therefore be 2999. 8 kc. ( 3000 kc -0.12 kc)
There a r e many times when an amateur operator may
wish t o operate as close to the edge of the frequency band
as possible. He may do this in order t o establish more
contacts. The high and low ends of a particular band are
often less crowded with calls than ls the center of the
band. A signal is therefore subject to leas interference
at the edges of the band. The one danger i n operating at
the edge of the band is that a slight shift in the oscillator f requency Will throw the transmitted signal frequency
outside of the parti cular band in question. Operating outside of an amateur band is unlawful according to the rules
and r egulations of the Federal Communications Commission.
Operating at the edge of the band is there fore a problem to
be considered. Let us assume that you are operating in the
20 meter band. The fre quency limits for this band are
14,000 kc and 14, 350 kc. Let us further assume that you
wish to operate as close t o the 14,000 kc edge as possible.
Would you therefore use a crystal rated at exactly 14,000 kc?
Of course not ? No manufacturer can guarantee a crystal to
1?4

be 1 00/~ accurate. A crystal stamped 14,000 kc may actually
oscillate below 14,000 kc. Or, if the crystal is cut to
exactly 14 ,000 kc, temperature changes may shift the crys t a l1 s fr equency below 14,000 kc, In both instanc es you
wo uld be operating outside of the allocated band. In order
to be on -'the safe side , you would have to purchase a c rystal rated a few kilocycles above 14,000 kc . Exactly how
much a bo ve depends upon t he accura c y rating and the temp era tu re c oeffi c ient of the crystal in question. A few p roblems will illustrate t hese principles:
Problem 1) A crystal manufacturer guarantees his
crystals cut for the ?000 kc - ?300 kc amateur band to be
accur at e to within .03% of their specified frequency. If
you desire to opera te as close as poss ible to ?000 kc, for
wha t whole nu:nber frequency i n kilocycles should you order
your crystal cut? (In ordering, you would also allow for
one additi onal kilocycle to take care of variations in temperature and circuit c onstant s).
Solution : We first find the cry stal frequenc y tolerance in cycles .
1) . 03% of ?000 kc_ .03 of ?000 kc or:
- 100
• 0003 x ?000 kc :::. 2. 1 kc
2) To the 2.1 kc we add 1 kc for possible variation
due t o circuit and temperature co nstants.
2. 1 kc+1 kc
3.1 kc (3.1 kc is t heo retically the
maximum frequency variation of a crystal fro m 1 ts specified
frequency of 7000 kc)
3) Sinc e the problem asks for a whole number frequency in kc, we go to the next highest whole number from
3.1 kc which is 4 kc. We would therefore ord er a ?000 kc
+ 4 kc or a ?004 kc crystal with a .03% tolerance

=

Problem 2) A low drift crystal for the 3500 kc 4000 kc amateur band is guaranteed by a manu factu rer to be
calibrated to within .05% of it s specified frequency. If
you wish to operate as close as possible to the upper edge
of the band, for what whole number frequency should you order your crystal? Allow on e extra kc for variations from
temperature and circuit constants.
Solution: 1) The cry s t al fr equency tolerance at
4000 kc in cycles ls: . 05% of 4000 _ . 05 x 4000 = 2 kc
- 100

2) To the 2 kc, we add 1 kc for possible
1?5

variations due to circuit and temperature constants:
2 kc+ l kc ::: 3 kc (this ls a whole number and we leave
it at that). We would order a 3997 kc crystal (4000 - 3)
Problem 3) For what frequency would you order your
crystal for operation as close as possible to the lower
band limit of 3500 kc, with the same calibration accuracy
and all owance given in probl em 2?
Solution:

1) the crystal frequency tolerance at

3500 kc in cycles ls ; .05% of 3500 -

.05 x 3500 ::::: 1.75 kc
1 00

2) add 1 kc for variations in cir cuit and
temperatur e constants; 1. 75 + l
2. 75 kc

=

Since the problem asks for a whole number
frequency in kc, we go to the next highest whole number
from 2. 75 kc which is 3 kc. We would therefore order a
3503 kc crystal (3500+3 -==350.3 kc)

PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 9
(For answers, r efer to back of Study Guide, Section III)
9- 1~

An X cut crystal as compared to a Y and A cut of the
same frequency i s;
a. heavier.
c. rounder
d, thicker

b. wider

9- 2~

A quartz crystal in the oscillator of a transmitter
does not;
a. determine the frequency
b. stabilize the output frequency
c. pro vide a high Q oscillating tank circuit
d, ampl ify the s i gnal

9-3~

A desirable operating characteristic of an A cut
cry s tal ls;
a . negative temperature coefficient
b. high output capability
c. posi tive temperature coefficient
d. high frequency drift
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9-4~

A desirable operating characteristic of an A cut
crystal is;
a. low 'frequency of oscillation
b. light weight
c. low Q (poor selectivity)
d. small temperature-frequency coefficient

9-5~

The electron-coupled oscillator as compared to other
types of oscillators;
a. has better frequency stabili ty
b. has variable frequency charact eristics
c. has parasitic oscillations
d. oscillates above 100 me

9-6~

The electron-coupled oscillator does not have;
a. excellent frequency stability
b , large frequency variations with variations in
supply voltage
c. coupling of energy from oscillator section to
plate circuit by means of the electron stream
d. frequency independent of load variations

9-?.

The crystal oscillator is;
a. the least stable of all oscillators
b. less stable than the electron-coupled oscillator
c. the most stable o f all the oscillators
d. only a Hartley oscillator

9-8*.

Draw a simple schematic diagram of a p1ezo-electric
crys tal-contro lled oscillator using a pentode vacuum
tube. Indicate polarity of supply voltages.

9-9~

A certain 28 me, Y cut crystal has a positive temperature coefficient of 100 cycles per degree centigrade ,
and is started in operation at 40 centigrade. What
will the oscillation frequency be a t a temperature
of 70 centigrade?

17?

SECTION III

LESSON 10

CONTINUOUS-WAVE TRANSMITTERS
10-1. Introduction
The functi on of a radio transmitter l s to transmi t
intelligence by means of a radi o frequency wave. The r-f
wave is radiated into space by an antenna system. An antenna ls a device which convert s a-c energy into electromagnetic radiation known as radi o waves. The r-f wave
traveling through space is then picked up by a receiver
which converts the r-f signal into an audible output.
Radio transmitters may be d ivided into two types.
One is t h e CONTINUOUS- WAVE type of transmitter which we
shall now study; the other ls the modulated type of transmitter which we shall study later on.
10- 2. Continuous Waves
Continuous wave s, abbre vi a ted C.W., are radio waves
of constant amplitude. In the C.W. transmitter continuous
waves are r adiated into space by simply coupling the output
of a vacuum tube power oscillator t o a suitable antenna
system. The International ~o rse Code is used to convey intelligence by C.W. communication.
The Mo rse code co nsists of a series of dots and da shes wh ich represent the letters of the alphabet. In order
to transmit code, the C.W. transmission must be interrupted
in a dot and dash sequence. This type of emission is actually an r-f wave broken up into sections. An oscillator
is made to stop and start oscilla ting by means of a telegraph key. By allowing t he oscillator to ope rate for longer or shorter amounts of time, we can produce dote a nd
dashes. Fig.10-1 shows the output of an oscillator for the
letter 11 D11 {dash-dot-dot).

nnnnn nn nn
vV VVlJ VlJ vV
D A.SH

Oo7

Dor

Fig.10-1. Keyed output of an osci llator for
the letter "D" (dash-dot-dot).
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10-3. One-tube Transmitter
In early type radio transmitters, the oscillator was
directly coupled to the antenna system. In order t o increase the power output of this type of transmitter, it was
necessary to use a large r tube or to increase the operating
voltages. There is a limit, however, to the amound of power that one can get from a one-tube transml tter. The power
output of an oscillator depends upon r-f currents in the
oscillator circuit. Since these currents are relatively
weak, very little power can be delivered to the antenna.
The radiated wave, t herefore, will also be weak. Another
defect of the simple oscillator type of tran smitter ls its
poor frequency stab111 ty. Flg.10-2 shows a one-tube tra.nsmitter. Condenser CA represents the antenna c apaci tance to
ground which will vary as t he antenna swing s in the wind.
This varying antenna capacitance will be coupled back to the
tank circuit and will cause the oscillator frequency to vary.
The disadvantage of poor frequency stability can be overcome
to a great extent by the use of an intermediate amplifier
stage which serves to isolate the antenna from the os cillator. Changes in a ntenna capaci ty will therefore not be reflected back into the oscillator tank circuit. At the ea.me
time, the amplifier amplifies the output of the oscillator
and feeds a more powe rful s i gnal i nto t he antenna.

~Jc,

0
Flg.10-2. One-tube transmitter. -=10-4. Master-oscillator Power-amplifier
A transmitter consisting of an oscillator and an amplifier (or a series of amplifiers ) is called a MASTER-OSCILLATOR POWER-AMPLIFIER, MOPA for short. Such a transmitter is shown in fi g. 10-3. The output of the os cillator ls
amplified by Vz. Co nd en ser C, prevents t he high d- c voltage
on the plate of V1 from being applied to the grid of Vz •
At the same time, it allows the r-f energy to get through
t o t he grid of Vz . The r- f choke L1 p revents the r-f energy from flowing to gr ou nd through R1 • This le because an
r-f choke opposes the flow of r-f currents.
The master-o scillator powe r-amplifier type of transml tte~ has a decided advantage over the simple oscillator
tra nsmitter 1 1n that the fr equency stability ls gr eatly impr oved . High frequency stability l s obtai ned in this syst em because the oscillator is not coupled directly to the
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A. Block diagram. B. Schematic.
F1g.10-3. Master-oscillator power-amplifier transmitter.
antenna; the oscillator ls therefore unaffected by any
change in the antenna-to-ground capa.ci t ance. Changes in
antenna-to-ground capacitance will merely react upon the
r-f po wer amplifier circuit resulting in a decrease in the
radiated pov1er output. The amplifier of fig.10-3 may feed
the antenna directly,or it may be the first of a series of
r-f amplifiers, the last of which feeds into an antenna
system.
10-5.High Efficiency Class C r-f Amplifier
In lesson 7, we studied the biasing methods for audio
a.mplifiers. You .,will recall that a-f amplifiers are operated wi tt cathode bias as class A volt age amplifiers.
The audio amplifier tubes were operated as class A or class
B amp lifiers because we were int erested in obtaining good
fidelity of reproducti on. The class A amplifier sac rifice s
efficiency for excellent fidelity. In t h e case of an r-f
amplifier we are not interested in fidelity since we are
not amplifying an audio signal. We are intere s ted in efficiency of opera tion. An r-f amplifier operates most efficiently i n a transmitter as a Cla.ss C amplifier. In order
to operate the tube as a class C amplifier, the bias must
be between one and one-half to four times the bias value
necessary for cut-off. This condition is shown graphically
in fig.10-4. You will not ice tha. t with a pure sine wave ·
applied to the grid, the p late current consists of small
puls es which certainly do not resemble the input sine wave .
Sinc e the plate current wave does not resemble the g rid signal, the fidelity of a class C amplifier is poor. One important point to notic e is tha t the plate current flows for
only a fre.ction of the period of the input s i gna.l. Compare
this to a class A amplifier where the pla te current flows
180
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Flg.10-4. Class "C" bias operation.
continuously. Obviously, more power is wasted in plate dissipation in a class A amplifier as compared to a class C
amplifier. Since the plate dissipation ls decreased in the
cla ss C amplifier,(as compared to the class A amplifier)
the useful power output is increased. The efficiency of a
class C amplifier is therefore excellent. It is approximately 70% efficient.
The question that always arises at this point is: Of
what good are the plate current pulses if we are only interested in obtaining an amplified version of the sine wave input? The answer lies in the ability of the plate tank circuit to reproduce a pure sine wave from pulses of energy
which are applied to it every cycle. From the d1acuss1on
of the oscillatory circuit (paragraph 9-5), it will be recalled that when the plate tank circuit is tuned to the resonant frequency of the grid circuit, the plate current pulses will reinforce the oscillations in the plate tuned circuit at just the right instant? sustaining oscillations. The
surges of plate current give the tank circuit the shot of
energy or the FLYWHEEL EFFECT which results in the tuned
circuit making up that portion of the sine wave missing in
the plate current pulses. Thus, we see that, although the
plate current is made up of pulses, the signal fed to the
antenna or the next stage ls a pure sine wave.
10-6. Minimizing Harmonic Output
It is very important that the output waveform of an
r-f amplifier contain a minimum of ha rmonic components (in
other words, the output should be as close to a pure sine
wave as possible). If the harmonic components are radiated
by the antenna, unlawful interference with adjacent transmissions may result.
A clas s C, r-f amplifier should have the following
characteristics if generation of harmonics1s to be kept to
a minimum:
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1. - The plate tank circuit should have a low lnduc tance to capacl tance ra tlo. (low L-C ratio)
2. - The amplifier should operate wl th the proper grid
bia.s and grid signal.
3.- Push-pull operation will eliminate second harmonic component.

10-7. Grid-leak Bias
It was mentioned above that a class C amplifier requires a bias of from one and one-half to four times the
value of cut-off bias. There are several methods of obtaining class C bias. The first method that we shall discuss
is known as GRID-LEAK BIAS, You will recall that grid-leak
bias is used in the self-biased oscillator. (refer back to
paragraph 9-6) Fig.10-3 shows the r-f amplifier, V2 , employing grid-leak bias. R, is the bias resistor and C1 is
the bias condenser. Before the signal from the prevlo~s
stage ls applied to the g rid of the amplifier tube, the bias
on the grid ls zero. However, when a signal ls applied, a
grid bias voltage develops across R, . Let us see how this
comes about: On the pos itive half of the incoming signa l,
the grid is dr1 ven po sl ti ve with respect to the ca.thode.
This causes a flow of grid current which charges up condenser C1 • On the negative half of the signal, the condenser
discharges through R1 •
The discharge current that flows
through R1 develops a d-c voltage across R1 • Condenser c,
which is effectively in parallel with R1 tends to keep this
voltage constant. Since the current enters R1 at the top,
(the grid side) the top part of the resistor ls negative
with respect to the bottom part. The top of the resistor
is connected to the grid. Therefore, the grid is negatively
biased with respect to the cathode.
The amount of grid-leak bias that ls developed depends
upon the strength of the signal. This may sometimes be a
serious disadvantage. If for some rea son the signal or exci tatlon ls lost, the bia s will disappear and t he p late
current may ris e to excessively high values.
10-8. Fixed Bias
Another me thod of obtaining bias for class C amplifle rs ls through the use of a 11 C11 battery. A 11 c 11 ba ttery ls
just an ordinary battery used for biasing purposes. The
negative termin&J. of the 11 C11 battery ls connected to the
grid, and the positive t erminal is connected to the cathode .
This, of course, makes the g rid negative with resp ec t to
the cathode. An I'-f by-pass condenser is usually shunted
across the battery to complete the I'- f path a round the battery. The amount of battery voltage to be used for a parti182

cular tube can be found by consulting a transmitting tube
manual.
10-9. Combination Grid-leak, Cathode Bias
A third method of obtaining bias is shown in fig.10- 5
This method is a co mbination of grid leak and cathode bias.
R1 provides most of the bias vo ltage. Rz
~
is placed in the circuit to act as a pro..1..
tective bias in case the input signal to
~1---.----the stage should fail. Upon loss of grid
~
leak bias, the increased plate current
will flow through R 2 d evel oping a heavy
bias voltage which Will 1n turn 11m1 t the
plate current to a safe value. Rz will
not cause any app reciable lose of plate
voltage, since its value ls small. It
will simply serve to bias t h e tube should
the grid leak bias disappear.
Flg.10-5.
10-10. Gri d-leak and Battery Bias
The fourth method of obtaining bias for an r-f amplifier is shown in fig. 10-3. This method l s a combination
of g rid-leak and battery bi as. Again, most of the bias
voltage is obtained from the voltage drop across the grid
leak resistor. The battery is connected in the circuit
si mply as a means of keeping some bia.s voltage on the tube
in the event that the g rid-leak bias drops to zero. The
transmitting tube is thus protected against damage due to
excessive plate current flow.
10- 11. Power Supply Blas
The last b iasing method that we will di scuss ls
power supply bia s . The only difference between this system
a nd the battery bias system is that the battery has been replaced by a well- regulated negative power supply. If the
excitation to the stage falls, the bias ls not affected, and
the p late current does not rise to dangerous values. This
method i s quite popular in the mor e expensive transmitters.
10-12. Neutralization
Examine the r-f ampl1 fier of flg .10-6. Note that
the tank circu it LzCz is not only the plate tank circuit of
the oscillator, but can also be conside red as t he grid tank
circuit of the r- f ampl ifier. Notice that the portion of
the schematic of fi g .1 0- 6 inside the dotted line is exactly
the same as a tuned- plate , tuned- g rid os cillator. (refer to
lesson 9, fig. 9-10 ) This portion of the circuit will os183

cillate just like a tuned-plate, tuned-grid oscillator unless certain precautions are taken. An oscillating r-f amplifier is very undesirable, An amplifier is only supposed
osc.
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Fig.10-6. Oscillatory circuit in an unneutralized RF amplifier.
to amplify and not to oscillate. An oscillating amplifier
has poor frequency stability. Antenna variations are directly coupled back to the oscillating amplifier, anQ all
sorts of spurious radiations will result. Spurious radia.tions differ in frequency from the desired r-f transmission . They are radiated with the desired frequency transmission and cause interference with stations on nearby frequencies.
There are two general methods of preventing an r-f
amplifier from oscillating. One is to use a tetrode or pentode instead of a triode. As you have previously learned,
the addition of a screen grid reduces the grid-plate capacitance. It would therefore be very difficult for a tetrode or pentode to oscillate since there would be no feedback through the g rid-plate capacitance as we have in a
triode, ~ost high powered r- f amplifying tube s, however,
are triodes,and there for e we do have the problem of preventing oscillations from taking place. Therefore, precautions
must be taken when triodes are used as r-f amplifiers.
This brings us to the second method of p reventing an r-f
ampli fier from oscillating.
10-1 3 . Pl ate Neut r al ization
We realize that as long as we u se a triode, we will
ha ve feedback from the pla te circuit to the grid circu it
through the interelectrode plate-grid capacitance. We must
in some manner cancel out or neutralize this feedback if we
are going to prevent oscillations. The r emedy is to connect a n ex t ernal condenser into the circuit to NEUTRALIZE
this feedback. Fig.10-7 shows a n eutral iz ed triode r-f
amplifier. Condenser CN is the neutralizing condenser, and
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is the grid. to plate interelectrode capacity. Notice
that the B+ is fed to the plate through a center-tap on
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Fig.10-7, Plate Neutralization. Fig.10-8. Grid neutralization.
the plate coil, The center-tap is placed at r-f ground
(zero) potential through condenser C 3 • The plate r-f
voltage with respect to ground is the voltage across the
top half of the coll; it is the voltage between A and B.
This voltage feeds energy back to the grid and tends to
make the amplifier oscillate. The r-f voltage between
points B and C ls the neutralizing voltage, and is equal
to the plate r-f voltage. Because potentials at opposite
ends of a coll are 180°out of phase with each other, the
plate r-f voltage ls 180°out of phase with the neutralizing
voltage. If Cr11 ls made to equal CP-\:i, the neutralizing voltage will cause a voltage to be fed back to the grid which
will be equal and opposite to the voltage fed back by Cp-G.
The two voltages will cancel each other out, and the amplifier will no longer oscillate. The above system of neutralization ls called PLATE NEUTRALIZATION or HAZELTINE
NEUTRALIZATION. We can recognize.it by the fact that CN ls
connected between the bottom of the plate coil and the control grid. This is the system used in flg.10-3 and 10-7.
10-14. Grid Neutralization
Flg.10-8 shows another system of neutralization. It
is called GRID NEUTRALIZATION or RICE NEUTRALIZATION. In
this case, the g rid coil i s split and CN is connected between the bottom of the grid coil and the plate. The operation of the neutralization process in this system ls similar to the p late neutralization system. The neutralizing
voltage fed back from the plate to the bottom o{ the grid
coil will cancel out the voltage fed back from the plate to
the top of the grid coll by the grid to plate capacitance.
10-15. Criss-Cross Neutralization
Fig.10-9 shows a third system of neutralization.
This is the syste~ used to neutralize an r-f amplifier stage
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consisting of two triodes in push-pull. It is called CRISSCROSS NEUTRALIZATION or BALANTINE NEUTRALIZATION.
The plate
of tube A is joined with the grid of tube B through a neu-

A
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'--+--"------

B
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Fig.10-9. Criss-cross neutralization.
tralizing condenser; the plate of tube B is joine ~ with
the grid of tube A through another neutralizing condenser.
If you examine the circuit of fig.10-9, you will see that
criss-cross neutralization ls really a double Hazeltine
system.
10-16. Steps in Neutralizing an r-f Amplifier
The previous paragraphs describe the theory of neutral iza t1on.
It is important, however, to know the actual
practical steps in neutralizing an r-f amplifier of a transmitter. There are two methods in general use today. The
first method ls as follows:
1.- Remove the plate voltage from the stage to be
neutralized . This ls very important since it ls impossible
to neutralize an amplifier with the plate voltage applied.
2.- The stage preceding the stage to be neutralized
should have its power on and should be properly tuned to
the oscillator frequency. The filament voltage of the stage
being neutralized should be on.
3. - The grid and plate tank circu1 ts of the stage
being neutralized should now be tuned to resonate with the
signal coming from the preceding stage. This ls done by
tuning the grid and plate tank condensers for a maximum indication of the r-f indicator which is coupled to the plate
tank circuit. The r-f indicator may be a neon bulb or a
flashlight bulb connected to a small loop of wire. We can
also use a thermocouple ammeter which is connected in aeries with the plate tank circuit. If a thermocouple ammeter
is used, care should be taken not to overload the meter.
It ls a sensitive 1nstrume,n't that is easily damaged. Any
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coupling between an indicating instrument and plate tank
coil should be ma.de as loose as possible.
4.- The neutralizing condenser or condensers are
then adjusted until the r-f indicator shows that the r-f
energy in the plate tank circuit is at a minimum.
5.- Repeat steps 3 and 4 to make sure that the stage
is as completely neutralized as possible.
The second method used to neutralize a triode r-f
amplifier is as follows:
1.- Remove the plate voltage from the stage to be
neutralized. Keep the filament voltage on.
2.- Tune the preceding stages so that there is excitation (a signal input) to the stage to be neutralized.
3.- Insert a d-c milliammeter in the grid circuit if
one is not already present.
4.- Rock the plate tuning condenser of the stage to
be neutralized back and forth, and observe the grid meter.
If the grid meter varies, the stage is not neutralized.
Then adjust the neutralizing condenser until rocking of the
plate tank condenser no longer causes the grid meter to vary.
It is not always possible to neutralize an amplifier
completely. Therefore, if you neutralize an amplifier by
using the first method, do not always expect a zero reading
of the r-f indicator. It is quite likely that there is
stray inductive or capacitive coupling between the stage
being neutralized and a preceding stage. The neutralizing
condenser cannot cancel this out. It is also possible that
there is insufficient neutralizing capacity or too much
stray capacity within the stage itself. Proper wiring and
parts layout would remedy this situation to a great extent.
10-17. Frequency Multipliers•
It is not always desirable to have the oscillator of
a transmitter generate the frequency which is to be radiated. In order for a crystal controlled oscillator to produce a high frequency, the crystal must be ground very thin.
Since a thin crystal can crack easily, it is a good idea to
operate the oscillator at a low frequency and to step up
the frequency by means of special r-f amplifiers. These
special r-f amplifiers are called FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS.
Frequency multiplication is made possible by operating a vacuum tube on the non-linear portion of its characteristic curve. As a result, harmonic distortion is
not confuse the output of a frequency multiplier with
PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS. The latter are UNWANTED oecillatione not occuring at wanted operating frequencies.

•no

developed in the plate circuit. As you have already learned,
harmonic distorti on results in the gene ration of new frequencle s. These new frequencle s are mul tlple s of the original or fundamental frequency. In other words, if we feed
1000 kc into the grid circuit of an amplifier which is operated t o give strong harmonic distortion, the plate circu it will contain 1000 kc, 2000 kc, 3000 kc, 4000 kc, etc.
The 1000 kc is known as the fundamental, 2000 kc is the second harmonic, 3000 kc is the third harmonic, etc.
Ordinarily, harmonl~ distortion is to be avoided in
an amplifier circuit, because di s tortion alters the waveshape of the original signal. However, when frequency multiplication ls required, the signal is deliberately distorted to f orm strong harmonics. The desi red harmonic f requency is then selected with a properly tuned plate circuit.
In other words, the plate tank cir cuit is made resonant to
the desired harmonic frequency.
In order to develop strong harmonic distortion, thE:
frequency multiplier tube ls heavily biased; even more so
than a class C amplifier. The bias voltage may be as high
as 10 times the value of cut-off bias. However, this large
grid bias requires very strong grid excitation or drive.
The signal must be large enough so that the positive peaks
of the signal can overcome the large negative grid bias
voltage. The plate current consists of positive pulses,
but the inertia, or flywheel effect, of the plate tank circuit will make up the remaining portion of the sine wave of
the harmonic frequency peaks.
A unique method of obtaining frequency doubling is
to connect up two amplifiers in PUSH-PUSH. In a push-push
circu it, the grid s are connected in the conventional pushpull arrangement (at oppos ite ends of a tank circuit). The
plates, however, are connected in parallel across a tank
circuit which is tuned to double the frequency of the grid
input signal. The output of a push-push .arrangement is rich
in even harmonic component s. The complete C.W. transmitter
of fig.10-14 contains a FREQUENCY DOUBLER (tube V2 ). We
call it a frequency doubler because the plate tank circuit
ls tuned to the second harmonic of the fundamental. If the
pl ate tank were tuned to three times the fundamental, we
would call it a FREQUENCY TRIFLER. Note that there is no
neutralizing condenser in the frequency multiplier even
though a triode is being used. This is because the plate
and g rid circuits of a freque ncy multiplier are tuned to
different frequencies and there is no dange r of oscillation
due to feedback. Other characteri st ics of a frequency
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multiplier not mentioned in previous paragraphs are as
follows:
1.- The plate current flows for approximately 90°or
one quarter of the time of an input cycle.
2.- The plate efficiency of the frequency multiplier
is lower than that of a straight class C ~~plifier.
3.- The plate tank circuit has a high impedance to
the harmonic frequency to which it is tuned (high L to C
ratio).
10-18. Coupling Between Stages
There are three types of stage to stage coupling
used in transmitters. The first type is called CAPACITY
COUPLING and is shown in fig.10-3. It is similar to the
resistance capacity coupling that is used in audio amplifiers. Capacitive coupling is the si mplest and least expensive method of coupling. It consists merely of a coupling
condenser which transfers the r-f voltage from the plate
of one tube to the grid of the next.
Sometimes condenser
Cc is tapped down on L 1 for impedance matching purposes.
The disadvantage of capacity coupling as compared to the
other coupling methods is that undesired harmonics are easily transferred from stage to stage.
Fig.10-8 shows a second method of coupling between
stages. It is called IN DUCTIVE COUPLING. The r-f voltage
is magnetically, or inductively, coupled from L 1 to L~.
Inductive coupling is more expensive than capacitive coupling since it requires two tuned circuits. I t also requires
additional t uning . The advantage of inductive coupling is
that the addition of a tuned grid circuit results in increased gain and power output.
The third method of coupling r-f from stage to stage
is called LINK COUPLING. Link coupling is a very efficient
form of coupling and is often used between stages, or between the final stage and the antenna.
Fig.lJ-14 shows the
doubler (V~) and the power amplifier (V3 ) link coupled.
The actual link coupling consists of a pair of wires with a
loop of two or three turns at ei~her end. The chief advantage of this form of coupling is that two stages which are
physically some distance from each other can be coupled.
Capacitive or inductive coupling methods could not be used
in such a case since long wires cause heavy losses at high
frequencies. Long leads have sufficient inductive reactance at high frequencies to build up a counter-e-m-f and
cut down the signal strength to the next stage. In link
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coupling, however, no counter-e-m-f is i nduced in the long
leade since the current in one leg at a certain instant is
opp osite in d ire ction to the current in the other l eg at
the same instant. The resulting magnetic fields are out
of phase, and therefore cancel each other. The result is
that no back e-m-f or inductive reactance is created, and
the signal is coupl ed to the next stage without loss.
Notice that each loop i s coupled to its respective
coil at a point of low r-f potential. This is the point
where B+ or C- ls connected t o the tank circuit. B+ and
C- a re at zero r-f potential becaus e the power supply filter condensers have a negligible i mpedance to g round a t r-f.
Coupling from points of low r-f potential prevents unwanted harmonics from being transferred through the stray capaci tive coupl ing that exists between the tank coil s and
the link coils.
10-1 9. Keying the Transmit ter

At the beginning of this le sson we learned that the
telegraph key is used to start and stop the operation of a
C. W. transmitter.
This causes radio waves to be sent out
by the antenna in the form of dots and dashes. The teleg r aph key is merely a switch which open s and closes a circui t or circuits in a tra nsmitter.
While keying may at first thought seem simple, the re
are many considerations which make it a very i mportant subject for study. These considerations concern not only the
simple act of forming dots and dashes by keying, but also
the undesired effects that may result from interrupting the
operation of the transmitter.
'

A good keying system should fulfill three require-

men ts:

1.- There should be no radiati on of energy from the
antenna when the key i s open. (key up )
Some energy may get through to the antenna during keying spaces (when the key is open) . The energy that
is r adiated during key-up is called BACKWAVE. A C.W. signal containing backwave i s very difficult to read because
a weak signal is heard in the receiver du ring the space interval between dots and dashes. This signal may b e almost
as loud as the code recepti on. A pronounced backv1ave often
results when the keying i s done i n the amplifier stage
feeding t he anten na. Backwave may also be caused by incomplete neutralization of the final stag e. This allows energy
to g et to the antenna through the g rid-plate capacitance of
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the t ube. A third cause of baclcwave may be the po ssible
magnetic p ickup b etVleen the antenna coupling coils and one
of the low power stages. Backv.ave can generally be elimina.ted by shielding , by proper neutraliza.t1 on , and by rearranging the tank circuits to eliminate unwanted coupling.
2.• The keying syst em should allow t he r adi ati on
of full poVler output when the key i s closed. (key down )
3. The code output should be free of clicks.
When power is applied or rem oved from a circul~
very suddenly, as is the case when a transmitter is keyed,
the l a rge amounts of energy that are t hus released will
surge back and f orth and will result in damped oscillations.
The damped oscillation wil l cause interference in nearby
r eceive rs . Interference will be pre sent in the form of
clicks or thumps even though the .rec eiver s are tuneC. to
different frequencies from that of the transmitter. KEY
CLI CK FILTERS are used in the keying system of radio transmitters. A typical key click filter is shown i n fi gures
10-10 and 10-14. The inductance,L, causes a sli ght lag in
the cur rent which builds up gradually instead. of in stantly
when the k ey i s closed. C a nd R are conn ected i n series
across the key to abso r b t h e spark which tends t o occu r
when the key is opened. The condenser charges up and p revents a spark from jumping the gap f ormed by the open k ey.
When the key is closed, the condenser discharges through R,
thereby dissipating the energy of the char ged condenser.
10- 20. Methods of Keying
Keying takes place in either t he oscillator or amplifier stages of t he transmitter. A number of different
keying systems are in use today . Fi g .1 0- 11 illustra tes
PLATE KEYING. Plate keying may be used in the oscillator

r

c ~
Fig.10-10. Key cHck filter.

Fig. 10-11. Plate keying.
or amplifier sta.ge s . When the key is open, no plate current can flow, and the tube does not operate. When the key
is closed, the tube operates and the transmitter sends out
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r-f. The key may be used to control the plate current of
one tube or several tubes. Plate keying is usually accomplished in the power amplifier c ircuit in tran smi tters
which use a crystal controlled oscill a.tor.
In larger transmit t ers, the ordinary hand key cannot
accomodate the large plate curren t f low without excessive
arcing. The h i gh plate voltage may also make i t too dangerous to oper ate a hand key i n t he pl ate circuit. The refore, some indirect method of s topping and starting the
plate current is called for . Fi g .10-12 shows a r e lay sys-·
t em for indirectly c on trolling the p late current. When

r
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Fig. 10-12. Indirect keying u s ing relay.
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Fl g.10-13 . Blocked-grid keying.
the key i s closed, a current from the bat tery flows through
the relay c oil. The ma.gnetic field about this c oil dr a ws
t he metal arm, A, towards it. The metal arm mo ve s towards
the coil, M, against the t en s i on of the spring , S. As the
a rm i s d rawn to M, the rel ay contact point s make contact
and t he pl ate current ci rcui t is now complete . When the
key is opened f o r a code space, the coll de-energize s and
allows t he contact po ints to b e drawn apart by the tension
of the spring .

A second method of keying i s known as TRANSFORiiERKEYING. In this method, t he key i s s imply inserted in the primary of the high voltage p l a t e tran sforme r
which suppli ed B+ voltage to t he s t age or stages to be keyed. When the key is depreEsed, the p rimary circuit i s completed and curre nt will f l ow through it. The p rimary current wi ll induce a voltage in the secondary whi ch in turn
will be rectif ied as a hi gh B+ voltage and appli ed to the
pla t e of the keyed stage. When t he key i s opened, the prima ry current will be interrupted and the pl a te vo ltage of
the keyed stage will drop to zero.
PRI~ARY
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A third, and widely used method of keying is
called BLOCKBD-GRID KEYING. In this method, a high negat ive bias is applied t o the grid of the stage to be keyed.
This bias is sufficient to cut off plate current completely, even with excitation applied to the g rid. Fig.10-13
i llustrates the method of blocked-gr i d keying. R1 is the
normal g rid-leak re sisto r. R~ is a voltage dividing resistor across which the entire voltage is placed. '!/hen the
key is up, the large negative voltage across the AB portion
of R~ is ap~lied to the grid . Thia voltage is large enough
to cut the tube off completely regardless of the size of
the input si gnal . The stage is therefore inoperative and
there is no output from the transmitter. When the key is
depre ss ed, t he blocking bias across AB ie shorted out;
and the only b i as in the stage is the g ri d-l eak bias . This
i s the normal bias for the stage,and the transmitte r now
radiates its normal output.
1 0- 21. A Typical C. W. Transmitter
Fig. 10- 14 is a schematic of a typical :UEDIU:J. POWER
C. W. Ti\ANSiilITTER that can be used by amateurs.
Vie will
now proceed to d i scuss in detail the characteristics of
this transmitter. The typical C.W. transmitter illustrated
consists of two power supplies, an oscillato r, a frequency
doubler, and an r- f push- pull amplifier. Let us first discuss the powe r supplies.
10-22. Power Supplies

You will notice that there are TWO powe r supplies
in this transmitter instead of one. The oscillator and
first r-f amplifier (doubler) connect to one power supply;
and the power amplifier connects to the second power supply. The r eason fo r ha ving a separate power supply for the
oscill ator is to prevent the oscillator from beco~ing unstable . If the oscillator and the final amplifier were to
have a common powe r supply, any load changes which occur
in the amplifier wou l d be fed to the oscillator through the
common su pply. These load changes would cause the voltage
on the element s of the oscillator to change . This in turn
would cau se the frequency of the oscillator to vary. An
oscillator whose frequency drifts or va ries is very undesi r able because i t causes fading at the receiver end and
interference on adjacent frequencies.
One of the requirement s for go od frequency stability
in a transmitter is a well-regulated pow er supply.
A wellregulated power supply consists of a choke input filter
and a bleeder. The rectifier tube is u sually of the mercury vapor type for two reasons:
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Fi g . 10-14. Complete C-W transmitter.

1. A me r cury vapor rectifier tube has a constant
voltage drop regardless of load current changes . This imp roves the voltage r egulation.
2 . The mercury vapor tube is capable of supplying
the large load current reQuirements of the transmitter.
For a revi ew of powe r supplies refer to lesson 5.
For purposes of safety, a DOOR INTEFU..OCK SWITCH l s
used. The door interlock switch shuts off the power to the
transmitter when the transmitter door is open. The operator is thereby prot ec ted from contact with high voltag es
i nsi de the transmitter. Notice that the transformer primari es are fused . The fus e s protect the va.ri ous par t s of
the power supply from damage due to short circuits or overloads . These fuses also prevent power line shut-offs by
blowing out before the main power l i ne fuses blow. There
is a main on-off switch which turns on fil ament power fo r
all tubes. Switches S2 and 83 in the pla te c ircuit of t he
rec ti fier tubes a l lo~ the high voltage to be tu r ned on after the mercury vapor rectifiers have had suffi cient time
t o wan~ up. Swi tches S 2 and 83 i n the off- position put
the transmitter in 11 stand- by 11
10- 23. Oscilla t or and Frequency Doubler
The oscillator in the illustrated C.YI . transmitter
ls a conventional pentode crystal controlled oscillator.
M1 i s a :nilliammeter which ls placed i n the p late circu it
to measure plate current and t o t u ne the plate tank circuit t o resonance with the crystal frequency. Plate tank
tuning is indicated by a dip readine (minimum reading) on
M1 (refer to lesson 9, paragraph 9- 18) . The energy fro:n
the oscillator is capacity coupled to the frequency double r
through Cc • l'he frequency doubler i s a n r-f stage whi ch
is tuned to twice the osci llator frequency in the plate
c ircuit. Since it l s located be tween the oscill ator and
the. fin al amplifier, it is called a buffer stage. It i sol ates the osci llator from the final amplifier and there9y
improves the oscillator frequency stability. Notice that
there is no neutralization of the fr equency doubler. The re
are two rea so ns for thi s . As we mentioned previ ously, frequency multipliers do not re quire neutralization since the
g rid and plate circuits a re tuned to different frequencies.
Al so, since the tube used i s a tetrode, the grid-plate capacitance is very small and the pl ate to g r i d feedbac k wil l
therefore ·oe negligible. Neutralization of a t etr ode l s
only necessary at very high frequenc ies.
The b1as for the frequency doubler stage is a combina tion of g rid-leak bias and cathode bias . Mos t of the
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bias voltage comes from the grid-lea.~ resistor; the cathode
bias is simply protective bias.
The reason for the p rotective cathode bias is as fol lows : i>mong other things,
grid-leak bias depends upon the excitation voltage coupled
from the preceding stage. If the oscillator were to stop
oscillating, there would be no excitation voltage applied
to the r-f amplifier. The bias would consequently drop
fro~ its high negative value to zero, and would cause the
plate current to ris e to a value h i 2;h enough to damage the
t ube. This is a very serious disadvantage of grid-leak
bias. The cathode bias that yo'..! see in the diagram is a
protective bias. It provides for a minimum bias when the
grid-leak bis s fails. As the plate current rises, the cathode bias also rises,
10-24. R-F Power Amolifier
The buffer amplifier is coupled to the final r-f
amplif ler by a l ink coupling system as shown in fig .1 0-14.
Link coupling may be used betwee n any two stages as well
as be tween the final amplifier and antenna. (refer to parag r ?ph 10-17) The output stage is coupled to a simple halfwave antenna (called a Hertz antenna) by means of a tuned
line.
The r-f power amplifier is connected in push-pull.
The advantages to be gathe red from push-pull operation are
as follows:
1.- Even harmonics are cancelled out in the plate
circuit reducing the possibility of serious second h a rmonic radiation. (refer to l e sson 8, paragraph 8-14)
2.- The power output is higher than the power output of a single-ended amplifier.
3.- There is no neeQ to re-neutralize when the transmitter is tuned from one frequency output to another.
ifotice that the r-f power amplifier employs:
1.2.3.center-tap

criss-cross neutralization
battery bias in the grid circuit
key and key-click filter in series with the
return of the filament transformer to ground.

10-25. The Faraday Shield
One way of reducing undesirable radiation of harmonic frequencies is by including a FA..11.ADAY SHIELD between
the tank coil of the power amplifier and the a ntenna COl\Pling circuit, In fig.10-14, the Faraday shield reduces the
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harmonic transfer of energy through the stray capacity
that exists between the induct ively coupled coil s, L6
and L? . The faraday shield is actual l y a mesh of metal
strips which is grounded to the chassis of the transmitter.
10-26. The Di rectly Heated Power Amplifier
i.lost high power transmitting tubes (see tubes V3 and
V+ of fig.10- 14)
are directly heated triodes using a-c for
filament power. A directly heated filament presents a problem as far as the retu rn path for the plate and grid circuits are concerned. If we were to connect B- and the bottom of the g ri d circuit to one side of the filament, the
output of the amplifier would have a 60 cycle hum superimoosed on the r-f. The hum modulation would be radiated and
picked up by the receiver as undesirable noise. To prevent
hum modulation, the equivalent center point is connected
through the key to ground as the return path for the plate
and grid circuits. (See fig. 10-14). This can also be done
by grounding the center tap of the transformer.
10-27. Tuning the Transmitter
It is very important that the amateur radio operator know how to put a transmitter into operation. We will
use the C. W. transmitter of fig.10-14 to describe the complete procedure in tuning and operating the transmitter.
We will assume th.at all the sw itches are open and
that the transmitter has not been used for some time. With
the power plug plugged into a 110 a-c wall socket, we proceed in the following manner:
1. The main switch s 1 i s closed to allow the filaments of all the tubes in the transmitter to h ea t up.
Since the rectif ier tubes are of the mercuryvapor type, the filaments of these rectifiers must be heated for several minutes ·oefore voltage is applied to the
rectifier pl ates.
2. After the filaments have heated up for a few minutes, switch no.2 i s closed . Swi tch no .2 is a double pole
single throw s witch which applie s a- c voltage to the plat es
of the re ctifier tube of the oscillator-buffer power supply.
The oscilla tor tube now has pla t e voltage and i s ready t o
be tuned.
3. We tune the oscillator by varying condenser C1
and observing meter M1 for the charac teri stic crystal oscillator dip. (the tuning procedure f or an oscillato r was
described in lesson 9, parag raph 9-18 ) The oscillator
p late tank circuit is now r e sona nt to the crystal frequency
and offers maximum i ~pedance to plate current flow,
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4. By closing switch no.4, we apply B+ voltage to
the plate of the buffer-doubler s t age. This stage i s now
r eady for tuning.
5. The plate of the buffer-doubler stage ls t uned
by ad justing C2 until the plate milliammete r, Mz , dips.
(reads a minimum) The tuned circuit, C2 L2, l s now r esona nt to the second harmonic of the oscillator frequency.
6 . The push- pull power amplifier stag e ls now ready
to be neutraliz ed. We use el ther of the two methods of
n eut ralization descri bed in detail in par agraph 10-1 5. Neutralizing condense r s N1 and Ni are adj us ted a t t he same
t i me.
7. Switch no.3 is closed next . Thi s applies a-c
vo l tage to t he pla tes of the hi gh voltage r ectifier. However, the hi gh B+ voltage i s still not ap pli ed to the po wer
ampl i fie r stag e. With switch no. 5 still open, the p l ate
tuning condenser le turned to the approxi mat e r esonant
point as indicated by a marked l ine on the plate tuning
di al. This mark had been previously recorded under ope ra ting conditi on s as being the po int of resonance for the
pl a te tank circuit . We can now close switch no .5 and be
assu red that the pl ate tank ls close e nough to resonance
to p re vent exce s sive plate current flow at the instant the
key i s closed. Upon closi ng switch no.5, dep r ess the k ey,
and immediately adjust C4 fo r a min1mu:n reading on if. 3 .
8. The dummy a ntenna (not shown) i s next hooked up
t o L? and the las t stage is then retuned f or a minimum
re ading of M3 •
9. The dumm y an tenna ls removed and the actual a ntenna is hooked up to the transmit te r . C 1, C~,C3, and C4
are retuned sl i ght ly, and the transmitte r l s now ready for
ope r atio n .
PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 10
(For answers, r efe r to back of Stu dy Guide , Section III)
1 0- 1~ The purpose of using a center-tap return conne ction

on the secondary of a t ra nsmitting tube 1 s filamen t
transfo nne r i s to:
a . allow the filaments t o heat up
b . permi t powe r outpu t
c. prevent modulation of the r- f b y the a- c filament
suppl y
d. prevent r adiati on of spuriou s harmoni cs
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10-2~

A separate power supply is used for the oscillator
stage of a transmitter;
a. Because the filaments require a separate heating
source
b. because a lower B voltage is required
c. to prevent frequency instability due to load variations being fed back through a co mmon power
supply.
d. to increase the frequency band-width radiated
due to a common power supply

10-3~

The principle advantage of a screen-grid type r-f
amplifier tube over a triode of equal output rating
is;
a. it does not require neutralization
b . it has more gain
c . it has higher interel ectr ode capacity
d. the need for lower operating voltages

10-4~

Describe the adjustment procedure for proper neutralization in a r adio-frequency power amplifier using
an r-f indicator coupled to the plate tank circuit

10-5~

A triode radio-frequency power amplifier must be
neutralized;
a. to increase power output
b. to prevent self-oscillations
c. to eliminate second harmonic radiation
d. when used as a frequency doubler

1 0-6~

The result of operating an unneutralized r-f triode
power amplifier would be;
a. decreased output
b. spurious radiation
c. a decrease in ha rmonic content
d . varying load condition

10-7~

One of the characteristics of an r-f frequency doubler amplifier is not;
a . high negative grid bias
b. large excitation signal
c. high impedance plate circuit tuned to twice the
excitation frequency
d . low impedance plate circuit tuned to the same
frequency as the excitation volt age

1 0-8~

Where is link coupling applicable in a transmitter?
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1 0 - 9~

The purpose of a fe.raday shield betll<een the output
circuit of an r-f power amplifier and antenn a
coupl ing system is;
a . to eliminat e ueed f or neu tral ization
b . t o reduce undesire.ble harmonic r e.di a tion
c. t o el i mi na te need fo r antenna t uning
a. to pre vent 60 cycle modul a ti on of the carrier

10- 10~

Wha t are the output circuit conditions for obtaining optimum power output from an r-f power amplifier?

10-11~

A power output r-f amplifi er should. not
a . be coupl ed to the antenna syst em
b. h a ve minimum pl a te current at r e sonance
c. couple hi gh harmonic s to antenna
d . be matche d t o the outpu t cir cuit imp edance

1 0-1 2 ~

The p l ate current of a radio-frequency power aQplifier at r esonance;
e.
b.
c.
d.

is a minimum
i s a maximuo
does not change
i ncre ases slightly over no n-resonance

1 0-1 3~

Draw a simple schemat ic diag ram of two r-f amplffie r stages using triode tubes , shovdng the neutr~ lizin g circuit , link coupling between stages,
and betw een output and antenna system, and a keying connection in the negativ e high volt age lead
including a key-click f ilter .

1 0-14 ~

Dr aw a simpl e schema tic di ag r am of a p l a.te-neutralized final t r iode r- f stage coup l ed to a He rt zi an
anten na , showing t he antenna sy stem and a faraday
screen to r educe ha r moni c radiation.

10-1 5~

The principle purpose of using door interlock switches is to;
a . eliminate the need of turning off tran s mit te r
b . act a s an on- off switch
c. pr otec t equipment agai n s t mi s handl ing by incompetent pe r son nel
d . p revent per sonnel fro m b eing accidental ly shocked by 6.ang erous voltages when c age t o transmitter i s ope n.
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10-16~

The circuit condition which will not minimize harmonic components in the output circuit of an
r-f amplifier is;
a. low L/C ratio
b. improper neutrBlization
c. push-pull operation
d. proper bias voltage

10-17~

The most useful operating chara.cteristic of a
push-push amplifier is that ii;
a. can be used as frequency doubler
b. cancels even hermonics
c. does not have to be neutralized
d. has high efficiency

10-18~

The principle disadvantage to using a grid-leak
as the only source of bias in a class C r-f power
amplifier is;
a. poor efficiency
b. varying bias voltage
c. it distorts output
d. loss of excitation will drop bias to zero,
resulting in heavy plate current

10-19~

Draw a simple schematic diagram of a re.dio-frequency doubler stage driving a neutralized push-pull
amplifier using triodes, showing the methods of
interstage coupling and indicating the relative
resonance frequencies of the grid and plate circui ts.
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SECTION III

LESSON 11

THE MODULATED TRANSMITTER

11-1. Introduction
In the pre vi ous le sson we lea rned how a C.W.transmitter operates. Communication by me ans of C.W. code
transmission ls known as RADIOTELEGRAPH~. The disad vantage
of radiotelegraphy transmission ls that the radio operator
must know code. In order that operators who are not familiar with code be able to send and receive messages directly, the transmission of speech ls necessary. The transmission of audio (speech) by means of radio communication
ls known as RADIOTELEPHONY.
A radiotelephone transmitter consists of a C. W. transmitter (minus the telegraph key) plus ~n audi o frequency
amplifier system. The audi o frequency system amplifies the
audio signals an d superimposes them on the r-f signal that
le generated by the r-f oscillator. The process of superimposing the audio on the r-f is known as MODULATION . The
r-f signal le called a CARRIER since 1 t u carr1es 11 the audio
through space to the receiving antenna. (refer back to the
introduction to transmission and recep ti on at t he beginning
of lesson 9)
11-2. Amplitude Modulation
There are several methods of modulating a carrier.
The method which interests us as amateurs is called AMPLITUDE MODULATION.
In amplitude modulation, the modulating freque ncy is
the intelligence (voice or music) which is to be tra nsmit t ad t hrough space to r eceivers many miles a way. The modulating frequency i s audio and, by it self, cannot be tran smitted . A r adi o-frequency wave, however, l s capable of
being transmitted t h r ou gh space. I f we combine or mix an
audi o-frequency wave with a r adio-frequency wave in a
special mixing circuit, we obtain an r-f output which contains the audio and can be tra n smitted . Fig.11-1 illustrate s a voice modul a ted radio-frequency wave whose amplitude varies according to the ampl i tude of the audio wave.
(Thus the term "ampl itude modulat ion 11 ) The f r equency of
this variation is the same as the audi o modula ting f requency. (The abbreviation fo r amplitude modulation is a-m ) An
a-m wave is therefore a r adi o-frequency wave whi ch contains
in its amplitude va ria tions the audio o r in tel ligence which
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Fig.11-1. Radio wave modulated with voice.
we desire to transmit .
11-3. The A-M Transmitter
A block diagram of a typical amplitude modulated radiotelephone tran smitter le shown in fig.11-2. Above each
block is drawn the waveshape of the voltag e output of that
particular stage. W!th the aid of these waveshapes a nd
the block diagram layout, we shall discuss the operation
of the r a diotelepho ne tran smitter.
To begin with, the oscill ator stage generates a radio-frequency voltag e called the carrier. Following the
oscillator,is the buffer-amplifier stage which amplifies
the output of the o scillator and isolates the oscillator
from the power amplifier. The final stage is the power
amplifier which delivers energy to the antenna. Notice
that the output wave shape of the final r-f stage does not
resemble the input waveshape from the bu ff er. The r-f
wavesha pe has been altered by modalation. This brings us
to the modulation or audio section. The microphone convert s the sound that is to be t ran smitte d into electrical

NWv

#N

Fig.11-2 . Block diagram of amplitude-modulated tran sm1 tter.
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variations. The weak output of the microphone is fed into
an audio amplifier (speech amplifier). The output of the
speech amplifier drives an audio power amp lifier called a
MODULATOR. The modulator injects the audio signals into
the r-f power amplifier-to produce the modulated r-f output .
11-4. Per centage of ~odulation
The method by which the audio sig nal is actually injected into the r-f amplifier will be discussed later on.
We will now explain the term "amount of modulation" as expressed in a percentage number.
It is possible to modulate with a large audio voltage or with a small audio voltage. A large modulating voltage causes a large va riation in the peaks of the r-f carrier which results in a large percentage of modulation. A
small audio voltage causes a small variation in the peaks
of the r-f carrier which results in a low percentage of modulation . By examining the waveshape of a modulated carrier,
it is possible to determine the numerical percentage of
modulation.
For example, fi g .11-3 illustrates a carrier 100% modulated. No t ice that the highest peak of the modulated wave

~
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Fig .11-3. 100 per cent amplitude modulation.
is exactl y twice as high as the peak of the carrier before
modulation. Also notice that the minimum point of the modulated signal is at zero amplitude. In other words, the
peaks of the carrier,modulated, vary 100% above and below
the peaks of the unmodulated carrier. This is the condition
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for 100 ~ modulation. Fig.11-4 shows an example of 50% modulat i on. The carrier of fig.11-4 is the same in amplitude
as the carrier of fig.11-3.
The modulating signal of fig.
11-4 is, however, half the amplitude of the modulating signal of fi g. 11-3. The maximum peak of the modulated signal
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Fig.11-4. 50 per cent alllplitude modulation.
is one and one-half times the peak of the unmodulated carrier, and the minimum peak is one half times the peak of
the unmodula ted carrier. In other words, the pea ks of the
modulated carrier va ry 50% above and below t h e peaks of the
unmodulated carrier.
If the carrier level is kept the same, and the modulating signal i s increased above that of fig.11-3, we get
the wave shown in fig.11-5 . This illu st r ation is the waveshape of an OVERi.l.ODULATED carrier.
During the interval
labeled "C" , there is actually no output from the antenna.
The 100% modulated carrier of fig.11-3 is theoretically the most desirable in terms of rec eption. A 100% modulated signal produce s t he strongest possible undistorted
si gn al a t the receiver end. The 50~ modul~ted carrier of
fig.11-4 is considered an UNDER1!0DULATED signal. An undermodulated signal produces an undistorted but weak signa l
at the receiver end. The overmodulated carrier of fig.11-5
is highly undesirabl e since it results in a distorted signal a t the receiver end. Overmodulation also p roduces
spurious r a diation which causes interference with transmitters operating on nearby frequencies.
11-5. Side Bands
The waveshap e s of fi gures 11-3 and 11-4 a re actually
the resul t of a combination of seve r al frequ encies. It is
not possible to tell, merely by looking at a waveshape,
what frequenci es are combined t o give it the shape that it
has. However, these f re quencies can be determined by a
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Fig. 11- 5. Over-modulatio n.
complicated mathematical analysis. For example, it has
been determined that when a lkc a udio-frequency modulates a
1000 kc carrier the r esultant si gnal will be a complex modula t ed wa ve containing the following component frequenc i es:
1 kc} -

kc
1001 kc
999 kc

1000

the o riginal frequenc ies
the sum of the ori g inal fre quencies
the differe nce of the original freque ncies

Wheneve r any two fre quencie s combine by modulation,
t he r esul t a nt waveshape will contain the o riginal frequenci es plu s the sum and difference of the original frequenc ies. The s e new sum and di fference frequencies are kno wn
as SIDE BAND FREQU~NCIES or simply SIDE BANDS. In the
above example , the 1001 kc component is known as the UPPER
SIDE BA.ND , The 999 kc component la known as the LOWER SIDE
BAND. If the audio f requency had been 2 kc, the upp er side
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band would have eeen 1002 kc, and the lower s1de band
would have been 998 kc. The higher the audio modulation
frequency, the farther both side bands are removed from
the carr1er frequency.
When speech or mus1c 1s used to modulate a carrier,
many audio modulating frequencies are present. Each audio
frequency will produce an upper side band frequency and a
lower side band frequency. Therefore, speech or mus1c modulation generates a wide band of frequencies. The difference in kilocycles between the uppermost side band and lowest side band is called the BAND WIDTH of the modulated
carrier. The band width of a carrier is equal to twice
the highest audio modulating frequency used . For example,
if the carrier is lJOO kc, and the highest audio modulating
frequency is 5 kc, the band width is 10 kc (1005 kc - 995kc)
11-6. Power in the Side Bands
If the modulator of a radiotelephone transmitter were
turned off, the carrier would continue to be radiated as
C. W. transmission by the r-f section of the transmitter.
As soon as the modulator is turned on, the carrier is amplitude modulated and the side band fre quencies come into
exist anc e. Since the modula ted wave contains fre quencies
in addition to the ca rrier, there must be more power in the
modulated wave than in the unmodulated wave. The additional power is supplied by the modulator stage, and is contained in the side bands of the transmission.
11-7. Methods of i;:odulation
In the last few paragraphs we have discussed the general principles of amplitude modulation. We are now ready
to study exactly how the audio signal is superimposed onto
the carrier.
There are many different methods of amplitude modulation. The most common method is to apply the audio-frequency modulating voltage to the plate of one of the r-f
amplifiers. This popular method is known as PLATE I<!ODULATION. If the audio-frequency modulating voltage is applied
to the control grid of the r-f amplifier, we have what is
called GRID MODULATION. If a pentode power amplifier is
modulated by applying the audio-frequency modulating volta ge to the suppressor grid, we have SUPPRESSOR UODULATI ON.
SCREEN GRID MODULATION and CAThODE MODULATION can be similarly accomplished by applying the audio-frequency modulating voltage to the screen and cathode electrodes respectively. In other words, the method of modulation ls
determined by the electrode of the r-f amplifier tube to
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which the audio frequ ency modulati ng voltage l s applied.
Since t h ere are s everal r -f amplifi er stage s ln a
transmit te r, a tra nsmitter designer ha s his cho ice a s to
which stage shall be modulated. Modula ting the fi nal r-f
sta.ge of a radioteleph one tran smitter ls known as HIGHLEVEL UODULATION. The term ls derived from the fact t hat
the modulation takes pl ace at the highe s t power level of
the tra n smitter. If t he modulatio n proce ss t ak es pla ce in
a s tage prece ding the final stage, t he system is known as
LOW-LEVE L MOD ULATION. In low-level modulation, the r-f
amplifiers which follow the moQulated stag e are operated
as linear or class A ampl1f1ers, rather than cla s s C. A
c l as s C amplifier Will di stort the audio component of the
modul e.ted si gna.l, whereas a class A amplifier will e.mpllfy all s i gna l fre quenci es without distortion. If the audi o
compo nent of the modu l ated wave is distorted, the receiver
will ln turn rep roduce a di storted audio signal. In h1ghlevel modula tion, the final r-f amplifier is always operated as a cla s s C amplifier. Hi gh-level modulation is the
most efficient modulating system, and ls also much more
p opul a r than low-level modulation.
~o st commercial and amateur transmitters use either
p late or co ntrol g rid high-level modu l ation. We Will discus s t h ese two systems i n detai l.

11-8. Plate Uodulatlon
There are several methods of plate modu l ation . The
s i mplest method of plate modulation ls illust r ated in fig.
11-6. The audio-frequency output of the modul ator stage
ls coupled through transformer,T, t o the plate circuit of
of the power ampl ifi e r. Tra.nsformer T is called the modulation transformer. The audio voltage across the seconda ry , S, of the modulation tra nsformer ls in series wi t h
the B+ voltage which is ap plied to the pl ate of the r-f
power ampli fier stage. Fig.ll-7Ashows t he audio voltage.
Vfhen the audi o voltage causes t he top of the transformer secondary, S, to go positive with respect to t he
bottom, the audio volt age and t he power supply voltage
will ald ea.ch other in series . The pl ate voltage of .the
r-f amplif ier sta ge will t herefore be the sum of the power
supply vol t a g e and the audi o voltage. Fig.ll-7B shows the
rise ln t he r-f amplifier pl ate voltage above the B+ value
duri ng the positive alternation of the a udio . Since the
plate powe r inpu t to the stage ls directly dependent upon
the pla te voltage, the pl ate power input will i ncrease
during the positive audio alternation. An increase in
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Fig.11-6. Transformer-coupled modulator circuit.
plate power input will i n turn cause the useful power output to increase . The r-f output therefore rises during
the posi tive half of the audio cycle . Fig.11-?C illustrates t he r-f output voltage waveform before the modulating audio voltage is applied, and the resulting increase
in amplitude of the r-f during the posi tive peaks of modulation.
During the negative half of the audio cycle, the top
of the transforme r sec ondary,S, is negative with respect
to the bottom. Now the audio voltage and the power supply
volt age are in series opposing. The two voltages therefore buck es.ch other, and the pla te voltage of the r-f amplifier i s the difference between the two voltages. Fig.
11-78 shows the drop in the r-f amplifier p l ate voltage below the B+ value during the negative alternation of the
audio. The drop in pl ate volt age c auses the plate power
input to decrease , which in turn causes the useful power
ou tput to decrease . Fig.11-?C shows the resulting decrease in amplitude of the r-f du ring the ne gative peaks
of the audio. Fig .11-?C also shows the r-f output over a
few cycles. Fi g.11-1 i llustrates the r-f output from a
transmitter that has been modulated by speech or music
which is a compl ex audi o signal.
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Fig.11-7. Amplitude Modulation.
11-9 . Pla te Current in Pla te ;.:odula t io n
In Fig.11-6, 11 ~ 11 is a d-c millirunmeter which mea sures
the d-c pla te current of the modulated r-f stage. During
normal modulation (100% or under), the d-c plate current
RE:tiAINS CON STANT .
If the percent modulation does not increase beyond 100%, there will be no distorti on of the r-f
wave. The i n stantaneous i ncrease in pla te current will
therefore be e xactly the same a s the in stantaneous decrease
in the plate current. Therefore, the average plate current
change is zero. The d-c plate current meter therefore
reads the same plate current when the powe r r-f amplifier
stage is either modulated or unmodulated.
11-10. The Push-Pull Modulator
The single ended (one tube) modulator stage of fig.
11-6 is operated class A so that there will be no distortion of the amplified modulating signal. The disadvantag e
of a one tube class A amplifier is that it operates at low
efficiency. A low efficiency tube cannot always deliver
the power that is required of a module.tor stage. A pushpull amplifier which is capable of delivering more power
than a single tube is therefore to be preferred. Fig.11-8
illustrates a push-pull modulator circuit.
The push-pull modulator may be opera ted either class

A or class B depending upon the power output requirements.
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Fig.11-8. A push-pull modulator circuit.
A class B push-pull amplifier r equires a large driving
powe r applied to its grid circuit. The posit ive peak s of
the grid signal usually drive the grid into grid current.
Flow of grid current causes power to be dissipated in the
grid circuit. The driver stage must be able t o supply the
power dissipated in the grid circuit.
A push- pull amplifier operated class A does not operate in the g rid current r egion, and therefore requires
very little grid driving power from the driver stage. The
class A push-pull amplifier amplifies the audio modulating
voltage without distortion. The class B modulator introduces a certain amount of distortion into the modulating
signal.
11-11. Power Relations in a Plate Modulated Transmitter
We can summarize the power relations that exi s t in
a class C modulated powe r amplifier by stating that t he
power required to generate the carrier wave is supplied
from the r-f amplifier d-c plate supply, while the power
required to generate the side bands is supplie d by the modulator. The amou nt of modulating power required t o modulate
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a transmitter depends upon three factors. First of all,
it depends upon the type of modulation that is being used
(plate modulation, grid modulation, etc.) . Secondly, it
depends upon the percentage of modulation. Thirdly, it depends upon the nature of the audio that is doing the modulating.
In order to modulate a carrier 100% with a pure sine
wave of audio frequency, the audio output powe r of the modulator stage must be equal to one half of the input power to
the r-f stage. For example, if the unmodulated plate power
input to the final r-f power amplifier stage is 200 watts,
(refer to lesson 6, paragraph 6-8 for discussion of plate
power i~ut) the modulator power output should be 100 watts
for 100;• modulation. The power input to the r-f power amplifier stage has been increased by 50;-.; (T.fox1oo =so•,fo ) from
200 to 300 watts. If speech or music is used to modulate
the carrier, the output modulator power that is required
need be only one fourth of the r-f input power. In the
above example, the average modulator power output for speech
modulation would be 50 watts. Ct of 200= 50) This insures
that the peaks of the speech modulation do not over-modulate
the r-f power amplifier. The power inpu t to the r-f power
amplifier is increased by 25% (.£!?_x 1oo=zs10 ) from 200 to 250
watts.
Zoo
An examination of fig.11-3 will sho w that the peak
modulated r-f output voltage during 100% modulation is ~
as high as the unmodulated output carrier voltage. This is
also true for the plate current. The r-f power amplifier
when modulated must therefore be capable of handling peak
voltages and currents that are twice as g reat as unmodulated
voltages and currents. Since 100% modulation increases the
power to the modulated r-f stage by 50%, the plate losses
(refer to lesson 6, paragraph 6-9) are increased by 50% .
The r-f stage must be capable of handling this extra loss .
A transmitter which le therefore desi gned for both C.W. and
phone operation is adjusted for a lower pl ate voltage 1 with
a resulting lower carrier powe r 1 in phone operation.
For 100% pure sine wave modulation, the modulator
supplies an amount of power to the r-f amplifier equal to
50% of the power output of the r-f amplifier u nmodulat ed.
The t otal power increase in the modulated carrier is therefo re 50%. This 50% increase in power is contained in the
side bands. The s1de bands contain one third of the total
modulated carrier power for 100% modulation. For example,
if the unmcxiulated carrier power ls 200 watts, the 100%
modulated carrier power would be 300 watts . (50% increase in
power). The increased 100 watts of power is contained in
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the side bands.

The side bands therefore contain 100 or
300 one third of the total modulated carrier power.
11-12. Grid Modulation
Plate modulation requires a larg e amount of audio
modulati ng powe r . Grid modulati on, in comparison, r equ ires
very li ttle audio modulating powe r.

Gri d modul ation operates by vary ing the b i as to the
g rid of the r-f powe r amplifier in accordance wi th the au di o
modulating voltage . The varying bias in turn causes the
power output of the r-f power amplifier to var y.
Grid modulati on is illu st r a ted in fig.11-9 . The primary of the modulation transformer T~ , is co nnec ted to the
pl ate of the modulato r. The secondary of T2 is in ser ies
RF
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Fi g.11-9. Gri d modulation.
with the grid bi as power supply o f the r-f ampli fie r . The
g rid bias power supply can ei ther be supplied by a bat tery
or a rectifier type power suppl y. The audi o modulation
vari es the voltage across t h e secondary of t ransformer Tz
in pol a rity and i n amplitude. This varying voltage adds t o
or subtr acts f r om the bias supply, resulting in a varying
bias voltage on the grid of the r- f power amplifier. The
varying bias causes a varying r- f output which i s t he modul at ed carrier. The purpose of condenser C i s t o by-pass
the r-f around the seconda ry of the modulator transforme r .
The l a st audio or modulato r stage must be ope r ated
as a cla s s A amplifier 1f fi del i ty of reproduc t i on ls to be
maintained. The compar a~ lvely l ow out put of a cl ass A audio
amplifier i s sufficient for gri d modulation because low
powe r ls r equi r ed to vary the g r i d bi as of the r-f amplifier.
The modulated carrier powe r of a grid modul a ted transmitter
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is about one quarter of the output of a similar plate modulated transmitter. Because of the low efficiency and low
power output, grid modulation is seldom used.
11-13. A Typi cal Radiotelephone Transmitter
Fig.11-10 illustrates a simple low power pla te modulated radiotelephone transmitter. The power supplies have
been omitted from the diagram for the sake of simplicity .

V1 is a triode crystal controlled oscillator, and Vz
is the modulated r-f amplifier. The details of the operation of these two stage? have been adequately covered in
lesson 10. We will no~ discuss the audio section in d etail.
'

the speech am9lifie r, is a high gain pentode
which amplifies the weak audio voltage output of the high
i mpedance crystal microphone . The output of V3 is re s istance coupled to a med ium gain triode, V4 , through Re, the
audio volume control. The settin g of RG will determine the
averag e percentage modulation of the carrier. The output
of V+ is transformer coupled by Tr to
Vs- and V6 •
T,
is called an interstage transformer. It serves to match
the impedance of the pl ate of V~ to the grids of V~ and V6.
Vs and VG may be operated i n class AB push-pull. Class AB
ls commonly used since it exhibits efficiency and fidelity
characteristics which are midway between class A and class
B operation, T2 is the modulation transformer which couples
the modulator stage to the r-f power amplifier.
V3

,

The function of the resistor s and c ondensers which
have not been discussed are given bel ow:
R1 - Grid return resistor
Rz , R7,R, - Cathode bias resistors
0 1 ,C 5 , C7 - Cathode by-pass condensers
Oz - Screen by- pass condenser
R+ - Screen dropping resistor
R 3 - Pla te load resistor
C4 - Coupl ing c ondenser
R5 ,R8 - Plate decoupling or isolating resi sto rs
C3 ,C 6 - Plate decoupl ing or isolating condensers.

11-14. Checking for Percent of Modulation
For maximum undisto rted radiation of ener gy into
space, a prope rl y adjusted transmitter should be operated
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Fig. 11-10; A typical radio telephone transmit te r.
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at 100% modulation. It 1s therefore import a nt to be able
to determine the point of 100% modulation of a transmitter.
A very simple method of determing the point of 100%
modulation is t o observe the d-c pl a te current meter i n the
r-f stage which is being modul a ted. The modulator output
is adjusted up to the po int where the needle o f the plate
current meter Just begins to flicker. When this occurs, we
are modulating at approximately 100%. It was previously
pointed out that there should be no variation in the plate
current reading of a modulated r-f amplifier that is properly adjusted. A slight movement of the d-c plate current
meter indicat es that the peaks of the speech modulation a re
driving the r-f power amplifier stag e slightly above lOOfo
modulation. This slight overmodulation at the peak can be
tolerated.
Another check on the proper point of 100% modulation
1s to observe the r-f ammet~r in the antenna circuit. ( see
fi g.11-10) When the trei.nsmlt t er ls modulated, power ls
added to the carrier. The total output power is increased
by 50% from the unmo dula ted to the 100% modulated condition
(pure sine wave modulation). The antenna current should
therefore rise app r oxima tely 22% from the unmodulated to
the 100% modulated condition. If a pure sine wave audio
note ls not available to check for this 22% rise, the- operato r should whistle or hum a steady note into the microphone
to simulate a pure sine wave not e. If the antenna current
meter reads 100 ma with the transmi tt er unmodul ated, the
me ter reading should increase about 22% to 122 ma with the
transmitter modulated 100% (22% of 100 ma= 22 ma) .
A t hird way of checking modulation is by means of an
instrument called a PEAK MODULATION MONITOR. The peak modulation monitor simply indicates when we are overmodul a tlng.
It does not tell u s the percentage of modul a tion. Flg.11-11
shows a peak modulation m~nitor hooked up to a transmitter.
The monitor consists of a diode and a milliammeter
in series across the modulation transforme r. When overmodulation occurs, the pl ate voltage of the r-f amplifier
becomes negat ive wi th respect to ground du ring the negative
peaks of the modulating wave . (During t h is t ime the ou t put
of the transmitter drops to z ero as indi cated by interval
11
0" of fig .11- 5) When the plate of the r-f amplifier is
ne gat ive with respect t o ground, the di ode will conduct because t he cathode of the diode is connected t o the pla te of
t he r- f am plifier, and the pl~te of the d i ode is connected
to g r ound. This diode current wi ll flow through the mill1-
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Fig . 11-11. Peak modulation monitor
connected to transmitter.
ammeter indic a ting a condition of overmodulation.
The fourth way t o check modulation is by means of
an instrum en t called the OSCILLO SCOPE or OSCILLOGRAPH.
This instrument shows the g r aph or waveshape of the particular voltage waveform to be checked. By means of the oscilloscope we can tell the approximate pe rcentage of modulation, as well as a condition of overmodulation.
There are two ways in which the oscilloscope can
be connected to the modulated r-f amplifier to check modul atio n. Fig.11-12 shows one method.

0SC/l..LOSCOPE

Fig. ll-12. Checking perce ntage modulation .
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The output of the transmitter i s coupled directly
to the vertical pl ate s of the oscilloscope. The internal
sweep of the oscillo scope is turned on. Fig.11-13 illust 1•.ci. tes three possible patterns that would be seen on the
screen of the oscilloscope for three different conditions
of modulation. I t is assumed that the modulating voltage

A. 50% modulation.B. 100% modula tion . C. Ove r-modul ation.
Fig.11-13. Wave-envelope modulation patterns
on the oscilloscope.
i s a pure sine wa.ve. Fig. ll-13A shows the waveehape for
50% modulation . Fig.ll-13E shows 100% modula tion, and fig.
11-130 shows overmodulation.
The second method of using a oscillo scope to check
modulation is i l l ust rated in f i g. 11-14 .

Sc oPc

Fig.11-14. Trapezo i da l modulation patterns on oscilloscope.
The transmitter output is coupl ed to the vertics.l
plates of the osci lloscope. The audio ou t put of the modulator is connected to the horizont al deflecting pl a tes.
The internal sweep of the osci llo scope is turned off. As
the amplitude of the auQiO signa l applied to the horizont al
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defle cting plates varies, the r-f output of the transmitter also varies. This produces on the screen a wedgeehaped pattern called a TRAPEZOID. Fi g.11-15 illu8trates
three trapezoidal patterns for three different conditions
of modu lation . Fig.ll-15A shows the pattern for 50% modulation; fig.11-158 shows the pattern for 100% modulation;
a.nd f1g . ll-15C shows the pattern for overmodulation.

c

A. 50% modulation.B. 100% modulation. 0. Over-modulation.
Fig.11-15. Trapezoidal modul ation patterns on oscilloscope.
11-15. Factors Causing Decrease in Antenna Current During
Modulation
We pointed out in paragraph 11-14 that the antenna
current should rise about 22% when the transmitter is being
modul ated. Sometimes the operator may f ind that the antenna
current drops during modulation when it should be increasing. The operator should then immediately check the transmitter for one or more of the folloWing t roubles:
1.
in suffici ent r-f excitation to the modulated
amplifier.
2. insufficient bias on the grid of the modulated
amplifier.
3. heavy overloading of the modulated class C, r-f
amplifier
4 . defective tube
5. poor voltage regulation of a power supply common
to both the modulator and the r -f amplifier.
6.
f aulty or insufficient capac ity of output filter
condenser in power supply of r-f ampl ifier
The decrease in a ntenna current during modulation
i s known as DOWNWARD MODULATION.
11-16, Types of Tran smis sion
There are va rious types of tran smissions that are
used in radi o co~munication. The two method s that we have
studied are; 1) continuous wave transmission in which the
carrier is keyed according to the teleg raph code. 2) amplitude modula ting transmission in which the carrier is
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amplitude modulated with audio. The Federal Communications Commission has classified these and other types of
emission according to letters and numbers as follows:
Type AO: is the steady unmodulated emission of a
C.W. transmitter. It ls used only in special cases, such
as radio beacon stations.
Type Al: TELEGRAPHY: is the keyed emission of a
C.W. transmitter . It can only be picked up by special receivers.
Type A2: MODULATED TELEGRAPHY: is the keyed emission of a transmitter whose carrier is modulated by a pure
audio note. It can be picked up by an ordinary receiver.
Type A3: RADIOTELEPHONY: is the emission of a
transmitter whose carrier is modulated by voice, music,etc.
An example of this type is the familia.r broadcast transmitter.
Type A4: FACSIMILE: is the emission of a transmitter whose carrier is amplitude modulated by frequencies obtained by scanning a still picture or printed page.
Type A5: TELEVISION: is the emission of a transmitter whose carrier is amplitude modulated by frequencies
obtained by sca nning scenes, pictures, people, etc.
PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 11
(For answers, refer to back of Study Guide,
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11-1~

Draw the trapezoidal type patterns showing 50% modulation and overmodulation as they would appear on
the screen of an o scilloscope.

11-2~

Draw a simple schematic diagram of a peak modulation monitor.

11-3~

The averag e plate current in an amplitude modulated
r-f amplifier should;
a. increase
b. remain constant
c. decrease
d. increase on the positive peaks, and decrease on
the negative peaks.
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11-4~

A class B modulator as compared to a class A modulator requires;
a. larger excitation voltage
b . l owe r excitation volt age
c. no power to drive the g rid
d, zero bias operation

11-5~

If the g rid bias supp ly of a class B modulator was
suddenly short circuited;
a. the plate current would increase to excessively
high values
b. grid current would increase
c. overmodul ation would result
d. output power of the carrier would be in the side
bands.

11-6~

The rati o of modul ato r sine wave power output to
class C amplifier unmodulated plat e power i nput is;
a. 100% b. 25%
c. 125%
d. 50%

11-7~

The ratio of modulator speech power output to class
C amplifier unmodulated plate p ower input is;
a. 125% b. 100% c. 25%
d. 50%

11-8~

Define amplitude modulation.

11-9~

What are side band f requencies ?

11-10~ A downward deflection of the antenna r-f current

meter during modul ation might indicate;
a. sufficient r-f excitation to t he modulated stage
b. proper fila.n:ent emissi on of t he modula t ed stage
c. excellent voltage r egulation of power supply
common to bo th modul ato r and r-f stage
d , insufficient bias on grid of modulated stage
11-11~ Show by a diag r am the sinusoidal modulatio n envelope

of
a..
b.
c.

an amplitude modulated wave a t;
50.% modula tion
100% modulation
ove rmodula tion

11-1 2~ What undesirable effects result from frequency modulation o f an amplitude modulated carrier wave?
11-13~ Vlhat is a sa fe procedure for removing an uncon scious
person from contact with a high voltage circuit?
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SEOTION III

LESSON 12

ANTENNAS, FIU;QUENCY METERS,
TYPES OF TRAi"IJS:.lISSION
12-1. Antenna Radiation
Once the r-f signal has been gene r ated in the transmitter, some means mu st be p rovided for radiating this r-f
energy into space. The transmitting antenna provides the
link or impedance matching device between the output stage
of the transmitter and space . This energy, in the form of
an electric field, travels through space and cuts across a
receiving antenna, inducing a voltage in it. If the receiver is tuned t o the same frequency as the transmitter, the
signal wil l be rece ive d and heard.
12-2. Principles of Radiation
The currents flov1ing in the antenna, due to the excitation from the transmitter, s e t up magnetic and electrostatic fie l ds which are pushed out from the an tenna and fly
off into space in a l l directions. The two fields moving
through space as an electromagnetic wave contain the carrier and side band energy, and as such have quite definit e
characteristics. These characteristics a re:
1) The wave has a very definite frequency which is
equal to the carrier frequency of the transmitter.
2) The wave travels t h rou gh space at a constant
velocity regard.less of the frequency at which it is being
transmi tted. This velocity is 186,000 miles per second or
3 x 10 8 meters per se cond . 3xla8= 300,000,000
3) The wa ve has a certain wave leng th which is defined as the distance between adjacent peak.a, or the distance the wave travels through space during one cycl e of
the antenna current. The wave length is measured in meter s
and is given the symbol 11 L 11 • L =wavelength in meters.
4)
An equation which ties together wavelength, frequency, and velocity of an electromagnetic wave is given
below:
V=FL

where:

V is the velocity of the electromagnetic wave
in free spac e which is constant.
V= 3 x 108 meters per second.
F is the frequency of the wave in cycles per
second .
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L is the wavelength in meters.
If the frequency is in kilocycles per second, the
formula becomes:
2. F (kc) x L (meters)==300,000
If we w1sh to solve for the wavelength, the formula
becomes:
3. L (meters)==: 3oo,ooo
F (kc)
If we wish to solve for the frequency, the formula
'becomes:
4. F (in kc per second)-300,000
- L (meters)
For Example:

.tl
Solution:

Find the wavelength of the distress frequency, 500 kc?

Use formula no. 3
L (meters)_300,000 _ 300,000
- F (kc)500

El_

- 600 meters

Find the wavelength of the frequency 1500 kc?

Solution:
Use formula no,4
L {meters)_300,000
F (kc)

.£2.

300,000
1500

200 meters

Find the frequency of the signal whose wavelength is 300 meters?

Solution:
Use formula no,4
F (kc}_ 300, 000
L (meters)

300,000
300

-

1000 kc

Find the frequency of the signal whose wavelength ls 500 meters?
Solution:
Use formula no.4
F (kc)_ 300,000
_ 300,000
L (meters) 500

_ 600 kc

Radi o waves today are designated in frequency rather
than in wavelength; as for example you talk about a 30
megacycle carrier frequency, rather than a 10 meter carrier
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wavelength. However, wavelength figures are very convenient in the discussion of antenna systems because the wavelength gives some indic a tion of the a.ctual physical dimension of the wires. For example, a half wave antenna for
10 meter transmi ssio n is 5 meters long, or converting to
yard units; 5~ yards.
12-3. Fundamental Antenna Considerations:
Fig .12-1 shows an antenna or wire connected to an r-f
source . The alternating current travels out from point A
and along the wire until it reaches point B. Since point B
Ii'-;::
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Fig.12-1. Half-wave antenna.
is free, the wave cannot continue farther and bounces back,
or is r eflected, from this po int. The di stance an r-f wave
travels during the period of one cycle is known as the wavelength, If the wave is t o travel exa ctly the length of the
wire a nd back, during the period of one c ycle, it i s evident
that the wire must be equal in length to one half the wavelen5 ti:J. of t:ie voltage being applied. The wi re is then said
to be resonant to the frequency of the applied volt age.
Duri ng the negative alternation o f the r-f gener ator, electrons will move along the wire a way from 9oint A towards
point B. The electrons a re stopped and accumulate at point
B, which rep re sents a hi gh voltage poin t. Duri ng the poai tive alternati on of the r-f pow er source , electrons move
away fro JI point B and crowd together at point A, which also
represents a hi gh voltage point. In the center of the antenna there is at all times a maximur.1 movement of electrons
causing a high current or a low volt age point. Very little
voltage will app ear, therefore , at the center of the antenna, and no current will flow at t he ends . Fig.12-2 illustrate s the voltage and current distribution on a fundamental h a l f wave a n tenna. This r ep resentation of a voltage
and current distribution is known as a standing wave pattern. The po ints of minimw:i current and minimum voltage are
known as current and voltage nodes respectiv ely. An a ntenna i s said to be resonant when there exist standing wav es
of voltage and current along i t s l ength. Since the waves
traveling b ack and f or t h i n the antenna reinforce each
other, a ma ximum radiation of electro-magnetic waves into
space r esults .
When there is no r e sonance (no standing
waves), the wave s tend to cancel each other, thus dissi pating their energ ies in the form of heat los s , r athe r than
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utilizing them to r adiate the r adio waves. Therefore, a
r esonant a ntenna connected to an r-f gene rator can dissipate powe r bec ause some of the energy l eaves the antenna
in the fo r m of r adiation.
12-4. Antenna I muedance
Since volt age and current vary along the l ength of
the antenna, a definite impedance value must be associated
with each po int along the antenna. The impedance va ries
according t o t he r elative c r owding of the electrons as the
ends a r e appr oached. The impedance exis t ing a t any point
is simpl y the voltage at that po int di vided by the current
at that po int . Thus , the l owest i mpedance occurs where the
current is highest; and the hi ghest impedance occurs where
the current is lowes t.
12-5. Practical Tr an smitting Antennas
~ost pr actical transmitting antennas come under one
of two classifications, Hert z ant ennas or Uarconi an tennas.
A Hertz antenna i s ope r a ted some distance above the g round ,
and may be either vertical or horizontal. A Llarconi antenna ope rat es with one end g r ounded. (u sually through the
output of the transmit ter or t he coupli ng coi l at t he end
of the feed line) He r tz antennas are , gene r ally used at
h i ghe r frequencies, above abou t 2 .negacy cle s, while :1iar coni antennas are used at l ower frequ encies.
12- 6. The Hertz Antenna
A He r tz antenna is any l en6th of wire far enough f r om
ground so that it wi ll not be inf luenced by gr ounded obj ects. Therefore, i ts physi cal length will directly dete r mine the wavelength t o which i t will tune . A sho rt length
ante!1na will be r esonant to a short wa vele ngth or a high
fre que ncy; a l ong length antenna will be resonant to a
long wavelen8th or low f requency. Therefore, the resonant
fre quency of a He r tz ante nna can b e changed by varying i ts
physical length. This is true because an a ntenna acts like
a r esonant circuit. Fig.12-3 illustrates a center fed
£
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Fig.1 2- 2. Dis tri buti on of voltage
and current on half-wave antenna. Fi g.12- 3. Center-fed He r tz
antenna.
Hert z half-wave antenna. As the center of a hal f- wave antenna l s a hi gh current po i n t, we say that the antenna ls
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current fed by the the transmitter. The impedance at the
center of this Hertz antenna is about 73 ohms. The impedance rises uniformly towards each end of the antenna where
it is about 2400 ohms.
12-7. The 1"arconl Antenna
If the lower half of a half-wave Hertz antenna ls replaced by a conducting plane such as illustrated in fig.124, no disturbance is caused in the propagated wave from the
upper half. The remaining quarter-wave will continue to
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Fig.12-5. Dis tribution of voltage and
current in a Marconi antenna.
Fig.12-4. Marconi antenna.
radiate much in the same manner as a half-wave antenna,
provided a l arge and extensive conducting plane ls present
(such as a good ground). The ground connection actually
makes up the other half of the antenna 1 s electrical length;
you can look at it from the viewpoint that the antenna proper provides one-quarter wavelength, and the ground, or
earth, supplies the additional one-qu a rter wavelength. A
practical form of such a radiating system ls the Marconi
antenna, in which the lower terminal of the generator is
connected to ground, and the earth 1 s surface serves as the
required extended conducting plane , The current and voltage distributions along the antenna length are as shown in
fig.12-5. Hotice that the generator fee d po in t is still a
high c urrent, low imp edance point as in the case of the ungrounded Hertz antenna. Since the Marconi antenna is only
one-quarter wavelength in length, it is one- half the physical leng th of a Hertz antenna, and therefore, is more practical for mobile operation.
12-8. Antenna Loading
Since an a ntenna acts like a resonant circuit, it ls
resistive at it s resonant frequ ency, and reactive at nonresonant frequencies. The antenna operates most efficiently when it presents a resi s tive load to the generator, in
other words, when it is resonant. If the physical length
of the antenna is too long a t the wave l ength which it ls
to radiate, it will act as an inductive load on the
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generator. We say that the electrical length of the antenna is too long. In this case, the electrical length of
the antenna can be decr·eased by means of loading the antenna with a lumped capacitive reactance which will counterbalance the effective inductive reactance of the antenna. The result is that the antenna is made to present a
resistive load to the generator. Similarly, if the electrical length of the generator is too short,it will present
a capacitive load to the generator resulting in inefficient
radiation. Loading the antenna with an inductance of the
ri ght value will resonate the antenna.
To summarize: 1) When an antenna is too long, it
acts as an inductive load and requires a series condenser
to effectively shorten it.
2) When an antenna is too short, it
acts as a capacitive load and requires a series inductance
to effectively lengthen it.
3) Increasing the electrical length
of an antenna will decrease its resonant frequency.
4) Decreasing the electrical length
of an antenna will increase its resonant frequency.
12-9. Radiation Resistance
The action of the antenna as a resistance and as a
power dissipater has resulted in a term called the RADIATION RESISTANCE. It is defined as that value of resistance
which, if substituted for the antenna and co:mected in its
place, would dissipate the sa~e amount of power in heat as
the antenna dissipates in radiation. As you can see, this
is a rather fictitious term, since the antenna is not a resistance, but is simply acting like one. The r adi a ti on resistance at the cent e r of a half-wave Hertz antenna is 73
oh.as. For a Marconi antenna, the r adiati on resistance is
roughly 37 ohms, or about half tha t of the Hertz. The radiation resistance c an be used to de termine the power input
into an antenna by using the formul a P=IiR where I is the
antenna current at the antenna input, and R i s the radiation
resistance. P is the power input to the antenna in watts.
12-10. Dummy Antenna
When a transmitter is being tune d up for optimum operation, the antenna should be coupled to the final stage
in order to insure correct settings of plate voltage and
current. (since the antenna is the load on the fina l stage)
Coupling an antenna during the adjustment period is forbidden by law, since radiation will result which may cause
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interfe re nce . Most stations g et a r ound this difficulty by
utilizing a dummy antenna whi ch is nothing more than a resistive load of the correc t power dissi pation coupled to
the tank coil of the final output t ube in the same manner
as the antenna is l a ter to be cou pled . An incand escent
bulb of the p r oper wattage can r eadil y be used . The brilli ance of the l a mp will give a rough idea of t he tra nsmitter
po1ver output. The peak brillia nce of t he l amp will indicate t o the operator when the transmitter is tune d f or maximum power output.
12-11, Tuning Indicator for the Antenna Circuit

The ther mocouple ammeter is the s tandard a ntenna
tuning indicat or. The antenna circuit is tuned so that the
ammeter reads a peak of r-f antenna current. Auxiliary
met hods empl oy neon bulbs or low voltage incandescen t l amps
which can be connected to a loop of wire of seve ral inches
in diameter; t he bulbs a re then loosely coupl ed to the ant enna i nduc t or. The l amps wi l l glow ~1th a maximum bri l l i ance when the a ntenna is tuned to r esonance.
1 2-12. Fading

A signal pi ck ed up by a r ecei ver may sometimes fade
in and out of hearing. This variation in signal s treng th
i s due to the interaction be tween t wo si gnc•.ls at the r eceivi ng antenna which ve r y i n and out of phase with each
othe r . These t wo signals a re: 1) the dire ctly r ece i ved
signal f r om the transmitter 2) the same signal whi ch ha s
t r aveled t o the r eceiv er from a r eflecting object. One way
to overc ome fading i s to have t wo re ce i vi ng antennas pl aced
some d i stance away from e e.ch other, wi th both fee ding into
the same receive r. Su ch a sy s tem i s known a s a diversity
antenna receiving syst em.
12-13. Protec t ing

S t~tion Equipment from Static Charge and
Li ghtning Di schar ge on Antenna
Duri ng an electric storm an antenna ma y be hit by
lightni ng which can damage the stati on equipment. A me a ns
mus t be provi ded to sa fely by- pass the lightning di scharge
to g r ound. Wh2,t is usually done i s t o connec t spark gaps
of l r..r ge curr ent ca.rrying capacity be t we en the antenns. and
g round. The spark gap will proviO.e an effective by-pass
for the lightning surge . If an a nt en na i s capacity coupled
to the output of the transmitter, st a tic charges of high
potential may build up on the an tenna because there is no
di r ect leakag e pa th to ground . In thi s case , static drain
coils having a hi gh r eactance at the radiating f requ ency
a r e connected from t he base of t he antenna to g round. They
se r ve as the di scharge path for any ste.tic charge on the
a ntenna .
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12-14. The ;.;.easurement and Dete rmins.tic n of Frequency
The FCC states that a station must maintain its exact operating f r equency so tl18.t stations do not inte rfere
wi th each other. Therefore, one o f the most important duti es of the tran smitting engineer i s to kee p his station
exactly on frequency. The FCC assigns de f inite fr equencies or bands of fre quencie s to the va.ri ous transmitting
s ervi c es. Operating "off frequ ency " represen ts a s e rious
offense , a n d must be avoided . I t is therefore very import a nt to be able t o measure the fr equency of a transmitt er.
The instrument which is used to measure frequency i s called
a frequ e ncy meter.
We will now discu s s severe.l freque n cy meters in
detail :
12- 15. The Absorp ti on t ype Frequency :Jeter o r Wavemete r
A hi gh " ~ 11 t ank circuit i s r eeo nant to only one frequ ency . If this tan k circuit is placed in the vicinity of
an r-f field, i t will absorb energy from this fi eld and
start to oscil l ate if the re sonant fr equency of the ta nk
circuit is equal t o the f requ e ncy of the r adiati on. This
i s the princi ple of the absorption typ e wa vemeter. The
circui t is i llustra ted in fig . 12- 6 .
The abso r ption type waveme ter con s ists of
a rigi dly co nstruct ed , a ccur ately cali breted coil and a va riable c ondenser combine.tion. The coil i s usuelly i ntercha ng eable
w1 th othe r co ils to permit measurements t o
be ta..l{en over a l a r g e porti o n of the r 2.dio
Fig . 12-6.
frequency spectrum . The r eeonance indice.Frequency meter. tor ma.y ·oe a fl ash l i ght bul b f o r high intensity r- f f ields. A highly sensitive resonance indicator i s a thermocouple ammete r vrhich i s placed
i n series With the tank circuit. A thermocouple amme ter
can be used in pla ce of t he bulb . At r esonance, t he tank
c1 rcui t will absorb maximum energy from the ra.d ia tion, and
therefore, the circula t i ng current in the series r esonan t
loop will be at a ma ximum a.s ind i cated on the ammete r or
bulb . A set of ca librati on cha r ts a r e o rovided with the
i nstrument. These charts relat e the dia l r eed1n5 of the
in strumen t in terms of frequency . A separ at e cha r t is p rovided for each coil.
If we wish t o determine the output frequency of a
transmit t er, the wa.verneter, with the p r ope r co il i n place ,
is brought near the output tank co i l of the transmitter.
A knob whi ch is gear ed t o the condenser,C, a nd the dial i s
t urne d rapidly un til a reading is noted on the bulb or
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ammete r. The dial is read , and reference made to the cali b ration c hart t o de termine the fre qu ency of that parti cular d ial setting.
A precauti on to be follow ed in using the wa vemeter
i s to place the ins trument as far away as possible from
the r adiating source, consistent with a readable indication.
The rea son for this is that we do not want the waveme ter to chang e the operati on of the r adi ati ng sou rce by
mutual coupling r e a ction.
12-16. Pe r centage Error
Suppos e you want to dete rmine t h e frequency of your
transmitter using your absorption type wavemeter. You
woul6. turn the tuning knob of your wavemeter unti l the ind icat ing device indicates that the wa vemeter is resonant
to the transmitter fr equency . At this po int you woul d stop
and take a r eading of the d i al t o dete r mine the fr equency .
The r eading that you get ls not 100% a ccurat e. The re ls a
certain percentage error invo lved in the reading . This
error involved ln the reading ls du e to a number of fa c tors .
One factor i s that it may be d i fficult to read t he d ial
with complete a ccuracy . Another is error due to t he limitations of the mechanical g ea ring sys t em of the wa vemeter.
There may be some slack in the gears . Anothe r f acto r is
caused by the sl i gh t i naccu racies in the variable condenser due t o the limitations in manufacturing . Al l these
facto r s contribute to a certai n percentage error i n a
wavemet e r r eadi ng . All wavemeters have the ir maxi mum pe rcentage error l i sted under t heir char ac teristic s. For examole , a wav eme ter ls listed as having a maxi mum pe r cen tage
e r r or of 0.50% . What is the error involved i n cycles at a
reading of 1000 kc ?
Solution:
The error i n cycles per se cond is plus
or minus 0 . 50;o of 1000 kc or :
O. 50
100

X 1000 kc = 5 kc =±5000 cps.

The error in the r eading + 5000 cp s means that the
ac t ual f r equency may be anywhere be tween 995 kc and 1005 kc .
Error Calculat i ons When U ~i ng the Wavemeter
Su 9pose you wish to ope r ate your transmit ter clo se
to the h i gh fre quency end of the 3500 - 4000 kc a mateur
band . You set you r wavemeter d i al to r ead 4000 kc, a nci adjust yo ur t r ansm i tte r f requ ency until the wavemeter reads .
Are you absol ut el y sure that the rad i o t r a n smitter is rad12- 17 .
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iating at 4000 kc. You canno t be sure if you re member that
the wavemeter reading has a tolerance which means that
there is a definite percentage error involved when a dial
reading is indica.t ed on a wavem e ter. Returning to our example, if the wevemeter dial reads higher than the actual
ra,diating freque ncy you have no thing to worry about. However, if the dia l re ads lower than t he actual r adiating
frequency (dial reading indicates 4000 kc), you are operating outsi de the band and are liable to be penal i zed by the
FCC. If the wavemeter has a possi ble error of 0.60% at a
reading of 4000 kc, you should adjust the tra nsmitter fre~
que ncy to the wavemeter dial reading 3976 kc.
O. 60% of 4000 kc = 24 kc
4000 - 24= 3976 kc
You can now be sure t hat if the wavemeter reading is low,
the transmitter i s in error by no more than 24 kc . (To b e
e xact: 0 .60% of 3976 = 23.86 kc.
Therefore, the most that t he transmitter would
be off from 397 6 kc would be 3976 ± 23. 86 or 3999. 86 kc.
Pro blems:
1 .- Using a fre que ncy meter with a possible
e rror of 0.75,% , on wha t whole number kilocycle frequency
neare st t he l ow frequency end of the 14, 000 - 14,400 kc
band could a tra nsmitte r safely be se t?
Soluti on :

The low frequency
14,000 kc.

e~d

of the band is

0 .75% of 14, 000 kc is .75 x 14, 000 = 105 kc
100
The t ran sm itter should be set a t:
14, 000 kc+ l 05 kc =l4,105kc
2. - Using a fre qu e ncy meter with a po s si bl e
error o f 0.75%, on what whole number kilocycle f r equency
nearest the high frequency end of the 14, 000 - 14, 400 kc
band coul d a tran smitter safely be se t?
Solution:

The high frequency end of t he band is
14,400 kc.
O. 75% o f 14,400 kc i s • 75 x 14,400 =108 kc
100
The tran smitter should be set a t:
14 , 400 kc - 108 kc = 14 , 292 k c
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12-18. The Heterodyne Frequency Mete r
The Hete r odyne Frequency Ue ter is a rigidly constr ucted, accurately calibrated oscillatorand detector. For
stabil i ty, the oscillator is u sually of the elec troncouple d type. The oscill ato r is continuously variable ,
and therefore , is not crystal con t rolled. An addi t ional
cryetal osci lla tor can be inc orpora ted in t he freque n cy
meter t o check an d calibrate the heterodyne osci l lat o r at
the crystal check po int s . Fig.1 2- 7 illustre.tes a combination heterodyne frequency meter and monitor. The freque ncy mete r incorporates a detector circuit into which is fed
two r-f signals. They a re: 1) the transmitter signal

f;r,.,,,..,.,.
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Fig.12-7. Combi nat ion hete r odyne frequency meter and monitor.
'

p icked up by an antenna cir cuit. 2 ) the signal f r om the
hete r odyne oscillator. These two signals mix in the grid
of the detector, and produce a bea t note, or difference
frequency. If the bea t note i s in the audio range, it will
b e heard i n the head sets.

To check the transmitter frequency, vary the frequency of the heter odyne oscillator frequency unti l the beat
note becomes a zero beat. At zero beat , t he t ransmi t ter
a nd oscillator are producing e xac tly the same frequency.
The frequency may now be read off directly from the frequency meter di al.
A number of precauti ons to be observed in the u se of
the hete r odyne type of fr equency me ter a re as follows:
1) The he terodyne oscillator must be calibrated
agains t the cry stal oscillato r check points for frequency
accuracy.
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2) When battery operated, check A and B battery
voltages; as a change in battery voltage will affect the
oscillato r frequency .
3) Allow warm- up period before using ,
PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 12
(For answers, refer to back of Study Guide,

Page 270

12-1*.

Draw an antenna system connected to a Hertz antenna.

12-2~

The usual means for protecting amateur station equipment from drunage by charges of atmospheric electricity (static ) on the antenna system is to;
a . connect a large size condenser fro~ the top of
the antenna to ground
b, con~ect a static d rain coll
c. shunt the antenna with a low value resistance
d , disconnect the coupling system from the antenna
when not in use.

l -~- 3~.·

A t ransmitter ls protec t e d against d amage from
lightning by ;
a. connecting spark gaps from the antenna base to
ground
b, shorting the antenna
c. shunting the antenna with a low value resistance
d. opening up the antenna circuit

12-4~

Using a frequency meter with a possible error of
0.75%, on what whole number kilocycle frequency nearest the high frequency end of the 3500 - 4000 kc
amateur band could a transmitter safely be set?

12-5~

12-6.*

Using a f r equency meter ;-:i th a possible error of
on what whole number kilocycle frequency nearest the low frequency end of the 7000 - 7300 kc
amateur band could a transm itter sa fely be set?

0~5% ,

Draw a schematic diagram of a combination heterodyne
frequency meter and monito r .
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Using a frequency meter With a po s s ible error of
0~ 5% , on wh a t whole number kilocycle frequency
ne a rest the low frequency end of the 14,000 14,400 kc band could a transmitter safely be set?
12- 8~

Usi~

a frequency meter with a possible error of

0.75%, on what whole nurober kilocy cle frequency

nea r est t he high fre quency end of the 14,000 14,400 kc band could a transmitter safely be set?
A precaution to be ob s erved i n the use of the
battery operated het e r odyne frequency met er is to;
a . check the crystal fre quency
b. check the oscillator with a standard frequency
c. check the A and 8 battery voltages
d. check the tube f ilaments
1 2-1 0~

A precaution t o be observed in t he use of the
absor p tion type freque ncy meter is to ;
a. loosely couple the frequency met er t o t he oscillator tank circuit
b . calibrate t he frequency meter
c. check the B voltage of the frequ en cy meter
d . zero-beat the output of the wavemeter
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SECTION III

LESSON 13

THE RADIO RECEIVER
13-1. Functions of a Radio Receiver
Up to this point, ~e have covered the principles of
the amplitude modulated transmitter in g reat detail. To
complete the picture, we must consider the problem of t he
reception of radio waves by the radio receiver.
The radio receiver must be able to perform the following functions:
1.- p ick up radio frequency signals radiated by
transmitters .
2.- tune to one desired signal and reject the remaining signals.
3.- amplify the desired radio frequ ency signal using
radio frequency amplifiers.
4.- detect or demodulate the desired signal (separate the audio intelligence from the radio frequency carrier)
5.- amplify the detected audio signal and drive a
speaker with it.
13-2. The One Tube Radio Receiver
Fig.13-1 illustrates a block diagram of a one tube
radio receiver.

Fig . 13-1. A simple one-tube re ce iver.
The antenna picks up any radiated signals that may be
present in its vicinity, and couples them to the tuned circuit,11- C1 • The function of the tuned circuit is to select the station that is desired to be heard, and at the
same time to reject the unwanted signals. This is accomplished by varying condenser,C 1 , unt il the tuned circuit
is resonant to the desired fre quency. For a review of the
theory of a tuned circuit refer to lesson 3, paragraph 25
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on series resonance. Once the signal has been
it i s necessar y to extract the audio-frequency
from the r adio-frequency carrier. This J ob is
detector, or demodulator, stage. The audio i s
to the head pho nes.

selected,
intelligenc e
done by the
then applied

13-3. The Tuned fui.dio -Frequency Receiver
A radi o signal diminishes in strength at a very r api d rate after it leaves the transmitt ing antenna. Therefore, it is seldom possible to use a de tector circuit alone
to obtain a ny useful output from the few microvolts of signal availa ble at the receiving antenna. To remedy this, it
is desirable t o am? lify the r-f signal before it is detected. This i s done by the use of an r-f amplifier. The r-f
amplifier, like the detector, is provided with one or more
tuned circuits, so that it amplifies only t he desired signal. The addition of an r-f amplifier t o the receiver
give s not only greater sensitivity (abil ity to receive weak
signals), but also greate r selectivity (ability to separate
signals). Audio amp lifier stages usually follow the detector to ampl ify the audio signals before they are applied
to the reproducer. The complete r ece ive r, consisting of
radi o- frequency ampl if iers, detector, and audi o amplifiers,
is called the tuned radio fre ouency receiver, or as it is
more commonly called, the t-r-f receiver.

A block diagram of a t-r-f receiver, showing the signal passing through the receiver, i s illustrated in fig.
13- 2.

PEiEGI.
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Fig. 13- 2. Block diagram of a t- r-f receiver.
13-4. The R-F Amplifier
The r-f amplifier, as indica ted previously, gives us
the desired selec tivity and sensitivity requir ed for satisfactory reception. Fig.13-3 i llustrates an r-f stage of
amplification . The important operating characteristics of
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]~..
Fig.13-3. R-f stage of a t-r-f receiver.
the amplifier shall be discussed at this point:
1.- The r-f amplifier tube is biased to operate as a
class A voltage amplifier. A class A audio voltage ampli fier differs from a class A r-f amplifier in that it does
not have a tuned circuit and amplifies only audio frequencies. On the other hand, the r-f amplifier has a tuned circuit which enables it to tune in, or select, only one signal frequency. Since this r-f amplifier operates class A,
its fidelity is excellent.
2.- The r-f amplifier tube is always a pentode which
has very low interelectrode capacities. If a triode with
its high interelectrode capacities were used as an r- f amplifier, there would be sufficient feedback from plate to
grid at radio frequencies to cause the circuit to break into oscillations.
3.- As in the audio amplifier, self-bias is almost
always employed by using a cathode biasing resistor and a
cathode by-pass condenser.
4.- The r-f transformer consists of a primary coil
and a secondary coil. The secondary coil is designed to
cover the desired frequency r ange when tuned by the tuning
condenser,C , which is connected across the secondary.
Most r-f ampl ifier receivers use two or three r-f stages
preceding the detector, with each stage tuned to the same
frequency, It is therefore more convenient to have all of
the tuning capacitors mounted on a common shaft so that all
stages can be tuned simultaneously. These condensers are
called ganged variable condensers. When these tuning circuits are ganged, the coils and the capacitors must be
identical. This is necessary in order that all the circuits will tune to the same frequency for any dial setting .
Since it is hardly likely that all the coils and condensers
of the tuned circuits will be identical, (due to irregularities in manufacturing, and the effects of stray capacity)
the tuned circuits will not all tune to the same frequency;
and decreased selectivity will result. These small differences a r e compensated for by providing small t ri !illller condensers across each tuning capacitor. These trimmers are
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a djusted by means of a screw-dri ve r so that each c ircuit
may tune to the same frequency. This process is known as
a li gnment . When all the stages tune t o identical f requenc ie s a t all dial s e ttings they are s a id to be tra cking ; and
maximum gain and sele ct i vity will be ob tained from the receiver.
13-5. A-F Amplifiers
Since the s i gnal output of a detector stage in a tuned
r a dio-frequency ampli f ier (t-r- f) r ec eiver i s l ow , 1t is
u sua l to have a t leas t one stage of a-f a mplif i c a tion. The
output of ~he first a- f ampl ifier may b e further ampl1f1ed
1f neces s ary, dependlng on the re quirements of the receive r.
13- 6. Capabilitie s of a t -r-f Receiver
Although the t-r-f receiver will give sati sfac t ory
resul t s when covering the medium fre q_uency band, such a s
the br oa dcast band, i t has severa l di sadvantages whi ch
ma kes i t i mp r a ctic al f o r use in high fr equency and multiband receivers . The chief di s ad va ntage of t he t-r-f recei ver l s tha t it s selectivity does not remain co ns t ant
' over i t s tuning rang e. When a tuned circuit is ma d e variable, as i t mu st be i n a t-r-f rec e iver, selectivi t y will
de c rease as the receiv e r is tune d t o the high end of the
band. If it were po ssible to design a receiver in which
the s e lective c i rcu its were fixe d tuned , t h ese circui t s
could very easil y oe designed f or h i gh gain a nd s electi vity for the particula r fr equency at wh ich they a re t o ope rate. This d esi rabl e e f f ect is accomplished i n t he SUPERHLTERODYNE rt.ECEIVER.
13-7 . Theo ry of Sup erheterodyne Ac tion
The i mp ortan t dif f erence b etwe en the t - r- f r ece iver
and the superheterodyne rec e iver l s tha t in t h e t - r-f t h e
r-f s i gnal l s ampli f ied a t the fr equency of the signa l,
whil e i n t h e s upe rhet erodyne rec eive r the r-f signal is
amplifi ed a t a n ew , lowe r, fixed f r equ ency c alle d the I NTER~EDIATE FRE~Ul!: NCY .
The inte r medi at e f r equ ency (IF),
t hough much l owe r in frequency than the orig ina l signa l,
r eta ins all the modula tion cha r a cteristics of t he origin a l
s i g na l. By ampli f ying this l ower f ixed fr equency, it is
possi ble to use ci rcuits which are more s electi ve and capabl e of g reat e r amplifica tion tha n t he c ircuits us ed in
t-r-f r e c e i vers.
13- 8 . The Het e r odyne Principle Ge ne r a ting a Fixed I - F
In our s t udy of t he tra n sm i t te r , we d i scu ssed the
p roc ess of modula ti on which i s the mixing of two signal s
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together to p ro duce new frequencies called side bands. (refer to le s son 11, pa r a g r a ph 5) . In the superheterodyne receiver, the inte rmedi ate frequency is similarly generated
by a mixing process called frequ e ncy conver sion or EET£RODY.NING.
The intermedi at e frequency in this case is t h e difference fre quency .. Suppose we were to mix a 1000 kc signal
and a 1450 kc s i gna l in a speci a l mixing circuit . The output of the mixing circuit will contain t he origina l frequencies (1000 kc and 1450 kc), the suo of the frequencies
(2450 kc), and the d ifference frequency (450 kc). If the
two original frequencies we re varied by the same amount, the
output difference frequency would remain fixed at 450 kc .
For example, if the two frequencies were inc reased by 1000
kc, so that they became 2000kc and 2450 kc r espe c t ively, the
difference f re quency would still be 450 kc . So long as the
two frequencies vary up or down by the s ame amount, the
dif ference freque ncy (the I-F) will a l ways remain fixed a t
450 kc . If a moduls.ted ca rrier is beat a gainst a pure r-f
frequency, the modulation frequency will st ill remain present and unchanged in amplitude in the difference, or int ermedi a te , frequency. For example, if a 1000 kc signal with
a 400 cycle audio modul ation is beat against a 1450 kc signal, the beat frequency wil l be a 450 kc r-f wave with a
400 cycle audio modulati on envelope. The p roce s s of mixing
two frequencies t o obtain a constant difference or intermediate frequency is utili zed in the superheterodyne receiver.
13-9. The Superheterodyne Receiver
The bl ock diagram of a typical superheterodyne receiver, showing the si gnal passing through , is illu strated
in fig.13-4. The r ecei ved modulated r-f si gnal is first
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Fig.13-4. Block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver.
passed through an r-f amplifier. A locally generated unmodula ted r-f si gnal is then mixed with the ca rrier frequency in the mixer stage. The mixer is called a converter,
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and sometime s a first detector. Thie mixing action produces two new modulated r-f signals in the output of the
mixer, the sum and the difference, in addition to the origina l signals. I t l s the difference, or intermediat e
frequency, in which we are interested. A fixed tuned c1rcu1 t in the plate of the mixer will reject all frequencies
except the I-F frequency to which it ls tuned. Thie new
I-F frequency contains all the modulation characteristics
of the original signal; but it le much lower i n frequency.
The intermediate frequency le usually set at some definite
value . The f r equency of the local oscillato r must differ
from that of the signal being received by an amount equal
to the intermediate frequency. Thus, as the r-f amplifier
of the r eceiver is tuned to signals of various frequencies,
the local oscillator must be tuned simultaneously, so that
its fre quency is always separated from that of the signal
by the same amount. For example,if the I-F is 450 kilocycles, a commonly used frequency, and the range of the receiver is from 500 t o 1600 kc, the oscillator would have to
operate over a range of either 950 (450+500 ) to 2050 (450
+1600) kilo cycles or 50 (500 - 450) to 1150 (1600 - 450)
kilocycles. Whether the oscillator frequencies are higher
or lower than the signal, the differenc e is still 450 kc.
The inte r mediate frequency is then ampli fied in one or more
fixed tuned stages called intermediR.te-frequency amplifiers,
and is then fed into the second de t ec t or where it is detected , or demodulated. The detected signal is amplified
in the a-f amplifier, a~d then fed to the headset or loudspeaker. The reason why the detector is called the second
detector is because the mixer tube ls sometimes call ed the
first detec t or . Because of this, the euperheterodyne is
sometimes called a double detector receiver. At this po int,
in order tha t you don't lose sight of the essential reason
for desi gning the superheterodyne receiver , reread chapter
13-6, 11 Capabil1ties of a t-r-f receiver. 11
13-10 . Frequency Convers i on
The combin ed circuits of the osci l lato r stage and
mixer stage form the frequency converter of the superheterodyne r eceiver. There are a l a rge number of possible combinations of tubes and circuits which may be employed for
frequency conversion .
The most popular circuits employ the Hartley , the
Electron Coupled, or the Armstrong type of osci llator. The
major requisite le stab111ty r ather than high output. The
frequency of the oscillator is controlled by the coil co nstants, and the variable connenser which is ganged to the
mixer tuned ci rcuit.
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The two most important types of conversion circuits
are:
1.- A separate oscillator and mixer as illustrated
in fig.13-5.

Fig . 13-5. The pentode mixer
2.- Pentagrid converter: This circuit employs a
single tube combining the oscillator and frequency mixer
in the same envelope. The basic circuit of the pentagrid
converter is illustrated in fig.13-6. The cathode and the
first two grids represent the oscillator section of the
pentagrid converter tube .

;u=:

...

Fig.13-6, The pentagrid converter.
13-11. 1-F Amplifiers
The intermediate-frequency amplifier is a high gain
circuit permanently tuned to the frequency difference between the local oscillator and the incoming signal. Pentode tubes are gene rally u s ed as I-F amplifiers because of
their hi gh gain and low interelectrode capacities. The I-F
section consists of one or more I-F stages, with e a ch stage
adjusted to tune to the I-F frequency. Since all incoming
signals are converted to the same frequency by the frequency converter, the I-F amplifier operates at only one frequency. The tuned circuits may, therefore, be p erma nently
adjusted for maximum amplification and desired selectivity.
It is in the 1-F voltage amplifier that practically all of
the voltage amplification and selectivity of the superheterodyne are developed.
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13-12. The Wave Trap
Broadcast receivers sometimes experience interference from a nearby amateur transmitter. The interfering
station ls usually heard in the background ov~r the entire
tunable band of the receiver.
One way of reducing this interference is to place a
tuned circuit in the antenna system which will either bypass the interfering station to ground, or else offer a
high impedance to this frequency, and prevent it from being
developed across the antenna primary coll. The circuit
used for this purpose ls called a WAVE TRAP. Fig.13-? illustrates a shunt rejector wave trap. The parallel circuit
consisting of L and C is tuned until the interfering station frequency disappears. The parallel resonant circuitis
a very high impedance at the interfering frequency . It

Flg.13-8. Series wave trap.
thus blocks this signal from entering the antenna coil primary. Flg .13-8 ls a diagram of a s eries wave trap. Land
C are connected in a series circuit which ls bridged across
the primary of the antenna coil. The circuit is adjusted by
varying condenser C until the i nterfering station is eliminated. The wave trap acts as a short circuit at the interfering frequency, by-passing the signal to ground.

Fig.13-?. Shunt-rejector wave trap .
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 13
( For answers, refer to back of Study Gulde, Section III)
13-1~

Draw a schematic diagram of a filter for reducing
amateur interference to broadcast recepti on, consisting of a series tuned circuit connected in
shunt with the d-c receiver input to by-pass the
interfering signal and a parallel tuned (trap) circuit in series with the receiver input to r eject
the interfering signal.

13-2.

The function of the detector ls to;
a. amplify the signal
b. demodulate the carrier
c. excite the speaker
d. by-pass the a-f

13- 3 .

Increasing the number of tuned circuits in a receiver will;
a, increase the power output
b. increase the selectivity
c, decrease the sensitivity
d. improve fidelity

13-4.

The disadvantage of a t-r-f receiver ls that;
a. sensitivity decreases towards high end of band
b. sensitivity decreases towards low end of band
c. selectivity decreases towards high end of band
d. it has poor fidelity

13-5.

The intennediate frequency;
a. la the difference frequency between the carrier
frequency and the local oscillator frequency
b. is always i the local oscillator frequency
c. depends upon the station tuned in
d. is twice the carrier fre quen cy

13-6.

If a superheterodyne receiver is tuned to 880 kc,
and the intermedi a te frequency is 456 kc, the local
oscillator frequency is;
a. 1760 kc
b. 440 kc
c. 912 kc
d. 1336 kc
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13-7.

Fixed tuned i-f stages means;
a. high fidell ty
b. variable 1-f
c. high selectivity, high gain
d. constant power output

13-8.

A pentagrld converter is;
a. a mixer oscillator tube
b. an r-f amplifier
c. an a-f amplifier
d. an audio power amplifier

13-9.

The obJect of frequency conversion in a superheterodyne ls to;
a. change the oscillator frequency
b. double the 1.- f
c. obtain a fixed 1-f
d. increase the fidelity

13-10.

The way 1n wh1ch to eliminate broadcast interference by am-ateur transmission is to;
a.
b.
c.
d.

tune to another channel
use a directional antenna
use a wave trap
increase the i-f
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SECTION III LESSON 14
RULES AND REGULATIONS
GOVERNING AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE
The government of the United States does not license or
interfere in any way with the RECEPTION of standard broadcast or short wave programs. Anyone can own and operate a
radio r ece iver without a license . However, in the case of radio
transmission , the s ituation is entirely different. All transmitting stations, whether Amateur or Comm ercial, are licensed
by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Consequently, all operators of transmitting equipment must be licensed.
There are various rules and regulations which govern the
operation of all radio transmissions. It is important that the
radio amateur be familiar with the general rules and regulations
of Communications as well as those rules which apply specifically to Amateur Radio. The examinations for the Amateur
Operators licens es contain questions based on the provisions
of treaties, statutes, and re gulations affecting amateurs. Because it is important to know the laws re ga rding amateur radio
transmission, we are reproducing excerpts from the FCC rules
that apply to the radio amateur service.
Violation of the rules and regulations of the Federal Communications Commission can result in a maximum penalty of
up to$500. 00 for each day during which the offense occurs. The
penalty can also include suspension of the oper::i.to1 license and
revocation of the station license .
CLASSES OF AMATEUR LICENSES AND ELIGIBILITY
1. AMATEUR EXTRA CLASS: Any citizen of the United States
who has he ld an amateur operator license for a period of two
years or more, excluding licenses of the Novice and Technician
Classes.
2. ADVANCED CLASS: (previously Class A) Any citizen who
has held for a period of a year or more an amateur operator
license, excluding licenses of the Novice and Technician Classes. New Advance d Class Licenses were not issued after Dec.
1952. However, Advanced Class or Class A licenses may be
renewed as set forth in Section 12. 27 .
3 . GENERAL CLASS: (previously Class B) Any citizen.
4. CONDITIONAL CLASS: (previously Class C) Any citizen
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whose residence and station location are more than 75 miles
air line distance from the nearest location at which General
Class examinations are held at intervals of not more than three
months; or who is shown by a physician's certificate to be unable to appear for the examination because of protracted disability; or who is shown to be in the Armed Forces of the United
States and is unable to appear (as certified by his Commanding
Officer) for the examination at the time and place designated by
the FCC; or who at the time of filing, furnishes sufficient evidence of temporary residence outside the continental limits of
the United States, its territories or possessions (for a continuous period of at least 12 months) irrespective of the provisions
for this class.
5. TECHNICIAN CLASS: Any citizen of the United States.
6. NOVICE CLASS: Any citizen of the United States except a
former holder of an amateur license of any c lass issued by any
agency of the United States Governm ent, military or civilian.
12. 23 PRIVILEGES OF AMATEUR OPERATOR LICENSES.
AMATEUR EXTRA CLASS. All authorized amateur privileges including such additional privileges in the communication
and technical phases of the art which the FCC may consider as
appropriately limited to the holders of this class of license.
ADVANCED CLASS. All amateur privileges except those
which may be limited to holders of the Amateur Extra Class
license .
GENERAL AND CONDITIONAL CLASSES. All authorized
amateur privileges except those which may be reserved to the
holders of the Amateur Extra Class license.
TECHNICIAN CLASS. All a uthorized amateur privileges
in the 50-54 Mc. band, the 145-147 Mc. portion of the 144-148
Mc. band and in t he amateur bands above 220 Mc.
NOVICE CLASS. Those amateur privileges as designated
and limited as follows:
(a) The ct. c. plate power input to the vacuum tube or
tubes supplying power to the antenna shall not exceed 75 watts.
(b) Only the following frequency bands and types of emission may be used, and the emissions of the transmitter must be
crystal- controlled:
( 1) 3700 to 3750 kilocycles, radiotelegraphy using only
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type A 1 emission in accordance with the geographical restrictions set forth in Section 12. 111.
(2) 7150 kc. to 7200 kc., radiotelegraphy using only type
A 1 emission.
(3) 21. 10 me. to 21. 25 me., radiotelegraphy using only
type A 1 emission.

(4) 145to147 me., radiotelegraphy using Al and A2 emission; radiotelephone using A3 and FM emission.
12. 25AVAILABILITY OF OPERATOR LICENSE -The original
license of each operator shall be kept in the personal possession
of the operator while operating an amateur station. When operating an amateur station, at a fixed location, however, the license may be posted in a conspicuous place in the room occupied by the operator. The license shall be available for inspection by an authorized Government official whenever the operator
is operating an amateur station, and at other times, upon request made by an authorized representative of the Commission,
except when such license has been filed with application for
modification or renewal thereof, or has been mutilated, lost
or destroyed, and application has been made for a duplicate license in accordance with 12. 26. Photo copies of the license
can be made but cannot be used in lieu of the original as required by this section.
12. 26 DUPLICATE LICENSE - Any licensee applying for a duplicate license to replace an original which has been lost, mutilated, or destroyed, shall submit with the application the mutilated license or a statement setting forth the facts regardingthe
manner in which the original license was lost or destroyed . If,
subsequent to receipt by the licensee of the duplicate license,
the original license is found, either the duplicate or the original
license shall be returned immediately to the Commission.
12.27 RENEWAL OF AMATEUR OPERATOR LICENSE (a) An
amateur operator license, except the Novice Class, may be renewed upon proper application stating that the applicant has
lawfully accumulated a minimum total of eithe r 2 hours operatime time during the last 3 months, or 5 hours operating time
during the last 12 months of the license term. Such "operating time", for the purpose of renewal, shall be counted as the
total of all that time between the entries in the station log
showing the beginning and end of transmissions as required in
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Section 12. 136(a), both during single transmissions and during
a "sequence of transmissions" as herein provided. The application shall, in addition to the foregoing, include a statement
that the applicant can send by straight key, semi-automatic key
or electronic key, and receive by ear, in plain language, messages in the lnte rnational Morse Code at the speed of not less
than that which was originally required for the class of license
being renewed.
{b) The novice class license will not be renewed.
(c) The applicant shall qualify for a new license by examination if the requirements of this section are not fulfilled.
(d) The renewal and/ or modification (change of address,
etc. ) application of the amateur operator license shall be on FCC
Form 610 and must be accompanied by the applicant's license.
Unless the Commission directs otherwise, each application for
the renewal of the license shall be filled only during the last 60
days of the license term or within a grace period of one year
after the expiration date of the license. During the one year
grace period, the expired license is not valid. Any license issued upon the basis of an application filed during the grace period will not be back-dated to the date of expiration of the license
being renewed, but will be dated currently. In any case in which
the licensee has, in accordance with the Commission's Rules,
made timely and sufficient application for renewal of the license,
no license with reference to any activity of a continuing nature
shall expire until such application shall have been finally determined. A license for modification only will be dated to expire
on the same date as the license being modified, in accordance
with Section 12. 29.
12. 28 WHO MAY OPERATE AN AMATEUR STATION-An amateur station may be operated only by a person holding a valid
amateur operator license, and then only to the extent provided
for by the privileges granted under the license. When an amateur station is used for telephony or radio te leprinter transmissions, the station lic e nsee may permit any person to transmit
by voice or telepriuter, provided during such transmission, call
s i gns are announced as prescribe d by Section 12. 82 and a duly
licensed amateur operator maintains actual control over the
emissions, including turning the carrier on and off for each
transmission and signing the station off after communication
with each station has been complete d.
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12. 29 LICENSE TERM. Amateur operator licenses are normally
valid for a period of 5 years from the date of issuance of a new
or renewed license, except the Novice Class which is normally
valid for a period of 1 year from the date of issuance. Duplicate
or modified licenses shall bear the same date of expiration as
the licenses for which they are duplicates or modifications of.
12. 42 EXAMINATION ELEMENTS. Examination for amateur
operator privileges will comprise one or more of the following
examination elements:
Element 1 (A) - Beginner's Code Test. Code test at five
(5) words per minute·.
Element 1 (B) - General Code Test. Code test at thirteen
(13) words per minute.
Element 1 (C) - Expert's Code Test. Code test at twenty
(20) words per minute.
Element 2 Basic Amateur Practice. Amateur radio
operation and apparatus, including radiotelephone and radiotelegraph.
Element 3 (A) - Basic Law . Rules a nd regulations essential to beginner's operation, including sufficient elementary
radio theory for the understanding of those rules.
Element 3 (B) - General Regulations. Provisions of treaties, statutes, and rules and regulations affecting all amateur
stations and operators.
Element 4 (B) - Advanced Amateur Practice. Advanced
radio theory and ope ration as applicable to modern amateur
techniq·. ies including, but not limited to, radiotelephony, radiotelegraphy, and transmissions of energy for measureme nts and
observations applied to propagation, for the radio control of remote objects and for similar experimental purposes.
12 . 43 EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS. Applicants for original
licenses will be required to pass examinations as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Amate ur Extra Class: Elements l(C), 2, 3(B) and 4(B)
General Class: Elements l(B), 2 and 3(B)
Conditional Class: Elements l(B), 2 and 3(B)
Technician Class: Elements l(A), 2 and 3(B)
Novice Class: Elements l(A) and 3(A)
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12. 44 MANNER OF CONDUCTING EXAMINATIONS.
a. The examinations for Extra and General Classes of Amateur operator licenses will be conducted by an authorized Commission employee or representative at locations and at times
specified by the Commission. The examinations for Conditional
Class, as well as Technician and Novice Class licenses, will be
conducted in accordance with the provisions of paragraph ( c) of
this section. The examinations for Conditional Class will be
available only under one or more of the following conditions:
(1) If the applicant's actual residence and proposed amateur station location are more than 75 miles airline distance
from the nearest location at which examinations are conducted
by an authorized Commission employee or representative at intervals of not more than 3 months for amateur operator licenses;
or
(2) If the applicant is shown by physician's certificate to
be unable to appear for examination because of protracted disability, or
(3) If the applicant is shown by certificate of the commanding officer to be in the armed forces of the United States
at an Army, Navy, Air Force or Coast Guard station and, for
that reason, to be unable to appear for examination at the time
and place designated by the Commission; or

(4) If the applicant demonstrates by sufficient evidence
that his temporary residence is for a continuous period of .at
least 12 months outside the continental limits of the United
States, its territories or possessions, irrespective of other
provisions of this paragraph.
b. A holder of a Technician or Novice Class license obtained
on the basis of an examination under the provisions of paragraph
(c) of this section is not required to be re-examined when changing residence and station location to within a regular examination
area, nor when a new examination location is established within
75 miles of such licensee's residence and station location.
c . Each examination for Conditional Class license, or for
Technician or Novice Class license under special conditions,
set forth in paragraph (a) of this section, shall be conducted
and supervised by not more than two volunteer examiners, whom
the Commission may designate or permit the applicant to select
(not more than one examiner for the code test and not more than
one examiner for the complete written examination). In the
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event the examiner for the code test is selected by the applicant,
such examiner shall be the holder of an Extra Class, Advanced
Class, or General Class of amateur operator license or shall
have held, within the 5 years prior to the date of the examination, a commercial radiotelegraph operator license issued by
the Commission or within that time shall have been employed
in the service of the United States as the operator of a manually
operated radiotelegraph station. The examiner for the written
test shall be at least 21 years of age.
12. 46 EXAMINATION CREDIT. An applicant for a higher class
of amateur operator license who holds a valid amateur operator
license issued upon the basis of an examination by the Commission will be required to pass only those elements of the higher
class examination that were not included in the examination for
the amateur license held when such application was filed. However, credit will not be allowed for licenses issued on the basis
of an examination given under the provisions of Section 12. 44(c).
An applicant for any class of amateur operator license,
except the Extra Class, will be given credit for the telegraph
code element if within 5 years prior to the receipt of his application by the Commission he held a commercial radiotelegraph
first or second class operator license, issued by the Federal
Communications Commission.
No examination credit, except as herein provided, shall
be allowed on the basis of holding or having held any amateur
or commercial operator license.
12. 48 GRADING: Code tests are graded as "passed" or "failed"
separately for sending and receiving tests. Failure to pass the
required code test for either sending or receiving will terminate
the examination.
Seventy-four pe rcent is the passing grade for written examinations. For the purpose of grading, all elements, other
than element 4(B), required in qualifying for a particular license
will be considered a single examination, and element 4(B) will
be considered as a separate examination.
12. 50 CODE TEST PROCEDURE: The code test required of an
applicant for amateur radio operator license, in accordance
with the provisions of Sections 12. 42 and 12. 43 of these rules,
shall determine the applicant's ability to tra nsmit by hand key
(straight key, or if supplied by the applicant, any other type of
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hand operated key such as a semi-automatic or electronic key)
and to receive by ear, in plain language, messages in the International Morse Code at not less than the prescribed speed, free
from omission or other err or for a continuous period of at least
1 minute during a test period of 5 minutes, counting five characters to the word, each numeral or punctuation mark counting
as two characters .
12. 64 LOCATION OF STATION: (a) Every amateur station shall
have a fixed transmitter location. Only one fixed transm itter
location will be authorized and will be designated on the license
for each amateur station, except that when remote control is
authorized, the location of the remote control position, as well
as the l ocation of the remotely controlled transmitter, shall be
considered as fixed transmitter locations and will be so designated on the station license. Unless remote control of the transmitting apparatus shall be authorized, such apparatus shall be
operated only by a duly licensed amateur radio operator present
at the location of such apparatus.
12. 66 AUTHORIZED APPARATUS: An amateur station license
authorizes the use under control of the licensee, of all transmitting apparatus at the fixed location specified in the station
license which is operated on any frequency or frequencies allocated to the amateur service, and in addition, authorizes the
use, under control of the licensee, of portable and mobile transmitting apparatus operated at other locations .
12. 67RENEWAL OF AMATEUR STATION LICENSE: An amateur station license may be renewed upon proper application
filed not more than 60 days prior to date of expiration of such
license or within a period of grace of one year after the expiration date of such license.
12. 68AVAILABILITY OF STATION LICENSE: The original license of each amateur station or a photocopy thereof shall be
posted in a conspicuous place in the room occupied by the licensed operator while the station is being operated at a fixed
location, or shall be kept in his personal possession. When the
station is operated at other than a fixed location, the original
station license or a photocopy thereof shall be kept in the personal possession of the station licensee (or a licensed representative) who shall be present at the station while it is being
operated as a portable or mobile station. The original station
license shall be available for inspection by any authorized Gov252

ernment official at all times while that station is being operated
and at other times upon request made by an authorized representative of the Commission, exc ept when such license has been
filed with application for modification or renewal thereof, or
has been mutilated, lost or destroyed, and application has been
made for a duplicate license in accordance with 12. 26.
12. 81 ASSIGNMENT OF CALL SIGN: (a) The call signs of amateur stations will be ass i gned systematically by the Commission
with the following exceptions:
1) A specific unassigne d call sign may be reassigned to
the most recent holde r thereof;
2) A specific unassigned call sign may be assigned to a
previous holder if not under license during the past 5 years;
3) A specific unassigned call sign may be assigned to an
amateur organization in memoriam to a deceased member and
forme r holder the reof;
4) A specific call sign may be t empora rily ass igned to a
station connected with an event, or eve nts, of general public
interest;
5) An unassigned "two-letter call" (a call sign having two
letters following the numeral) may be assigned to a previous
holde r of a " two-letter call".
12. 82 TRANSMISSIONS OF CALL SIGNS: (a) An operator of a n
amateur station shall t ransmit the call sign of the station called
or being worked and the call sign assigned the station which he
is operating at the beginning and end of each transmission, and
at least once eve ry 10 minutes during every transmission of
more than 10 minutes duration. In the case of stations conducting an exchange of several transmissions in sequence, with each
transmission less than 3 minutes duration, the call signs of the
communicating stations need be transmitted only once every 10
minutes of operation, as well as at the beginning and at the termination of the correspondence .
12. 90, 12. 91 REQUIREMENTS FOR PORTABLE AND MOBILE
OPE RATION-NOTICE OF OPERATION: Within the continental
limits of the United States, its territories or possess ions, an
amateur station may be ope rated as either a portable or a mobile
s tation on any frequency authorized and available for the amateur radio service . Whenever portable operation is, or is likely
to be, for an over-all period in excess of 48 hours, away from
the fixed transmitter l ocation designa ted in the station license ,
the licensee shall give prior written notice to the FCC Engineer253

In-Charge of the radio inspection district in which such portable
operation is intended . (This applies to operation on any amateur
band). A new notice is r equired whenever there is any change
in the particulars of a previous notice or whenever operation
away from the authorized station continues for a period in excess of one year. The notice r equired for either portable or
mobile operation shall state the station call sign, authorized
fixed tran'!;,>mitter location, the name of the licensee, the date
or dates of proposed operation and the contemplated portable
station locations or mobile station's itinerary, as specifically
as possible. \Also, the address at which, or through which, the
licensee can Jj~ readily reached. In the case of mobile operation, the officia\1 name, registry number or license number (including the name of the issuing state or territory, if any) of
the aircraft, vessel or land vehicle in which the mobile station
is installed and operated, must be given.
12. 93 SPECIAL REQUffiEMENTS FOR NON-PORTABLE
STATIONS: (a) An amateur station that has been moved from the
a uthori zed permanent location to another permanent location
may be operated for a period not exceeding four consecutive
months at the latter location, but in no event beyond the expiration of the license unless timely application for renewal thereof
has been filed in accordance with the provisions of Section 12. 67
under the following conditions:
(1) Advance notice, in accordance with the provisions of
section 12. 91, shall be given to the Engineer in Charge of
the radio district in which the operation is intended; and
(2) formal application for modification to change the permanent l ocation shall be filed with the Commission within
the above specified four month period.
(b) The licensee of an amateur station who changes res idence temporarily, but r etains a permanent residence associated
with the fixed transmitter location designated in the station license, and moves his amateur station t o a temporary location
associated with his temporary residence, or the licensee-trustee
for an amateur radio society which cha nges the norma l location
of its amateur station to a different and temporary location,
may operate the station at such temporary location under the
condition that: Notice , in accordance with the provisions of Section 12. 91, shall be given to the Secretary of the Commission,
Washington 25, D. C. and to the Engineer in Charge of the radio
district in which the temp orary operation is intended.
(c) When the station is operated under the provisions of
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this section, the portable identification procedures specified in
Section 12. 82 shall be used.
12.101 POINTS OF COMMUNICATIONS: An amateur station
may be used to communicate only with other amateur stations,
except that in emergencies or for test purposes it may also be
used temporarily for communication with other classes of stations licensed by the Commission, and with Unite.d States Government stations. Amateur stations may also be used to communicate with any radio station other than amateur which is
authorized by the Commission to communicate with amateur
stations. Amateur stations may be used also for transmitting
signals, or communications, or energy, to receiving apparatus
for the measurement of emissions, temporary observation of
transmission phenomena, radio control of remote objects, and
for similar experimental purposes set forth in 12. 106 of these
rules. (Third party messages may be handled by amateur stations of different countries if such communication is authorized
by a special agreement between the countries involved) .
12.102 NO REMUNERATION FOR USE OF STATION: An amateur station shall not be used to transmit or receive messages
for hire, nor for communication for material compensation,
direct or indirect, paid or promised.
12. 103 BROADCASTING PROHIBITED: Subject to the provisions
of 12. 106 of these rules, an amateur station shall not be used to
e ngage in any form of broadcasting, t hat is, the dissemination
of radio communications inte nded to be received by the public
directly or by the intermediary of r e lay stations, nor for the
r etransmission by automatic means of programs or signals
e manating from any class of station othe r tha n amateur. The
foregoing provision shall not be cons trued to prohibit amateur
operators from giving the ir conse nt to the rebroadcast by broadcast stations of the transmissions of their amateur stations,
provided, that the transmissions of the amateur stations shall
not contain any direct or indire ct reference to the rebroadcast.
12. 104 RADIOTELEPHONE TESTS: The transmission of music
by an amateur station is forbidden. However, single audiofrequency tone s may be transmitted for test purposes of short
duration for the developme nt and perfection of amateur r adiote lephone equipme nt.
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12. 105 CODES AND CIPHERS PROHIBITED: The transmission
by radio of messages in codes or ciphers in domestic and international communications to or between amateur stations is prohibited. All communications, regardless of type of emission
employed, shall be in plain language except that generally recognized abbreviations established by regulation or custom and
usage are permissible as are any other abbreviations or signals
where the intent is not to obscure the meaning but only to facilitate communications .
12. 111 FREQUENCIES AND TYPES OF EMISSION FOR USE
OF AMATEUR STATIONS: Subject to the limitations and restrictions set forth in these rules, the following frequency bands
are available for amateur use:
(1) 1800 to 2000 Kc. Use of this band is on a shared basis
with the Loran system of radio navigation. In any particular
area, the Loran system operates either on 1800-1900 Kc. or
1900-2000 Kc. In any area, the amateur service uses whichever bands, 1800-1825 and 1875-1900 Kc. or 1900-1925 and
1975-2000 Kc., which are not required for Loran in that area.
For instance, in most Eastern states, the Loran system operates in the 1900-2000 kc. band and the amateurs have the use
of the 1800-1825 Kc. and 1875-1900 Kc. bands. In most Western states, the Loran system uses the 1800-1900 Kc. bandand
the Amateurs use the 1900-1925 Kc. and the 1975-2000 Kc.
bands. Type Al* or A3*emission is used in the 1800.. 2000 Kc.
bands. The power used is 500, 200 or 50 watts, depending on
the geographical area and the time of day. For exact information as to frequency and power in any particular state, write to
the Federal Communica tions Commission.
*The types of e mission referred to in the amateur rules
are as follows:
Type A~ - Steady, unmodulated, pure carrier.
Te legraphy on pure continuous waves.
Type Al
Type A2 - Amplitude tone-modulated telegraphy.
Type A3 - Amplitude- modulated telephony.
Facsimile.
Type A4
Type A5 - T e levision.
Steady, unmodulated pure carrier.
Type F¢
Carrie r-shift telegraphy.
Type Fl
Type F2 - Audio frequency-shift telegraphy.
Frequency-or phase-modulated telephony.
Type F3
Type F4
F . M. facsimile.
F. M. television.
Type F5
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(2) 3500 to 4000 Kc. Type Al emission may be used in
the entire band. Carrier-shift-telegraphy maybe used on 35003800 Kc. Type A3 emission may be used on 3800 to 4000 Kc.
Narrow band frequency modulation and phase modulation may
also be used in the 3800 to 4000 Kc. portion of the band. The
frequencies of 3900 to 4000 Kc. are not available to stations
located within the following United States possessions in Region
III as defined in the Atlantic City, 1947, Radio Regulations:
Baker, Canton, Enderbury, Guam , Howland, Jarvis, Palmyra,
American Samoa and Wake Islands. The phone part of this band
may be used by all amateurs except those of the Novice and
Technician Classes. See Page 246 for the Novice use of this
band.
(3) 7000 to 7300 Kc. Type Al emission may be used on
the entire band. Carrier-shift-te legraphy may be used in the
7000 to 7200 Kc . portion of the band. Type A3 emission and
narrow band frequency or phase modulation may be used in the
7200 to 7300 Kc. portion of the band.
(4) 14000 to 14350 Kc. Type Al emission may be used
in the entire band. Carrier-shift-telegraphy may be used in
14000 to 14200 Kc. Type A3 emission or narrow band frequency
or phase modulation for radiotelephony may be used in the 14200
to 14350 Kc . portion of the band.
(5) 21000 to 21450 Kc. Type Al emission may be used
in the entire band. Carrier-shift-telegraphy may be used on
21000 to 21250 Kc. Type A3 emission may be used on 21250 to
21450 Kc.
(6) 28. 0 t o 29. 7 Mc. Type A 1 emission may be used in
the entire band. Type A3 emission may be used on 28. 5 to 29. 7
Mc. Special FM emission (using carrier shift or other FM
techniques) may be used on 29. 0 Mc. to 29. 7 Mc.
(7) 50. 0 to 54. 0 Mc. Type Al emission may be used in
the entire band. Types A0, A2, A3, A4 and narrow band Fl,
F2, F3 emissions on 51. 0 to 54 . 0 Mc. Types F0, Fl, F2 and
F3 emissions may be used on 52. 5 to 54. 0 Mc.
(8) 144. 0 to 148. 0 Mc. Type Al emission may be used
in the entire band. Types A0, A2, A3, A4, F0, Fl, F2 and F3
may be used on 144. 0 to 147. 9 Mc.
(9) 220 to 225 Mc. The entire band may be used for types
A0, Al, A2, A3, A4 , F0, Fl, F2, F3 and F4 emission. The
amate ur service shall not cause harmful interference to the
government radiopositi oning service in this band. In portions
of the States of Texas and New Mexico, the 220 to 225 Mc. band
is not available for use by amateur stations engaged in normal
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amateur operation between the hours of 0500 and 1800 local
time, Monday through Friday inclusive of each week.
(10) 420 to 450 Mc. The whole band may be used for
types A¢, Al, A2, A3, A4, A5 1 F¢, Fl, F2, F3, F4 and F5
emission. In some areas of the Southeast and Southwest, the
maximum DC plate power to the final shall not exceed 50 watts
input. In this band, the amateur service shall not cause harmful interference to the government radiopositioning service.
(11) 1215 to 1300 Mc. The entire band may be used for
types A¢, A 1, A2, A3, A4, A5, F¢, Fl, F2, F3, F4 and F5
emission. In this band, harmful interference to the government radiopositioning service is not a llowed .
(12) 2300 to 2450 Mc., 3500to 3700 Mc. and 5650 to 5925
Mc. These bands may use types A¢, A 1, A2, A3, A4, A5, F¢,
Fl, F2 9 F3, F4, F5 and pulse emission. Operators in the frequency bands 2300 to 2450 Mc. and 5650 to 5925 Mc. are subject to such interference between 2400 and 2450 Mc. and between
5775 and 5925 Mc., respectively, as may result from emissions
of industrial, scientific and medical devices on the frequencies
2450 and 5850 Mc. respectively. In these bands, the amateur
service shall not cause harmful interference to the government
radiopositioning service.
( 13) 10, 000 to 10, 500 ·Mc. Types A¢, A 1, A2, A3, A4,
A5, F¢, Fl, F2, F3, F4 and F5 emission may be used in this
band. In this band, the amateur service shall not cause harmful interference to the gove rnment radiopositioning service.
( 14) 21, 000 to 22, 000 Mc. and any frequency or frequencies above 30, 000 Mc. Types A¢, Al, A2, A3, A4, A5, F¢,
Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5 and pulse emission may be used in the entire bands.
12 . 114 TYPES OF EMISSION: Type A0 emission, where not
specifically designated in the bands listed in 12. 111 of these
rules, may be used for short periods of time when required for
authorized r e mote control purposes or for experimental purpose s. These limitations do not apply where type A¢ em ission
is specifically designated .
The use of narrow band FM or phase modulation is subject to the conditions that t he band-width of the modulated carrier shall not exceed the band-width occupied by an amplitude
modulated carrier of the same audio characteristics, and that
the purity and stability of such emissions shall be maintained
in accordance with the requirements of 12. 133 of the se rules .
12. 131 MAXIMUM AUTHORIZED POWER: Except on the 420
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to 450 Mc. band and the 1800 to 2000 kc. band, each amateur
transmitter may be operated with a power input not exceeding
1 kilowatt to the final stage.
An amateur station operating with a power input exceeding 900
watts on the final stage shall provide means for accurately
measuring this power.
12. 132 POWER SUPPLY TO TRANSMITTER: The licensee of
an amateur station using frequencies below 144 megacycles
shall use adequately filtered direct-current plate power supply
for the transmitting equipment to minimize modulation from
this source. (Operation above 144 Mc. does not require adequately filtered d-c plate power supply).
12. 133 PURITY AND STABILITY OF EMISSIONS: Spurious
radiation from an amateur station being operated with a carrier
frequency below 144 megacycles shall be reduced or eliminated
in accordance with good engineering practice. This spurious
radiation shall not be of sufficient intensity to cause interference in receiving equipment of good engineering design including adequate selectivity characteristics, which is tuned to a
frequency or frequencies outside the frequency band of emmission normally required for the type of emission being employed by the amateur station. In the case of A3 emission, the
amateur transmitter shall not be modulated to the extent that
interfering spurious radiation occurs, and in no case shall the
emitted carrier wave be amplitude-modulated in excess of 100
percent. Means shall be employed to insure that the transmitter is not modulate d in exce ss of its modulation capability fo r
proper technical ope ration. For the purposes of this s ection,
a spurious radiation is any radiation from a transmitter which
is outside the frequ ency band of emission norma l for the type
of transmission employe d, including any component whose frequency is an integral multiple or submultiple of the ca rrie r
frequency (harmonics and subharmonics), spuri ous modulation
products, key c licks a nd other transient effe cts, and parasitic
oscillations. Whe n using amplitude modulation on frequencies
be low 144 megacycles, simultaneous fre quency modulation is
not pe rmitte d and when using frequency modulation on frequencies be low 144 m e gacycles, simultaneous amplitude modulation
is not permitte d. The frequency of the emitte d carrie r wave
shall be as consta nt a s the state of the art p e rmits.
12.134 MODULATION OF CARRIER WAVE: Except for brief
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tests or adjustments, an amateur radiotelephone station shall
not emit a carrier wave on frequencies below 51 megac.ycles
unless modulated for the purpose of communication.
12. 135 FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT AND REGULAR CHECK:
The Licensee of an amateur station shall provide for measurement of the emitted carrier frequency or frequencies and shall
establish procedure for making such measurement regularly.
The measurement of the emitted carrier frequency or frequencies shall be made by means independent of the means used to
control the radio frequency or frequencies generated by the
transmitting apparatus and shall be of sufficient accuracy to
assure operating within the amateur frequency band used.
12. 136 LOGS: Each licensee of an amateur station shall keep
an accurate log of station operation, including the following:
a) The date and time of each transmission. (The date
need only be entered once for each day's operation. The expression "time of each transmission" means the time of making
a call and need not be repeated during the sequence of communication which immediately follows; however, an entry shall
be made in the log when signing off so as to show the period
during which communication was carried on).
b) The signature of each licensed operator who manipulates the key of a radiotelegraph transmitter or the signature
of each licensed operator who operates a transmitter of any
other type and the name of any person not holding an amateur
operator license who transmits by voice over a radiotelephone
transmitter. The signature of the operator need only be entered
once in the log, in those cases when all transmissions are made
by or under the supervision of the signatory operator, provided
a statement of that effect also is entered. The signature of any
other operator who operated the station shall be entered in the
proper space for that operator's transmission.
c) Call sign of the station called. (This entry need not be
repeated for calls made to the same station during any sequence
of communication, provided the time of signing off is given).
d) The input power to the oscillator, or to the final amplifier stage where an oscillator-amplifier transmitter is employed. (This need be entered only once, provided the input
power is not changed).
e) The frequency band used. (This information need be
entered only once in the log for all transmissions until there is
a change in frequency to another amateur band).
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f) The type of emission us ed. (This need be entered only
once until there is a change in the type of emission).
g) The location of the station (or the approximate geographical location of a mobile station) at the time of each transmission. (This need be entered only once provided the location
of the station is not changed. However, suitable entry s hall be
made in the l og upon changing the location. Where operating at
other than a fixed location, the type and identity of the vehicle
or other mobile unit in which the station is operated shall be
shown).
h) The message traffic handled. (If record communications are handled in regular message form, a copy of each
message sent and received shall be entered in the log or r e tained on file at the station for at least one year).
12. 37 RETENTION OF LOGS: The log shall be preserved for
a period of at least one year following the last date of entry.
The copies of record communi cations and station log required
by 12. 136 shall be available for inspection by a uthorized representatives of the Commission.
12.151ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS TO BE OBSERVED BY THE
LICENSEE: In all respects not specifically covered by these
regulations, each amateur station shall be operated in accordance with good engineering and good amateur practice.
12. 152 RESTRICTED OPERATION: a) If the operation of an
amateur station causes general interference to the reception
of transmissions from stations operating in the domestic broadcast service when receivers of good engineering design including
adequate selectivity characteristics are used to receive such
transmissions, and the fact is made known to the amateur station licensee, the amateur station shall not be operated during
the hours from 8P.M. to 10:30 P.M., local time, and on Sunday for the additional period from 10:30 A.M. until 1:00 P.M.
l ocal time, upon the frequency or frequencies used when the
interfe rence is created.
b) In general, such steps as may be necessary to minimize interference to stations operating in other services may
be r equired after investigation by t he Commission.
12 . 156 OPERATION IN EMERGENCIES: (DISTRESS CALLS
AND DISTRESS COMMUNICATIONS HA VE ABSOLUTE PRIORITY OVER ALL OTHER COMMUNICATIONS). In the e vent
of widespread emergency conditions affecting domestic communication facilities, the Commission may confer with rep261

resentatives of the a ma teur service a nd others, and if deemed
advisable, declare t hat a state of gene r a l communications emerge ncy exists, designating the area or areas concerned, and specify the amateur frequency bands, or segments of such bands
for use only by amateurs participating in eme r gency communication within the affected a r ea. It shall be incumbent upon each
amateur station in suc h area to obse rve the following restric tions for the duration of s uch emergency:
a) T ransmissions other then those r e lating to r e lief work
or other emergency service, such as a mate ur station networks
can provide, shall not be made within the des ignate d emergency
bands. Incide ntal calling, testing and working, including casual
conve rsati on or r e ma rks not pertinent or necessary t o constructive handling of the emergency situation shall be prohibited .
b) The Commission may designate certain amateur stations to assist in promulgation of its emergency announcement,
to police the designated amateur emergency communications
bands and to warn non-complying stations observed to be operating therein. The ope rators of these observing stations s hall
report fully to t he Commission, the ide ntity of a ny stations failing t o comply, after notice, with any of the pertine nt provisions
of this section. Such designated stations will act in an advisory
capacity when able to provide information on e mer ge ncy circuits.
Individual policing tra nsmissions shall refer to this section of
the rules by number (12. 156) and shall specify briefly and concisely the date of the Commission's de cla ration a nd the area
and nature of the e mergency. Policing observer stations shall
not enter into discussions with other stations beyond the furnishing of essentia l facts relating to the e mergency.
c) The s pecia l conditions imposed under the provisions of
this section shall ceas e to apply only after the F ede ral Communications Commission, or its authorized representative, shall
have declared s uc h general state of communications e me rgency
to be te rminated; however, nothing i n this paragraph shall be
deemed to prevent the Federal Communications Commission
from m odifying the terms of its declarations fr om time to time
as may be necessar y during the period of a communications
emergency, or fr om removing those conditions with respect to
any amateur frequency band or segment of s uch band which no
longer appears essential to the conduct of the emergency communications.
12 , 157 OBSCENITY, INDECENCY, PROFANITY: No licensed
radio operator or other person shall transmit communications
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containing obscene, indencent or profane words, language or
meaning.
12.158 FALSE SIGNALS: No licensed radio operator shall
transmit false or deceptive signals or communications by radio
or any call letter or signal which has not been assigned by proper authority to the radio station he is operating.
12. 159 UNIDENTIFIED COMMUNICATIONS: No licensed radio
operator shall transmit unidentified radio communications or
signals.
12. 160 INTERFERENCE: No licensed radio operator shall willfully or maliciously interfere with or cause interference to any
radio communication or signal. (The penalty for violation of
this rule is as follows: A fine of up to $500 for each day during
which the offense occurs, and suspension of the operator's license. In case the interference is in connection with distress
communications, the penalty may be a maximum fine of $10, 000
or imprisonment up to two years, or both, and the revocation
of the station license).
12 . 161 DAMAGE TO APPARATUS: No licensed radio operator
shall willfully damage, or cause or permit to be damaged, any
radio apparatus or installation in any licensed radio station.
12.162 FRAUDULENT LICENSES: No licensed radio operator
or other person shall obtain or attempt to obtain, or assist another to obtain or attempt to obtain, an operator license by
fraudulent means.
PRACTICE QUESTIONS - LESSON 14
(For answers - refer to back of Study Guide - Page 270)
14. 1* What radio messages have priority ove r all other communications?
14. 2* What is the penalty for willful or malicious interference
with other radio communications?
14. 3* What is the FCC rule regarding e mission of unmodulated carrie rs by amateur stations?
14. 4* On what amateur bands is portable ope ration permitted
without prior notification to the inspector of the district
in which such operation is contemplated?
14. 5* What third party messages may be handled between ama263

teur operators of different countries?
14. 6* What is the function of the amateur stations that have
been designated by the FCC to assist the FCC during a
state of Communications emergency?
14. 7* When does a state of emergency affecting amateur communications become effective and when is it terminated?
14. 8* What amateur bands are affected and what frequencies
are reserved for emergency calling when a state of
communications emergency has been proclaimed by the
FCC?
14. 9* On what frequencies may a licensee holding Class B
amateur privileges operate an amateur radiotelephone
station? Class B means General Class.
14. 10* What is the FCC regulation regarding transmission of
music by an amateur radiotelephone station for testing
purposes?
14. 11 * What is the highest modulation percentage of an amateur
radiotelephone transmitter permitted by FCC regulations and under what condition may it be employed?
14. 12* What power input should an amateur station use for a
particular communication when the maximum legal input is 1 kw.?
14. 13* On what amateur bands is portable operation permitted
only when prior notification has been given to the FCC
Engineer in charge of the district in which such operation is contemplated?
14.14* On what amateur bands is adequately-filtered direct
current plate power supply r equired for operation of an
amateur transmitter?
14 . 15* On what amateur bands is adequately-filtered d-c plate
power supply NOT required for operation of an amateur
transmitter ?
14. 16* What is the maximum pe rmissible plate power input to
the final stage of an amateur transmitter and under what
circumstances may it be used?
14. 17* Give the meaning of the following "Q" signals: QRK,
QRM, QRT, QRX, QSA, QSY, QSZ.
14. 18* What are the rules and r egulations r egarding obscenity,
indecency, profanity, false signals and malicious interference?
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STUDY GUIDE

SECTION III

Section III is the most important section of the course
for the following reasons:
1. 50% or more of the license examination questions are
based upon the material in this section.
2. It contains detailed discussion of transmitter theory
and operation which is of major importance to an amateur radio
operator.
3. It contains government rules and regulations concerning amateur radio operat ion which every amateur is required
to know.
You must, therefore, study Section III very carefully.
making sure that you understand every lesson thoroughly and
can answer without difficulty the practice questions before you
proceed to take the FCC-type examination.
It is suggested that before you take the official license

examination, you shou ld go over all of the practice questions
of the course, as well as a ll FCC type examinations. If you
find that you have forgotten an answer or simply cannot answer
the question, go back to the lesson material and review those
points on which you are hazy. Only in this way will you build
up your confidence to successfully pass the license examination
and gain your Radio Amateur's license.
A.

LESSON 9 - OSCILLATORS
1. Make sure that you know the characteristics of the
different crystal cuts.
a) Review paragraph 9-16.
b) Refer to practice questions 1, 3, 4.
2.

You must be able to work out problems on crystals.
a) Review paragraph 9-19.
b) Refer to practice questions 9, 10, 11, 12.

3. Know the characteristics of crystal oscillators and
their advantages over other type oscillators.
a) Review paragraph 9-14
b) Refer to practice questions 2, 5, 6, 7, 8.
4. Be able to draw the diagram of a crystal controlled
oscillator.
a) Refer to Fig. 9-13.
b) Refer to practice question 8.
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B.

LESSON 10 - C. W. TRANSMITTERS
1. Be able to draw diagrams in answer to the following
practice questions:
a) Question 13; the diagram in answer to this question is shown in Fig. 10-15 .
b) Question 14; refer to the triode r-f amplifier of
Fig. 10-15 and the antenna coupling system and
antenna of Fig. 10-14.
c) Question 19; refer to Fig. 10-14.

o~NT.
LINK

COUPLING

Fig. 10-15. Two-stage neutralized triode r-f amplifier.
2. You must be able to outline the adjustment procedure
for neutralization.
a) Review paragraph 10-15.
b) Refer to practice question 4.
3. In order to answer question 10, review maximum
power transfer as discussed in paragraph 3-38 ..
a) Optimum power output is the highest power output
obtainable with small distortion and high efficiency. In the case of an r-f power amplifier, optimum
power output is achieved when the output circuit
impedance (in this case the antenna) is matched
to the rated load resistance in the plate circuit.
4. Question 17 refers to the characteristics of a pushpush amplifie r. A push-push amplifier is similar to a pushpull amplifier in that the grid circuits of the two tubes are connected in push-pull. The plates, however, are connected in
parallel. The most useful operating characteristic of a pushpush amplifier is that only even harmonics of the signal are
amplified in the plate circuits. The odd harmonics are cancelled out. Such a circuit can, therefore, be used as an even
harmonic frequency multiplier such as a frequency doubler.
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5. You should be able to answer every practice question
contained in this lesson.
C. LESSON 11 - THE MODULATED TRANSMITTER
1. You should be able to draw the following diagrams:
a) Trapezoidal patterns on the oscilloscope (Refer to
Fig. 11-15 and practice question 1)
b) Peak modulation monitor (Refer to Fig. 11-11 and
practice question 2)
c) Sinusoidal modulation envelope
(Refer to Figs. 11-3, 11-4, 11-5)
(Refer to practice question 11)
2. You should be familiar with the causes for a downward deflection of the antenna current meter during modulation.
a) Refer to paragraph 11-15.
b) Refer to question 10.
3. Question 12 refers to the effects of frequency-modulation on an amplitude- modulated carrier. In a poorly designed
A-Mtransmitter, the carrier may shift frequency during operation because of instability in the oscillator (refer to paragraph
9-12 for causes of frequency instability). This frequency shift
results in a frequency modulation of the carrier which causes
spurious side - bands to be transmitted; these spurious sidebands cause interference with adjacent frequency transmissions.

RFC

:J

RF
PICKUP

LOOP

LI
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Fig. 11-16. Test equipment to detect carrier shift.
Fig. 11-16 (page 267) illustrates a pie ce of test equipment which
may be used to detect carrier shift . Energy is injected into
the tank circuit by means of an r-f pick-up loop which is securely fixed in position and loosely coupled to the output circuit
of the transmitter. The tank circuit (L - C) is then tuned to the
output frequency of the transmitter as indicated by a peak reading on the milliammeter. A decrease in the mete r reading
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from the peak value indicates that the carrier has shifted in
frequency . (Refer to practice question 14).
4. Question 13 refers to a safe procedure in removing
an unconscious person from contact with a high voltage circuit.
The firstthingto do is to open the main switch of the high voltage power supply. This will remove the high voltage and the
person can then be moved to safety.
5. Be sure that you can answer all of the practice questions in this lesson.
6. Paragraph ll-16explainsthe meaning of the different
types of transmitter emissions which are classified according
to letter and number by the FCC. When types of emission are
discussed in the amateur rules, they are always referred to by
letter and number. (For example, emission A ff or A4). You
must know this letter-number classification of emission.
D.

LESSON 12 - ANTENNAS, FREQUENCY METERS.
1. You should be able to draw the following diagrams:
a) An antenna system connected to a Hertz antenna.
(Refer to paragraph 12-6 for a discussion of the
Hertz antenna). {Refer to Fig. 10-14).
b) A schematic diagram of a combination heterodyne
frequency meter and monitor (Refer to Fig. 12-7)

2. You should be familiar with the means for protecting
a transmitter against lightning discharge and a build up of static
charge on the antenna. (Refer to paragraph 12-13 and practice
question 2 and 3).
3. You must be able to work out problems on error and
tolerance calculations for the frequency meter. (Refer to paragraph 12-15, 12-16). Refer to practice questions 4, 5, 7, 8.
4. You should know the precautions in the use of the frequency meter. (Refer to paragraph 12-14, 12-17). Refer to
practice questions 9, 10).
E.

LESSON 13 - THE RADIO RECEIVER.

There are very few questions asked on the official examination
concerning radio receivers. As an amateur radio operator,
however, you should have a fairly good working know ledge of
receiver theory and operation.
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1. You should be able to draw a schematic of a series
and shunt type wave trap. (Refer to paragraph 13-12) . (Refer
to Figs. 13-7, 13-8).
2. You will be better able to understand the important
process of generating side-bands in transmission, if you can
understand the theory of frequency conversion in the superheterodyne.
a) Re-read paragraphs 13-7 and 13-8, and then review once again paragraph 11-15 on side-bands.
F.

LESSON 14 - RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE
AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE

The practice questions for this lesson are of the essay type .
Write out your answers in complete sentences, using as few
words as necessary. After you have written out the answer,
check back to the referred paragraph to see if you have answered the questions correctly. The official examination questions on law will be very similar in content to the practice
questions . Therefore, it is very important for you to know the
answers to all of the practice questions and to be able to write
out the answers in short, simple sentences .
1. Refer to practice question 3.
a) to summarize paragraph 12. 111: Type A0 emission is allowed on all amateur bands above 144 Mc.
2. You should be familiar with all of the provisions of
paragraph 12. 156 "Operation in Emergencies".
3. Refer to practice question 9.
The holder of a General Class license may operate a radiotelephone station in all frequencies that the FCC has designated
for phone use by amateurs.
4.

Refer to practice question 11.
a) The highest permitted modulation is 100%, and
only when means have been employed to insure
that the transmitter is not modulated in excess
of 100%.

5. Refer to practice question 12.
a) Use the minimum input necessary in order to
maintain the desired communication.
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ANSWERS TO PRACTICE QUESTIONS
LESSON 9

1. - d
2. - d

4. - d
5. - a
6. - b

3. - b

7.
8.
9.

- c
- Fig. 9-13
- 28. 003 Mc.

LESSON 10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

- c
- c

11. - c
12 . - a
- a
8. - JPl0-17
13 . - fig.10-15
- 1P 10-15 9. - b
(page 266)
- b
10.-*S.G.,B-3 14. - fig.10-14,
10-15

6. - b
7. - d

LESSON 11
1. - fig. 11-15
2. -fig. 11-11
3. - b
4. - ·a
5. - a
LESSON 12
1. - hg. 10-14

2. - b
3. - a

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

-

d
c
1P 11-2
1P 11-5
d

4. - 3970 Kc.
5. - 7053 Kc.
6. - fig. 12-7

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

-

d
b

a
d
fig. 10-14

11. - fig. 11- 3 ' 4' 5
12. - *S.G., C-3
13. - *S. G., C-4

7. - 14, 105 Kc.
8. - 14, 292 Kc.
9. - c
10. - a

LESSON 13

1. - fig. 13-7, 8
2. - b

4. - c
5. - a

3. - b

6. - d

7.
8.
9.
10.

-

c
a
c
c

LESSON 14

1. - 12. 156
2. - 12. 160
3. - 12. 114(a)
12. 111
S.G.F-1
4. - 12. 9l(a)
5. - 12. 101
6. - 12. 156 (c)

7. - 12.156
12. 156 (c)
8. - 12. 156
9. - 12. 111
S.G., F-3
10. - 12. 104
11. - 12. 133
S.G.,F-4

1P is a symbol for the word paragraph
stands for Study Guide

* S. G.
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12.
13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.

-

S. G., F-5
12. 91 (a)
12. 132
12. 132
12. 131
See Appendix IV
12. 157, 12 . 158,
12.160

"FCC-TYPE" EXAKINATION - SECTION III
Mark in the space next to the number of the question
on the answer sheet, the letter of the answer you think
is correct.
1.- Radio messages having top priority are ;
a. relief or emergency messages
b. ordinary calls
c. ship to shore messages
d, messages sent to foreign amateurs
2.- A desirable operating characteristic of an A cut crystal
is;
a. negative temperature coefficient
b. high output capability
c. positive temperature coefficient
d. high frequency drift
3.- The maximum input power permitted to the final stage of
a transmitter owned and operated by a Novice operator is;
a.
b.
c.
d.

50 watts
?5 watts
100 watts
250 watts

4.- The penalty for willful interference with other radio
communications is;
a. restricting operating to the 20 meter band
b. restricting operator to key operation
c. fine and suspension of license
d. restriction to local calla
5.- A state of emergency affecting amateur communications
becomes effective;
a. when an emergency occurs
b. when so ordered by FCC
c. at discretion of the operator
d. 3 hours afteremergency has started
6.- The following restriction applies to the holder of a
Novice Class license;
a.
b.
c.
d,

electron-coupled oscillator must be used
grid modulation must be used
crystal controlled oscillator must be used
Rice neutralization must be used
2?1

7.- A 2050 kc low-drift crystal has a positive temperature
coefficient of 3 cycles per megacycle per degree centigrade. If the temperature at the start of operations
is 60 centigrade, what will be the oscillating frequency at 30°cent1grade?
a. 2050.1845 kc
b. 2049.8155 kc
c. 2050 kc
d. 2031.55 kc
8.- A low drift crystal for the 28.5 - 29.7 Mc amateur band
is calibrated to 'l'lithin 0.05% of its s p ecified frequency .
Desiring to operate as close to the lower band limit of
28 .5 Mc as possible, for what whole number kilocycle
frequency should you order your crystal, allowing 1 kc
additional for temp erature and circuit constant variations?
a. 28,516 kc
c. 28,984 kc
b. 28,484 kc
d. 28,600 kc
9.- What amateur bands are reserved for emergency calling

when an official state of emergency has been proclaimed
by the FCC?
a. above 144 Mc
b. 1750 - 2050 kc and 3500 - 4000 kc
c. 27.16 - 2?.43
d. 29.0 - 29.7 Mc
10.- The purpose of using a center-tap return connection on
the secondary of a transmitting tube's filament transformer is to;
a. allow the filaments to heat up
b. permit power output
c. prevent modulation of the r-f by the a-c filament
supply
d. prevent radiation of spurious harmonics

11.- What is the high est percentage modulation of an amateur
radiotelephone tran smitter permitted by the FCC?
a. 75%
b . 50%
c. 25%
d. 100%
12.- A separate power supply is us ed for the oscillator
stage of a transmitter;
a. because the fi laments require a separate heating
source
b . because a lower BT voltage is r equired
c. to p revent frequency instability due to load variati ons being fed back throu gh a common power supply
d. t o i nc rease the frequency band width r adiated due to
a common power supply
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13.- A triode radio frequency power amplifier must be neutralized;
a. to increase power output
b. to prevent self-oscillations
c. to eliminate second harmonic radiation
d. when used as a frequency doubler
14.- What is the maximum permissible plate power input to
the final stage of an amateur transmitter on all
bands except 420 - 450 Mc?
a. 850 watts
b. 1000 watts
c. 10 kilowatts
d. 1000 kilowatts
15.- The result of operating an unneutralized r-f triode
power amplifier is;
a. decreased output
b. spurious radiation
c. a decrease in harmonic content
d. varying load condition
16.- One of the characteristics of an r-f frequency doubler
amplifier is !!2J,;
a . high negative grid bias
b. large excitation signal
c. high impedance plate circuit
d. low impedance plate circuit tuned to the same frequency as the excitation voltage
17.- What are the requirements for portable operation in
excess of 48 hours from the fixed location?
a. maximum power output is limited to 500 watts
b . operation permitted only in the 10 meter band
c. prior notification to FCC engineer in charge of
district
d . single side band transmission
18.- In order ·to obtain optimum power output from an r-f
power amplifier;
a. the antenna system should be matched to the rated
tube load impedance
b. a dir ectional array antenna should be used
c . link coupling is required
d. class B push-pull operation should be employed
19.- A power output r-f amplifier should not;
a. be coupled to the antenna system
b. have minimum plate current at resonance
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o. couple high harmonics to antenna
d. be matched to the output circuit impedance
20.- An amateur operating at 1 kilowatt, 100 percent modulated power output;
a. must get permission from FCC
b, is operating illegally
c. must have means of adequately checking percent
modulation and power output
d. can only operate on certain bands
21.- The principle purpose of using door interlock switches
is that they;
a. eliminate the need of turning off transmitter
b. act as an on-off switch
c. protect equipment against mishandling by incompetent personnel
d. prevent personnel from being accidentally shocked
by dangerous voltages when cage to transmitter is
open
22.- The circuit condition which will not minimize harmonic
componente in the output circuit of an r-f amplifier is;
a. low L/C ratio
b. improper neutralization
c. push-pull operation
d. proper bias voltage
23.- What is the meaning of •Q.RM"?
a. I am being interferred with
b. stop sending
c. the strength of your signal is
.
d . change to transmission on another frequency
24.- The most useful operating characteristic of a push-push
amplifier is that it;
a. can be used as frequency doubler
b. cancels even harmonics
c. does not have to be neutralized
d. has high efficiency
25.- Wbat is the meaning of ·~syn
a. I am being interferred with
b. stop sending
c. shift to transmission on another wave
d. I shall call you again immediately
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26.- The average plate current 1n an amplitude modulated

r-f amplifier should;
a. increase
b. rem81n constant
c. decrease
d, increase on the positive peaks, and decrease on
the negative peaks
27. - The usual means for protecting amateur station equip-

ment from damage by charges of atmospheric electricity
(static) on the antenna system 1s to;
a. connect a large size condenser from the top of the
antenna to ground
b. connect a static drain coil
c. shunt the antenna with a low value resistance
d, disconnect the coupling system from the antenna
when not in use
28,- A class B modulator as compared to a class A modulator

requires;
a. larger excitation voltage
b. lower excitation voltage
c. no power to drive the grid
d. zero bias operation
29.- Using a frequency meter with a possible error of 0.75%,

on what whole number kilocycle frequency nearest the
high frequency end of the 3500 - 4000 kc amateur band
could a transmitter safely be set?
a. 3975 kc
b. 3960 kc
c. 3970 kc
d. 4030 kc
30.- If the grid-bias supply of a class B modulator was

suddenly short-circuited;
a. the plate current would increase to excessively
high values
b. grid current would increa.se
c. overmodulation would result
d, output power of the carrier would be in the side
bands
31.- Using a frequency meter with a possible error of 0.75%,

on what whole number kilocycle frequency nearest the
lOVI frequency end of the 14,000 - 14,400 kc band could
a transmitter safely be set?
a. 14,000 kc
b. 13,895 kc
c. 14, 200 kc
d. 14,105 kc
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FINAL

~FCC-TYPE"

EXAMINATION

Mark in the space next to the number of the question on
the answer sheet, the letter of the answer that you think
1 e correct.
1.- A tetrode has;
a. one grid
c. three grids

b. two grids
d. four grids

2.- Power is measured _by
a. a voltmeter
'
c. a wattmeter

b. an ammeter
d. an ohmmeter

3.- The second harmonic of 150 cycles is;
a. 75 cycles
b. 150 cycles
c. 300 cycles
d. 450 cycles
4.- The DC power input to the plate of a tube having a
plate voltage of 750 volts and a plate current of 50
milliamperes is;
a. 3,750 watts
b, 3?,500 watts
c. 375 watts
d, 3?.5 watts
5.- The DC power input to the plate of a tube having a
plate voltage of 500 volts and a plate current of 60
milliamperes is;
a. 30 watts
b. 560 watts
c. 300 watts
d. 3000 watts
6. - Radio messages having top priority are;
a. third party messages
b. ship to shore messages
c. relief or emergency mes sages
d, messages sent to foreign amateurs
7.- The purpose for a filter in a power supply is;
a, to get rid pf the excess DC
b. to take the place of the rectifier tube
c. to increase the output voltage
d. to smooth out the AC ripple component
8.- A tetrode is superior to a triode as a radio frequency
amplifier because of;
a. lower plate resistance
b. increased cathode emission
c, reduced possibility of oscillation
d, increased grid resistance
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9.- A choke input filter;
a . gives increased output voltage
b. provides the best output current
c. provides the best voltage regulation
d. lowers the ripple frequency
10.- An important step in neutralizing an rf amplifier is;

a. remove the plate voltage of the stage to be neutralized
b. remove the filament voltage of the oscillator
c. remove the plate coil
d. lower the plate voltage

11.- Maximum plate dissipation means;
a. maximum current to the filament
b. maximum current the plate can absorb
c. maximum heat the plate can safely radiate in watts
d. maximum power output of the tube
12. If
a.
b.
c.
d.

a transformer were connected to a source of DC;
the primary current would be zero
the secondary current would exceed the nonna.l rating
rectification would be easier
excessive current would f.l ow in the primary

13. The output ripple frequency
connected to a source of 60
a. 30 cycles
b.
c. 120 cycles
d.

of a full wave rectifier
cycle AC is;
60 cycles
240 cycles

14. Neutralization of a triode rf amplifier is necessary
in order to prevent;
a. self oscillation
b, reduced amplification
c. loss of power
d. damped oscillation
15. A state of emergency affecting amateurs becomes effect-

ive;
a. when so ordered by the FCC
b. when an emergency occurs
c, at the discretion of the amateur
d. 3 hours after the emergency has started
16. A shorted filter condenser;

a. causes the power supply current to drop
b. causes the plate of the rectifier tube to become
red hot
c. causes the choke to short
d. re duces the ripple frequency
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l?.- Frequency modulation of an amplitude modulated wave;
a. causes no output signal
b. doubles the output power
c. causes spurious side bands and interference
d, causes undesired harmonics
18.- Push-pull operation;
a. introduces . harmonics into the grid circuit
b. improves the signal . strength
c. cancells the third harmonic
d. eliminates the second harmonic in the plate circuit
19. - An electron-coupled oscillator;
a. has very good frequency stability
b. has very good efficiency
c. has low output power
d. is more stable than a crystal-controlled oscillator
20 .- Optimum power output from an rf amplifier can be obtained;
a. when the stag e is a frequency doubler
b. when the output circuit impedance matches the tube
load impedance.
c. when the plate impedance is equal to the grid load
impedance .
d, when the plate circuit is slightly off resonance
21.- The
a. to
b. to
c. to
d. to

purpose of a Faraday shield is;
reduce power supply interference
reduce self oscillation
take the place of a lightning arrestor
reduce undesirable radiation of harmonics

22.- An advantage of a mercury vapor rectifier over a high
vacuum rectifier le NOT;
a. better voltage regulation
b. low internal voltage drop
c. a critical inverse peak voltage rating
d. a relatively high current rating
23.- Full wave rectification is better than half wave
rectification because;
a. its output is easier to filter
b. its output contains a lower ripple frequency
c. a choke input filter may b~ used
d. a swinging choke may be used
24.- The purpose of usinf a center-tap on the secondary of
a transmitting tube s filament transformer is;
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a. to prevent overheating of the transformer
b. to obtain half the secondary voltage
c. to prevent modulation of the carrier wave by the AC
filament supply
d. to prevent interference by radiation of harmonica
25.- A 28 Mc crysta.1 has a positive temperature coefficient
of 200 cycles per degree centigrade and is started in
operation at 45 degrees centigrade. What will the
oscillating frequency be at 75 degrees centigrade?
a. 28.600 Mc.
b. 34 Mc.
c. 28.006 Mc,
d. 27.004 Mc.
26.- A crystal for the 28-29.7 Mc. band is guaranteed to
be accurate to within 0.05% of its specified frequency.
If you desire to operate as close as possible to the
lower end of the band,for what whole number frequency
in kilocycles should you order your crystal? Allow an
additional 1 kc for temperature and circuit constant
variations.
a. 28.150Mc.
b. 28.14 Mc.
c. 28.5 Mc.
d. 28 . 015 Mc.
27.- Using a frequency meter with a possible error of 0.5%,
on what whole number kilocycle frequency nearest the
high end of the 7000-7300 kc band could a transmitter
safely be set?
a. 7277 kc
b. 7323 kc
c. 7023 kc
d. 7263 kc
28.- An amateur Novice Class license is good for;
a. 6 months
b. 1 year
o. 3 years
d. 5 years
29.- The owner of a Novice Class license may!!£! operate
his station in the following bands:
a. 3700 - 3750 kc.
b. 21.10 me. - 21.25 me.
c. 28.5 me. - 29,7 me.
d. 145 me. - 147 me.
30.- The owner of a General Class license may not operate
a radiotelephone station in the following""15iind:
a . 1800 kc. - 2000 kc.
b. 28.0 me.- 28.5 me.
c. 28.5 me. - 29,7 me.
d . 50.0 me.- 54.0 me.
31.- What is the FCC regulation regarding the transmission
of music by an amateur station?
a. it is permitted only on frequencies above 28 Mc.
b. it is permitted only during the hours of 6.AM-11.AM
c. it is permitted only on frequencies above 116 Mc.
d. it is not permitted
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32.- The ratio of modulator sine wave power output to class
C amplifier unmodulated plate powe r input is;
a . 100%
b. 25%
c. 125%
d. 50%
33.- The ratio of modulator speech power output to class C
amplifier unmodulated plate power input is;
a. 125%
b. 100%
c. 25%
d, 50%
34.- A precaution to be observed in the use of the battery
operated heterodyne frequency meter 1s to;
a. check the crystal frequency
b. check the oscillator with a standard frequency
c. check the 11 A11 and 11 B" battery voltages
d. check the tube filaments
35. - A downward deflection of the antenna r-f current meter

during modulation might indicate;
a. sufficient r-f excitation to the modulated stage
b. proper filament emission of the modulated stage
c. excellent voltage regulation of powe r supply common
to both modulator and r-f stage
d. insufficient bias on grid of modulated stage
36. - A precaution to be observed in the use of the absorption type frequency meter is to;
a. loosely couple the frequency meter to the oscillator
tank circuit
b. calibrate the frequency meter
c. check the B+ voltage of the frequency meter
d. zero beat the output of the wavemeter

37.- The penalty for willful or malicious interference
with other r adio communication is;
a. a fine of up to $50 per day
b. a maximum of one year suspension of license
c . no penalty auring peace time
d. a fine up to $10,000,up to 2 years imprisonment
38.- When removing an unconscious person from contact with
a high voltage circuit, the first thing to do is t o ;
a. a ttemp t to move person
b. call a doctor
c . open main switch of high voltage power supply
d. try to revive person
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39.- The meaning of Q.RT is;
a. I am being interfered with
b. shift frequency
c. transmit each word or group twice
d. stop transmission
40.- The highest modulation percentage permitted is;
a. 50%
b. ?5%
c. 100%
d. 125%
41.- The maximum power input to the final stage is;
a. 100 watts
b, 500 watts
c. 1000 watts
d. 10 kilowatts
42.- The value of the bias voltage of figure 1 is;
a. 6.25 volts
b.5 volts
c. 1.25 volts
d. 50 volts
43. -

The value of R;i is;

a. 60,000 ohms
c. 6000 ohms

b.60 ohms
d. 300 ohms

44.- Draw a diagram of a crystal-controlled oscillator

using a pentode. Indicate the polarity of the
voltages

suppl~

45.- Draw a diagram of a full wave power supply. Show a

filter circuit for best regulation and a bleeder
resi sto r providing two different output voltages.
Give approximate values of the filter components.
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NOVICE FINAL EXAMINATION
1. A power supply filter eliminates:

a. D. C.
c. the A.C. ripple

b. A.C. and D.C.
d. R. F.

2 . A detector stage:

a.
b.
o.
d.

removes noise from the signal
extracts audio from a modulated carrier
resembles an R.F. amplifier stage
is located between the mixer and I.F. stage

3. Attenuation means:
a. boosting
o. distorting

b, reducing
d. amplifying

4, In order to prevent R. F. from going to a certain

point, we use:

a. an I. F. Choke
c. an oscillator

b. a resistor
d. an R, F. Choke

5. A filter choke :

a.
b.
c.
d.

ls used
filters
is used
filters

to oppose audio signals
out D.C.
in amplifiers to filter out harmonics
out A.C. hum in a power supply

6. A device that is used to oppose the flow of audio
frequency currents while allowing D,C, to pass is
called:
a. an audio trap
b. an audio transformer
o. an audio frequency choke d. a D.C. choke
7. The ma.ximum permissible percentage of modulation of
an amateur radiotelephone station is:

a. 75.%

b.

o. 105%

50.%

d. 100%

8. The holder of a Novice Claes license may operate an
amateur radiotelephone station in the following band:
b. 147 me - 149 me
d, 26,9 mo - 27.2 me

a. 145 mo - 147 mo
c. 28.5 mo - 29, 7 mo
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9. F. M. stands for:
a. frequency monitoring
c. frequency modul a tion

b. fundamental
d. f ading motorboating

10. A.t:l. stand s for:

a. amplitude modulation
c . ampl1 tude

b. American measure
d . amplitude megacycle

11. The abbreviation for kilocycle is:

a, Kl.

c, Ki

b, Ke

d, kc

12. The unit of inductance is t.he :
a. ohm

b, farad

c. henry

d. Joule

13. Continuous Wave l s abbreviated by:
a. CW

c.

b. CN

cs. 'ffV.

d.

cu

14. Eastern Standard Time ls abbrevi ate d by:

a.

E. T.

b. E. S. T.

c. E.T. S.

d. E.P. M.

15. GMT stands for:
a. General Mo tors Times
b. General Marine Tuner
c. Gradual Mean Transformer d. Greenwlch Mean Time
16. A.C. is changed to D.C. by means of:
a. a rectifier
c . a filter

b. a tra.nsistor
d. a transformer

17 . Modulation is the p rocess whereby:
a.
b,
c.
d.

the high audio tones a re a ttenuated
audio is superimposed on an R.F. ca rrier
R.F. le superimposed on an A.F. carri er
imag e interference le eliminated

18. An amplifier s t age ls one which:
a. increases the D.C. compon en t of the signal
b . extract s audio from an R. F. ca rrier
c. boosts the low frequency components of an
audio s i g nal
d. increases the s trength of the si gnal that is
applied to the control g rid.
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19. What is the D.C. power input to a tube having a plate
voltage of 750 V. and a plate current ot 90 ma.
a. 63.3 W

b. 67.5

w

o. 67, 500

w

d. 6 3, 300

w

20. What is the D.C. power input to a tube having a plate
voltage ot 250 v. and a plate current of 40 ma.

a. 10 W

b. 100 w

c. 1

w

d. 6 .25

w

21. Of the following percentages of modulation, wh1oh one
would you consider to be one of overmodulatio n.
a. 50%

c. 100%

b. 75%

d. 110%

22. Of the following, which is not likely to be an effect
of overmodulation:
a.
b.
c.
d.

distortion of the audio component of the ca rrier
radiation ot spurious sidebands
drifting of the oscillator
interference with stations on nearby frequencies

23. Parasitic oscillations are:

a. oscillations at frequencies other than the desired
output frequency
b, oscillations occuring at exactly twice the desired
frequency
c. oscillations occuring at the receiver only
d, oscillations that take place in the audio section
of the transmitter
24. Interference due to sparking at the telegraph key
contacts can be eliminated by:
a. a spark suppressor
b. a resistor spark plug
c. a key-click filter
d. a spark gap device
25. A person without an operator license may operate an
amateur transmitter:
a. if he sends at a code speed of less than 1 3 words
per minute
b. if the transmit t er's output doesn't travel more
than 5 miles
c. if the transmitter ls crystal controlled
d, a person Without an op erating license may not
operate an amateur transmitter
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26. Not1oe of portable or mobile operation must be given
to the FCC inspector:

a. at all times
b. when the portable or mobile operation is to be
for a period in excess of 48 hours.
c. when the portable or mobile operation is to be
for a period in excess of 24 hours .
d. notice need not be given for portable or mobile
operation
27. A Novice class operator may not operate an amateur
radio station in the following band:

b. 26,96 me - 27.23 me
d . 145 me - 147 me

a. 3700 kc - 3750 kc
c. 50 me - 54 me

28. The maximum input power permited to the final stage
of a transmitter, owned or operated by a Novice
Class operator is:

a. 50 W.

c. 100

b . 75 W.

w•

d. 1000 W.

•

29. The term of a Novice Class license is :

a. 6 months

b. l year

c. 3 years

d. 5 years

30. A Novice Class license is renewable under the
following conditions:

a. upon application by -.the Novice operator
b. if the Novice operator oan show proof of still
being able to pass the original examination
c. proof must be given of 3 actual contacts
with radio amateurs.
d. the Novice Clase license is not renewable under
any condi tione
31. The log of an amateur station must be preserved for:
a. 6 months

b. 1 year

c. 2 years

d. 3 years

32. The log of an amateur station is:

a. a special type of radio calender
b. the rules and regulations of the FCC pertaining
to the amateur operator
c. a written record of transmissions made by the
amateur operator
d. a copy of the frequencies that an amateur oan
use under his class of license
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33. An amateur station must be identified by its call sign:·
a. at least once every 15 minutes during the transmission
b. at the beginning and end of each transmission and at
least once every 10 minutes during a transmission
c. only at the beginning and end of each transmission
d. once every 20 minutes during a transmission
34, Spurious radiations from an amateur transmitter:
a. are permitted on all frequencies above 30 mo.
b. are forbidden on all amateur frequencies
c. must be reduced in accordance with good engineering
practice on all frequencies below 144 me.
d. are forbidden by Novice class operators
35. A frequency multiplier in a transmitter will:
a.
b.
c.
d.

increase
increase
increase
increase

the
the
the
the

power of the fundamental frequency
voltage of the fundamental frequency
frequency in odd multiples
frequency in multiples of 2, 3, 4 , etc.

36. The method of frequency control required in a station
licensed to the holder of a Novice Clase license is:
a. automatic frequency control
b. crystal control
c. electron coupled oscillator must be used
d.monitor oontron
37. An amateur shall establish a proceedure for measuring
his carrier frequency:
a. when so ordered by the FCC
b. once a year
o, at regular intervals
d. when asked to do so by another amateur
38. The means by which an amateur measures his emitted
frequency shall be:
a. sufficiently accurate to insure operation within
the amateur band being used
b. accurate within 2% of the dial calibrations
c. accurate Within 5% of the dial calibrations
d. crystal controlled
39. The transmission of improper language or false signals:
a. 1s permitted 1f the transmitter's output does not
travel more than 5 miles 1n any direction
b. 1s permitted between the hours of l A.M. and 7 A.M.
c. there ls no FCC rule regarding the transmission of
improper language
d. 1a strictly forbidden at all times
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40. Willful interference to other radio communication:
a.
b.
c.
d,

le
is
is
is

prohibited
permitted on frequencies above 144 me
permitted on frequencies above 420 me
permitted if the output powe r is under 50 W.

41. The second harmonic of 400 kc 1e:
a. 400

0

b. 800 c

c . 800 kc

d. 1200 kc

42. The third harmonic of 2 mo le:

a. 6 mo

b. 8 mo

o. 12 kc

d. 1 2 mo

43. A voltmeter measures:

a . current
c. eleotrioal pressure

b. amperes
d. power

44. An ammeter measures :

a. current

b. voltage

c. amperes

d. ohms

45. Resistance 1s measured by:

b, a voltmeter
d. a wavemeter

a. an ammeter
b . an ohmmeter
46. Power is measured by:

a. a wattmeter
o. an ohmmeter

b, a voltmeter
d. a joulemeter

47. Electrical energy is measured by:

a. a watt-hour meter
c. an ammeter

b. a wavemeter
d. a voltmeter

48. One kilocycle is equal to:
a. 1000 cycles
o. 1000 megacycles

b. 10,000 cycles
d. 100,000 cycles

49. One megac ycle 1s equal to:

b. 1,000,000 cycles
d. 100 kilocycles

a. 100,000 cycles
b. 1,000 cycles
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AFPENDIX I
RADIO ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation
Ampere ..••.••.•..
Farad •••...•.•.
Frequency •••.. .

Henry •......•..
Impedance ••••••

Ohm •••••••..•••

Volt ••.. .. . . •••
Watt •••••.... .•
Current ••••••••
Frequency •• ••••

Miscellaneous ••

Meaning

a, or amp •••• .. ampere
JI.. a • • • • . . . • • • • . micro ampere

ma . • • • . . . . . . • • milliampere
fd............. farad (rarely used alone)
µµf ••••••• ••• micromicrofarad
µfd .... ....... microfarad
f • • • . . . . • . • . • • frequency
c, or
. • • • • • cycles
cps • • . . . . . . . • • cycles per second
kc •••.....•..• kilocycles per second
Mc ••••..••••.• Megacycles per second
h •••••......•• henry
µh . • • . • • . . • • • • microhenry
mh ••••..•••••• millihenry
X1 .••.•.••.••. inductive reactance
(in ohms)
Xe •••.• •.•••. • capacitive reaotanoe
(in ohms)
.fL (Omega) •.••• ohm resistance
M ••••••••••.•• megohm (one million ohms)
v • • • • . . • • . . • . • volt
w • • . • • . . . . . . . • watt
p ............. power (in watts)
a-c • • • • • . • • • . . alternating current
d-o . .•.••. •••• direct current
a-r ••••••• . ..• audio frequency
r-f ••........• radio f~equency
i-f .• • •• •• • •. • intermediate frequency
t-r-r •••••.••• tuned radio frequency
c-w • • • . . . . • • • . continuous wave
a-m •••...••••• amplitude modulation
f-m •• • •• •. .... frequency modulation
e-m-r •.•••.••• electromotive force
(in volts)
m-o-p-a ..••••• master-oscillator
power-amplifier
EST . •.. ....• .. Eastern Standard Time
GMT . ..... . . ... Greenwich Mean Time

APPENDIX II
Table of Common Radio Symbols

FIXED RESISTOR

VARIABLE
RESISTOR

POTENTIOl't'ETER

KEY

VOLTMETER

-o-

AMMETER

BATTERY

~1111~

FUSE

CAPl\CITOR

~t

IRON CORE
CHOKE CO I L

D-C GENERATOR

D·C MOTOR

SINGLE POLE,
SINGLE THROW
SWITCH

SINGLE POLE,
DOUBLE THROW
SWITCH

IRON CORE
TRANSFORMER

BAR MAGNET

-©--©___,/

__

-

SOURCE or
ALTERNATING
VOLTAGE

A-C MOTOR

DOUBLE POLE,
SINGLE THROW
SWITCH

AIR CORE
TRANSFORMER

][
sl

---48--

][
N

HORSESHOE
MAGNET

nrr
-llr"

BU'
CAPACITY TUNED
DIOOE- D1RECTLY HEATED

~TIP
0-TWO WIRE

..111'

~RING

SLEEVE
THREE WIRE
JACKS

INDUCTIVELY TUNED

I NTERM EDIATE TRAN SFORMER

--11--

OR

~TIP

OR

CONDENSER-FIXED
DIODE-INDIRECTLY HEAT ED

CONTRO~
GR1D..._,,--w

GROUNDED OR LOW
NT IAL SI DE

?Ok:

~

OR

+ +

CONNECTION

000

0

SELECTOR SWITCH

c oNDEHSER

CONDENSER _

T UNED

0

\

WIRES CROSSING

VARI ABLE-GANG

0

0

0

7-~---~
~

OR

CON OEN SEf!.
VARIABLE

TRIODE- INDIRECTLY HEATED

TETrtODE

--j t---

VARIABLE - SPLIT ST A T 0 R

y

CONVERTER

SINGLE

TWIN

MULTICONOUCTOR

COAXIAL CAB\..E S

T WI STED
PAIR

CABL E S

DOUBL E DIODE IN DIRECTLY HE ATED

____;...;._
~
DOUBLE TRIODE
INDIRECTLY HEATED

·~

Pentode

WITH EXTERNALLY
CONN ECTED SUPPRESSORS

SH IE LD WIRE SSHIELO GROUNO(D

_h _1 _h
C.ONDE,.SER1MULT1- SECT10N, FI XED

WA FER SWITCH

TWO CI RCUI T BREAK

~~-i~ h

SHORTING
POLE
OiANGING
TE L EGR APH KE YS

APPENDIX III
RADIO FORXtn..AS

Ohm's Law:

1-E

E=IR

R-E
-y

Power:

P=EI

P ==I2R

P=!2

- fl

Resistors in Series:

R

Jtr = R1 + ~ + R3 • • • • •

TWO Resistors in Parallel:
Resistors in Parallel:
1

1
1

1

-+-+-······
R1 ~ R3
Inductors in Series :

~=L1

Inductors in Parallel:

+ ~ + L3 ••••••

LT=·-~------

-1 + -1 + -l •••.
Ll

Inductive Reactanoe:

1"'2

~

XL= 2lT':fL

Condensers in Parallel:

CT= 01 + C2 + C3 •••••

Condensers in Series:

CT = ____
1 _ __

.!. + .!. + .!. • • • ••
Cl

Capacitive Reacts.nee :

~=

C2

C3

__l _ _
2TTfC

Resonant Frequenoy of a Tuned Circuit:

fr = ___ir"""Jtc"'L""c="
2

Characteristic Impedance of an Air Insulated
Parallel Conductor Transmission Line:

z = 2 761og1'
a

I

E
Standing Wave Ratio of a Transmission Line: SWR= max o~
1m1n
~in
Wavelength of Radio Waves: A
300,000,000

=

f

In the above formulas, I is current in Alllperea, E is voltage
1n volts, R is resistance in ohms, P is power 1n watts, L is
inductance in Henries, T stands for total, XL is inductive
reacts.nee in ohms, f is :f"requenoy in cycles, C is oapaoit1
in farads,Xc is capacitive reacts.nee in ohms, · a·· 1a the radius
of the conductor, no ' ia the center to center distance between
conductors.

APPENDIX IV
Table of Abbreviations to be Used ln Radio Service
Abbreviation

.,......... .
Q.F.M
Q.RT
QRX

.. ... .....
QSY .. . . . . . . .
QSZ . .. . . . . . ...
QRJ ...... .....
Q.RN .. . .. ......
Q,RO .. . . . . ...
Q,RP .. . . . . . . . . .
Q.RS . . .. . . .....
QSB . . ... . . .. ..
QSX .. . . . . ....
Q,UF ...........
QUM .. . . . . .....
QSA

Answer or Statement
The readability of your signals ls···
(1 to 5)
I am being interfered with.
Stop transmission.
Walt (or Walt until I have finished
communicating with ••• ) I shall call
you again at ••• o 1 clock (or immediately)
The strengt h of your signals le
(1 to 5 )
Shift to transmission on another
wave .
Transmit each word or group twice .
I cannot receive you. Your signals
are too weak.
I am troubled by static •
Increase the power .
Decrease the power •
Transmit more slowly ( ••• words
per minute.)
The strength of your signals varies •
I am li stenlng to... (call signal)
on ••• kllocycles (or • •• meters.)
I have received the distress signal
sent by ••• (call signal of the mobile
station) at ••. (time)
The distress traffic is ended •

Appendix 5

STUDY MATERIAL FOR NOVICE LICENSE PREPARATION
Sec. 1. Introduction to radio - page 2
Leeson 1. Paragraphs 1-1 to 1-12, 1-17. Practice
questions l, 2 , 4, 5, 16, 17.
Lesson 2 . Paragraphs 2-1 to 2-11.
Lesson 3. Paragraphs 3-1 to 3-4, 3-8, 3-15, 3-16,
3-32, 3-33.
Practice questions 1 2, 5, 1 2 .
Section 1 examination (page 70~ Questions 1 to 5,
7 to 13 , 19, 20.
Study Guide Entire study guide - pages 66 to 69
Sec, 2. Lesson 4. Paragraphs 4-1 to 4-7, 4-9.
All practice questions.
Lesson 5. Paragraphs 5-1 to 5-8, 5-17, 5-19, 5-20.
Practice question 7 .
Lesson 6. Paragraphs 6-1 to 6-3, 6-6, 6-8, 6-11,
6-13.
Practice questions 4, 7 to 10, 15, 16.
Lesson 7. Paragraphs 7-1, 7-2, 7-4, 7-18.
Lesson 8. Paragraphs 8-1, 8-2, 8-6, 8-7, 8-15.
Practice questions 3, 4, 5, 9.
Seotion 2 examination (page 152 ) questions 2, 7, 9,
17.
Sec. 3. Introduction to transmission and reception (page 156) .
Lesson 9 . Paragraphs 9-1, 9-15.
Practice question 7 .
Lesson 10 Paragraphs 10-1 to 10-4, 10-17, 10-19.
Lesson 11 Pa ragraphs 11-1 to 11-4,ll-16,
Practice question 8.
Lesson 12 Paragraphs 12-1, 12-2.
Lesson 13 Paragraphs 13-1 to 13-3.
Practice question 2.
Lesson 14 Entire lesson.
Section 3 examination (page 271) questions l to 6,
11 , 14, 20.
Final examination questions 1 to 7, 9, 28, 29 , 30, 37, 40.
Novice Final examination - Entire examination
Appendix 1, appendix 3 formula lb9 appendix 7- Ql,Q2,Q3,Q4!

Appendix 6
ANSWERS
Section 1
1. c
6.
2. A
7.
3. B
8.
4. c
9.
5. c
10.

Examination - page 70
c 11. D 16. D
17. A
B
12. c
c 13. A 18 . A
A
14. c
19. c
D
15. B
20. B

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Section 2 Examination - page 152
c
16. c
21.
6. A
11. c
?. c
2. c
1 2. A
17. B
22.
3. D
8. D
1 3. B
18. B
23.
4. c
24.
9. A
14. A
19. c
20. c
5.
10. D
15. A
25.
5a. 4.5 volts
5b. 75 v olte
5c. 79.5 volts

l.

Section 3 Examination - page 271
6. c
11. D
16. D
1. A
21.
7. B
2. B
17. c
1 2. c
22 .
3. B
8. A
13. B
18. A
23.
4. c
14. B
9. B
19. c
24.
5. B
10. c
15. B
20. B
25.
Novice Final Examination
15. D
22.
8. A
1. c
9, c
23 .
2. B
16. A
3. B
10. A
17. B
24 .
4. D
18. D
25 .
11. D
5. D
12. c
19. B
26.
6. c
13. A
20 . A
27.
7. D
14. B
21. D
28.
Final Examination
8. c
15.
2. c
9. c
16.
3. c
17.
10. A
4. D
11. c
18.
5. A
12. D
19.
6. c
13. c
20.
7. D
14. A
21.

l. B

A
B

c

D
A
B
D

c

A

c

D
B
B
B

22 . c
23. A
24. c
25. c
26. D
27. D

28. B

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

D

c

D

A
A

A
D
A
D

26. c
27. c
28. A
29 . B
30. D

26. c
27. c
28. A

B

c

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

B
D
B

36. B
37. c
38. A

D

40. A
41. c
42. A

D
B

A
A

c
B
c
c

B
D
D

c
c

D

B
B
A

c
A

39. D

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

31. D

A
D

c

D

c

c

B

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

c
c

A
A
A
A
B

43. A
44. Pg.170
45. Pg.98

APPENDIX VII
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
In early 1955 the FCC added new questions to the
Novice and General Class examinations. The following
questions and answers cover the information required for
these new questions. ~uestions 1 through 4 are for the
Novice examination. Question 4 and the remainder of the
questions are for the General Class examination.
Ql.

Al.

Q2.

A2.

What is the purpose of an audio frequency choke?
The purpose of an audio frequency choke 1s to oppose
the flow of audio frequency currents while allowing
direct current to flow.
What is the meaning of attenuation?
Attenuation means to reduce in amount or amplitude.
What is the rule regarding eligibility for reexamination?
An applicant who fails an operator examination may
not take another one for such privileges wit.hin 30
days (except that this does not apply to an exam1na tion for a General Class license following an examination for a Conditional Clase license).

Q4.
A4.

What precautions should be taken to avoid the danger
of shock from high-voltage electrical circuits~
The following precautions should be taken: 1. Shut off
power from circuits that you intend to work on. 2. Use
bleeder resistors across the filter \condensers in the
power supply. 3. Do not allow high-vo.J,_tage wires or
circui ta to be exposed where the operator or other
person can come in con tact with them.
What is meant by the 11 time-conatant11 of a resiatancecapaclty circuit?
The 11 time-constant 11 is a number that is equal to the
product of the resistance in ohms and the capacity 1n
farads. It i s the time in seconds that it takes for a
condenser to charge up to 63% of the applied voltage.

Q.6.

A6.

What would happen if the primary of a 60 cycle power
supply was connected to a DC source?
With DC applied, there would be no inductive reactance
in the primary of the transformer. The current flow
would therefore be high and would damage the primary
Winding or blow the f'uee.

A7.
~.

What is the usual means for protecting amateur station
equipment from damage by charges of atmospheric electrit7
on the anterma system?
The usu.al means is an antenna grounding switch.
What is "skin effect"?
Skin effect" 1s the tendency of higher frequenc7 currents
to flow along the eurf.ace of the conductor. Th1s is because of the reactance created on the inside of the conductor.

AB.

11

Q9.

What effect does the Q of a circuit have on harmonic
output?
As the Q increases, the selectivity increase s and the
harmonic output decreases.

A9.

QI.O. What are the relative bandwidths of type Al and type A3
emissions? Of single sideband and double sideband amplitude-modulated emissions?
AlO. Type Al emission has no modulation and is therefore
narrow in bandwidth - 100 cycles or less. The bandwidth
of A3 emission depends upon the audio range used. The
bandwidth is twice the 11mi t of the audio frequencies.
If the audio frequencies are 11mi ted to 3 kc. the bandwidth would be 6 kc.
The bandwidth occupied by double-sideband is twice that
occupied by single-sideband.
Qll. What is the advantage of a h1gh-pass filter at the in-

put circuit of a Tv. receiver~
All. The High-pass filter prevents the fUndamental frequency of a transmitter from reaching the front end or the
receiver and overloading it. It outs out everth1ng below its cut-off frequency.

Tv. rece1 ver,
what is the advantage of a low-pass filter in the output circuit of an amateur transmitter?
Al2 . The low-pass filter reduces the output of harmonic
fr equenci es that occur above the f11 ter's cut-off point.
Th1s will eliminate the interference that falls in the
Tv. bands.
Q.12. In the event of harmonic interference to a

Ql.3• What is the Q of a r esonant circuit?
Al.3.

The Q of a resonant circuit is the gain of the circuit
at the resonant frequency - in other words, a measure
of the selectivity of the circuit. Numerically, it 1s
the reactance of either the coil or the condenser divided by the resistance of the circuit at resonance.

· Q,14.

Draw a schemat1c diagram of a h1f3h-pass f1l ter using
a single, balanced, oonat.ant-k p1 section.

Ql.5. Draw a schemat1c d1agram of a low-pass filter using
a single, unbe.lanced, constant-k pi section.

o_____.T_ _T.....____,

0

Ql.6. Draw a achemat1o d1agram or an r.r. power amplifier
stage us1ng parallel teed.

R.fc .

R.FC.

B-

B+

...
OTH~R

BOOKS AND COURSES PUBLISHED BY THE
AMECO PUBLISHING CORP-.

1. RADIO-ELECTRONICS MADE SIMPLE. Explains the subject of radio theory iD a
simple, non-technical manner. No previous radio background is required ln order for
tho reader to completely understand the boolc. This book la complete ln Its coverage
of radio theory. It starts with basic electricity and covers all phases of radio right
up through 11ansmitter11 and receiver11. It Is an ideal book for the beginner, the
service man, the electronics experimenter, and the hi·fi enthusiast. Approx. 200 pages.
Cat. #3-01. ........................................................................................................................ $1.9S
2. TRANSISTOR 1llEORY AND CIRCUITS MADE SIMPLE. Thi1 book exj,lalDB the theory
of tranaistor action in a simple straight-forward manner. It explains how. translators
operate In amplifiers. oscillators and other electronic circuits. The various types of
trcm.aiators are analyzed and explained. Many practical circuits using transistors
are given. Values of porta are also given so that one can actually build the circuits.
This book Is for servicemen, amateurs, eii:perimentera and engineers. In short, 1t ls
for everyone who wants to gain a good understanding of tranaiator11 and their operation In various circuits. 128 pagea. Cat. No. 11·01 ..................................... $1.7S net
3. TV ANTENNAS. This book describes the various types of television antennas and
their uses. It also tells how to install an antenna. It ls written in the layman's
language. 32 pages. Cat. #7-01. ................................................................................ SO¢
4. MASTERING THE MORSE CODE. This book teaches tho beqinner how to learn
the International Morse Code. Topics covered include: the code alphabet, how to
send code, bow to receive code, how to hook up a code oscillator, etc. 32 pagea.
Cat. #6-01. ........................................................................................................................ SO¢
S. RADIO AMATEUR THEORY COURSE. A complete, simplified home study theory
course in radio coverinq the requirements for the Novice, Technician, Conditional.
and General Classes of Radio Amateur Operator Licenses. Contains 14 lessons.
3 atudy guides, and over 400 FCC·type multiple choice quealions - all under on1t
cover. No technical backqround required. Approximately 300 pages. Cat. # 102-01
$3.9S
6. RADIO AMATEUR QUESTION & ANSWER IJCENSE GUIDE. A study qulde for
those preparinq for the Novice. Technician, Conditional, and General Clasaea of
Radio Amateur operator licenses. Contains over 200 questions and answers {moat
me of the multiple choice type) similar lo ones given on FCC examinations. Two
typical FCC-type exams are given. Other questions are qrouped accordinq to
aubject matter, makinq study easier. 32 pages. Cat. # S-01 ............................ SO~
7. THE COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATOR'S QUESnON AND ANSWER IJCENSE
GUIDE - Elements I, 2 & 9 Thia book contains the questions and clear simplified
answers for elements l and 2. In addition it contains SAMPLE FCC-TYPE PRACTICE EXAMS USING MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS. !Elements l and 2 are
required for all FCC commercial exams.> 48 pagea. Cat. # 8-01 ......- .......... - ..75¢
8. THE COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATOR'S QUESnON AND ANSWER UCENSE
GUIDE - Element 3. Contains questions and answers and SAMPLE FCC-TYPE
PRACTICE EXAM for element 3. Complete preparation tor 2nd clau Radio Telephone Hcense. 128 paqes. Cat. #9·01 ........................................................................ $1.7S
9. THE COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATOR'S QUESnON AND ANSWER UCENSE
GUIDE - ELEMENT 4. Contains questions and anawers and SAMPLE FCC-TYPE
PRACTICE EXAM for element 4. Complete preparation for 1st class Radio Telephone Licenae. 80 pages. Cat. # 10-01 .................................................................... $1.2S
10. JUNIOR CODE COURSE. Prepares prospective Radio Amateurs for the Novice and
Technician Code examinations. Contains 10 'recordings on S records. Code speed
is from start to 8 WPM. Course includes typical FCC-type code exams, Instruction
book on how to send and receive code tho simpleat. fastest way, charts to check
receivinq accuracy, and an album.
Cat. # 100-33 (33 RPM> ............ S4.9S
Cat. # 100·4S (45 RPM> ................ SS.9S
Cat. # 100-01 !78 RPM> ............ $6.9S
11. SENIOR CODE COURSE. Contains overythinq given in Junior Code Course plus
12 additional recordings lo brinq code speed up to 18 WPM. Prepares one for all
amateur and Second Clau Telegraph code examinations.
Cat. # 101-33 (33 RPM) ............ $9.SO
Cat. # 100-4S (4S RPM> ............ $10.SO
Cat. # 101-01 (78 RPM) ............ Sll.50
l!. ADVANCED CODE COURSE. Prepares Novice Amateur-. for General Class lice11J1e.
Contains last 12 recordings of Senior Code Course plus FCC-type code exams plus
illllnlction book. Speed is 8 'h to 18 WPM.
Cat. # 1D~· 33 (33 RPM) ............ S4.95
Cat. # 103...S (45 RPM> ........ . . SUS
Cat. # 103-01 '(711 RPM) ............ SS.95

